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ABSTRACT
Theology and Mission in the Asian Church
Hwa Yung
Many efforts have been made, especially since World War
Two, at doing Asian Christian theologies. This dissertation
seeks to examine representative examples of Protestant Asian
theology, and to assess their adequacy or otherwise as
theologies which empowers the Asian church in mission. The
four criteria used for assessment are relevance to the
sociopolitical context, efficacy in respect of the church's
evangelistic and pastoral concerns, inculturation, and
faithfulness to the Christian tradition.
This study reveals that, although exceptions exists,
there is a tendency in Asia for ecumenical and conservative
theologies respectively to be strong in their sociopolitical
emphasis and their evangelistic and pastoral concerns, but
correspondingly weak in the other. Further, both
demonstrate varying degrees of success or failure in
inculturation. Finally, conservative theologies stick more
closely to the Christian tradition, but also tend to remain
locked into Western doctrinal formulations. Ecumenical
theologies are more adventurous in attempting new
formulations, but increasingly fail to take the Christian
tradition seriously.
However, the greatest problem with most Asian
theologies appears to be that, at heart, they are still
captive to Western dualism and Enlightenment thought.
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PREFACE
This dissertation is the result of a long pilgrimage
which formally began when I first embarked on academic
theological studies in the Britain almost twenty years ago.
In some ways I enjoyed my studies then immensely; but in
others it was extremely frustrating. On the one hand, it
opened my mind and heart to many deep truths of God. On the
other, I found that again and again, the Western theologies
that I was learning often failed to answer the questions
that I was consciously and sub-consciously asking from
within my own spiritual, cultural, and sociopolitical
context. There was a very real sense of disappointment and
exasperation in those years.
Later I read more of what Asian theological writers had
produced. But again, there was a sense of disappointment
with what I found because I felt that much of the material
was only superficially contextual. They often failed to
really address the questions that the Asian church at the
grass-roots were wrestling with. The writings also tended
to be too academic. And there was simply too much captivity
to the Enlightenment framework.
So I struggled on. At times I almost lost confidence
in my own pilgrimage, and despaired of finding genuine
answers. For whatever it is worth, this dissertation is the
product of that struggle. The task of putting it together
has brought me personally some light. I offer it as a
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contribution to the wider Christian community, in the hope
that it will bring some fellow pilgrims, especially those
from the Two-Thirds World, some light too.
I am indebted to many people for making this project
possible. I am grateful to the Council of Seminari Theoloji
Malaysia, for granting me the one year's sabbatical during
which much of the groundwork for this was done. I am also
grateful to the E. Stanley Jones School of World Mission and
Evangelism of Asbury Theological Seminary, the World
Evangelical Fellowship, and the Sungei-Way Subang Methodist
Church in Petaling Jaya, Malaysia, for financial assistance
for my doctoral studies.
My mentor for this dissertation, Dr. Everett N. Hunt,
Jr. , has been a real friend, source of encouragement, and
model of pastoral oversight for over-pressurized students.
The other two members of my dissertation committee, Dr.
George G. Hunter III and Dr. Stephen A. Seamands, have both
been valuable sources of wisdom and encouragement also. I
am deeply indebted to them and to the other faculty members,
and Mrs. Pat Richmond, of the E. Stanley Jones School of
World Mission and Evangelism. They gave me space to find
both God and myself in my pilgrimage, without losing touch
with the deepest yearnings of my culture and my heart.
I am also grateful to my friend, Florence Ma, who gave
much time to edit this manuscript, and sorted out my
English. But the ones I owe most to for the completion of
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this are my three children and, especially my longsuffering
wife, Bee Teik. They have all been looking forward to its
completion so that I can get on with some of my duties as
husband and father!
Finally, a word of explanation is necessary with respect
to Asian names and transliteration. With one or two
exceptions, I have consistently written Chinese and Korean
names with the surnames first�as they should be written in
their own cultures. I hope Western readers will bear with
this. With respect to the transliteration of Chinese terms,
I have used the Wade-Giles system in the main text, and
wherever possible followed with the Pinyin system in
brackets .
Hwa Yung
Seminari Theoloji Malaysia
Petaling Jaya
October 1994
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Over the last few hundred years the Church in the
Western world has not only brought the gospel to Africa,
Asia and Latin America, but it has also done so in a deeply
enculturated Western form. Whereas this may have often been
welcomed in the past by Christians in the Two-Thirds World,
because of its associations with a more advanced technology
and an apparently more advanced civilization, increasingly
this perceived imposition of alien cultural categories and
forms is being questioned and even rejected. The two main
reasons for this are, first, an increasing dissatisfaction
with a "western" Christianity as against an indigenous
variety, and second, a quest for a clearer sense of self-
identity on the part of Christians throughout the Two-Thirds
World. This is particularly so in the realm of theology.
Reasons for Dissatisfaction with Western Theology
The increasing sense of dissatisfaction with Western
theology is not without good reasons.
Different Histories and Realities Presutjposed
To begin with. Western theologies are the products of
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the histories, cultures and realities of the West. They
cannot, therefore, adequately address the existential
realities of the rest of the world because these differ so
much from those of the West. The Asian theologian, Kosuke
Koyama (1989:217), lists the six themes characterizing Asian
theological concerns as follows: the relation or relevance
of Christ to revolutionary social change, widespread
poverty, ethnic and economic minorities, both the positive
and negative aspects of culture, the plurality of religions,
and ecclesiastical divisions.' While some Western writers
may have worked with some of these issues, the majority of
Western theological writings can hardly be expected to deal
with these issues in detail or with the same degree of
sensitivity of those who wrestle with these as daily
existential realities. They do not and they cannot.
To take but one example, consider the German
theologian, Jurgen Moltmann, who is often perceived as one
who does seek to identify at least to some extent with Two-
Thirds World issues. In one of his most important books,
The Crucified God (1974) , he powerfully expounds the notion
that Christ by dying as a blasphemer, subversive and
godforsakened, identifies himself with the oppressed,
unrighteous and abandoned of this world. This
^. Refer to the papers of the six consultations of
EATWOT held between 1976 and 1985: Torres and Fabella, eds.
1978, Appiah-Kubi and Torres, eds. 1979, Fabella, ed. 1980,
Torres and Eagleson, eds. 1981, Fabella and Torres, eds.
1983, Fabella and Torres, eds. 1985.
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interpretation of the death of Christ naturally would have a
great appeal in Asia against the background of its political
and socioeconomic realities. Yet it is clear that one of
the key driving forces behind his exposition is the concern
for a "theology after Auschwitz"^ which can deal adequately
with the problem of evil and suffering and gives us hope
"for the future of man in God" (Moltmann 1974:278). His
concern here is easily understood when it is remembered that
during World War Two he was a member of the German Air
Force .
Few Asian Christians who have read Moltmann's book can
fail to be impressed with its passionate wrestling towards a
"theology after Auschwitz". But the question they would ask
however is: Does this address directly the six issues that
Koyama raises? Even if it does, are not the imagery used
and historical background presupposed rather foreign and
distant from the Asian mind? Would not a wrestling towards
a "theology after the Rape of Nanjing", a "theology after
the Death Railway", or a "theology after Hiroshima", to use
images from the same historical epoch, stir up more
passionate cords in the Asian context? As it is, even when
Western writers deal with concerns similar to those in the
Asian scene at the rational level, the very approaches taken
have tended to leave the treatment emotionally cold to the
^. Auschwitz was one of the Nazi concentration camps
used for the extermination of the Jews during the Second
World War.
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Asian heart.
A Different Worldview Presupposed
A second reason for dissatisfaction with Western
theology is that it presupposes a worldview which has been
heavily influenced by the Enlightenment. The anthropologist
Charles H. Kraft (1989:27-34) characterizes the Western
worldview as naturalistic, with the supernatural largely
disregarded; as being governed by materialistic values; as
being humanistic, thus making God largely irrelevant; as
being rationalistic, thus rejecting anything that appears to
fall outside the purview of rigorous rational analysis; and
as valuing individualism and independence above community
and group-identity. These have inevitably strongly shaped
Western theology. That being the case, how can such a
theology adequately address the concerns of Asian and other
Two-Thirds World cultures which are generally much more
holistic, without the sharp separation between the natural
and the supernatural with its emphasis on the world of
spirits and the dead; decidedly less materialistic; no less
humanistic, but not so at the expense of denying the divine;
no less rational but nevertheless open to knowledge through
intuition and other non-rational media; and group and
community-oriented rather than ruggedly individualistic?
Missionary anthropologists have noted that it is often
the different worldviews presupposed by the Western
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missionary and the non-western recipient of the missionary's
message that have resulted in the concerns of the latter 's
worldview being inadequately addressed by the missionary's
gospel. This is one of the key hindrances to the genuine
indigenization of the gospel in non-western cultures. For
example, Paul Hiebert (1982), has noted that the religious
worldview of the non-westerner includes both a level of
"high religion", e.g. Hinduism, Islam, etc., and another of
"folk religion", related to magic, astrology, and spirit
worship. The Western missionary, accustomed as he is at
dealing with only questions of ultimate truth and meaning,
effectively addresses only the "high religion" level of the
non-westerner's worldview, but excludes the other.
Similarly, Darrell Whiteman (1983:411-443) notes that the
Western missionary, in failing to take the non-westerner's
worldview and culture seriously, often ends up converting
others to a "Western Christianity" rather than to a
Christianity within their own indigenous culture. At best,
this leads to a "split-level" religion wherein only the
rational belief level of the indigenous Christian's mind is
Christianized, but the sub-rational level of consciousness
remains decidedly pagan (Hiebert 1985:222-224). This type
of nominal Christianity is prevalent in many parts of the
Two-Thirds World, including that of the present writer's
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home country.^ At worst, it paves the way for the eventual
reversion to various forms of Christopaganism, like that of
Melanesian Cargo Cults (Whiteman 1983:436-439).
The above being the case, what sensitive Asian
Christians are asking for today is a genuinely indigenous or
contextual Christianity and theology that is firmly rooted
in the Asian soil, and not one premised on the Western
worldview, even if it has been given an Asian dress.
The Negative Impact of Enlightenment Thought
This leads to the third point which is closely related
to the second. Much of Western theology have been
controlled by Enlightenment rationalism and empiricism,
which together have combined to produce a climate of
skepticism that hampers the genuine expression of biblical
faith. The manner in which Enlightenment thought has given
rise to this is complex. We shall examine this in greater
detail later. For the moment I merely wish to delineate the
negative consequence of its anthropocentric rationalism and
^. This tendency is often observed, for example,
amongst many Chinese and Indian Christians in Malaysia,
especially the less educated and those in the lower income
groups whose cognitive grasp of rational Christian teachings
is relatively low. In times of extreme illnesses and when
pastoral oversight is inadequate, recourse is often sought
in visits to temple mediums. Again, it is not uncommon for
these Christians to use the methods of traditional Chinese
and Indian religious practices to determine "auspicious"
dates and times for weddings, house-warmings, and other
family and community festivals. Fortune-telling and the
"stars" are still accepted by many.
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narrow empiricism.
To begin with, the European rationalist philosophers of
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries like Rene Descartes
(1596-1650), Baruch Spinoza (1632-1677), and others were
basically concerned to affirm the rationality of the
universe and the ability of reason to grasp it. Behind the
complexity of nature was a rational mind who could be
understood through the proper use of reason. They were not
ultimately concerned with debunking faith in God. But
wittingly or unwittingly, some of their ideas, taken
together with those of some other traditions like Deism,
have paved the way for rationalism, understood in the
narrower sense as, the attempt to judge everything in light
of reason after which process "reason will have completely
disposed of the supernatural, and that we will be left with
nothing but nature and hard facts" (Brown 1990:173).
Descartes, generally considered to be the founder of
modern philosophy, obviously is the most important of the
rationalists. His philosophy begins with the resolve to
reject as false anything whose existence can in anyway be
doubted. Thus he posited his famous "Cogito, ergo sum" ("I
think, therefore I am" (Descartes 1984:127). The net result
of this is that, whether or not he is indeed guilty,
Descartes has been often perceived as the one who led the
shift to making the individual self-consciousness the final
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criterion of truth in philosophy, and to Cartesian doubt/
Thus, among others, Helmut Thielieke (1974:34) states that
"Descartes paves the way for making the relevance of the
knowing self the center of thought."
Thielieke goes on to argue that this focus on the
individual self-consciousness is what characterizes "modern"
(in contrast to "conservative") or, better, "Cartesian"
theology, which includes those of Lessing, Schleiermacher,
Bultmann and Tillich. The dominant interest is on the
addressee of the kerygma, the one who is to appropriate it
(Thielieke 1974:38). Whereas before the so-called "modern"
period, theology was not focused on the individual
addressed, the conditions of credibility or the
understandability of the message, all that have changed. In
Cartesian theology,
a general and pre-Christian self -understanding of man
is a separate theme which must be dealt with before the
theological agenda is tackled. .. Since these matters
concern man's general situation, since they are pre-
theological . . . the implied existential analysis can be
left to secular philosophy; Bultmann, Tillich, and
their predecessors all have philosophical sponsors.
Even when the theologians do the analysis on their own,
like Schleiermacher, they stress the fact that they
have no privileges as believers but are in solidarity
with the men of the world, even those who despise the
faith. The whole point of Schleiermacher 's apologetic
is to bring to light this solidarity and to make its
own secular self-consciousness plain to these men
without the aid of revelation. (Thielieke 1974:50)
There appears to be some disagreement whether this
is a fair judgement of Descartes. C. Brown argues that he
was merely responding to the Pyrrhonian skeptics of his day
and answering them on their own terms (Brown 1990:184).
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The problem with this is that theology is henceforth
reduced to anthropology as the prior condition of
credibility and appropriation, derived from analysis of the
human self -consciousness. This effectively filters out
parts of the kerygmatic content. Thus, as Thielieke
(1974:53ff) notes, despite protestations of openness, the
autonomy of the addressee in Cartesian theology ends up
regulating the kerygma, and limiting what one is prepared to
receive in it instead. Here we see the final consequence on
theology of the shift set in motion by Descartes' emphasis
on the individual self-consciousness as the final criterion
for truth. What began as an emphasis on the proper use of
reason to understand a rational universe ended up in the
elevation of instrumental theoretical reason into an
autonomous principle by which the Christian message is
judged. Inevitably, skepticism ensues.
A second stream of Enlightenment thought that has
contributed to the skepticism in Western theology is the
impact of empiricism, the view that the sole source of
knowledge comes from sense perception. It arose in part out
of the reaction to philosophical rationalism and its belief
that reason was the basis of certain knowledge. David Hume
(1711-76) is by far the most well-known exponent. Towards
the end of his Enquiry Concerning Human Understandincf. he
wrote :
When we run over libraries, persuaded of these
principles, what havoc must we make? If we take in our
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hand any volume; of divinity or school metaphysics, for
instance; let us ask. Does it contain any abstract
reasoning concerning quantity or number? No. Does it
contain any experimental reasoning concerning matter of
fact and existence? No. Commit them to the flames:
for it can contain nothing but sophistry and illusion.
(1975: #132; quoted in Brown 1990:257)
Colin Brown (1975:238f) has suggested that the unifying
thought in Hume's approach was what he himself calls
"mitigated skepticism." This combined with his brand of
empiricism led to his skepticism concerning the human self,
the denial of causation, the rejection of miracles and
religious beliefs in general.
Over the years, those who have followed Hume in his
narrow interpretation of empiricism have continued to
maintain an unwarranted skepticism toward metaphysics and
religious beliefs in general. Probably the most celebrated
example in recent years was Logical Positivism, associated
with A. J. Ayer's Language. Truth and Locfic (1946). It
advanced the "Verification Principle" as the one criterion
of meaningfulness and declared all statements, apart from
purely logical ones, nonsensical unless they can be verified
by sense experience. By one stroke the Logical Positivists
thought they had succeeded in removing all metaphysical and
ethical statements from the realm of meaningful discourse�
until it was noted that the Verification Principle itself
was unverifiable by its own criterion, and therefore is, at
best, a piece of "useful nonsense" (Brown 1969:166-176).
While few Western theologians would identify with the
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Logical Positivist school, yet the same sort of commitment
to a narrow empiricism has led often to a similar
skepticism. Thus miracles are denied because they are
perceived to violate scientific laws in a closed universe�
an unwarranted assumption to say the least. ^ Concurrently,
there is a rejection of much of the historicity of the
biblical narratives, e.g. the Bultmannian school, and,
consequently, many of the cardinal doctrines of faith based
on these, because the former supposedly do not conform to
the accepted norms of empirical history. Such a skeptical
theology, quite apart from its own inherent weaknesses, is
hardly able to address the concerns of the Asian
worldview(s) which takes seriously not just metaphysics and
theological truths, but also the whole spiritual realm of
angels and demons, and of the miraculous as well.
We shall later elaborate further on the negative impact
of the Enlightenment on Christian theology. For the moment
it suffices for our purpose to draw attention to what
Diogenes Allen says in his Christian Belief in a Modern
^ This point has been well made by T. F. Torrance.
The Bultmann school and other radicals, for example, insist
that the New Testament records concerning Jesus Christ must
be understood in light of a closed scientific worldview. In
other words, for them, the question is one of how Jesus
Christ is to be understood in light of a closed worldview
which precludes the possibility of the miraculous and divine
intervention of any kind. Hence the need for
"demythologization" . Torrance turns the question on its
head: How do you understand space-time given the incarnation
and the findings of modern physics? (Torrance 1969:48ff; cf
also Brown 1976:174f).
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World: The Full Wealth of Conviction (1989) . He notes the
massive revolution taking place at the present moment as we
enter into the postmodern world. The principles of the
Enlightenment which formed the foundations of the modern
intellectual framework are now rapidly breaking down (Allen
1989:2-6). Admittedly the future is rather uncertain, "but
it is clear that a fundamental reevaluation of the Christian
faith� free of the assumptions of the modern mentality that
are generally hostile to a religious outlook� is called for"
(:2). He goes on to argue that, as the barriers to the
Christian faith erected by the modern mentality collapse,
both philosophy and science, which were once seen as
inimical to religious belief, are now in some respects seen
to be pointing the way back to it (: 23-96).
Given the above, and the further fact that much of
Western theology, especially of the modern or Cartesian
variety, has been heavily shaped by the modern mentality
which even Western scholars themselves are now beginning to
seriously question, there is therefore even less reason for
non-western Christians today to give a place of primacy to
something which Western Christians themselves find
increasingly dissatisfying.
An "Unengaged" Theology
Finally, Western theology is often perceived as being
built on an idealistic conception of truth which sharply
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distinguishes it from its practice. This leads to a
theology which is "unengaged" and, therefore, lacks the
power for human and social transformation. This criticism
was first raised sharply in recent times by the Latin
American liberation theologians. As J. Miguez Bonino
(1975:88) puts it, "there is no truth outside or beyond the
concrete historical events in which men are involved as
agents. There is, therefore, no knowledge except in action
itself, in the process of transforming the world through
participation in history." At the heart of this criticism
is also a question of hermeneutics, of how theology is done.
Thus the traditional method of doing theology with its
idealistic notion of a "pure theology" deducible from a
priori truths must be rejected. The proper view of truth is
one which identifies truth with practice, and, therefore,
every theology must be historically verified against its
conformity to the salvific acts of God in the world.
"Orthopraxis, rather than orthodoxy becomes the criterion
for theology" (Bonino 1975:81).
Liberation theology's case is obviously overstated
here.^ It is now increasingly accepted that neither theory
nor praxis may be prioritized over the other. Even Gustavo
Gutierrez (1988:xxxiv) himself has come to recognize this
some fifteen years after the first publication of his book,
For a critical, yet sympathetic, treatment of
liberation theology's hermeneutic, cf. Kirk 1979:160-194.
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Theology of Liberation, "Orthopraxis and orthodoxy need one
another, and each is adversely affected when sight is lost
of the other." Nevertheless, it is no doubt right in
rejecting what Gutierrez calls the "epistemological split"
(quoted in Bonino 1975:88) between truth and practice in
much of Western theology. This being the case, it does not
mean that Christians in the Two-Thirds World necessarily
reject Western theology in total. However, as Bonino
(1975:86) says, they will refuse to accept Western academic
theology "as a sort of norma normans to which all theology
is accountable."
The perceived unengaged nature of Western theology
leads to the related perception that it often fails to be
pastorally and missiologically relevant. This is not
surprising because much of Western theology in modern times
has emerged out of the academic and speculative tradition,
rather than pastoral and missiological practice. The Korean
minjung theologian, Ahn Byung-Mu, makes this point
emphatically in his criticism of European theology. He
argues that the latter satisfies the intellect but has
little or no relevance to the realities of life; that it is
narrowly preoccupied with the Christ of the kerygma at the
expense of the "enflesh" Jesus and his historical
implications; and that its Sitz im Leben is not the church
or the world, but the academia (Balasundaram 1992:34-37).
We will need to return to this theme later. But, partly
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because of this, one Asian scholar has argued that much of
Western theology has both lost sight of the spiritual
dimension of the biblical faith as well as the power of God
(1 Cor 2:4) (Han 1984:34f).''
The above problems with Western theologies, from the
perspective of the Two-Thirds World, are summed up
succinctly in the following passage from the "The Seoul
Declaration: Towards an Evangelical Theology from the Third
World" :*
western theology is by and large rationalistic, moulded
by Western philosophies, preoccupied with intellectual
concerns, especially those having to do with the
relationship between faith and reason. All too often,
it has reduced the Christian faith to abstract concepts
which may have answered the questions of the past, but
which fail to grapple with the issues of today. It has
consciously been conformed to the secularistic
worldview associated with the Enlightenment. Sometimes
it has been utilised as a means to justify colonialism,
exploitation, and oppression, or it has done little or
nothing to change these situations. Furthermore,
having been wrought within Christendom, it hardly
addresses the questions of people living in situations
characterised by religious pluralism, secularism,
resurgent Islam or Marxist totalitarianism. (Ro and
Eshenaur 1984:23)
The same point is made by the American missiologist,
Charles Kraft, who argues that "Enlightenment Christianity
is powerless" (1989:37-50).
"The Seoul Declaration" was the product of a
conference held in Seoul, Korea, from August 27-September 5,
1982, by the Asia Theological Association, the Theological
Commission of the Association of Evangelicals in Africa and
Madagascar, and the Latin American Theological Fraternity.
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The Development of Asian Theology
The above and other problems with Western theology in
relation to the Two-Thirds World in general, and Asia in
particular, together with the quest for a clearer sense of
self-identity by the Church in Asia, have led to the
deliberate quest for theologies that would both more
faithfully express the consciousness and self-definitions of
Asian Christianity, and more effectively empower Asian
Christians for mission. After all, the true measure of the
maturity of an indigenous Church is not just "self-
governing, self-supporting and self -propagating" . Rather,
it must ultimately include "self-theologizing" (Smalley
1978:363-372; Bosch 1991:451f). What are some of these
efforts?
The Growth of Asian Theological Reflections
The beginnings of indigenous Asian theological
reflections in the modern period can properly be said to
have begun with the efforts of the 17th century Jesuits,
Matteo Ricci and Roberto de Nobili, in China and India
respectively, seeking to make the gospel meaningful in terms
of the local cultures (Neill 1986:156-165), even though they
were not Asians. More clearly indigenous efforts began in
the 19th and early 20th centuries in India (Boyd 1974 &
1975, and Thomas 1969), Japan (Michalson 1960, Germany
1965), and China (Lutz 1965, Lam 1983).
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In the post-World War Two period, and especially since
the 19 60s, efforts at formulating indigenous Asian
theologies have been made in earnest. Good surveys can be
found in Anderson 1976, Elwood 1976, England 1981 and Honig
1982. Group efforts are represented in publications by, for
example, on the one side, the evangelical Asia Theological
Association (ATA) (e.g. Ro and Eshenaur 1984, Ro and
Albrecht 1988, and Ro 1989) and, on the other, by the
ecumenical groups like Christian Conference of Asia (CCA)
(e.g. Kim 1981, Yap 1990 and other CCA publications) and the
Association for Theological Education in South-East Asia
(ATESEA) (cf. Asia Journal of Theology and Yeow 1983- ). Of
the Asian Protestant theological writers, probably the most
well known are D. T. Niles, M. M. Thomas, K. Koyama and C.
S. Song. Catholic writers include Raimundo Panikkar and
Aloysius Pieris.
Which Term to Use?
Contextual or indigenous approaches to theological
reflection in a localized situation are not restricted to
the modern period. They date all the way back to the New
Testament and can be found in almost every period of the
history of the church (Arbuckle 1984:171-214; Hesselgrave &
Rommen 1989:3-26). In Asia, as elsewhere, these efforts
represent different types of theological presuppositions and
different concerns. The question that inevitably arises
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must be: What constitutes a valid or an adequate contextual
or indigenous approach for the development of an Asian
theology? For the moment we will restrict ourselves to
discussing which term is most appropriate for the definition
of these efforts.
To begin with, Asian Christians have displayed
differing degrees of sympathy towards such efforts,
generally ranging from the less to the more critical.
Further, a variety of different terms has been used to
define such efforts. As an example. Bong Rin Ro (1984:63-
77) , the evangelical Korean scholar, who would be rather
more critical, has classified such efforts into four
categories: syncretism, accommodation, situational theology,
and biblically-oriented Asian theology- He rejects the
first as too compromising, finds value in the second and
third, but advocates the fourth as the most appropriate.
Ro's terms are rather peculiar to himself and are,
therefore, not the most helpful for our purpose, which is to
analyze what terms best define an adequate approach for the
development of a truly Asian theology.
Robert Schreiter's (1985:6-16) differentiation of the
various models of "local theologies" into translation,
adaptation, and contextual approaches, appears more helpful
for our purpose. Schreiter defines the translation model in
terms of "kernel and husk", with an unchanging kernel of
Christian revelation and an impermanent cultural husk which
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changes with each different cultural setting in which the
gospel finds itself. A good example of this is the
"dynamic-equivalence" method used in biblical translation.
Whilst this approach allows for some immediate translation
into the local context, he finds it wanting in the long term
for two reasons. The first is that it has a "positivist
understanding of culture" which assumes that cultural
patterns are easily decoded by outsiders. The second is
that it assumes that revelation can easily be detached from
its culturally embedded state into some supracultural form
(1985:6-8). Thus at best, this can function only as the
first stage in the development of a local theology.
The second is the adaptation approach which functions
as the second stage in the development of a local theology
(Schreiter 1985:9-11). It takes the local culture much more
seriously than the first approach. Its basic weakness is
that it begins with Western presuppositions in its cultural
or philosophical analysis, and thus ends up forcing local
cultural norms into foreign categories.
Schreiter (1985:14-16) goes on to argue that what is
preferred is the third approach, the contextual models.
These too have their weaknesses which, however, he considers
not to be fatal. Unlike the adaptation models which tend to
emphasize more on the traditions of faith, the particular
strength of the contextual models is that they begin their
reflection with the cultural context and the specific needs
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of the people (: 12-14).
Schreiter's position is generally acceptable, although
we may not agree with his sharp distinction between
theological reflections which begin with the traditions of
faith and those which begin with the local context. A truly
contextual theology will have to emerge out of a proper
dialectical relation between these two poles. Further, what
Schreiter calls "contextualization" is sometimes referred to
as "indigenization" by others.' Whichever term is
preferred, the main concerns of what should characterize an
indigenous or contextual theology have been differently
summed up by different writers. We will now examine some of
these.
In the first example, Charles Taber (1978:67f), on the
basis of the views of various Asian and African writers,
defines these concerns as follows:
(1) It must be formulated in the "language of the
It should be noted that a certain fluidity of terms
and their definitions exist. For example, within Roman
Catholic circles "indigenization" was commonly used in the
1940s and 1950s. In theory it should "mean that the
Catholic faith should take on the cultural symbols of
particular peoples". However, in practice, it "meant little
more than the recruitment of local people of different
cultures as priests and religious" (Arbuckle 1984:184). On
the other hand, in the 197 0s, the Theological Education Fund
of the WCC was advocating the term "contextualization"
(Ministry in Context. 1972 :20f). But this term did not
really catch on within Roman Catholic circles because it was
felt that like the terms "accommodation" and "adaptation",
"contextualization" was thought to emphasize more the
"external contacts between the Christian message and a
particular culture" (Arbuckle 1984:193). They preferred the
term "inculturation" instead.
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people" , not only in terms of words and grammatical
structures, but also in "terms of culturally founded
conceptual categories and/or imagery."
(2) Its methodology and logic must make sense in the
cultural context.
(3) It must address contextually relevant issues.
(4) It should use culturally appropriate literary
forms and genres .
(5) It will have to emerge from within the indigenous
Christian community.
(6) It must be an "engaged" theology by which the
community will be enabled to participate more fully in the
life and mission that is being articulated by this theology.
It will be a theology of involvement and commitment.
A second example comes from the Theological Education
Fund of the WCC, which was probably responsible for the
popularization of the term "contextualization" in recent
years. In its influential report. Ministry in Context; The
Third Mandate Program of the Theological Education Fund
(1970-77) (1972:20), it argues that "Contextualization is
not simply a fad or catch-word but a theological necessity
demanded by the incamational nature of the Word." It also
argues that it is to be preferred to the term
"indigenization" because the former means all that the
latter implies and more. Further, the latter tends to be
concerned primarily with how the Gospel relates to a
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particular culture. On the other hand, "Contextualization,
while not ignoring this, takes into account the process of
secularity, technology, and the struggle for human justice,
which characterize the historical moment of nations in the
Third World" (:20). And if it is to become a major
characteristic of authentic theological reflection then it
must be expressed in the mission, theological approach,
educational method and structure of a local church (:21).
In the third example, Emerito Nacpil (1976) , on behalf
of the South East Asia Graduate School of Theology of the
then Association of Theological Schools in South East
Asia,^� enunciates similar emphases in "The Critical Asian
Principle." Beginning with the various local realities of
the continent, the critical Asian principle is then used as
a "situational principle" by which to locate the areas of
concern for the Asian church; as a "hermeneutical principle"
by which to understand the gospel and the Christian
tradition; as a "missiological principle" by which to
empower Asian Christians for mission; and as an "educational
principle" which gives shape and content to theological
education in Asia.
In light of the above survey of terms used and the
arguments for and against each of them, "contextualization"
appears to be probably the most appropriate term for
It is now called the Association for Theological
Education of South East Asia.
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describing the task of self-theologizing in indigenous
churches in general, and the Asian Church in particular.
Among other reasons, its comprehensive inclusion of the
various dimensions of the self-theologizing process and its
present widespread acceptability, argue in its favor. For
our purpose, we will define contextualization as the total
process wherein reflection and action are combined as the
indigenous church, having properly grasped the meaning of
the gospel of Christ from within its own culture, and
sociopolitical and economic realities, seeks, on the one
hand, to live out its new faith in accord with the cultural
patterns of the local society and, on the other, to
transform that society and individuals therein, in response
to their felt needs under the guidance of the Christian
Scriptures and the Holy Spirit.
What are the major types of contextual theology? Both
Schreiter (1985:13) and Bosch (1991:420-457) have suggested
that they should be separated under two headings: the
"ethnographic approaches" or "inculturation" on the one hand
and the "liberation approaches" on the other, which
concentrate on the cultural identity and the need for
sociopolitical change respectively. We shall examine these
in greater detail below. For the moment it suffices to note
that there is a third type, which is contextualization as it
relates to the spiritual needs of Asia and the pastoral
needs of the church. This appears to be one area missing
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from much of the present-day discussions, a situation which
needs remedying.
Purpose of Dissertation
Given the fact that many attempts, both conscious and
unconscious, have been made at the contextualization of
theology in Asia, the question of the validity of these
various efforts must inevitably arise. But the answer to
this question itself turns on the criterion for assessing
validity. Any criterion proposed must itself be justifiable
in the eyes of the Christian community at large in light of
its understanding of the gospel. However, before proceeding
with a discussion on this question, for greater clarity we
will first define some relevant terms.
Some Definitions
We will begin with what is meant here by "Asian
theology" .
Asian Theologv. It is used as a broad term to cover
the many and various attempts at expressing the meaning and
implications of the gospel in the various Asian contexts,
from the Indian sub-continent through South-East Asia to
Korea and Japan. Given Asia's cultural diversity and the
variety of Christian approaches to Christian theology, it
may be argued that it is more correct to use the plural form
of the term. But, as Douglas Elwood (1976 :xx; cf. also
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Veitch 1975) has rightly noted, enough common features exist
to justify its use in the singular. We therefore use it
here as a collective noun phrase for different varieties of
Asian theologies. These include the efforts of different
individuals, both past and present, as well as the products
of groups of theologians and church leaders with common
concerns, e.g. the ecumenical CCA or the evangelical ATA.
No theologizing takes place in a historical vacuum.
Much of Asian theology has assumed the shape of the
respective Western theological influences that lie behind
them, whether liberal, ecumenical or evangelical. For
clarity, we shall define these terms also.
Liberal Theology. Liberal theology or liberalism is
not used in exactly the same sense as Liberal Protestantism,
a movement which flourished in the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries, and with which it shares certain
characteristics in common. Rather, it is essentially the
same as what H. Thielieke (1974:21-218), as noted earlier,
calls Cartesian theology. Theological liberalism in the
broad sense is defined in contradistinction from theological
conservatism. It is often characterized by an acceptance of
the rationalism and empiricism of the Enlightenment, and
hence tends to reject dogma for the supposed truths of
reason and experience; an application of the historical-
critical method to the Bible, combined with certain
rationalistic presuppositions, which leads to a skeptical
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attitude to supematuralism and divine revelation; and a
tendency towards a non-incarnational Christology and denial
of the uniqueness of Christ as God and Savior. Liberalism
also strongly stresses the ethical�usually more social than
personal� implications of the gospel but builds these
around a Pelagian optimism about human nature as self-
reliant, with Christ perceived as an example par excellence
(Miller 1983; Packer 1988; Edwards and Stott 1989).
Conservative Theology. Conservative theology signifies
a rejection of the liberal tradition. Within Protestantism
it is similarly used as a broad term covering those who
emphasize the supreme authority of Scripture in faith and
conduct; the doctrines of the faith enshrined in the
historic creeds of the church, including especially the
Trinity and the uniqueness of Christ as God and Savior;
justification by grace through faith and therefore the
primary importance of both personal conversion and
evangelism; the centrality of the Holy Spirit in the life of
the Christian and the church; and a rigorous personal moral
life.
Conservative Protestantism, however, is not monolithic.
Fundamentalism represents its most conservative wing. It
shares some basic characteristics of conservative
Protestantism in general with others. But it is also marked
by a literalistic approach to the Bible, entrenched
anti-intellectualism, penchant for eschatological
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speculations, and militant separatism in ecclesiology.
Increasingly, the tendency is to distinguish between
fundamentalists, as defined above, and evangelicals. The
latter are no less committed to historic or classical
Christianity, but possess a greater concern for intellectual
integrity and openness to modern day scholarship including
the use of critical methods for studying the Bible. They
also display a greater commitment to social justice issues
and ecumenicity. Many are also involved in the charismatic
movement, which non-Pentecostal forms of fundamentalism tend
to oppose vehemently. For the purpose of this study, this
distinction between fundamentalism and evangelicalism will
be observed, though the line between them is often unclear
(Marsden 1987 and 1991; Fackre 1983).
Ecumenical. The term ecumenical is used here in a
generic sense. It denotes the type of theology or persons
associated with the ecumenical movement, especially in the
post-World War Two period, as represented by the World
Council of Churches (WCC) and the CCA. Whilst it is true
that in recent years, ecumenical statements have tended to
take on an increasingly liberal turn, it should be noted
that not all associated with the movement are of that
mind-set.
Mission and Missions. One other pair of terms whose
meanings need clarifying is mission and missions. Mission
(in the singular) is usually seen as primary. It is
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probably true to say that most will accept the definition
that "Mission as applied to the church means the specific
intention of bearing witness to the gospel of salvation in
Jesus Christ at the borderline between faith and unbelief.
Mission occurs when the church reaches out beyond its inner
life and bears witness to the gospel in the world" (Scherer
1987:37). Mission therefore consist of activities which are
not identical to the work of the church as a whole, least of
all, the on-going maintenance of the institutional church.
Further, to guard against a reversion to a narrow
ecclesiocentric view of mission, it is generally agreed that
mission is rooted in the missio Dei (Peters 1972:25; Bosch
1991:389-393), even if the precise parameters of the latter
are debated. Thus, "mission" is used here as a
comprehensive term to denote all that for which God sent His
Son (John 3:16), and by derivation, His church (John 20:21),
into the world.
Missions (in the plural) is used in a secondary and the
more traditional sense of the church sending forth
authorized personnel across cultural and national boundaries
to proclaim the gospel, to win converts from other faiths,
to implant the church where it did not previously exist, and
to nurture it to maturity (Peters 1972:11; Scherer
1987:244) .
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A Proposed Approach for Assessing the Adequacy of Asian
Theologies.
On what bases can we assess the adequacy of Asian
theologies? To begin with, it is obvious that the criterion
that is sometimes used by the proponents of different
schools of thought, which is whether a theology is liberal
or conservative, or, ecumenical or evangelical/
fundamentalist, is far from adequate. Quite apart from
other reasons, these categories have their genesis within
Western Christianity. As a result, they are similarly
subjected to the negative reasons given earlier in this
chapter for the dissatisfaction with Western theology and
are, therefore, inadequate for our purpose.
Another possible criterion is whether the theology
under consideration is sufficiently contextual. This
appears attractive on the surface, but is not without
problems. To begin with, what is meant by contextualization
must first be more clearly defined. The earlier discussion
on the choice of the most appropriate term to describe the
efforts made at authentic theological reflection in the
Asian context should be sufficient to warn us against
assuming too much here. Further, the writers of the
Theological Education Fund report Ministrv in Context
(1972:20f), Ro (1984), Bosch (1991:425-432), and others have
constantly warned us against the ambiguities of
contextualization, unless its contours are more clearly
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delineated. But the shape contextualization takes in any
given situation is always predicated on the question of what
contextualization is for. The answer to this must surely be
the church's universal mission.
This, together with other considerations, suggests
a more plausible criterion for assessing the adequacy of
Asian theologies, which is to ask how effectively these
theological formulations serve to advance the mission of the
Church in Asia. Jn line with this, the purpose of this
dissertation is to examine representative examples of Asian
theology, both past and present, and to assess their
adequacy as theologies of mission or as missiological
theologies; and, further, to delineate the contours of a
more adequate contextual Asian Christian theology.
The Justification for Adopting the Proposed Approach.
There are good reasons for adopting this approach in
our critique of Asian theological writings.
Asian theological reflections emerged out of mission.
To begin with, historically, Asian theological reflections
have emerged in the context of mission. This is clearly the
case whether we are looking at the efforts of the 16-17 th
century Jesuits in China and India, or the more recent work
of many of the Asian Christian thinkers. For example,
Ricci 's efforts at adaptation in China, not just in dress,
manners and etiquette, and language, but also, more
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importantly from our perspective, in his apologetics and
attempt to accommodate Chinese ancestral rites to Christian
practice, were all part and parcel of his concern to bring
the Catholic faith to China (Latourette 1929:91-198; Gernet
1985) . Thus the success or failure of these efforts must be
judged by the success or failure of Ricci and his companions
in the latter enterprise.
Similarly, in India, to take but one example, Nehemiah
Goreh 's reductio ad absurdum approach in the attempt to
develop a Christian apologetic against philosophical
Hinduism, in the 19th century, was built on the same
consideration (Boyd 1975:40-57). Or, consider the first
serious beginnings in Chinese theology which took the form
of Christian responses to the anti-Christian attacks of the
Chinese intelligentsia in the time of the May Fourth
Movement." During this period, theological reflection was
focused on the relation between Christianity and Chinese
culture, on whether Christians could contribute to spiritual
construction and character formation in Chinese society, and
on the critique that Christianity is yet another
superstition irrelevant to China's quest for national
salvation against the twin backdrop of a moribund
The May Fourth Movement, variously called the New
Culture Movement, the New Thought Movement or the Chinese
Renaissance, began around 1917 and continued well into the
1920s. It was a time of intellectual renaissance during
which the Confucian tradition was criticized. Western ideas
were popularized, and the use of the vernacular encouraged
(Lam 1983:165; f.n.l).
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Confucianism on the one hand, and Western and Japanese
imperialism on the other (Lam 1983; Wang 1990 :32f). All
these are issues which are of direct relevance to the
mission of the Asian church.
The key issues in Asian theology are similar to those
in mission theology. The second good reason for adopting
the approach proposed is that most of, if not all, the key
issues within Asian theology today are the same as those in
mission theology today. These include the issues of
contextualization and inculturation, the theology of
religions, the relationship between evangelization and
humanization or liberation, and the hermeneutical problems
in relation to the authority of the Bible and Christian
tradition, biblical interpretation and theological
methodology. This fact will become increasingly clear in
the following chapters.
Theology must be missiological and pastoral. However,
the most important rationale for the proposed approach is
that, ultimately, any authentic indigenous theology� indeed,
any theology for that matter�must be missiological and
pastoral in its fundamental conception. We use the term
"missiological" to mean that which relates to the mission of
the church, the meaning of which will be fully discussed in
the next chapter. And "pastoral" here refers to the process
of nurturing the growth of converts, and bringing them and
their churches to maturity in faith and witness; in which
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case, it is also missiological in purpose. If the above is
correct, then every theology must ultimately be judged by
its efficacy in enhancing or obstructing the mission of
Christ, the missio Dei. This point is so central to our
purpose in this dissertation that it must be further
justified. We put forward four reasons for this
affirmation.
(1) First, we begin by observing that in the
theological writings from the Two-Thirds World that we have
briefly examined so far, this concern has been raised
repeatedly. Thus Latin American liberation theologians
criticize traditional Western theologies as being
"unengaged", with truth and praxis dichotomized.
Consequently, such theologies lack pastoral and
missiological relevance. Again, we noted in the few
examples of Asian theological reflections given above that
these too have flowed out of real-life missiological
endeavors .
From out of Africa we note similar examples. We find
this in African "Black Theology" (e.g. Wilmore and Cone
1979:445-528; Mosala 1989). We also find this in the
reflections that come out of a pastoral setting, for
example, in Vincent Donovan's Christianitv Rediscovered
(1978) . In this profound story, which grew out of many
years of pastoral and evangelistic work amongst the Masais
in East Africa, Donovan found all his inherited Western
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assumptions about the gospel, theological formulations and
church practices challenged again and again. He came to
conclude "that every theology or theory must be based on
previous missionary experience, and that any theory or
theology which is not based on previous experience is empty
words, of use to no one" (:viii).
(2) Secondly, and of much greater import, the same
emphasis is also found in the New Testament records. George
Peters (1972:9) suggests that "the Bible is not a book about
theology as such, but rather, a record of theology in
mission�God in action on behalf of the salvation of
mankind." It is now increasingly recognized that Martin
Kahler (1971:189; cited in Bosch 1991:16) was right in
asserting that theology developed as "an accompanying
manifestation of the Christian mission" and not as "a luxury
of the world-dominating church." Few scholars would deny
that the gospels were written to commend Jesus Christ to
different audiences in the Graeco-Roman world, and that all
the epistles grew out of the pastoral needs of churches in
missionary situations. As Bosch argues, the New Testament
records were not written by the equivalent of modern-day
scholars with the luxury of leisurely research. Rather they
were written "in the context of an 'emergency situation', of
a church which, because of its missionary encounter with the
world, was forced to theologize" (1991:16). The
interrelationship between mission and theology is so strong
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that Kahler (1971:190; quoted in Bosch 1991:16) has stated
that mission is "the mother of theology."
(3) Thirdly, it is not only in Two-Thirds World
theological writings and in the New Testament that we find
the emphasis on theology being missiological and pastoral in
its fundamental conception. This same emphasis
characterized much of the development of Western theology
except for periods of aberration, especially the modern
one.'^ To appreciate this more fully we need to trace
briefly the way theology developed in the West in
relationship to pastoral and missiological practice.'^
Randy Maddox (1988:123) points out that the nature of
theology in the Early Church appears to be two-fold. It was
first and foremost the habitus of the Christian, the
implicit worldview that governs the disposition and practice
of believers. This was not something that simply came about
in the mind of the believer at conversion, but rather had to
be formed through education and nurture. This gave rise to
the second sense in which theology was used, "the discipline
of study, instruction, and shepherding directed toward
forming theology /haJbi tus in believers" (1988:123). The
I use the term "modern" to describe the epoch of
human history, especially in the Western world, during which
Enlightenment presuppositions predominated. In this sense,
we are now moving slowly out of the "modern" into the "post
modern" era. Cf. e.g. Allen 1989.
On this, I am indebted to Maddox 1988 's treatment of
the same.
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focus of this discipline was on understanding and
experiencing the relationship between God and humanity.
While this focus could sometimes lead to abstract thought,
it was, nevertheless, always practically rooted in the life
of the believer. As Augustine puts it, "The only merit of
this science is that from it a saving faith is born,
nourished, defended, and strengthened" (De Trinitate. Bk 14,
Chap.l; quoted in Maddox 1988:137, fn. 3).
If theological reflections grew out of the pastoral
practices of the early church, it was also further sharpened
by the apologetic demands laid upon her. Jaroslav Pelikan
asserts that,
when the church confessed what it believed and taught,
it did so in answer to attacks from within and from
without the Christian movement. The relations of the
church fathers to Judaism and to pagan thought affected
much of what they had to say about the various
doctrinal issues before them. The development of the
doctrine of the person of Jesus Christ in relation to
the Father must be studied largely on the basis of
writings drafted against heresy, against Judaism, and
against paganism. (1971:11)
It is therefore clear that theology in the early church was
shaped primarily by pastoral and missiological concerns.
All theology was understood as practical as opposed to
merely "speculative theology."
The shift from the view of "theology as practical" to
that which viewed practical theology, focusing on the
application of other more theoretical forms of theology, as
one form of theology among others gradually occurred during
the medieval period (Maddox 1988:4). As the social location
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of the theology switched from the church to the newly
emerging "universities," theology increasingly became
separated from its pastoral and missiological roots. In the
end, Aquinas' scholastic model of "speculative theology,"
with its Aristotelian logic and concern for a rationally
ordered system, eventually took over as the dominant
approach in theology.
The Reformation is rightly seen as a repudiation of the
medieval scholastic model. Luther took it as self-evident
that theology is a practical and not a theoretical science,
because the proper study of theology is not God per se, but
rather the relationship between God and humanity (Pannenberg
1976:235).''' Even in the case of Calvin, despite his
Institutes . he could not be charged with being a
"speculative theologian" because he intended it as a
catechism, an apologetic against the false doctrines of his
time, and, especially, as an aid to understanding the Bible
(Wendel 1965:144-149; cf. also Maddox 1988:4f).'* The
practical orientation of the Reformers is well summed up by
Robert H. King's (1982:9) comment that "Their primary
interest was not in system-building but in witnessing to
Luther never wrote a systematic theology. Rather,
his theological activities were concentrated on
commentaries, catechisms, hymns, etc., the genres that is
traditionally associated more with "theology as practical".
Moreover, apart from the Institutes, it could be
argued that Calvin devoted the bulk of his theological
efforts on volumous commentaries.
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their faith."
Unfortunately for the subsequent development of Western
theology, the gains made by the Reformers were quickly lost
by Protestant Orthodoxy, which reverted to the scholastic
model under the influence of the university and the
Aristotelian method. The Pietists, of course, lamented this
reversion. They reacted against it by rejecting any
theological approach that was not immediately relevant to
personal piety and practice, and by distrusting all human
rational efforts at theological reflection (Maddox 1988 :5f).
This of course did not help their cause. At the same time,
the influence of Enlightenment thought led to a programmatic
separation between theory and practice. Under the Kantian
paradigm, building upon Greek idealism, "pure" or
"theoretical" reason was assumed to be prior and superior to
"practical" reason (Bosch 1991:420-451). Practice was
assumed to be nothing more than the rational application of
"pure" theory. The combined effect of Pietism and
Enlightenment, which remains with us to this day, was to
accentuate the shift from perceiving theology proper as
being rooted firmly in pastoral and missiological practice,
to the increasing priority given to "speculative theology",
with "practical theology" tacked on to the latter as an
application discipline (Maddox 1988 :7f). With that,
"systematic theology" in the Western tradition, as we meet
it today, has become largely speculative, and often
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irrelevant to the mission and pastoral concerns of the
church .
The point of this brief survey of historical
development is to show that the result of this development
is an aberration rather than the norm for Christian
theology. Not only are the churches of the Two-Thirds World
protesting against it as being totally inadequate as a model
for an "engaged" theology, but it also clearly goes against
the Christian understanding and tradition of what theology
is in the New Testament, Patristic and Reformation periods.
Further, even in the modern period, there were clear voices
of protest in Western Christianity, especially in that of
John Wesley and his call for a "practical divinity" (Maddox
1988: 14-34)
(4) This leads to our fourth and final argument for
grounding theology in pastoral and missiological practice,
which is the epistemological one. As noted earlier, the
idealistic concept of truth presupposed in traditional
Western theology is rooted in Greek philosophy, and further
reinforced by Enlightenment thought, with the Kantian
separation between "pure" and "practical" reason. But this
bifurcation of theological truth, as being distinct from its
practice, is problematic for a number of reasons.
In commenting on John Wesley's use of the term
"practical divinity", the Methodist scholar, Thomas A.
Langford, states that "the words describe his understanding
of the nature and purpose of theology" (Langford 1983:5).
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The first is that it is not biblically grounded. The
Theological Dictionary of the New Testament states that the
most characteristic word for "knowing" in the Old Testament
implies not just comprehension and ability, but also "a
grasp of what needs to be done" (Kittel and Friedrich, eds.
1985:120). It goes on to note that "while the element of
information can be stressed (Ps. 94:11), more attention is
paid to the knowing subject, hearing is more important than
seeing, and events (as divine and human acts) constitute the
reality of knowledge rather than the timeless principles
behind things" (:120). And with regard to our knowledge of
God, "we have knowledge, not as mere information or mystical
contemplation, but only in its exercise" (:120). Further,
it argues that the Christian view of knowledge in the New
Testament is essentially the same as that of the Old
Testament. "Practical interests are always implied.
Edification rather than learning is the main point . . .
Reflective inquiry must be grounded in love and lead to
right action" (:121). Thus, the idealistic concept of truth
found in much of modern thought is foreign to biblical
categories of knowledge. Or, as Bonino (1975 :89f) has
stated, truth in the bible is summed up by the Johannine
emphasis on "doing the truth." We understand only to the
extent that we are willing to obey (Jn 8:43).
The dichotomization between truth and its practice is
paralleled by the falling apart of knowledge into the
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objective and subjective poles in modern thought. This in
turn is rooted in the fundamental problem in Enlightenment
epistemology which tends to think of "facts" as being
scientific, objective, and neutral, as against values which
are based subjectively on opinions and belief (Bosch
1991:262-274). Thus, we end up with what Lesslie Newbigin
(1989:23) calls the illusion that a "fact" or truth is
objectively knowable without subjective commitment. But
following Michael Polanyi in his book, Personal Knowledge:
Towards a Post-Critical Philosophy (1958) , Newbigin argues
that all knowing involves personal commitment and,
therefore, knowledge cannot be separated neatly into
objective and subjective poles. He writes:
The commitment is a personal matter; it has to be my
commitment. In that sense it is subjective. But it is
a commitment which has an objective reference. It is,
as Polanyi puts it, a commitment with "universal
intent"... It has to be published, shared so that it may
be questioned and checked by the experience of others.
(Newbigin 1989:35)
This would serve to reinforce what has already been noted
concerning the unified concept of knowledge found in the
bible. Truth and practice are not separable; neither can
there be knowledge without personal commitment.
From the perpective of this study, which focuses on the
relationship between Christian theology and Asian realities,
there is a third good reason for rejecting a bifurcation of
truth from its practice. Asian thought is by no means
uniform, and it is arguable, for example, that some aspects
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of Hindu philosophical thinking, with its emphasis on
Brahman as the only ultimate reality and everything else
being "illusory" , do lend support to the idealistic notion
of truth. Even so, some scholars have noted that a close
relationship between truth and practice prevails in Indian
thought.'* Charles Moore (1967a: 13) points out that
philosophy in India is never treated as a mere "intellectual
exercise" , and that truth is not only to be known but also
lived. As S. Radhakrishnan says, "Every doctrine has been
turned into a passionate conviction, stirring the hearts of
man and quickening his breath and completely transforming
his nature" (Radhakrishnan and Moore 1957 : xxiii-xxiv) .
If this is so with India, it is even more true of
China. This is clear from the fact that the Chinese have
never understood philosophical concepts as cognitive ideas,
narrowly defined in the Western sense. After all it should
be noted that China traditionally has never thought in terms
of "philosophy" in the Western sense. The Chinese term for
philosophy, che-hsueh for zhexue) , only came into use about
a hundred years ago as a result of Western influence
(Allinson 1989:5; Lao 1989:265). It is not to be thought
that China has no well-defined philosophy. That would be a
E.g. Sankara's strict monism.
It should nonetheless be pointed out that Indian
philosophy is noted for its multiplicities and complexities.
What is affirmed here is what is generally, but not
universally, accepted in Indian thought (cf. Moore
1967b:12f ) .
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grave mistake. Rather, ideas in Chinese philosophy are
never narrowly cognitive but are always seen in relation to
the whole of human existence and culture. As an earlier
scholar, Liang Ch'i-Ch'ao (1873-1929) has put it:
The literal translation of Chinese academic thought as
philosophy is rather misleading. If we borrow the term
it should be qualified as 'philosophy of life.'
Chinese philosophy took for its starting point the
study of human beings, in which the most important
subject was how to behave as a man, how one can truly
be called a man, and what kind of relationships exist
among men. (Quoted in Hsieh 1967:168)
Or, as Chan Wing-tsit (1967:12) suggests, the reason for the
practical emphasis in Chinese philosophy is to be found in
its concept of truth, which is not understood as something
revealed or a theoretical abstraction, "but as a
discoverable and demonstrable principle in human affairs. "''
Lao Sze-Kwang (1989:277) argues that in contrast to
The following passage from the early Confucian
classic, Ta Hsueh (Da Xue) . or The Great Learning.
exemplifies this clearly: "The ancients who wished clearly
to exemplify illustrious virtue throughout the world would
first set up good government in their states. Wishing to
govern well their states, they would first regulate their
families. Wishing to regulate their families, they would
first cultivate their persons. Wishing to cultivate their
persons, they would first rectify their minds. Wishing to
rectify their minds, they would first seek sincerity in
their thoughts. Wishing for sincerity in their thoughts,
they would first extend their knowledge. The extension of
knowledge lay in the investigation of things. For only when
things are investigated is knowledge extended; only when
knowledge is extended are thoughts sincere; only when
thoughts are sincere are minds rectified; only when minds
are rectified are our persons cultivated; only when our
persons are cultivated are our families regulated; only when
families are regulated are states well governed; and only
when states are well governed is there peace in the world"
(de Bary, et. al. 1960:115).
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Western philosophy which is more "cognitive", Chinese
philosophy is more "orientative" in that it "intends to
effect some change in the self and in the world." For the
transformation of self and the world are the two basic
functions of philosophy in the Chinese tradition. Thus, in
the Confucian tradition, the goal of the scholar is not just
the mastery of the ancient classics, but, ultimately, to
become a chun-tzu ( iun-zi) . the "ideal man", who actualizes
and embodies in one's own person all the truths found
therein^". Perhaps it was the neo-Confucian scholar, Wang
Yang-ming (1472-1528), who best expressed the affinity
between truth and its practice in Chinese thought. He
wrote ,
Knowledge is the crystallization of the will to act,
and action is the task of carrying out that knowledge;
knowledge is the beginning of action, and action is the
completion of knowledge. iCh'uan-hsi lu. Section 5;
quoted in Chan 1967:15)
Applied to Christian theology, this would be another way of
saying that Indian and Chinese minds would never feel at
home with a purely "speculative theology".
It should be clear from the above discussions that the
tradition of "speculative theology", which has predominated
in Western Christianity in the modern period, and to a
lesser extent in the medieval period, is a historical
aberration rather than a norm. Further, it cannot find
. Cf . the discussion on "self-cultivation" and "jen"
(ren) in Tu 1985:56-60, 88-90.
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support in the New Testament practice nor in biblical
epistemology. Finally, with the growing awareness of the
negative influence of the Enlightenment on some key aspects
of modernity, both Christians from non-western cultures,
whose epistemological starting points are not shaped by
modern Western thought, as well as Christians from the West
are questioning it increasingly.
We conclude, therefore, that there can be no authentic
theology that is not properly grounded in the pastoral and
missiological practice of the church, and which does not
also demand a personal commitment from the Christian. Or,
as Bosch (1991:494; cf. 489-498) puts it, "Just as the
church ceases to be church if it is not missionary, theology
ceases to be theology if it loses its missionary character."
That being the case, we feel justified in adopting the
approach proposed above, which is to assess Asian
theological writings on the basis of their adequacy as
theologies of mission.
Methodology
We shall now outline the methodology to be followed in
the rest of this study, together with the research questions
that will be pursued.
The first question that we must ask is: What are the
criteria for an adequate theology of mission? We will begin
by attempting to define more clearly what constitutes the
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mission of the church, the missio Dei, especially in light
of present-day discussions within Roman Catholic, ecumenical
and evangelical Christian circles. This will form Chapter 2
of this dissertation. In light of this, we will then
propose some criteria for an adequate theology of mission,
and relate these to the Asian Christian context. This will
constitute Chapters 3 and 4 .
We will then proceed with an examination of some
representative examples of Asian Christian theological
writings, on the bases of two further questions. First,
what are the outward forms, inner contents, methodologies
and underlying presuppositions of these writings? Second,
how do these measure up to the proposed criteria for an
adequate theology of mission? The answers to these two
research questions will be sought by means of both content
and conceptual analyses of the writings under study.
Since the amount of literature available on the subject
is immense, the present study will be delimited in the
following manner. First, it will deal primarily with
Protestant writings. Roman Catholic works, of which there
are many fine examples, will not be examined�with the
exception of the 17th century Jesuit efforts in China and
India because of their pivotal historical importance.
Further, for the pre-World War Two period, the study
will concentrate on those efforts from China, India and
Japan which best serve to illustrate the proposed criteria
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for an adequate theology of mission most clearly, either
positively and negatively. Both primary and secondary
sources will be used. This will form the content of
Chapter 5.
Chapters 6 and 7 will form the climax of this study,
focusing on Protestant theological writings in the
post-World War Two period. The most important theologians
and groups will be examined using primary sources. The
choice of both group productions and individual authors for
inclusion will be based on three considerations. First, the
individual or group should be speaking to the concerns of
both the peoples and Church of Asia. Secondly, the
individual or group should be speaking from the perspective
of the Asian Church, and, therefore, as far as possible, be
representative of the segment of the Asian Church to which
he/she or they belong. Thirdly, we will also consider their
general acceptability by the international Christian
community as being representative spokespersons for Asian
Christianity. However, this last criterion must never be
allowed to overshadow the first two. Otherwise, we run the
danger of allowing First World theologians and church
leaders, who already dominate international theological
discussions presently, to act as "king-makers" for Asian
Christianity.
The use of the above three considerations in our
selection of Asian theological writings will allow the
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conclusions of this study to be generally applied to Asian
theology and the Asian Church as a whole. The final chapter
will include a summary of the findings and a proposal for
the contours of an authentic Asian theology -
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CHAPTER 2
Toward a Theology of Mission
One of the primary purposes of this dissertation
is to ascertain the adequacies of representative samples of
Asian theologies as theologies of mission. To do so, we
have to first establish the criteria for an adequate
theology of mission. This in turn depends on a clear
definition of what is Christian mission. I shall,
therefore, begin by looking at the convergences and
divergences in the present international and
interconfessional debates and discussions on what mission
is. Next, I will seek to argue that the roots of the
present divergences are to be found in Enlightenment thought
and dualism in the Western tradition. Finally, I will
conclude with an attempt to define what the central concerns
of a theology of mission should be.
Mission Theology Todav; Convergences and Divergences
Historically, on the Protestant side, a basic
theological unity on what mission is existed till the
beginning of this century. As Stephen Neill (1986:417)
notes, there was little theological discussion at the First
World Conference at Edinburgh, 1910, because "there had
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seemed little need for it, when all were at one on the
fundamentals" . But by the time of the Second World
Missionary Conference at Jerusalem in 1928, a significant
shift in thinking had taken place. Under the influence of
men like Ernst Troeltsch, who as early as 1901 spoke of the
Gospel as "the highest point until now" and the "relative
absoluteness of Christianity" (quoted in Neill 1986:418; fn.
4) , many were beginning to look forward to a great synthesis
of the world's religions, with secularization being seen as
the great enemy- This movement within ecumenical circles,
in what may be called a broadly liberal direction, continued
through the Hocking-Kraemer debates of the 193 0s, and paved
the way for the salvation-or-humanization debates of the
1960s and 70s, and the exclusivism-inclusivism-pluralism
debates of the 1980s and the early 90s (Bosch 1980:159-195;
Neill 1986:417-719; Scherer 1987:9-50, 93-163). In turn
this brought about the evangelical responses which
culminated in the Lausanne Movement (Scherer 1987:164-195).
On the Roman Catholic side, mission theology was
dominated largely by the medieval paradigm, to use Bosch's
(1991:237f) term. Though, as is evident from Bosch's
analysis, there are crucial differences between the
medieval, the Reformation and the Enlightenment missionary
paradigms (: 214-345), nevertheless there were basic
similarities between pre-Vatican II Roman Catholic mission
theology and Protestant theology before Edinburgh 1910.
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Both affirmed that Jesus Christ is the final revelation of
God and the sole source of salvation; and that other
religions were at best fallible expressions of humanity's
search for the divine, and at worst, demonic deceptions
designed to blind us from the truth. The gospel was to be
preached to all, and humans would be judged on the basis of
their acceptance or rejection of the salvation offered in
Christ. Both would emphasize the importance, if not the
primacy, of evangelism and the need for incorporation into
the institutional church, and, correlatively , church
planting and growth. Both were equally guilty, in varying
degrees, of Western cultural imperialism.
But just as Protestant mission theology has undergone
profound changes since Edinburgh, Roman Catholic theology
has been going through similar convulsions in the years
since Vatican II (1962-1965) . Indeed it has been noted that
the latter 's convulsions are of a much greater magnitude as
it had to simultaneously accommodate the double impact of
the Reformation and the Enlightenment (Bosch 1991:237f).
Not all have gone along with the changes, of course. The
theological battlelines that have resulted are no longer
drawn between Protestants and Catholics as they once were.
Rather, they cut right across confessional lines. The
debates that followed between the more conservative and the
more radical have resulted in certain convergences and
divergences in mission theology today. What are these?
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In his report to the Fifth Assembly of the WCC, 1975,
as the Moderator of the Central Committee, M. M. Thomas
observes that there was an increasing convergence in the
mission theology emanating out of Bangkok, Lausanne and
Rome. In particular, with respect to the doctrine of
salvation, on which any theology of mission must rest, he
argues that a consensus exists on three points: its
comprehensive nature, the eschatological basis of historical
action, and the affirmation of the Church as the sign and
bearer of salvation in the world (WCC 1976:232).
Nevertheless, he notes that the following differences, which
are related to the same issues, still exist:
What is ... the relation between the personal, social,
and cosmic dimensions of salvation offered in Jesus
Christ? What is the nature of Christian action within
history which expresses the eschatological hope; and,
in the light of the promise of the Kingdom, now and at
the end, what future may faith realistically expect and
work for in history through world evangelization,
dialogue among religions and cultures, and struggle for
human community, justice, and freedom in the nations
and the world? What is the locus of identity of the
Church as the bearer of salvation? (WCC 1976:232f)
In what follows we will discuss whether these comments are
correct and see where further qualifications may be needed.
Mission in its Intent is a Comprehensive Conceipt.
Thomas' first point is that there is an increasing
consensus on understanding salvation in comprehensive terms.
The focus here is on the intent or goal of mission. This
comment is probably more true today, in light of more recent
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statements from the different groups, than in 1975 when it
was first made.'
To begin with, John Stott notes that two extreme views
of mission contributed to the polarization of the 1960s and
70s. One is the older and more traditional view which
focused on the vertical dimension of salvation. It equated
mission with evangelism, often focusing entirely on verbal
proclamation. At the other extreme is the equally
unbiblical view, prevalent within ecumenical circles in that
period, which focused largely on the horizontal dimension of
salvation (Stott 1975:15f). For example, the WCC (1967)
sponsored document. The Church for Others ^ equated mission
with the mission Dei, the purpose of which was the
'. To speak of convergence being found in 1975, for
example, in the affirmation of the comprehensive nature of
salvation appears rather over-optimistic on M. M. Thomas's
part. The final report of the Bangkok Assembly of the
Commission on World Mission and Evangelism of the WCC,
1972/3, does speak of salvation in holistic and
comprehensive terms, especially the statement "Affirmation
on Salvation Today" (WCC 1973;42f) . However, it is arguable
that other parts of the rather incongruous report, e.g.
portions of Appendixes D and E (: 70-98), also suggest that
examples of liberation in the social or political realms are
sufficient expressions, in and of themselves, of the
salvation we have in Christ, without the need for any
reference to the spiritual dimension. In one purple
passage, it affirms: "You found the traditional language
meaningless and became 'an atheist by the grace of God'"
(:83). The question is what sort of comprehensiveness are
we speaking about? The type of comprehensiveness which
allows for personal, social and cosmic dimensions in
salvation�to use Thomas's terms�but accepts each in
isolation as sufficient expressions of the Christian
understanding, is very different from the comprehensiveness
which also allows for the different dimensions, but which
nevertheless holds them all together in an inseparable
whole.
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establishment of shalom in the sense of social harmony and
physical well-being. Hence the goal of mission is defined
as humanization, rather than evangelization (: 17-20). But
in more recent pronouncements, a significant convergence has
been observed. Increasingly, it has come to be accepted by
most that mission in its intent is a comprehensive concept
which includes both the vertical and the horizontal
dimensions of salvation.
On the one hand, some evangelicals have increasingly
moved away from their earlier conservatism. Thus the WEF's
Statement, "Transformation: The Church in Response to Human
Need" (1983: Para. 52) affirms that "we are challenged to
commit ourselves to a truly vigorous and full-orbed mission
in the world ... A repentant, revived, and vigorous church
will call people to true repentance and faith and at the
same time equip them to challenge the forces of evil and
injustice." This is fully in line with the position of
Lausanne (LCWE 1974:Para. 4 & 5; LCWE 1989:Para. 1-4). On
the other hand, the WCC (1982), in a clear statement,
"Ecumenical Affirmation: Mission and Evangelism," indicates
that it too has moved away from its earlier radicalism. It
clearly affirms the importance of evangelism which "calls
people to look towards . . . Jesus and commit their life to
him" (:Para.8) and "to recognize and accept in a personal
decision the saving lordship of Christ" (:Para.lO), without
losing sight of its earlier commitment to social
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transformation and justice issues.
Correlatively, there is an increasing convergence on
the answer to the question. Who is Jesus Christ? In some
of the preparatory material used for the Bangkok Assembly of
CWME, WCC, 1973, it was suggested that Christ is little more
than the model sociopolitical liberator. Thus in one
discussion it is stated that "in Latin America . . . young
people begin to see Che Guevara and Jesus Christ as
belonging to the same tradition" (WCC 1972a: 128). In
another example, "Saved by Mao", a Chinese physicist
testifies to the transformation of his values by Mao Tse-
Tung's thoughts (WCC 1972:106). However, increasingly
within ecumenical circles, such radicalism is no longer in
vogue. Thus Nairobi 1975, in contrast, affirmed that
"Today's world offers many political lords as well as
secular and religious saviours. Nevertheless, as
representatives of churches gathered together in the World
Council of Churches, we boldly confess Christ alone as
Savior and Lord" (WCC 1976:43).
All traditions are generally agreed on recognizing
Jesus Christ as Savior and Lord. But M. M. Thomas' earlier
noted comment, that there remains differences of opinion on
the relation between the personal, social and cosmic
dimensions of salvation offered in Jesus Christ, still holds
true. James Scherer summarizes the different perceptions
clearly:
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Conciliar Christians say that God's justice manifests
itself both in the justification of sinners and in
social and political justice for the oppressed, and
that God's power changes both persons and structures.
Evangelicals say that evangelism and social action are
both part of our Christian duty, but that evangelism is
primary. Catholics hold that action on behalf of
justice and participation in the transformation of
society are a "constitutive dimension" of preaching the
gospel, but nevertheless evangelization should not be
reduced to a political program. (Scherer 1987:238)
Despite the different understandings, there is nearly
complete consensus that evangelism and sociopolitical action
are both integral aspects of the intent or goal of mission.
Nevertheless, it must be noted that there are still some who
would affirm evangelism or sociopolitical action to the
exclusion of the other. ^
^. A good example of the former group are the many
evangelicals in South Africa, who have been severely
criticized by fellow South African evangelicals in.
Evangelical Witness in South Africa for their continual
opposition to sociopolitical efforts to change the apartheid
system there.
At the same time, it may be noted that many Christians,
who are committed to the pluralist or a thoroughgoing
inclusivist position in the present debate on the place of
Jesus Christ vis-a-vis other religions, will inevitably fall
into the latter group, because their theological position
will lead them logically to a complete disavowal of
evangelism, as understood here. This tendency was once
again seen at the Seventh Assembly of WCC, Canberra, 1991,
where a strong commitment to pluralism and a distinct
aversion to evangelism appears to have gone hand in hand.
This point was implicitly, but clearly, made in the
"Reflections by Orthodox participants" at that meeting in
its observation of "some dangerous trends in the WCC" (WCC
1991:280). On the one hand, in Para. 3, the Orthodox
delegates "miss from many WCC documents the affirmation that
Jesus Christ is the world's Savior" and "perceive a growing
departure from biblically-based Christian understandings of:
(a) the Trinitarian God; (b) salvation; and (c) the 'good
news' of the gospel itself ..." (:280). On the other hand,
in Para. 4, it notes with "a certain disquiet" the way the
WCC was developing its relations with other religions, which
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One further point must be noted. In the context of the
rather intense debates that have raged around evangelism and
sociopolitical action, two other aspects of the intent of
mission have often been neglected, namely healing and the
ministry of exorcism. But there are indications that they
are slowly but surely forcing their way back into the
missiological agenda. The WCC Assembly in Canberra, 1991,
specifically draws attention to the contribution of
Pentecostal and Charismatic churches^ (WCC 1991:107f).
Lausanne, rather cautiously, also refers to the importance
of spiritual warfare and the power of the Holy Spirit in
doing miracles today (LCWE 1974: Para. 12; LCWE 1989: Para. 5;
cf. also LCWE 1978: Section 7d) . Perhaps it is the Orthodox
churches, outside the Pentecostal and Charismatic main
stream, that have been most forthcoming in these twin
does not appear to be based on "theological criteria which
will define the limits of diversity- The biblical faith
must not be changed" (ibid.) Further in Para. 5 it notes
"with alarm" that "some people tend to affirm with very
great ease the presence of the Holy Spirit in many movements
and developments without discernment." It argues instead
that, "We must guard against a tendency to substitute a
'private^ spirit, the spirit of the world or other spirits
for the Holy Spirit ..." (:281).
These observations and others, together with the wider
theological crisis within the WCC, provoked the whole
Orthodox delegation to ask, "Has the time come for the
Orthodox churches and other member churches to review their
relations with the World Council of Churches" (:282)?
^. It should be noted that the rediscovery of the gift
of healing in the 20th century is not limited to these
churches alone. E.g. Many indigenous Christians in Africa
and Asia who may not be associated with Pentecostals and
Charismatics, or have their origins in these, have been
practicing this gift for a long time.
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aspects of the church's mission. In one of the reports of
the Orthodox Advisory Group to WCC-CWME, it specifically
quotes Luke 10:9-19 and affirms that among the ways in which
Christians are called to proclaim the kingdom are the
exorcism of demons and the healing of the sick (Bria
1986 :38f).'* Again, it should be noted that there is as yet
no general consensus on these.
Mission in its Extent is a Comprehensive Concept.
The consensus that mission is a comprehensive concept,
applies not only with respect to its intent, but also its
extent. This is seen first in the emphasis that the gospel
is for all, especially to the poor who are both often
deprived of justice as well as neglected in the evangelistic
outreach of the Church. This affirmation is perhaps most
clearly expressed by the emphasis on the church's
"preferential option for the poor" in the final statement of
the Latin American Roman Catholic Bishops Third General
It should be noted however that the report is using
the phrase "exorcism of demons" in a rather different manner
than in the New Testament. It speaks of "the struggle
against the idols of racism, money, nationalism, ideologies,
and robotization and exploitation of human beings" (WCC
1986:39) rather than actual deliverance of men and women
from personal demonic powers in their lives. However, it is
not necessary to drive a wedge between these two
understandings of the concept. What is suggested here is
that, what the New Testament calls "Principalities and
Powers" includes both the personal demonic dimension as well
as the demonic in human and social structures as different
parts within a continuum. On this, refer to Green 1981:78-
111.
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Conference at Puebla, Mexico, 1979 (Scherer 1987:209-212).
The same emphasis is found in "Ecumenical Affirmation:
Mission and Evangelism" (WCC 1982: Para. 31-3 6) and "The
Manila Manifesto" (LCWE 1989: Para. 2).
A second aspect of the comprehensiveness of mission in
its extent is found in what the "Ecumenical Affirmation:
Mission and Evangelism" (WCC 1982: Para. 37-40) calls
"mission in and to six continents." Instead of the call for
a moratorium of foreign missions, made so strongly by some
in the 1960s and early 70s, the emphasis is on the continual
need "for those who have the calling and the gift to cross
frontiers, to share the Gospel of Jesus Christ" (Para. 39).
And instead of the past one way traffic from the "north" to
the "south", the emphasis is now on mutuality between and
within each of these zones (:Para.40). In the same way
Lausanne speaks of the fast disappearance of Western
dominance in missions, the growing partnership between older
and younger churches (LCWE 1974:Para.8) , the
"internationalization of missions" and the need "to put
behind us once and for all . . . the simplistic distinction
between First World sending and Two-Thirds World receiving
countries" (LCWE 1989 :Para. 9) . As if not to be out-done by
Protestants, Pope John Paul II speaks of the "increasing
interdependence between peoples" (RM, Para. 82), and that
cooperation in missions between younger and older churches
"means not just giving but also receiving" (Para. 85). Thus
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the Church's mission is now clearly seen to be from each
national Church to every nation, characterized by the key
words partnership, equality, and mutuality.
A third aspect of the comprehensiveness of mission in
its extent is the emphasis on witness to peoples of other
faiths and ideologies. The WCC most clearly states this as
follows: "Christians owe the message of God's salvation in
Jesus Christ to every person and to every people . . . who
live by other religious convictions and ideological
persuasions" (WCC 1982 : Para. 41; cf. also 42-45). Lausanne
speaks of our responsibility to bear witness to a world
under the grip of modernity (LCWE 1989 :Para. 10) , to the
unreached people groups and the billions who may have never
heard of the gospel (Para. 11), and those who continue to
live under persecution (Para. 12). The Catholic Church
affirms that "the mission ad gentes knows no boundaries" and
reaches to all new worlds, and every social and cultural
group (RM, Para. 37).
In speaking of witness to peoples of other faiths, some
also strongly emphasize the place of dialogue. Here we
encounter a major point of disagreement. All traditions
agree that we should respect the views of those of a
different religious or ideological persuasion. Most would
agree that dialogue, as a means of furthering mutual ethical
and theological understanding and respect, and of enhancing
cooperative efforts for humanity's common good in all areas
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of our life together in the world, is right and necessary.
Where Christians differ is in their assessment of the
status of "revelation claims" in non-Christian religions,
and hence their salvific value.
Lausanne's position on this is the most unambiguous.
It affirms that "we ... reject as derogatory to Christ and
the gospel every kind of syncretism and dialogue which
implies that Christ speaks equally through all religions and
ideologies . . . There is no other name by which we must be
saved (Ac. 4:12)" (LCWE 1974: Para 3). It further states
that "we . . . have no warrant for saying that salvation can
be found outside Christ (Jn 14:6) or apart from an explicit
acceptance of his work through faith" (LCWE 1989:Para 3).
The position of the WCC is less clear. In the 1975
Central Committee report, its ambiguity is explicit. It
asks:
"If God is the creator of all, if he has made man in
his own image, must we not think of him as coming to
all, caring for all, trying to influence all in the
direction of truth and goodness?" ... Do we still
treat the "truth claims" in other faiths as we did in a
triumphalistic era�as false, ordinary, discontinuous,
distorted, partially true, incomplete, preparatory, and
so on, in various polite and impolite permutations and
combinations?" (WCC 1975:106)
In Guidelines on Dialogue (WCC 1979) , which was issued in
response to many requests for clarification of its stand on
the subject, the WCC strongly advocates dialogue as an
expression of authentic witness to those of other faiths.
Although the language was not as ambiguous as that of the
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above paragraph, nevertheless, it consistently avoids taking
any theological position on other religions. The WCC (1990)
appears to have moved towards a more mediating position in
The San Antonio Report wherein it states: "We cannot point
to any other way of salvation than Jesus Christ; at the same
time we cannot set limits to the saving power of God"
(Section I, Para. 2 6).^ However, its fuzziness on the
subject was to resurface again in its Seventh Assembly in
Canberra, 1991 (cf . fn. 2 above) .
The exact position of the Roman Catholic Church is a
matter of serious debate today. Pope John Paul II in
Redemptoris Missio is quite unambiguous that "Christ is the
one Savior of all, the only one able to reveal God and lead
to God" (Para. 5). But the real debate rages round the exact
meaning of the Vatican II statements. Many commentators of
Vatican II have maintained that, although it does not
explicitly affirm other religions as means of divine
revelation and salvation, that is nevertheless its intention
(Knitter 1985:121-124; 1990:62-63). However, Miikka
^. Nevertheless, there remains a measure of ambiguity
as some statements in The San Antonio Report are open to
quite different interpretations. For example, "In dialogue
we are invited to listen in openness to the possibility that
the God we know in Jesus Christ may encounter us also in the
lives of our neighbors of other faiths" (WCC 1990: Para. 28).
And again, it states that "we are constrained by grace to
affirm that 'salvation is offered to the whole creation
through Jesus Christ' ... We are well aware that these
convictions and the ministry of witness stand in tension
with what we have affirmed about God being present in and at
work in people of other faiths; we appreciate this tension,
and do not attempt to resolve it" (Para. 30).
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Ruokanen (1990) has countered that the documents are
actually silent on the subject. Despite its unprecedented
respect of other religions, Vatican II maintains the
uniqueness of God's revelation and salvation in Christ. The
flashes of truth found in other faiths need to be purified
and perfected by the fullness of God's revelation in Christ
and entrusted to the Church (cf. Ruokanen 1992 for a fuller
discussion) . Nevertheless, the tension inherent in Roman
Catholic pronouncements is neatly summed up by Scherer 's
comment that, "It is at least a serious question . . . whether
the extraordinary high Catholic estimation of non-Christian
beliefs, practices, and peoples does not in some way
undercut the 1974 Bishops' declaration that 'the task of
evangelizing all people constitutes the essential mission of
the church'" (1987:230).
The Eschatological Basis of Christian Mission
Instead of earlier false motives for mission like those
of colonialism and cultural imperialism, there is now an
increasing emphasis on the eschatological basis of mission,
as noted earlier by M. M. Thomas. First, we find that the
"Kingdom of God" theme has taken on much greater prominence
in all circles. For example, the theme of the CWME-WCC
Conference in Melbourne, 1980, "Your Kingdom Come", firmly
placed its mission perspectives under it. The Roman
Catholic Redemptoris Missio does the same (Para. 12-20) . So
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does Lausanne in "The Manila Manifesto" (LCWE 1989: Para. 4)
and the WEF (1983 : Section VIII, Para. 49-53) in
"Transformation: The Church in Response to Human Need."
Further, we find an increasing usage of eschatological
language. For example, the theme of Lausanne II in Manila,
1989, was "Proclaim Christ Until He Comes". "Ecumenical
Affirmations: Mission and Evangelism" begins with "The
biblical promise of a new earth and a new heaven where love,
peace, and justice prevail . . . invites our actions as
Christians in history" (WCC 1982: "Preface"). Thus,
whatever may be the differences in eschatological
interpretations, there exists a growing consensus that
mission can only be properly understood in the context of
the kingdom theology and the biblical promise of a new
heaven and a new earth.
The Church as Sign and Bearer of Salvation
M. M. Thomas in his earlier quoted comment pointed out
a third area of growing consensus: the idea that the church
is the sign and bearer of Christ's salvation in the world.
Nevertheless, he also notes that there remain different
views on the locus of identity of the church. These
differences hark back to the debates within ecumenical
circles of the 1950s and 60s. One of the key questions then
was: Is mission a function of the church or vice-versa?
Johannes C. Hoekendijk, one of the most well-known
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proponents of the latter view, argues that the church has no
fixed place at all and that "it happens in so far as it
actually proclaims the Kingdom to the world" (1967:40). For
him, "The nature of the church may be sufficiently defined
by its function, i.e. its participation in Christ's
apostolic ministry" (:40). After all, God's primary
relationship is to the world and only secondarily to the
church. The implications are clear. There is no clear
boundary between the church and the world. Mission cannot
be a function of the church; rather, the church is where
mission is ( : 41) .
It does appear that even within ecumenical circles
there has been a clear movement away from the more radical
position represented by Hoekendijk and others. The WCC
(1980: Section III, Para. 1 & 2) in its Melbourne 1980
statement speaks of the church as a "sacrament of the
kingdom" and is concerned with how it can "more effectively
carry the marks of Christ himself and be a sign of the
kingdom." Again, Christians are called to work for the
renewal and the unity of the church so that it can be more
effective in mission (WCC 1982:Para. 20-23) . Church planting
is no longer anathema. Instead, "it is at the heart of
Christian mission to foster the multiplication of local
congregations in every human community ... to announce God's
revealed purpose" (WCC 1982 :Para. 25) .
The above has, of course, been the standard position of
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the Roman Catholic Church. The Vatican II documents. Lumen
Gentium (Para. 48) and Ad Gentes (Para.l), speaks of the
nature of the church as the "universal sacrament of
salvation". It exists for the fulfillment of the mission of
God in the world and, by its very nature, is missionary
(Scherer 1987:197-200; 227f ) . Lausanne also moves in the
same realm of ideas. It boldly states that "The Church is
at the very center of God's cosmic purpose ... and is his
appointed means of spreading the gospel" (LCWE 1974 :Para. 6) ,
with the local church bearing primary responsibility in
evangelism (LCWE 1989 :Para. 8) . Moreover, we are to work
towards greater cooperation and unity so as to reflect the
oneness which Christ prayed for (Jn 17:20f), in order that
the world might believe (Para. 9). After all, the church "is
intended by God to be a sign of his kingdom" , an indication
of what human community should ultimately be (Para. 8).
However, it is far from certain that all have moved
back into the main-stream. It should be noted that the
divergence that Thomas observes here is integrally linked
with two other areas of divergences already noted. These
are: Is the intent of mission evangelization or
sociopolitical action? And, are there alternative paths to
salvation outside Christ? Underlying the position of
Hoekendijk and others of a similar persuasion is an implicit
or explicit salvific universalism, linked with a
thoroughgoing inclusivist or pluralist view of religions.
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Thus, if all (or, at least nearly all) are to be saved
personally and eternally irrespective of their faith
commitments, then what is important is not evangelization
but sociopolitical action or humanization. Since the latter
is identified with the missio Dei, and the church is where
God is supposedly at work, then the locus of the church's
identity is where sociopolitical action for humanity's
welfare or humanization occurs! In other words, it would
not be incorrect to say that there are still some on the
radical end of the theological spectrum who remain committed
to a cluster of interlocking positions, which include
salvific universalism, a thoroughgoing inclusivist or a
pluralist understanding of other religions, an emphasis on
the primacy of sociopolitical action as the goal or intent
of mission, and an open church without any boundaries of
faith commitment.
To round off our survey on convergences and divergences
in mission theology, from the perspective of this
dissertation, we will look at two other areas not included
in M. M. Thomas' comment. These are: gospel and culture,
and the place of the Bible in mission theology today.
Gospel and Culture.
There is now a clear consensus that much more effort
must be made to root the gospel in indigenous cultures. The
church needs to repent of the cultural imperialism of the
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past era that has often hindered younger churches from being
properly implanted in their cultural soil. "Missions have
all too frequently exported with the gospel an alien culture
and churches have sometimes been in bondage to culture
rather than to Scripture" (LCWE 1974 :Para. 10) . The gospel
does not affirm the superiority of any culture over another.
This concern has "its source and inspiration in the mystery
of the Incarnation" (WCC 1982 : Para. 26; cf. LCWE 1978 -.Section
6b) .
Increasingly, the term employed to define this process
is "inculturation", which is defined as "the intimate
transformation of authentic cultural values through their
integration in Christianity and the insertion of
Christianity in the various human cultures" (RM, Para. 52).
This is a profound and all-embracing process, yet, slow,
lengthy and difficult, because it must not compromise the
integrity of the gospel in any way. It will require cross-
cultural missionaries to immerse themselves totally in the
cultures in which they are working, and even to evangelize
the culture (RM, Para. 54; EN, Para. 20). Ultimately, it must
involve the whole people of God and not just a few experts
(RM, Para. 54) .
With reference to the earlier discussion of the place
of healing and deliverance ministry in the mission of the
church, one particular item in Lausanne's "Willowbank
Report" (LCWE 1978) needs highlighting. In its discussion
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on conversion and culture, the report draws attention to the
need of "power encounter" wherein Christ is shown to be the
Lord of the powers. This may seem strange to the
secularized Western mind, and probably explains why this
issue has been omitted in much present-day discussion on
inculturation. But as the report states:
those from Asia, Africa, and Latin America, have spoken
both of the reality of evil powers and of the necessity
to demonstrate the supremacy of Jesus over them. For
conversion involves a power encounter. People give
their allegiance to Christ when they see that his power
is superior to magic and voodoo, the curses and
blessings of witch doctors, and malevolence of evil
spirits, and that his salvation is a real liberation
from the power of evil and death. (LCWE 1978: Section
7d)
This is a matter that deserves more serious attention than
has thus far been given to it in missiological discussions.
For if we are truly concerned about both gospel and culture,
and the interrelation between them, we must take both non-
western worldviews and the reality, if any, behind them
seriously.
Biblical Foundations.
Most of the recent documents appeal to the bible, with
implicit and explicit references, as a basis for their
arguments, thereby reaffirming its authority in the whole
church. This has been the long-standing position of the
evangelicals as represented by Lausanne. Increasingly, many
of the ecumenical documents (e.g. WCC 1983) and Roman
Catholic documents (e.g., EN and RM) are doing the same.
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However, a very subtle danger lurks here. M. R.
Spindler (1991:247) points out that this "may be the last
common ground on which Christians are able to communicate
among themselves, when other forms of metaphysical and
philosophical consensus have collapsed at scholarly level,
and when a growing gap is dividing the world of biblical
scholarship and the believers in-the-pew." Thus the Bible
may end up fulfilling "a social function which is largely
independent of the real doctrinal content of the texts used"
(:247). Ultimately, the apparent convergence on the
reaffirmation of the Bible's authority really points to the
continuing divergence on how we understand its authority.
This, as we shall see, is rooted in wider issues.
The above survey of convergences and divergences in
mission theology has shown that what M. M. Thomas observed
of the trends in the mid-1970s is still broadly applicable
today, with the additions noted. Increasingly, there is an
awareness that mission is a comprehensive concept, although
divergences continue to exist. With respect to its intent,
will all Christians accept evangelism, sociopolitical
action, healing and the ministry of deliverance side by side
with one another? And what are the interrelations between
these? With respect to its extent, there is clearly
agreement that the gospel is for peoples of all
socioeconomic classes, especially the poor, all continents
and religious faiths. But Christian theologians are deeply
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divided on the status of non-Christian religions as salvific
paths. There is little disagreement on the eschatological
basis of Christian mission or the fact that the church is
the bearer and sacrament of salvation. But in the context
of the debate on religious pluralism, the question of the
locus of the identity of the church will continue to haunt
us. All Christians are agreed on the need to further the
task of inculturation. The differences center on how far
and deep this process has to go, and how seriously we are to
take non-western worldviews. Finally, without agreement on
how the Bible's authority is to be understood, there can be
no real convergence on the reaffirmation of its authority in
the life and mission of the church.
It is in light of the above that we will now proceed to
examine the philosophical roots of the existing divergences.
The Roots of Divercfences in Mission Theology:
The Enlightenment and Western Dualism
Discussions in mission theology, until very recently,
have been dominated by theological currents from the West.
The latter in turn have been strongly affected by
developments in Western thought. There is little doubt that
the main influence that shaped modern Western thought and
theology is the European Enlightenment of the 17th and 18th
centuries (Heron 1980:1-21; Bosch 1991:262-345). Another
important influence has been the whole dualistic tradition
in Western thought which, even though less obvious, is no
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less significant. Indeed, this dualism, which is rooted in
Greek philosophy, has been accepted into Enlightenment
thinking itself and works in concert with it to shape modern
Western thought into what it is today. We will, therefore,
first examine in some detail the contours of Enlightenment
thought, before looking at dualism in the Western tradition.
We will also at the same time examine how these have helped
shape present-day missiological thinking and debates.
Enlightenment Thought and Mission Theology
The relation between the Enlightenment worldview and
missiological thinking has been extensively discussed in
Bosch's Transforming Mission (1991) . He notes that
Enlightenment thought began with a new way of thinking
induced by the dawning of a modern scientific consciousness
introduced by Copernicus (1473-1543), Bacon (1561-1650),
Galileo (1564-1642), and others (1991:263f). By the middle
or end of the 17th century, the Enlightenment worldview had
become firmly entrenched. In what follows we will look at
the seven characteristics of this worldview, as delineated
by Bosch, and see how each in turn have influenced
missiological thought, particularly in relation to the
divergences noted above.
The Supremacy of Reason. The Enlightenment was,
supremely, the Age of Reason (Bosch 1991:264). We have
already looked briefly at this earlier in Chapter 1. The
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empiricist trend initiated by Copernicus, Bacon and others,
combined with the rationalism introduced by Descartes
produced a climate in which autonomous human reason became
the final arbiter of truth. Reason replaced faith as the
point of departure. This led to a radical anthropocentrism,
which increasingly had no room for God (:269).
Apart from the skepticism produced by this
anthropocentric mode of rationality, another important
consequence of this trend in the 2 0th century was the
growing acceptance of secular theologies by some Christians,
building upon Bonhoeffer 's phrase that the world has "come
of age". Thus, at the World Student Christian Federation
conference, Strassbourg, 1960, Johannes Hoekendijk urged the
participants to radically desacralize the church and all
ecclesial activities (Bosch 1991:270). This was soon
followed by Harvey Cox's book. The Secular City (1965),
which urged that secularization should be welcomed rather
than feared. Further, in line with Hoekendijk' s earlier
emphasis that no clear boundary exists between the church
and the world, Cox argues that only faith can discern the
identity of the church as it is found whenever God's work of
reconciliation� i.e. humanization, as defined by him� is
taking place (1965:225f). In the next year, at the WCC's
Geneva Conference on Church and Society, in which both
Hoekendijk and Cox were active participants, the words
humanism and humanization resounded repeatedly (Shinn
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1968 :22f). Finally, both of them played an influential role
in the WCC-sponsored report, The Church for Others
(1967:20), which states that God's primary concern was for
the world and not the church, therefore, "it is the world
that must be allowed to provide the agenda for the
churches." The rest is history, with the theme of
humanization dominating the debates at Uppsala, 1968, and in
the subsequent decade.
It can thus be seen here that the radical
anthropocentrism of the Enlightenment helped lay the ground
for two key issues in the modern debates that are as yet not
fully resolved: Is the goal of missio Dei evangelization or
humanization? And, what is the locus of the identity of the
church and its relationship to the world?
Subiect-Obiect Dichotomy. Secondly, Enlightenment
thought operated with a subject-object distinction. This
dichotomy effectively separated humanity from the rest of
nature, and led to the total objectification of the latter
for the purpose of scientific analysis. The emphasis was no
longer on the whole, but on the parts, which took precedence
over the whole. Further, the sense that nature could be
fully objectified and analyzed gave humanity an
unprecedented sense of confidence and boldness over the rest
of the world, and permission to exploit it if necessary
(Bosch 1991:264f ) .
This separation between subject and object in the
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natural sciences soon came to be applied in theology as
well. This was especially so in the critical study of the
Bible, wherein the text was treated objectively like any
other human document. As soon as this was carried out, all
sorts of problems were perceived with the documents, both
real and apparent. At the heart of the matter was both a
religious and psychological difficulty: Can the Bible be
both an object of critical studies and the channel of God's
revelation at one and the same time (Heron 1980:6)? But
this really is an Enlightenment problem created by its
subject-object dichotomy, which allows the scholar to
question the text, but not to be questioned by it (Bosch
1991:271). Be that as it may, this, together with the
radical anthropocentrism already noted, led increasingly to
the problem of conflict between reason and the authority of
the Bible (Heron 1980:5f).*
Elimination of the Idea of Purpose. The
objectification of nature paved the way for the introduction
of direct causality as the means for understanding reality
and, thereby, eliminating the category of purpose in
science, which is the third characteristic of the
Enlightenment. This led to the mechanistic view of a closed
and deterministic universe, which supposedly could be
It should be noted that Henning G. Reventlow (1984)
has demonstrated that the problem of the authority of the
Bible began even earlier in the period between the
Reformation and the Enlightenment.
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completely understood once all the natural laws were
discovered (Bosch 1991:265). The loss in teleological
thinking also contributed to the rejection of the miraculous
and supernatural, which simply cannot happen in a closed
mechanistic universe.
The resultant cause-effect mode of thinking also
implied for the modern mind that, so long as the right
conditions were met, the success of any project, including
the missionary enterprise, was guaranteed (Bosch 1991:342).
Thus, both liberals and conservatives alike freely debated
the question: Should we educate and civilize first to
prepare the ground for evangelism, or should we give
priority to evangelism believing that social betterment will
follow (:296)? As Bosch notes, "In either case the
Enlightenment tenet of a direct and causal relationship
between 'seed' and 'fruit' reigned supreme" (:342). This
was one source of the debate on whether evangelism or social
actions had priority in mission, which eventually
contributed to the growing rift between liberals and
conservatives on the matter (:296f).
Optimism in Progress. Fourthly, the new scientific
advances, coupled with the discovery of the New World (as
Europeans understood it) and the beginning of the modern
colonial era, led to Enlightenment humanity's increasing
sense of confidence that "they had both the ability and the
will to remake the world in their own image" (Bosch
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1991:265). This confidence in human progress expressed
itself in the belief in technological development and
modernization, and in the sense of superiority felt by
Western civilization over others. For Christians, this
optimism was expressed in the belief that the spread of
Christian knowledge would lead eventually to worldwide
evangelism and/or social progress and justice.
Increasingly, the Kingdom of God became identified with
Western culture and civilization (:271).
This gave rise to the sense of both religious and
cultural superiority felt by missionaries in the modern
period (Bosch 1991:291-298). It explains why Christian
missions were often so closely identified with colonialism
in the 19th and 20th centuries (:302-313). More
importantly, it also explains why the indigenization or
contextualization of the gospel made little real progress in
the younger churches in the same period, despite the fact
that most Protestant missionary societies had adopted
"indigenization"�with Henry Venn's concept of "self-
governing, self-supporting, and self-propagating churches"�
as their official policy (:294f).
Distinction between "Facts" and "Values". A fifth
characteristic of Enlightenment thinking is the distinction
between "fact" and "value". In an empirically defined
world, what may be considered "facts" must belong to the
realm of the scientifically-testable and are, thus,
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objectively knowable, value-free, and observer-neutral. A
belief is true only to the extent that it corresponds with
facts. Bosch notes that, according to Karl Popper, this
means that knowledge in an objective sense is totally
independent of anyone's belief or claims to knowing.
Objective knowledge is, ultimately, knowledge without a
knowing subject (Bosch 1991:266). "Facts", therefore, are
public, in contrast to "values", which are based on
privately-held opinions and beliefs. Consequently, the
latter, which includes religious beliefs, cannot lay claim
to being true or false, because these are supposedly mere
matters of private choices, based on subjective preferences
( :266) .
Later we will explore further the philosophical roots
of this distinction and its wider consequences for Western
thought. For the moment, we wish to note that, among other
things, it led to the gradual separation between the secular
and religious, as the Enlightenment banished religion to the
private realm, leaving the public realm to reason. For
example, Bosch (1991:254f) argues that whilst early Pietism
had a holistic concern for the whole person, it found it
increasingly difficult to cope with the pressure of
Rationalism. In order to survive it withdrew into a
spiritual cocoon, thereby leaving the public and secular
realm outside its area of concern (:276f). This further
contributed to the subsequent split in mission theology
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between social transformation and evangelism (:277-283).
All Problems are Solvable in Principle. The sixth
aspect of Enlightenment thought is the confidence that "all
problems were in principle solvable" (Bosch 1991:266).
Humanity has, as it were, come of age. There were no gaps
or mysteries which could forever resist discovery by the
human mind. This affirmation, together with the belief in a
mechanistic universe, functioned like a Procrustean bed with
which all the miraculous and scientifically inexplicable
were done away (:273). There was, therefore, no place for
belief in the healing ministry of the church, or the
personal demonic dimension in life. Increasingly, there was
not even a place for God as demonstrated in Laplace's
celebrated reply to Napoleon's question as to where God came
into his cosmological theories. He simply said: "I have no
need for that hypothesis" (quoted in Heron 1980:7). Such
sentiments could not but have accelerated the process of
secularization of theology in general, and mission theology
in particular.
Humans are Emancipated and Autonomous Individuals.
Finally, unlike the understanding in all previous eras,
humanity was regarded as "emancipated, autonomous
individuals" (Bosch 1991:267). This faith in humanity is
based on an optimism about human nature, in contrast to
Augustinian and Reformation doctrines. All were free to
pursue their happiness and to do so without restraints.
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This gave rise to a rampant individualism, especially within
Protestantism (:273), which no doubt accentuated the
tendency, already present in Western Christianity, towards
the individualization of salvation with all its corollaries.
Further, the church, and eventually the bible, became
peripheral. Everyone was free to believe what he or she
wished and to choose accordingly.
We shall now proceed to examine the impact of dualism
before we attempt to sum up the overall impact of the
Enlightenment on mission theology.
The Influence of Western Dualism on Missiological
Thinking
In the above discussion on the Enlightenment paradigm
we have already noted the dualistic distinctions between
"subject" and "object", and between "facts" and "values".
The Chinese scholar, Carver Yu, in a sustained critique of
Western dualism. Being and Relation (1987) , has argued that
this dualism is pervasive in the Western tradition, with its
roots going back all the way to the pre-Socratic Greeks. We
will now look at his arguments in some detail.
Yu (1987:1-21) begins by noting that, despite the
technological advances and increasing sophistication of
life, Western civilization is faced with a crisis of
ambiguity marked by the acute awareness of the probability
of its own decline, and of its own predicament as reflected
in the pervasive pessimism of contemporary literature. At a
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deeper level, there is also the sense of the erosion of the
personal which is marked by loss of meaning, dissolution of
personality, and the breakdown of meaningful relations (:25-
48) . He argues that the metaphysical root of the problem is
to be found in the habit of mind that sees reality in terms
of the pure identity of things, which regards a thing as a
"thing-in-itself " , uncontaminated by anything other than
itself. This ontological outlook immediately leads us to
see reality as being made up of discrete self-subsistent
things, with dynamic interaction and interpenetration of
being categorically excluded in principle. This perception
of the unrelatedness of the world has given rise to the
dualistic model of reality in Western mind, with all its
implications, in contrast to the biblical model which is
holistic (: 147-235). Yu argues that the roots of this
perception is to be found in Greek metaphysics, in
particular, in its concepts of physis (nature) and ousia
(substance) (:49-63).
The pre-Socratic Greeks, in reaction to a mythical
universe characterized by the supposedly capricious
intervention of gods, postulated not only a rational order,
but one which is "complete-in-itself , self-subsistent and
self-motivating". The concept of physis, which came out of
this background, was used to express "the notion that things
or the totality of things all have the fundamental
principles of determining what they are immanent in
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themselves, that things exist in and through themselves.
That means, things are to be explained in virtue of
themselves without recourse to anything other than
themselves" (Yu 1987:67).
The emergence of the understanding of "reality" as
physis has often been regarded as a triumph of rationality
oyer the irrationality inherent in the mythical order.
However, its real consequence was the depersonalization of
rationality (Yu 1987:71-73). The fact is that, contrary to
what was supposed, the Greek mythical world had a
rationality of its own. The gods did not merely act
arbitrarily, but in accordance with a rationality rooted in
purpose and will, that is, in personality. In contrast, the
emerging scientific consciousness, based on the concept of
physis, concerned itself only with causality, or the
"lawfulness of the accidental" (:73). Thus the difference
between the rationality based on the concept of physis and
that of mythical thinking is not rationality versus
irrationality, but between two different kinds of
rationality, the depersonalized versus the personal.
The pre-Socratic concept of reality as physis together
with the corresponding understanding of a depersonalized
rationality had serious implications. First, it led to a
perception of the cosmos which is totally self-subsistent
and autonomous, and an idealization of reality as "reality-
in-itself". This opened the way to an objectivist concept
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of "reality" which is "purely objective in-itself,
independent of the gods, and existing apart from the
subject" (Yu 1987:75), thus dichotomizing object and subject
as a result. Secondly, the exclusion of the personal from
the rationality of the cosmos led to its depersonalization,
and to the birth of the mechanistic model (:77). Finally,
the concept of physis as self-subsistent, complete-in-
itself, and needing no other ground of existence, led
eventually to the idea of a closed universe (:77f). Thus,
it appears that the split between object and subject, and
the concept of a closed, naturalistic-mechanistic universe,
noted earlier in Enlightenment thinking, was inherent in
Western thought from its very beginnings.
The ontological priority given to the pure identity of
things in the perception of reality continued to prevail
with both Plato and Aristotle. For Plato, the real world is
the world of Ideas, and not the phenomenal or "environing
world" which humanity knows through their dynamic
interaction with it. The fundamental notion in his theory
of Ideas is the concept of reality as "reality-in-and-
through-itself " which is totally objective, having nothing
to do with human existence or human perception. In this
explanation of reality, there is no place for any dynamic
interaction or interpenetration (Yu 1987:78-86).
This has at least three consequences. First, it laid
the seeds of individualism in Western thought. Each Idea,
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by definition, is unrelated to other Ideas, except that they
are all teleologically unified with the Good. Beyond that,
there is no integrated explanation for how they are held
together, and thus when telos and the Good are later
dropped, individualism prevails (Yu 1987 :86f).
Secondly, each Idea may be resolved in turn into the
various basic Ideas of its defining characteristics. Each
of the latter may be conceived of as existing-in-itself , in
its simple uncompounded state. Thus, implicit in the very
concept of Ideas is the notion that everything can be
resolved neatly into the simplest uncompounded Ideas. This
anticipates Descartes' analytic-summative approach to
reality (Yu 1987:87).
Thirdly, although images in the phenomenal world
participate in Plato's Ideas, there is no participation
between the knowing subject and the object. "Ontologically,
that which is really real exists in-itself-and-by-itself ,
and the subject does not seem to have any part in the
structure of reality" (Yu 1987:87). This ontological gulf
between the highest object of knowledge and our concrete
human existence effectively pushes Plato's notion of reality
further along the path of objectivism (:87f).
For Aristotle, the concept of being as being-in-itself
is found in his concept of substance, the most distinctive
ontological unit. Each substance has a particularity of its
own, having its identity in and through itself, and
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identified as a substance precisely because it is self-
subsistent. The world is composed of discrete substances,
each of which is defined in virtue of its inner structure
and mechanism. Thus, any relation among individual entities
compose of discrete substances is merely accidental. Since
the presence of the subject does not seem important and
reality embraces merely the "pure identity" of the
substance, Aristotle's concept of reality is truly
objectivist (Yu 1987:88-98). For him, "reality is truly
identified as thing (res)" (:106).
Yu goes on to suggest that Descartes took over the
Greek, in particular, the Aristotelian, concept of reality
as "being-in-itself" in his metaphysics, and that this lies
at the heart of Cartesian dualism (Yu 1987:98-105). For
Descartes, the self-conscious "I" in cogito ergo sum is
implicitly understood as a substance, which is self-
subsistent and need no others for its existence.^ The
subject thus conceived is inevitably a subject without a
world. It follows therefore, that in Descartes' system, res
cogitans and res extensa, which Yu translates as "thinking
substance" and "material substance" respectively, exist as
two parallel but unrelated realms (:102f). As Yu puts it,
with this, "the epistemological as well as the ontological
^. Cf . Descartes 's own words: "From this I recognized
that I was a substance whose whole essence or nature is to
think and whose being requires no place and depends on no
material thing" (Discourse on Method; quoted in Yu
1987: 103) .
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gulf between the subject and the world is revealed.
Suddenly, knowledge of the world and understanding of other
selves become problematic" (:106).
It is precisely this that, as Lesslie Newbigin argues,
has given rise to the radical dualism that has dominated
European thought since. By distinguishing between res
cogitans and res extensa, Descartes thereby created doubt as
to whether it was ever possible to bridge the gap between
the two worlds. This was further developed by Kant, who
distinguished between the phenomenal and noumenal, or real,
world. Our senses can only access the former, but never the
latter. The logical outcome of the Cartesian and Kantian
epistemologies is that ultimate reality is unknowable
(Newbigin 1989:17ff). Herein lie the roots of Cartesian
doubt and the Enlightenment distinction between objective
facts and subjective values.
This had serious consequences. First, it created a
tolerant environment in which individuals are encouraged to
choose whatever values they preferred from whatever is
available. After all, values are not matters of truth or
fact, but of subjective preferences. Tolerance, therefore,
becomes exalted above dogma (Bosch 1991: 271f). Further, it
created a "plausibility structure" in the modern Western
world in which religious pluralism reigns supreme. Within
such a plausibility structure, there is a radical
relativization of all exclusive claims in religion and
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theology. Consequently, doubt becomes more respectable than
faith (Newbigin 1989:18). One can easily understand, in
light of the above, Ernst Troeltsch's idea of the "relative
absoluteness of Christianity" made at the turn of the
century, as well as the whole agenda of religious pluralism
in today's missiological debates.
Secondly, Descartes' metaphysics has the further effect
of drawing out what, as has been noted earlier, is implicit
in Platonic thought. For example, his search for certainty
led to an "ego-subject" which subsists in its own self-
consciousness, with no intrinsic relations to the world or
to other ego-subjects. This firmly establishes the place of
individualism in Western thought (Yu 1987:104).
Thirdly, this Cartesian individualism in turn further
helped to accentuate the individualization and
spiritualizaion of salvation, a tendency which has been
endemic in Western theology since Augustine (Bosch 1991:215-
217) . By his time, the doctrine of the immortality of the
soul was already being taken for granted�one of the
clearest indications of the continuing hold of Greek
philosophy on Christian theology (Pelikan 1971:51).*
*. That the doctrine of the immortality of the soul,
which presupposes the body-soul dualism, is alien to
biblical thought, which conceives of the person in holistic
terms, is clearly brought out by Pelikan's (1971:51)
comment: "Indeed, the idea of the immortality of the soul
came eventually to be identified with the biblical doctrine
of the resurrection of the body, a doctrine one of whose
original polemical targets was the immortality of the soul."
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Salvation for him is both other-worldly and individualistic,
with primary emphasis given to the redemption of the soul
rather than the reconciliation of the world. This, as Bosch
(1991:216) puts it, "could not but spawn a dualistic view of
reality, which became second nature in Western Christianity-
-the tendency to regard salvation as a private matter and to
ignore the world." Eventually Platonic body-soul dichotomy
and Cartesian individualism together reinforced the
dualistic view of reality in Western thought, as well as the
spiritualization and introversion of Christian salvation in
Western theology.
A fourth consequence of Descartes' metaphysics, noted
by Yu, is that his view of the world as a collocation of
discrete material substances, intrinsically unrelated to
each other, provides the metaphysical foundation for the
modern mechanistic worldview. This view of the world as
consisting of isolated ontological units, combined with his
method of seeking to understand all concepts by analyzing
them into their most basic and irreducible component ideas,
provides the basis for the analytic-summative approach of
reality in modern thought. Reality is thus understood as no
more than the summation of the parts, and its organic
wholeness and multi-level integration are either neglected
or explained away. This paves the way for the triumph of
analytical-summative thinking over integrative thinking (Yu
1987:104f). Here again, this analytical-summative approach
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could only have reinforced in Western thought the tendency
to think in the dualistic terms that it had inherited from
elsewhere, or spawned of itself in the process of its own
development.
The net result of all these is that the universe is
perceived in dualistic categories at every point: the
individual mind and the external world, soul and body,
spirit and matter, subject and object, fact and value,
religious and secular, and so on. The consequences of this
on mission thinking is plain. Instead of holistic thinking,
we begin to ask: Is salvation spiritual or physical and
sociopolitical? Is the soul more important or the body? Is
it evangelization or humanization? Does God work in the
physical realm or does he act only in the spiritual realm?
(If he acts only in the latter, then any changes in the
physical realm can only come about by human efforts,
presumably sociopolitical action. But if he works also in
the physical realm, then miracles and healing can and should
be expected . )
Finally, we need to note one other implication of the
perception of reality as "reality-in-itself " . The radical
separation of the subject from the object world that results
from each being a pure identity in itself allows for no
interpenetration between the two realms. Yu (1987:115-137)
goes on to argue that, viewed this way, both humanity and
nature are cut off from their transcendent roots and become
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desacralized, being no longer transparent to that which
transcends creation. This, rather than the bible as
suggested by Cox in The Secular City (1965), is the real
root of secularization. Viewed in this light, it becomes
clear that the whole agenda of secular theology, with its
anthropocentric theology and reinterpretation of salvation
in sociopolitical terms (Cox 1965; Hoekendijk 1967; Wells
1978:97-118) also has its roots in the Greek perception of
reality as "reality-in-itself".
The Combined Influence of Western Dualism and
Enlightenment Thought on Mission Theology.
It should be clear from the above discussion that the
respective impact of dualism and Enlightenment thinking on
Western thought in general, and mission theology in
particular, is not felt in isolation from that of the other.
Rather, the Western tradition began with a Greek view of
reality as "reality-in-itself," which does not allow for a
mutual interpenetration and dynamic interaction with other
realities. This carried within itself an inherent dualism,
and a tendency towards individualism, objectification of the
world as perceived by the subject, a desacralization of the
person and the world, an analytical-summative approach to
understanding reality, and other corollaries. This
understanding of reality was inherited by the philosophers
of the Enlightenment, who further developed these ideas in
conjunction with the autonomous rationality of Descartes and
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the narrow empiricism of Hume, and then took their
implications to their logical conclusions.
The overall consequences for mission theology is plain.
The individualization and spiritualization of salvation on
the one hand, together with the dualistic dichotomization of
reality into soul and body, spirit and matter, and religious
and secular on the other, paved the way for the modern
debates on whether the intent of mission is evangelization
or sociopolitical action, and/or on their relative
priorities. The deistic view of a closed mechanistic
universe, which is itself built upon a dualistic separation
between spirit and matter, effectively ruled out the place
of miraculous healing and the ministry of exorcism from the
missiological agenda of the church. The skepticism which
resulted from Cartesian dualism that exalts doubt over faith
led not only to an undermining of divine revelation�at
least in the way that it has been traditionally understood�
and a loss of the authority of the bible, and also that of
the church amongst Christians, but it also opened the flood
gates for the widespread denial of Christian truth in the
modern period, as demonstrated by the pluralism debate. The
desacralization of the church and the world in modern
thought, together with the increasing anthropocentrism in
theology, combined to force the secularization agenda, with
its concern to replace evangelization with humanization as
the goal of mission, and its determination to blur the
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identity of the church, into mission theology. Finally,
with the presumption that modernity built upon the
Enlightenment paradigm represents the zenith of humanity's
coming of age, there is little wonder why there existed the
unspoken tendency to equate the Kingdom of God with Western
civilization and consequently, the lack of serious attention
given to the contextualization of the gospel in non-western
contexts by Western missions in general.
Toward a Theology of Mission
It is now increasingly recognized that the assumptions
and modes of thinking that have contributed to the shaping
of the modern mentality in Western thought in general, and
mission theology in particular, are being found wanting.
Diogenes Allen (1989) , as noted earlier, argues persuasively
in Christian Belief in A Postmodern World that these
presuppositions have been challenged again and again by
recent developments in science and philosophy, and that the
Enlightenment is now a spent force. Similarly, Bosch
(1991:349-362), building especially on the work of Michael
Polanyi's (1958) Personal Knowledge and Thomas Kuhn's (1970)
The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, argues that what is
needed is a shift away from the Enlightenment paradigm.
Such a shift would mean an expansion of its narrow
rationality, a move beyond the subject-object dichotomy, a
rediscovery of purpose in the universe, a challenge to the
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idea that Enlightenment humanity stands over all others as
the peak of human development, a restoration of a
plausibility structure in which faith is no longer treated
as inferior to doubt, a chastened optimism about humanity's
ability to solve all problems, and a rejection of rugged
individualism in preference for human interdependence and
intersubjective existence.
Similarly, Carver Yu argues that the way out of the
dualism which is crippling Western civilization is for it to
reject the Greek perception of being in terms of physis and
substance that views reality as "reality-in-itself", which
closes in upon itself. Instead, it should seek a return to
the biblical concept of being which is "being-in-communion" ,
an understanding "in which interaction and communion among
the different realms of being belong to being itself" (Yu
1987:148). Only then can a cultural reconstruction take
place in which God, humanity and universe are brought into
intimate relationship and a dynamic interpenetration. The
result will be "a culture in which alienation and ambiguity
are overcome, and in which an inner certainty of being is
experienced" (:233; cf. 147-235).
All this is not to suggest that the contributions of
the Western intellectual tradition in general, and that of
the Enlightenment in particular, are all entirely negative.
That it has led to some real advances to human knowledge,
like the use of logic, critical reasoning, and the empirical
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method, cannot be denied. But the above arguments do show
that Western dualism and Enlightenment thought are far from
adequate as foundations upon which to build a sound
intellectual and theological framework in the postmodern
world. In fact, Karl Barth was probably the first
significant Western theologian to realize this. Colin
Gunton (1986:285-301) has suggested that Barth seriously
attempted to construct a theology that transcended the
problems caused both by Greek dualism and Enlightenment
thought.' Whether he succeeded or not is another question.
Be that as it may, I conclude, on the basis of the
extended discussion above, that the existing divergences in
mission theology, rooted as they are in dualistic and
Enlightenment categories, can no longer be taken with the
same seriousness as before. Consequently, we should now be
able to define the concerns of a theology of mission with
greater clarity.
'. For example, Colin Gunton (1986) , in a study of Karl
Barth and the Western intellectual tradition, notes that the
neoplatonic colouring of Christianity, as mediated through
Augustine and his followers, has resulted in, among other
things, a dualism in "the ontological, cultural and
epistemological dimensions of one general direction of
Western thought" (:286). The first concerns the tension
between the temporal and the eternal, the second, between
the secular and religious, and the third, between reason and
faith as two separate sources of human knowledge. Within
this context, Barth's significance lies in his attempt to
draw us away from this dualism by transcending both
Augustinianism and the Enlightenment. Gunton argues that
"in Karl Barth we have the first major theological attempt
to establish a style of theological existence appropriate at
once to the historic Christian faith and to the changed
conditions of modernity" (:297).
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In seeking to define the concerns of a theology of
mission, we could follow Bosch's (1991:368-519) example in
trying to be as encompassing as possible. But the danger of
this is highlighted by Stephen Neill's (1959:81) now famous
quip, "If everything is mission, nothing is mission."
Therefore, for our purpose here we will attempt a more
circumscribed approach.
We have earlier shown that a general consensus exists
that the intent or purpose of mission is comprehensive, with
both horizontal and vertical dimensions. This means that it
should include evangelism and church planting, deliverance
from diseases and demon powers, as well as sociopolitical
action for freedom and justice in the world. As such, an
adequate theology of mission must be one that would empower
the church to carry out its God-given mission, within the
context that it is in. This would then involve three
aspects. First, in line with the concern expressed in Latin
American liberation theology and ecumenical Asian
theological writings, it must address the sociopolitical
context in which a church finds itself. Second, it must
also empower the church in the evangelistic and pastoral
tasks of calling men and women to repentance and faith in
Christ, and planting and building churches. This would also
include, among other things more commonly discussed, the
concern to empower the church in its ministry of deliverance
from diseases and demonic powers. Third, it must concern
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itself with the problem of inculturation.
Contextualization, the task of self-theologizing in a local
church, must necessarily involve all these three aspects.
However, theologizing involves not just the context,
but also the "text", however you define it. Or, to put it
in another way, one cannot meaningfully speak of
contextualization unless one has a set of core beliefs or
convictions, or a "story" to contextualize. In other words,
a theology of mission must not only be concerned with making
itself relevant to a particular context, it must also at the
same time be concerned with being faithful to the unchanging
core of beliefs or story which it is trying to make
relevant. Herein lies the fourth concern of a missiological
theology, the task of ensuring that it is faithful to the
Christian tradition which it is attempting to make relevant
in a particular context.
These four concerns are not laid out in an ascending
order of increasing importance. Rather, what is suggested
here is that they should be taken together and allowed to
function as a set of criteria for assessing the adequacy or
otherwise of any missiological theology, or any theology for
that matter. In the next two chapters we will examine the
detailed theological justification for each of these.
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CHAPTER 3
Criteria for a Missiological Theology�Part One
In the last chapter we looked at the convergences and
divergences in existing theologies of mission. We further
examined how Enlightenment philosophy and Western dualism
have combined to cause mission thinking in the modern period
to go askew, thus leading to the present divergences. In
light of this, I then attempted to outline what should be
the four broad concerns for a theology of mission. In this
chapter and the next I will seek to provide the necessary
theological justification for each of these four concerns.
Further, I have suggested that these concerns should
function as a set of criteria for ascertaining the adequacy
or otherwise of any theology as a theology of mission or a
missiological theology. The specific concern here is with
the theological reflections of indigenous Christians in
Asia. I argued earlier that the most appropriate term for
describing this task is contextualization. But what is the
goal of contextualization of theology? The answer surely
must be that the goal of this process is to enhance the
mission of the church. That being the case, I will center
the discussion below on the criteria for a missiological
theology around the term contextualization.
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Contextualization; Some Basic Considerations
It is not my purpose here to enter into a detailed
discussion on the justification for contextualization. This
has been more than adequately covered in existing literature
(Ministrv in Context. 1972; Athyal 1976; Kraft 1979; Walls
1982; Ro 1984; Schreiter 1985; Hiebert 1987; Hesselgrave and
Rommen 1989; Bosch 1991:420-457; Bevans 1992; etc.) I
merely wish to outline briefly some basic considerations
that govern our treatment of the subject here.
First, contextualization is rooted in the incarnation.
Andrew F. Walls writes that one unchanging feature in
Christian history is
the desire to "indigenise" , to live as a Christian and
yet as a member of one's own society, to make the
church ... 'A place to feel at home'. The desire to do
this is tied up with the very nature of the Gospel; it
is patterned in the Incarnation itself (italics mine) .
When God became man, Christ took flesh in a particular
family, members of a particular nation, with the
tradition of customs associated with that nation. All
that was not evil He sanctified. Wherever He is taken
by men in any time and place He takes that nationality,
that society, that "culture", and sanctifies all that
is capable of sanctification by his presence .... No
group of Christians has therefore any right to impose
in the name of Christ upon another group of Christians
a set of assumptions about life determined by another
time and place. (Walls 1982 :97f)
This he calls the "indigenizing" principle.
However, the process of indigenizing or contextualizing
is not without problems. Part of the impetus behind this
process in the modern era lies in anti-colonialism. There
is, therefore, the constant danger of overreaction, wherein
the attempt to live and theologize from within one's own
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context leads to a clean break with one's Christian
theological ancestry, and the consequent loss of Christian
identity. We must guard against this in at least two ways.
First, uncritical contextualization must be avoided.
Otherwise it will lead to a relativism, wherein we end up
with an infinite variety of local theologies which are often
mutually exclusive (Hiebert 1987:108-109; 1991:267-271). In
affirming the essentially contextual nature of all theology,
we need also to affirm that which transcends the context.
As Bosch (1991:427f) says, "The purely contingent
perspectives in theology need to be counterbalanced by an
emphasis on the metatheological perspectives." Secondly, we
need to guard against "the danger of absolutism of
contextual ism" (:428). This was the problem of Western
theology in the past wherein Western theological
formulations were elevated to the status of absolute divine
truth before which all other peoples and cultures must bow.
But there has been a tendency amongst some Two-Thirds World
theologians in recent years to repeat the same mistake of
their Western counterparts. In warning against one such
example of this problem, Kortright Davis (1987:104) writes:
"Third World syncretism could eventually be more oppressive
than First World imperialism."
This leads to the second basic consideration concerning
contextualization, which A. F. Walls calls the "pilgrim"
principle, that must always be held in tension with the
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"indigenizing" principle. Both belong to the essence of the
gospel. Together they point to the fact that God does not
merely take us as we are and where we are, and leaves us
there. He also seeks to transform us into what He wants us
to be (Walls 1982:98f). Thus, along with the indigenizing
principle, the Christian takes seriously the pilgrim
principle, "which whispers to him that he has no abiding
city and warns him that to be faithful to Christ will put
him out of step with his society; for that society never
existed, in East or West, ancient time or modern, which
could absorb the word of Christ painlessly into its system"
(:99). It is when we are able to keep in proper tension
both these principles, that we can then hold together the
particulars of our contexts and the universals of the gospel
without losing sight of either.
The third basic consideration is the importance of
clarifying the underlying epistemological foundation for
contextualization. Paul Hiebert (1987:105) argues that the
epistemological reason for the lack of concern for
contextualization in the colonial period was the prevalence
of a positivist or "naive realist" (following Ian Barbour
1974) view of the world and of theology. During this
period, most scientists "assumed that scientific theories
were accurate descriptions of the world as it is in itself"
(Barbour 1974:34). Many missionaries adopted the same view
of theology, and assumed that Western theology, properly
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crafted, was absolutely true. Since other religions and
cultures were at best partial reflections of the truth, the
task of the missionaries was merely to implant the same
theology unchanged in the mission fields.
A number of factors, including the advent of modern
physics and Relativity Theory, led to the realization of the
inadequacies of naive realism as a view of reality. Other
epistemologies were similarly found wanting. Idealism,
which locates reality in the mind rather than the world
outside could hardly provide a suitable alternative as a
foundation for knowledge. Neither could determinism, with
its internal inconsistencies; nor instrumentalism, which
values something according to its usefulness but ignores the
question of truth. The latter in fact lies behind what has
been described above as uncritical contextualization. The
answer for a proper epistemological foundation for theology,
based on an analogy with science, is now increasingly being
sought in "critical realism", which Hiebert defines as
follows:
Like instrumentalism, critical realism makes a
distinction between reality and our knowledge of it,
but like naive realism, it claims that knowledge can be
true. In it theories are not photographs of reality.
They are maps or blueprints. Just as it takes many
blueprints to understand a building, so it takes many
theories to comprehend reality. (1985a: 7)
Further, such an epistemology would view all human knowledge
as having both objective and subjective components, and as
partial but ever closer approximations of truth. "We see
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through a glass darkly, but we do see" (Hiebert 1987:109).
How would such a view of theology deal with the
question of plurality in contextual theologies? Hiebert
answers that plurality is inevitable if we are to take
history and culture seriously, and if we accept that all
theologies are but human interpretations of biblical
revelation within particular contexts. But, because
critical realism affirms truth in theology, the differences
in theology must be faced squarely. Sometimes differences
in theology are complementary, and therefore acceptable,
because they address different needs and situations. But
mutually contradictory theological positions cannot be
accepted as if the differences do not matter (Hiebert
1985b: 16f).' Such an epistemological foundation will allow
for a critical contextualization (Hiebert 1987:109-111),
which will hold in proper tension the indigenizing and
pilgrim principles.
Or, as Eric L. Mascall (1977:45), coming from a
somewhat different but related angle, states: "I would
suggest that mutual understanding between different
theological systems in a situation of theological pluralism,
though difficult, ought not to be ultimately impossible,
since between the different theologies and antecedent to
them all there is, if they are legitimate at all, the common
revealed truth which is the purpose of all of them to
express . . . And, however much any theology will bear the
imprint of its environment, it must be remembered that, when
it is really living and sensitive. Christian theology does
not only submit to the cultural and conceptual framework of
its time and place, but also regenerates and reforms it,
sometimes very dramatically . . . 'Revelation masters its
environment, because God identifies himself with human
history in order to transform it.'"
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In light of the above considerations, we will now
proceed with the detailed discussion of the criteria for a
missiological theology already outlined in the last
chapter .
Contextualization and Sociopolitical Concerns
A truly contextual Asian theology must come to terms
with the immediately felt needs of the peoples of the
continent. Therefore one key criterion of an adequate
theology of mission would be whether it is able to speak to
the physical and social needs of humanity in a situation
wherein poverty, political and economic injustice, ethnic,
ideological and national divisions, and oppression of all
forms prevail. This is an unspoken assumption of the
various forms of liberation theology that have been emerging
in Latin America, South Africa, Asia and elsewhere in the
last couple of decades. Nevertheless, as we have already
noted in the last chapter, there are those on the more
theologically conservative side who are still not fully
persuaded of this. For them, sociopolitical action is
perceived as either a distraction from or even a betrayal of
evangelism (Adeyemo 1985 :48f).
What are the reasons advanced for this position? To
begin with, some would argue that the New Testament
documents provide no sanctions for Christian sociopolitical
involvement. But recent studies have made it abundantly
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clear that this argument can no longer be exegetically
sustained with any seriousness.^ C. E. B. Cranfield (1962
[1985]) makes the point that, even if the New Testament is
not explicit in commanding political action, that must be
understood in the totalitarian context in which the church
then lived. The principle of responsible citizenship so
clearly emphasized therein must express itself in explicit
sociopolitical involvement today (Cranfield 1962:59-64).
Richard Cassidy (1978 & 1987) in his two recent studies on
Luke-Acts goes further in concluding that the teachings and
values espoused by both Jesus and his followers posed a
definite and serious threat to the existing sociopolitical
order of the day. "By espousing radically a new social
pattern and by refusing to defer to the existing political
authorities, Jesus pointed the way to a social order in
which neither the Romans nor any other oppressing groups
would be able to hold sway" (Cassidy 1978:78). Similarly,
the social stance of the church in Acts was such that, if it
were given enough time "to recruit new members and to
transmit its values and practices, the Roman empire ...
could not avoid serious disruption" (Cassidy 1987:143).
^. This is true of exegetical studies that come from
different sections of the Christian church. This is
especially the case in the writings of liberation
theologians in different contexts, e.g. Gutierrez (1973)
1988 and Mosala 1989. Even if we ignore or disagree with
those of this tradition, other writers from both Protestant
and Roman Catholic circles, e.g. Yoder 1972, Cranfield 1962
[1985], Cassidy 1978 & 1987, Padilla 1989, have made the
same point.
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Historically, the hesitation to identify sociopolitical
concerns as one aspect of the mission of the church is
traceable to the modernist-fundamentalist debates (Marsden
1980:90-93; Bosch 1985:68-71; Ro 1985:30-33). In the
American scene, in particular, it became increasingly
difficult to hold together both revivalism, with its strong
evangelistic emphasis, and sociopolitical concerns. George
M. Marsden (1980:92) comments that "As attacks on liberalism
heated up ... this attempt at balance declined in proportion
to the increase of strident anti-modernism" (1980:92). But,
as we have already noted earlier, the real roots of the
problem are ultimately to be found in dualism on the one
hand, and the individualization and spiritualization of
salvation on the other.
It should be clear from the previous chapter that we
need to move beyond the inherent dualism^ of the existing
dichotomous understanding of evangelism and sociopolitical
concerns, and to see these as dimensions of the one
indivisible mission of the church (Bosch 1985:76-82).
Moreover, as John Stott (1975:15-34) has argued, even if the
In commenting on the differences between the
positions of Melbourne 1980 and Pattaya 1980, David Bosch
(1985:85) writes: "My contention has been, and still is,
that both positions are indefensible, as both have succumbed
to a perhaps, not easily detectable but nevertheless
insidious dualism in which, ultimately, grace remains
opposed to nature, justification to justice, the soul to the
body, the individual to society, redemption to creation,
heaven to earth, the word to the deed, and evangelism to
social responsibility."
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Great Conunission (Mat. 28:18-20) relates exclusively to
evangelism�a doubtful premise in itself� it must
nevertheless be held together with the Great Commandment (Mk
12:31, and par.) in our understanding of the Church's
mission. And Christian love cannot be reduced to evangelism
alone, but must find concrete expressions in midst of the
sociopolitical realities of life.
Further, the Christian understanding of salvation in
the Bible cannot be reduced to purely individualistic and
spiritual dimensions only. Salvation must be understood
within a comprehensive christological framework in which the
total work of Christ�his incarnation, earthly ministry,
death, resurrection, and parousia� informs our perception of
the church's mission (Bosch 1991:399). After all, the
church is sent to emulate Christ, in so far as is possible,
in His God-given mission (Jn 20:21). Admittedly, there is
no final consensus as yet on how wide salvation should be
defined (cf. discussion in Stott 1975:82-108; and Bosch
1991:393-400). But what cannot now be denied is that it is
both individual and corporate, spiritual and physical (Sider
and Parker 1985) . Even when it is affirmed that this can
only take place within the community of Christ wherein
everyone confesses Him as Lord and Savior, what cannot be
denied is that each member of such a community is called to
live as "preserving salt" and "prophetic light" in the world
(Mat 5:13-16) .
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Having argued that a missiological theology must come
to terms with the sociopolitical issues of the day, we need
to address four other related matters. The first is the
question of definition. There are generally three levels of
sociopolitical involvement. At the first level, we have
social advocacy, which is limited to involvement at the
verbal and written level only, without active participation
in the real world. At the second and thirds levels are
respectively social concerns, which seek to alleviate
immediate needs and suffering, and sociopolitical action,
which aims at transforming oppressive structures. Both of
these require active involvement in the world.
Unfortunately, many writers on sociopolitical concerns
rarely go beyond the first level.
The second issue is that while Latin American
liberation theology represents the clearest articulation of
the attempt to address theologically the sociopolitical
context in the Two-Thirds World, Asian Christians have in
recent years also begun seriously to do the same (cf. e.g.
Kim 1981; Balasuriya 1988; Pieris 1988). The latter's
efforts do not merely repeat the former's ideas, but add
their uniquely Asian contributions to the discussions. For
example, Aloysius Pieris (1988:9f), working within a
Buddhist context and building on the christological
foundation, draws attention to self-abnegation as the way to
self-fulf illment. He thus develops a unique theology of
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voluntary poverty (: 15-23) which forms, together with Asian
religiosity (: 35-50), the two poles for an Asian theology of
liberation. The emphasis on Asian religiosity here is
welcomed, for any theologizing in Asia must seriously
interact with it. However, when this leads to a
relativization of the Christian revelation and an
affirmation of a pluralistic theology of religions, together
with salvific universalism, we will need to ask whether such
theologies are truly liberating in the Christian sense. I
will return to this later.
The third issue is the interpretation of the "signs of
the times." This issue repeatedly crops up in recent
discussions concerning Christian responses to society and
politics. It is a given of responsible human existence that
some serious efforts must be made to read the "signs of the
times", otherwise no meaningful response to these can be
made. However, caution is needed here. Too much misreading
has taken place in the past to allow us to be too sure of
our interpretative frameworks and conclusions. One need
only think of, as one example, the almost triumphalistic
statements in Bangkok Assemblv 1973 (WCC 1973) , wherein
For an example of such tendencies, cf. Tissa
Balasuriya (1988) . He writes: "The Bible in this background
is accepted as one major source of theology, but not the
sole source. Further it is one which needs to be
complemented and even corrected ..." (:38) Further, he
argues that, "Conversion as such is not the goal of
Christian mission as salvation can take place in and through
other religions also. Conversions to any religion are
welcome when they are free, genuine and authentic" (:44).
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salvation is defined as "the peace of the people of Vietnam"
and "independence in Angola", etc. (Section II. B. 3), to see
the point. ^ Increasingly it is now recognized that
historical events do not unambiguously reveal God's action.
Hugo Assmann's (1971:141; quoted in Kirk 1979:36) polemical
statement, "The 'text', we repeat, is our situation" is no
longer hermeneutically sustainable (Kirk 1979:160-194;
Thiselton 1980:107-114; Gutierrez 1988:xxxiv). A proper
interpretation of the "signs of the times" and a genuinely
Christian praxiological response will need the control of "a
critical theology of mission" (Bosch 1991:431). Even then,
these will always be tentative because "for now we see as in
a mirror dimly" (1 Cor 13:12).
This leads to a fourth matter, the ambiguities of
liberation. Biblical liberation, as Gutierrez (1988:
xxxviii, 24-37, 175-178) notes, is integral, involving three
inextricably linked levels in humanity: sociopolitical
liberation, freedom from all kinds of personal and
psychological bondages, and from sin which is the root
problem. But many who advocate some version or other of
liberation theology have tended to prioritize the political
Writing five years after the CWME-WCC meeting in
Bangkok, 1973, Bishop John V. Taylor (1978:368) comments,
such "onesidedness is embarrassing in the present context of
mass extermination in Cambodia. Similarly liberation in the
Angolan arena seems rather more ambiguous now than perhaps
it did in 1973." Taylor's point is even more poignant
today, some twenty years later, in view of the almost total
discreditation of Marxist thought worldwide.
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above everything else (Bosch 1991:443; cf. :442-447). The
following words of Malcolm Mugger idge�himself a convert
from Marxism�which have found repeated confirmation in
twentieth century history, appear pertinent here. He asks
rhetorically: "How many liberations celebrated that only led
to new servitudes! ... How many liberators installed in
power only to become more ferocious tyrants that those they
replaced!" (1974:5).
This of course raises the all important question
whether it is possible to bring about genuine liberation
without direct evangelism that leads to repentance from sin,
freedom from the power of sin and Satan, and the
appropriation of the Holy Spirit's power in human affairs.
At least one serious observer, the late Bishop Stephen
Neill, argues that that is something which as yet needs to
be proven.* This brings us logically to our second
criterion for a missiological theology-
*. Based on his study of the emancipation of the
"outcaste" in India in this century, Stephen Neill
(1975:232) argues that the order of happenings in this
situation was: "direct evangelism with a view to conversion-
-a notable recovery of human dignity�social and economic
improvement�an awareness of possible change�actual
political achievement." He goes on to argue that he is not
prepared to say that equally good results could not have
been achieved by an alteration or inversion of the order,
but that is something to be proved. He concludes that "the
direct preaching of the Gospel at every stage is something
that the responsible Christian cannot neglect, or will
neglect at his peril" (:232).
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Contextualization and the Church's Evangelistic
and Pastoral Ministries
The second area of concern for contextualization
relates to the evangelistic and pastoral tasks of the
church. I will first define what is meant by evangelism and
pastoral ministry before relating them to contextualization.
Defining Evangelism and Pastoral Ministry
A plethora of definitions on evangelism exists today
(Bosch 1991:409-411). To cut through the apparent confusion
we will refer to William J. Abraham's, The Logic of
Evangelism (1989) , probably the most sustained theological
reflection on the topic in recent years. He begins by
arguing that evangelism in the New Testament is rooted in
the church's eschatological understanding of both the now
and not yet of the coming of the Kingdom of God. This
Kingdom was inaugurated by Jesus at his coming; yet it
remains to come in all its fullness. In the intermediate
period, it is now being experienced by the community which
arose after his death and resurrection, and it is available
to all who would repent and receive the gift of the Holy
Spirit (Abraham 1989:17-37). The early Christians did not
evangelize primarily out of programmatic necessity, guilt
complex, or fear for the eternal destiny of the lost.
Rather, they evangelized because the Holy Spirit was active
in their midst, ushering in the Kingdom of the God, and
inspiring them to witness boldly to the salvation that God
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had wrought in Christ through his death and resurrection.
Evangelism, therefore, should be rooted and grounded in the
"dynamic, mysterious, numinous reality of the rule of God in
history" ( :39) .
That being the case, it would be too restrictive to
confine evangelism to the verbal proclamation of the gospel
(Abraham 1989:40-69) or to church growth (:70-91).
Furthermore, we should seek to ensure that conceptually it
is not isolated from the total ministry of the church, or
shaped by a shallow anthropocentrism and individualism, as
has been the case in the last two centuries (:69). Instead,
evangelism should best be defined as "that set of
intentional activities which is governed by the goal of
initiating people into the kingdom of God (my italics) for
the first time" (:95). Evangelism, on this understanding,
must necessarily be a multi-dimensional activity involving
many things, including proclamation, acts of mercy, prayer,
teaching, exorcism, and the like (:104).
Abraham's definition of evangelism has a number of
clear strengths. First, by emphasizing that it is a multi
dimensional activity, he is merely taking the actual
practice of the evangelistic task seriously. Except in the
modern period, neither in the bible nor in church history
has evangelism ever been merely a proclamation of the Word.
Second, it is inseparably linked to the kingdom theme, the
focal point of Jesus' message, thus ensuring theological
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continuity between the church's evangelism and Christ's
ministry. Thirdly, as Abraham notes, other definitions of
evangelism, such as proclamation, church growth and
conversion, are reductionistic in and of themselves.
Nevertheless, because they represent crucial aspects of the
initiation into the kingdom of God, the proposed approach
allows for the drawing together of these scattered insights
into a coherent whole (Abraham 1989:113).
This last point has a further important implication in
the context of present debates. What is argued above is
that proclamation, conversion and church growth, taken
individually or together by themselves, cannot be equated
with evangelism in the New Testament sense. But this is
different from asserting or, at least implying�a tendency
sometimes found within the more radical wing of the church�
that these have no valid place in the evangelistic outreach
of the church of Christ. Indeed they logically flow out of
the view that evangelism is "that set of intentional
activities which is governed by the goal of initiating
people into the kingdom of God." Verbal proclamation must
surely be one aspect of such activity. Further, initiation
into the kingdom of God necessarily requires a change of
allegiance rooted in the acknowledgment of the Lordship of
Christ, and involves a whole complex of realities which
includes baptism, the owning of a particular moral vision
and certain propositions about God, Christ, his kingdom and
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ourselves, acceptance of the gift of the Holy Spirit and his
gifts, and introduction to the spiritual disciplines.
Within this complex of realities, the language of conversion
and new birth, however much it is in need of qualifying, is
indispensable (Abraham 1989:101-163). Finally, if we are
not to deny the communal dimension of human life, then
initiation into the kingdom must necessarily be followed by
initiation into the church. Hence, church growth is a
necessary concomitant of evangelism.
Having defined the concept of evangelism, we need now
to clarify what we mean by pastoral ministry. The term is
used here to denote the total task, which logically follows
after evangelism, of nurturing Christian individuals and
communities to maturity of faith, life and witness in Christ
(Eph. 4:11-16). This will necessarily be a polymorphous
activity including teaching in faith and moral living,
training in the spiritual disciplines and the multiformity
of Christian witness, counselling, healing and exorcism. In
the nature of the case, there will be some unavoidable
overlap between these activities and those related to with
evangelism.
Contextualizing Evangelism and Pastoral Ministry
A truly contextual theology must be able to enhance the
church's evangelistic and pastoral ministries as described
above. To do so, it must first take the evangelistic and
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pastoral tasks of the church seriously. It must then help
the church to find the means to go about these tasks in a
contextually apt manner. The immediate goal is to build
self-governing, self-supporting, self -propagating, and self-
theologizing churches (Smalley 1978:363-372). Often this
involves adapting our ministries sensitively to the
indigenous culture of the people we are working with, a
theme that will be taken up in detail in the next section.
Again, at times this will involve a holistic approach to
evangelism which links it inseparably to some form of
sociopolitical action (cf. Sugden 1989 and Fung 1992:45-63).
Since this has already been dealt with earlier it will not
be discussed further. For the rest of this section I shall
examine the relevance of the healing and exorcism ministries
to the contextualization of the evangelistic and pastoral
tasks of the church.
It was noted in Chapter 2 that the ministries of
healing and exorcism, having been neglected for some time by
the church at large, are slowly forcing their way back into
the mission agenda of the worldwide church. In particular,
their "rediscovery" as part of the heritage of the church's
total ministry by modern-day Pentecostals, charismatics, and
"Third-wavers" has brought them back into prominence
internationally in the past few decades.^ What are we to
^. For a sample of the vast literature dealing with
these matters, refer to Hollenweger 1972, Wagner 1974,
MacNutt 1974 and 1977, Green 1981, Wimber with Springer
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make of this phenomenon of "signs and wonders"? Comments on
four issues appear necessary.
The first concerns the possibility of divine
intervention in the world. At least in the last two or
three centuries, Western Christianity's understanding of
this matter has been seriously crippled by its Enlightenment
and dualistic presuppositions. As noted in Chapter 2, the
deistic view of a closed mechanistic universe left no room
for divine healing and for God, let alone the devil. In
contrast to this, the New Testament is replete with examples
of divine healing and exorcism (e.g. Lk 9:1; Acts 3:6ff;
19:llff; Rom 15:18f). "Power encounters" were unspoken
givens in New Testament evangelism. Further, it is now
increasingly being recognized that "signs and wonders" have
been practised in the church throughout her history, except
that these have often been ignored (Wimber 1985:151-174).
Finally, what is supposedly being "rediscovered" in Western
Christianity, has always been part and parcel of the
Christian practice in the Two-Thirds World. This is
certainly true with some of the Asian Christian leaders of
previous generations including Pastor Hsi (c. 1835-1896)
(Taylor 1900) and John Sung (1901-1944) (Lyall 1954:esp.
132-137) of China, and Sadhu Sundar Singh (1889-c. 1929)
(Streeter and Appasamy 1921:esp. 204-211; Appasamy 1958) of
1985, White 1988.
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India.* Further, many engaged at the grassroots with
evangelistic and pastoral work in different parts of Asia
today continue to find that "signs and wonders" are often
indispensable for genuine advances.' The same holds true in
Latin America (Wagner 1974) and Africa (Oosthuizen 1992; ter
Harr 1992) . Why then should we be so hesitant to affirm the
supernatural?
The second issue concerns the differences between the
Western missionary's worldview and that shared by the Bible
and much of the Two-Thirds World. Paul Hiebert, writing out
of his experiences in India, in a penetrating article, "The
Flaw of the Excluded Middle" (1982) , argues that the former
*. It is important to note that it is not possible to
attribute this phenomenon as experienced by these Asian
church leaders to the influence of pentecostalism from the
West. It is generally accepted that modern-day
Pentecostalism began in North America in the first years of
the 20th century (Hollenweger 1972:21ff). The dates of
Pastor Hsi definitely preclude the possibility of influence
from this direction. This would also be true of Sadhu
Sundar Singh, whose first experience of the miraculous was
at his conversion from a Sikh and Hindu religious background
in 1904 (Streeter and Appasamy 1921:1-7). Even in the case
of the later John Sung, there are no indications that his
acceptance of "signs and wonders" in his ministry came from
Pentecostal influences. A plain reading of their
biographies indicates that they had simply read the bible
from within their own cultures and worldviews, and found the
supernatural in the bible repeated in their own ministries.
'. Hiebert (1982) has already drawn attention to this.
Further, this is especially true in periods of spiritual
revivals in churches. For example, cf . Kurt Koch's (1971)
account of the Indonesian revivals in the 1960s, and Shirley
Lees' (1979) of revivals in Borneo (East Malaysia) .
Jonathan Chao (1989 :59f) notes that this is one of the key
factors contributing to evangelism and church growth in
China.
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has a blind spot which makes it difficult for the Western
mind to understand, let alone deal with, problems related to
astrology, ancestors and spirits. The Western mind has a
two-tiered view of reality. The upper level is that of
"High Religion" which deals with theistic answers to life,
and rational beliefs concerning God and other beings who act
in the spiritual (and other) world. The lower level is that
of the empirical sciences which perceives this world as
being controlled by lifeless and impersonal forces. In
contrast, the Indian and biblical worldviews consist of
three tiers. The upper and lower tiers are similar, at
least formally if not materially, to that of the West.
However, there is also a middle level of "Folk or Low
Religion" which consists of beliefs in the local deities,
ancestral and other spirits, demons, astrology, and the like
who or which act in this world. As this middle level is
absent in the Western mind. Western theology has little or
no answers for the problems arising here.
Hiebert's thesis finds strong support in the writings
and ministry of the former Roman Catholic Archbishop Milingo
of Zambia, a full account of which has been rendered by
Gerrie ter Harr (1992) . For Milingo, the world "below" and
the world "above" are the worlds where humans and God dwell
respectively. But the "world in-between" is the spirit
world where the two other worlds meet, and where God
actively intervenes (ter Harr 1992:15, 138-151). Milingo
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interprets his ministry of healing and exorcism, which he
sees as entirely biblical (:3), within this analytical
framework. Another African theologian, Osadolor Imasogie
(1983) , has also emphasized the need to take seriously the
spirit world in the African worldview in the development of
a truly African Christian theology.
Obviously, what Hiebert describes of the biblical and
Indian worldviews, actually applies throughout much of the
Two-Thirds world, even among those who seemingly have been
secularized by Western education. In particular, the
"excluded middle", wherein the spirit and the physical
worlds intersect actively, is an essential component of
Asian worldviews (cf. Bloomfield 1983, Overmyer 1986 :esp.
11-16, 57-102, and Palmer 1986 on China; Earhart 1984 :esp.
47-100 on Japan; and Chang 1977 and Lee 1977 on Korea; and
Tapp 1993 on Asia in general with bibliography) . That being
the case, what is needed in the communication of the
Christian faith in the Asian context is not just a "truth
encounter" at the "High Religion" level, but also a "power
encounter" at the "Folk Religion" level (Hiebert 1982 :45f).
Otherwise, Christianity will be perceived as
evangelistically powerless and pastorally irrelevant, in
dealing with many of the questions posed by Asian
worldviews .
This leads to the third issue, that of the related
question of the reality or otherwise of the "principalities
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and powers." It is obviously impossible to deal with this
adequately here.'" What can be safely affirmed is that,
first, whereas it was fashionable in the earlier half of
this century in Western theological circles to reject any
serious belief in Satan or demons, and to completely
demythologize or despiritualize the "powers," this is no
longer the case today. There are clear examples of a
renewed wrestling with this issue in theological circles
today (e.g. Green 1981; Wink 1984 and 1986; Arnold 1989 and
1992; Garrett 1989; McAlphine 1991)." Secondly, the
ontological reality of Satan and demons is assumed
throughout the New Testament. One simply cannot make proper
sense of Jesus or Paul's ministries of exorcism, and, to a
lesser extent, healing, without that presupposition.
Thirdly, as noted earlier, the ministries of exorcism and
healing are being reemphasized throughout the Christian
world today. Taken together, these factors increasingly
force us to the conclusion that Hiebert's critique, that the
Western worldview is flawed because of the "excluded
For a clear survey of the recent discussions on
this, ranging from the views of Reformed writers like
Hendrikus Berkhof and Walter Wink, and Anabaptists like John
Yoder, to "Third Wavers" like Peter Wagner, and social
scientists like Morton Kelsey and Paul Hiebert, together
with a comprehensive bibliography, refer to McAlphine 1991.
It should be noted that Walter Wink, unlike others
noted, is less prepared to attribute personal existence to
the demonic powers. He speaks instead of the principalities
and powers more in terms of socio-political structures and
the inner spiritual dimension of these structures.
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middle," has implications beyond missions in the Two-Thirds
World. Ultimately, we need to ask, are worldviews which
include this component more accurate descriptions of reality
than those which exclude it? For, if our worldviews miss
out on some dimension of reality, we will fail to bring the
gospel to bear on that aspect of reality. The extent to
which we fail to do so, is the extent to which the gospel
will fail to be truly liberating.
This leads to the fourth important issue. A cursory
survey of much that today goes by the name Asian theology
(or, for that matter, African or Latin American theology)
hardly, if ever, touches on this realm of reality. Here we
see clearly the debilitating influence of the Western
Enlightenment and dualism'^ on Asian theological writings.
Most of the these have so neglected the "excluded middle"
from their considerations that it gives rise to the question
whether they adequately understand, let alone address, Asian
realities.'^
Perhaps the classic illustration of this tendency is
Hiebert (1982:43) notes that belief in the middle
level began to die in the West in the 17th and 18th
centuries because of the increasing acceptance of
naturalistic science and also, following Bufford (1981:30),
of a Platonic dualism.
No doubt they are not alone in this manner of
thinking. Many Asians, both Christians and non-Christians,
under the secularizing influence of Western thought, share
the same view of Hajime Nakamura (1964:587) who writes:
"Such shamanistic or magical tendencies will, with the
diffusion of scientific knowledge, disappear sooner or
later . "
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found in the plenary address at the Seventh Assembly of the
WCC in Canberra, 1991, given by the Korean theologian, Chung
Hyun-Kyung (1991) . Her paper was essentially an unorthodox
mix of Korea-style liberation theology. North American
feminist theology, and folk Buddhist traditions. In her
presentation, after declaring the auditorium holy ground,
Chung proceeded to invoke a whole host of "spirits" to come,
in the conviction that these were the "agents" and "icons"
of the Holy Spirit. This drew forth the ire of Raymond Fung
of Hong Kong, then Secretary for Evangelism at the WCC, who
commented :
Prof. Chung's unconditional and untroubled affirmation
of the wandering spirits, and her contradictory
delineation of their relationship with the Holy Spirit,
suggests to many, myself included, a nonchalant
attitude towards the spirit world which borders either
on spiritual naivete or on manipulation and cynicism
(my italics) .... For those of us to whom the spirit
world is real, one does not invoke spirits . . . lightly.
Invoking the spirits has consequences . . . One does not,
as Prof. Chung did, urge people to "prepare the way of
the Holy Spirit by emptying ourselves" and then proceed
to invoke a whole legion of spirits. What if the
spirits do come? Do we know what that could mean? I
don't think even our most radical imaginings could
prepare us for the awesome presence, for instance, of
"the spirit of Jewish people killed in the gas chambers
during the Holocaust", of the "spirit of people killed
in Hiroshima". If we have the slightest inkling of the
reality of the spirit world . . . our prayer would not
have been "come, you spirits". It would be more likely
"stay away, you spirits. But come. Holy Spirit."
(1992:258f )
Fung goes on to relate something which indicates how,
unfortunately, thinking about such matters in the church at
large has been shaped by Western perceptions rather than
Asian ones. The religious press, including Asia's
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ecumenical press, was so busy interviewing the Western and
Orthodox delegates at the meeting that it missed the real
point. The issue at stake is not so much a conflict between
Two-Thirds World and First World theologies, but rather one
of the reality or otherwise of the spirit world 1 The truth
of the matter is that many Asian delegates who understood
the realities of the spirit world, and the shamanistic
gestures used by Chung, were highly critical of her
position."* Fung's point clearly has much wider
implications. Could it be that over the years the
international religious media and ecclesiastical machinery,
with its unspoken Western perceptions and biases, have
helped skew Asian theological thinking in a manner that
appeals largely to the Western taste, and thereby leading it
(i.e. Asian Christian thinking) to miss crucial issues
within the Asian context?
We conclude this section by summing up the preceding
discussion. If Asian theology is to be truly contextual, it
must first be able to empower the church in its evangelistic
Fung (1992:259f) quotes a number of highly critical
comments from Asian delegates at Canberra. From Taiwan one
said: "My conversion to Christ is a process of many years;
part of the process is my liberation from the sort of
spirits Prof. Chung invoked. I am not going back." Another
said: "I am a Korean and a Presbyterian. I think such a
presentation is impossible in any Korean church." One
delegate from China commented on the lack of spiritual
discernment amongst rural Chinese Christians who seeks
blessings from the spirits, when we should recognize "the
distinctiveness of the Holy Spirit as the Third Person of
the Triune God."
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task of bringing persons to repentance and faith in Christ,
and into the kingdom of God. Secondly, it must be able to
facilitate the pastoral ministry of the church including
church-planting and growth, and the nurture and teaching of
disciples to maturity in faith. Thirdly, a contextual
theology will be such that it will be able to do the above
tasks in a manner which takes Asian cultures and worldviews
seriously. This would necessarily involve the practice of
"power encounters" in the healing and exorcism ministries,
and serious attention being given to inculturation.
Finally, as a logical concomitant of the above, it must be
able to empower the Asian church in apostolic cross-cultural
missions to other peoples.
Contextualization and Inculturation
We come now to the third area of concern in
contextualization, that of relating the gospel to culture.
In the previous chapter, we noted the general failure of
Western Christianity to take the indigenous cultures of the
younger churches in the Two-Thirds World seriously, at least
until very recently. One reason behind this was the
Enlightenment concept of progress, which gave rise to the
ethnocentrism of the Western world. This, however, is not
the church's historical position towards cultures. Lamin
Sanneh (1989:9-49), amongst others, has shown, that the
Gentile breakthrough in Christian missions in the Apostolic
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period was made possible only because Paul and others fought
for the translation of the gospel into the Hellenistic
culture on the basis of the universality of the gospel.
This meant that the church at its very beginnings was
committed to cultural pluralism as a fundamental missionary
paradigm. Unfortunately, in subsequent centuries the church
often lost sight of this ideal.
A second reason for the failure to take culture
seriously is the result of the individualization of the
concept of salvation (Arbuckle 1984:181ff). Unlike the
first few centuries when the emphasis was on the
evangelization of communities, increasingly, and especially
in the modern period, the focus was on the salvation of
individuals. Hence the concern for culture was gradually
lost.
During the modern period, probably the earliest, and
most notable, reactions to the ethnocentric and individual-
Lamin Sanneh (1989:50-87) notes that, unfortunately,
the result of the Gentile breakout into the Greco-Roman
world was not what it should have been. It led to an inner
transformation of Christianity by, and its fossilization
into, the prevailing culture, with the adoption of Greek and
Latin as the "official" church languages and Hellenistic
philosophical categories as the basis for its theology.
This deification of Hellenistic culture now made
Christianity resistant to translation to other cultures.
But this resistance was to be repeatedly challenged by
Christian missions right up to the Reformation period. In
like manner, the same resistance by Western Christianity in
the modern period has been challenged by the younger
churches' struggle for indigeneity, a process aided not a
little by the translation of the Bible into the vernacular
( :88-210) .
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centered model of missionary work were the efforts in the
16th and 17th centuries of Matheo Ricci and Robert de Nobili
in China and India respectively. But it is probably true to
say that the universal awareness of this as a problem is a
post-World War II phenomenon, which came in the wake of the
decline of colonialism and a worldwide resurgence of
indigenous cultural and religious consciousness.
The term "inculturation", which is increasingly being
used to describe this concern, is of Roman Catholic origins.
Arbuckle (1984) notes that Catholic theologians were not
entirely happy with "contextualization" as a term to denote
the process of relating the gospel to culture. Among other
reasons, they felt that, like the earlier terms
"accommodation" and "adaptation", it tended to emphasize
external contacts between the gospel and the local culture
(Arbuckle 1984:193). Tracing the winds of change since
Vatican II,'* Arbuckle (: 186-197) notes that from the 1970s
onwards, inculturation became the preferred term. This is
defined in the Papal Encyclical, Redemptoris Missio
(1990:89), as "the intimate transformation of authentic
cultural values through their integration in Christianity
and the insertion of Christianity in the various human
Vatican II called of "a living exchange between the
Church and the diverse cultures of people" (Gaudium Et Spes,
in Abbot 1966:246).
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cultures."'^ Thus instead of a merely external relationship
between the gospel and culture, conceived in terms of
"kernel" and "husk", it urges instead a dynamic "ongoing
process of reciprocal and critical interaction and
assimilation between them" (Azevedo 1982:11; quoted in
Arbuckle 1984:193). Or, as Bosch (1991:454) describes it,
"inculturation suggests a douJble movement: there is at once
inculturation of Christianity and Christianization of
culture . "
The question of how inculturation should be carried out
has been discussed in some detail elsewhere (e.g. Kraft
1979; Stott and Coote 1980; Hiebert 1987; Bosch 1991:447-
457) . But, for inculturation to be possible, we must have
some clear ideas of the characteristics of the local
cultures under consideration. For the rest of this section,
I will attempt to give a brief outline of some of the more
important features of Asian cultures, and, where possible,
indicate how indigenous Asian theologies must come to terms
with them. The discussion will be restricted to Asia, from
India eastward. Obviously, it is impossible to generalize
for so diverse a region.'* Certain general characteristics
Pope John Paul II is here quoting from the
Extraordinary Assembly of the Synod of Bishops of 1985,
Final Report. II, D, 4.
The myth of the "Oriental Mind" common to the
peoples of East Asia, which thinks in a distinctively
different manner from the "Occidental mind" , would have been
exploded by Hajime Nakamura 's monumental study, Wavs of
Thinking of Eastern People ^ if not before. He writes: "It
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may be discerned, but it is better to view these as relative
tendencies, rather than in absolute terms as if they are
distinctively Asian characteristics. Moreover, important
diversities also exist. I will begin with Asian worldviews.
Worldviews
In the last chapter we noted that, due to the influence
of Platonic and Cartesian thought, there is a strong
tendency towards dualism in Western thought. Admittedly,
there are also differences in Asian worldviews. The Indian
worldview, with its strong Hindu background, at the more
philosophical level tends to be dualistic also.
Nevertheless, this dualism is not necessarily carried over
into the folk-religious level. We noted earlier in this
chapter that Asian worldviews in general, including that of
India, possess an "excluded middle" (Hiebert 1982) component
wherein the spiritual and the physical worlds are seen to
interact actively. This effectively fuses the different
components of the worldviews into an integrated whole. This
contrasts sharply with the more dualistic Western view
shaped by the Enlightenment, which tends to dichotomize the
spiritual and the physical. In this sense, Asian worldviews
are more holistic than the Western one.
appears possible for us to recognize a few similarities
common to the nations in East Asia; however, it is
impossible to regard them as common Eastern features and to
compare them with those of Western thought as if they were
non-existent in the West" (Nakamura 1964:21).
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Furthermore, in some Asian cultures, the worldviews are
holistic in an even more fundamental sense. For example, Tu
Wei-Ming (1985:36) points out that the Chinese see the world
as a psychophysical structure, in the Jungian sense, which
cannot be differentiated simply into the Cartesian
categories of spirit and matter. It is not that Chinese
thinkers did not clearly distinguish between the two.
Rather, in Chinese metaphysics the most basic stuff of the
cosmos is neither mere spirit nor matter, but ch'i (gi) ,
which can be rendered "matter-energy" or vital force. He
goes on to note that.
The continuous presence in Chinese philosophy of the
idea of ch'i as a way of conceptualizing the basic
structure and function of the cosmos, despite the
availability of symbolic resources to make an
analytical distinction between spirit and matter,
signifies a conscious refusal to abandon a mode of
thought that synthesizes spirit and matter as an
undifferentiated whole .... To say that the cosmos is a
continuum and that all of its components are internally
connected is also to say that it is an organismic
unity, holistically integrated at each level of
complexity. (Tu 1985:37,39)
The fact that Asian worldviews tend to be holistic,
rather than dualistic, has important consequences for the
communication of the gospel in Asia. This may be
illustrated by China's response to the gospel in the 20th
century. Despite China's strong xenophobia and history of
persistent rejection of Christianity, the gradual collapse
of the old China in the 19th century and the loss of
confidence in the ancient traditions led to a great openness
to the gospel at the beginning of the 20th century. Then in
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the 1920s a strong anti-Christian reaction set in among the
intellectuals which stifled the growth of the church once
more. The question that must be asked is: Why was it that
in the one period of history when China set aside her
xenophobia and opened her doors wide to Western influences,
Christianity was rejected by the intelligentsia?
There were already a number of historical and cultural
reasons which had predisposed the Chinese against
Christianity (cf . Lutz 1965; Lam 1983) . Admittedly, the
existing evidences do not as yet allow us to draw final
conclusions. Nevertheless, it is here suggested that one of
the key reasons appears to be that the gospel was presented
in dualistic terms to a culture that invariably thought and
functioned holistically.'' China was looking for
deliverance from colonial oppression by Western powers and
Japan, and from its economic and industrial backwardness.
The conservatives presented a gospel which promised
salvation for the soul but not for the body or the nation.
The Chinese intellectual leadership rejected that as mere
superstition and irrelevant to their struggle for national
salvation (Lam 1983:1-26, 85-120). On the other hand, the
modernists did bring a gospel of social salvation which
included modern education, technology and medicine (Varg
I do not intend here to minimize the complexities of
the matter, but merely to suggest that another line of
interpretation appears possible, or even necessary. Cf .
also further discussion of some of the accepted reasons in
Chap. 5 below.
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1965:4ff; Kepler 1965). Why did China not accept this
version of Christianity? The answer probably is partly to
be found in the failure of liberal Christianity, with its
secularized worldview, to take seriously the spiritual
dimension in the Chinese worldview. Nor could it, with its
Pelagian leanings, provide a distinctive answer to the moral
quest of the Chinese mind for a spiritual renewal in the
individual, without which national reconstruction could not
occur.
^� Thus, both the conservatives and the liberals
sought to present the message of Christ, but each presented
half the gospel at best. The result was that both truncated
versions of the gospel were rejected because the felt needs
of a holistic culture were not properly met.^'
On the efforts of some Chinese Christians in this
period to address the issue of national reconstruction, cf.
Lam 1983:42-46.
In connection with this point, it is of interest to
note that Joseph Levenson (1965:117-125; cf. Lutz
1965: xviii) argues that the missionaries who emphasized the
universality of Christian teachings (in contrast to its
being merely Western) and its social implications also found
their message rejected. To the Chinese mind, if that is the
case, there was nothing unique about the Christian message
which makes it more desirable than other competing doctrines
or ideologies. After all, liberal Christianity's vision of
moral and social transformation through education was no
advance on China's own view of the matter for more than two
millenniums. Could it be that the one element that would
have made it unique was missing, or at least insufficiently
emphasized, from the liberal's vision�namely, the
transforming power of the Holy Spirit that sets humanity
free from the bondage of sin, Satan and death?
Cf. Jessie G. Lutz's (1965: xvi) comment "that
nationally conscious Chinese were looking for an all-
embracing ideology which would restore national self-respect
at the same time that it furnished the means for political
and economical revolution. Though Christianity was broadly
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Ways of Thinking
The second aspect of Asian cultures that we will look
at is the ways of thinking. It is now generally accepted
that every culture has its own manner of thinking, which may
be very different from another's. Edmund Perry (1958),
building on the work of F. S. C. Northrop (1950) and F. H.
Smith (in a lecture at the University of Manchester, May 2,
1950) , draws attention to the three basic cognitive
approaches that are found in different cultures. Smith
differentiates between the "conceptual," corresponding to
Northrop 's cognition by "postulation, " the "psychical,"
corresponding to Northrop 's cognition by "intuition," and
the "concrete relational" in which "life and reality are
seen pictorially in terms of active emotional relationships
present in a concrete situation" (Perry 1958:99). The West,
India and China respectively represent the preponderance of
these three ways of knowing. On the basis of the above he
proposes, with slight modifications, the three models for
the Western, Chinese and Indian minds, as illustrated in
Figure 1. In each model, the primary mode of cognition is
represented by the innermost circle, with the others being
secondary and tertiary.
The different primary modes of cognition can be
defined by missionaries, it lacked unity and offered no
total program for national rejuvenation (my italics)."
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FIG. 1 - WAYS OF KNOWING
(ADAPTED FROM PERRY 1958:100 WITH MODIFICATIONS.)
FIG. 2 - PATTERNS OF LOGIC
(KAPLAN 1970:15)
LINEAR
LOGIC
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ENGLISH SEMITIC
(ANGLO-AMERICAN )
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illustrated by the different approaches taken by each
culture towards, say, the question of veracity of reported
miracles. With respect to the first, the Western mind
focuses on critical conceptual and analytical issues like,
"How can miracles be possible in a scientific age?" The
Chinese mind is likely to ask, "Can I trust the person who
reportedly witnessed and told me of the miracle?", thus
focusing on the relationship between the teller and the
listener. The Indian mind is likely to say, "I will accept
its truthfulness if I can experience it for myself." Of
course, these are matters of relative emphases within each
culture. But they do end up shaping the predominant
theological questions asked and approaches taken from within
each culture differently.
Closely related to this is the matter of patterns of
logic. On the basis of an analysis of logical patterns in
linguistic structures, Robert B. Kaplan (197 0) has suggested
that the patterns of logic in English (Anglo-American) ,
Semitic (Middle-Eastern) and Oriental cultures can be
represented by the diagrams in Figure 2 .
The above analysis finds confirmation in Hajime
Nakamura 's Ways of Thinking of Eastern People (1964) , with
minor modifications. Kaplan's designation of "oriental"
would presumably apply only to East Asians like Chinese
(Nakamura 1964:16, 185-195) and Japanese (: 531-576) who,
though not irrational, are less concerned with logical
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exactitude than with human relationships (:576). However,
the characterization of the Indian way of cognition as being
primarily based on psychical experience will need some
qualification. Nakamura (1964:13; cf. also Staal 1967)
argues that Indian thought cannot be simply labelled
"intuitive" because some of the literature employs very
intricate logical arguments, e.g. the Buddhist Abhidharmas.
Moreover, Indian grammar demonstrates very advanced
developments of analytical thought.
In our efforts to communicate the gospel cross-
culturally in Asia, we must take seriously the differing
ways of thinking (Condon and Yousef 1975:209-249;
Hesselgrave 1978) . For example, given the penchant for
concrete relational thinking and a preference for non-linear
logic among Chinese, Japanese and other East Asians, for the
purpose of expressing the Christian faith in these contexts,
much more emphasis ought to be given to stories, parables,
pictures, narratives, poetry, songs and the like, instead of
rational apologetics, systematic theologies build upon
inductive and deductive logic, and cold analytical
approaches to biblical studies (Hesselgrave 1989:206). On
the other hand, rational apologetics will seem to be
necessary among some Indians, whose Hindu or Buddhist
backgrounds have already familiarized them with analytical
logic.
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Family and Group Solidarity
Family and group solidarity is one trait that
characterizes almost all Asian cultures, with hardly any
exceptions other than that of modern, western-educated and
secularized individuals. For example, the centrality of the
family in traditional Chinese society is well-known. The
family is not only the primary social group, but it is also
the prototype of all social organizations (Mei 1967:331).
Generally, families in traditional Asia are complex, rather
than nuclear. They are usually one of three types: stem,
joint or polygamous (Sorensen 1993 :92f).^^ It is common for
kinship to extend beyond the complex family through cousin-
marriages, thus creating a whole interlocking network of
wider family relationships within a village or, indeed, a
larger geographical area (Sorensen 1993a: 118-151) .^^
Within such societies the question of the place of the
Stem families include two or more married couples,
no two of which are in the same generations; e.g. a married
couple with their married child. Joint families consist of
two or more couples, at least two of which are in the same
generation; e.g. married siblings staying together with or
without their parents. Polygamous families can either
involve polyandry or polygyny, both of which are found in
Asia (Sorensen 1993:92).
^. An interesting example of this is found among South
Indians (Tamil) immigrant Christians living in West
Malaysia. Many of the families or their forebears had
originally come from the same village or locality in India.
Their relationships have been further cemented subsequently
through cousin-marriages. The result is that in many Indian
churches in West Malaysia, interlocking networks of kin-
relationships are found which stretch right across the
country. This phenomenon obviously possesses interesting
problems of its own.
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individual relative to the group is not always easily
defined. For example, in Japanese society, there appears to
be some ambiguity. Nakamura (1964:409-413) argues that
social ties in Japan take precedence over the individual.
But Moore notes that there are also clear evidences to the
contrary (Moore 1967b: 299f). In Chinese society the
relationship is somewhat clearer. Confucian ethics treats
the individual and the family as both equally important and
mutually dependent (Hsieh 1967:319). Thus on the one hand,
"the individual achieves his inner stature as well as his
social status through his participation in the social
process and his contribution to society, and the family is
the point at which to begin" (Mei 1967:331; cf. Hsieh
1967:319f). Yet on the other hand, should conflict arise
between the individual and the community, of which the
family is a microcosm, the individual can exercise his right
of conscience (Hsieh 1967:320).
The emphasis on family and group solidarity in Asian
cultures have clear implications for contextualization. We
will look briefly at three examples. The first concerns how
evangelism and church-planting is done. Traditional
western-style evangelism presupposes the priority of the
individual over the group. For example, the Western model
of youth evangelism is based on a cultural model in which
youths are given a fair degree of freedom to make their own
choices, including their religion. But this is rarely
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obtained, even in modern, secularized, and cosmopolitan
Asian cities. Does not the cultural emphasis on families
and groups, and usually patriarchal ones at that, require
Asian Christians to focus instead on evangelistic methods
that are much more family and group-orientated, and adult-
centered (beginning with the heads of families or
communities)? There are clear evidences that these are
usually more fruitful than approaches which presuppose a
Western individualism (e.g. Chua 1981) .
A second example concerns ethics. Christian moral
thinking formulated in the West invariably prioritizes
principles over relationships. But how do Christian ethics
operate in a culture where the order is reversed? For
example, family ties are so close in many Asian societies
that nepotism invariably results (Mei 1967:332; Hamzah-
Sendut, et. al. 1989:130). Yet, if a Christian fails to
"take care" of family members, he or she is also damned in
the eyes of his or her culture. Or again, where is the
dividing line to be drawn between a bribe and a gift given
in appreciation and to cement a relationship? There is
obviously a need for the development of a more culturally
sensitive ethics.
The third example concerns pastoral practice. For
example, theological discussions on paedobaptism invariably
centers on biblical, historical and theological questions.
But could the real issue be the cultural one of how God's
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covenant with us is worked out in different cultures�some
presupposing individual decisions and others family and
group decisions?
Guilt and/or Shame Consciousness
We come fourthly to the question of guilt and shame,
which has often been a source of real frustration to Western
missionaries. Ruth Benedict had earlier characterized all
cultures as either shame or guilt cultures which are
distinguished as follows:
True shame cultures rely on external sanctions for good
behavior, not, as true guilt cultures do, on an
internalized conviction of sin. Shame is a reaction to
other people's criticism ... it requires an audience or
at least a man's fantasy of an audience. Guilt does
not. In a nation where honor means living up to one's
own picture of oneself, a man may suffer from guilt
though no other man knows of his misdeed and a man's
feeling of guilt may actually be relieved by confessing
his sin. (Benedict 1946:223)
However, it must be asked whether such a distinction can be
absolute, or should they rather be seen as relative
tendencies, since the evidence seems to indicate that most,
if not all, cultures have the concepts of both guilt and
shame, however limited (Lewis 1992:94-96, 194-221). For
example, Kosaka Massaki (1967:249-251) quotes Ruth Benedict
(194 6) as suggesting that the Japanese not only has a shame
culture, but lacks conscience and guilt-consciousness.
However, he goes on to note that this is too sweeping a
generalization. He argues that the advent of Buddhism had
introduced the concept of guilt into Japan. Nevertheless,
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Nakamura (1964:518) suggests that modern-day Japanese are
noticeably lacking in sin-consciousness in its religious
sense, a fact that is tied up with their this-worldly view
of life (:361-372). At the same time, they are very shame-
conscious in its practical and moral sense because
conformity to the mores of their particular social nexus is
a cultural necessity (:518).
Chinese culture with its strong emphasis on the
importance of Ii, or rules of propriety which covers all
aspects of life�personal, social and religious�obviously
possesses a strong sense of shame-consciousness. Again, it
has been suggested that sin-consciousness is almost
universally lacking. J. Dyer Ball (1920:536), writing in
the Basting's Encyclopedia of Reliqion and Ethics^ has
suggested that "the task of tasks is to bring home to the
native (Chinese) mind the sense of what sin is." But is
this an adequate interpretation, not just of Chinese culture
in particular, but of Asian cultures in general, which are
largely shame-oriented?
Wayne Dye (1976) suggests an alternative way of looking
at the problem. He argues that cultural anthropological and
modern psychological studies, together with the teaching of
the Bible (Rom 2:15-16), combine to point to the
universality of the moral conscience and the concept of
guilt in all cultures. He further argues that the
anthropological distinction between guilt and shame cultures
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is not aimed so much at denying the reality of guilt, as at
emphasizing the important place of social sanctions in
regulating behavior in some cultures. Whether they are from
a guilt or shame culture, "people are aware of wrongdoing
(though they may not call it sin) and they try to justify
themselves and/or to find some sort of atonement" (Dye
1976:36). Thus, the problems that Western missionaries have
had in trying to instil a sense of sin into indigenous
believers may in fact arise from the efforts of the former
in trying to impose a universal definition of sin (which is
in reality a Western cultural interpretation) upon the
latter (:36f).
What Dye says addresses directly the key issue in
contextualization within shame cultures. The question that
concerns us is how can we help those from shame cultures to
come to a clear understanding and conviction of sin in the
Christian sense? This is important because when the meaning
of sin is not properly communicated, what is heard in the
call to repentance in Christ is the turning from shameful
things instead of sinful things�which can be quite
different (Sng 1974:37-38). Dye (1976:36-40) suggests some
steps which are crucial to this process. First, we must
avoid imposing a Western enculturated ethics upon another
culture, and to demand surface changes which may be quite
unnecessary. Second, we will need to carefully analyze the
culture in which we are working so that we can get below the
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surface to the underlying moral values and meanings. Third,
we should begin speaking about repentance in those areas in
which the Holy Spirit is already convicting in the culture
(emic sins) . Fourth, we should urge Christians in non-
western cultures to read the Bible for themselves from
within their own cultures, and to trust the Holy Spirit to
lead them to develop a Christian ethic for their own
cultures. Careful attention to these will make it easier
for those in shame cultures to understand the gospel in its
totality.
Concepts of Authority and Leadership Patterns
Self-government is a precondition for the development
of a truly indigenous church (Smalley 1978) . But for self-
government to be effective and Christian at the same time,
the patterns of church leadership adopted must be developed
in proper tension between gospel and culture. For that to
be possible certain Asain cultural concepts of authority and
leadership need to be taken into account. We will examine
two of these below.
The first is that, in contrast to Western leadership
models which are largely institutional and democratic in
nature, Asian concepts of power are usually much more
personalized, paternalistic and authoritarian. Lucian W.
^. Cf. also the discussion in Hesselgrave 1978a: 424-
443.
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Pye (1985:22f) argues that in general Asian cultures link
authority to virtue, whether associated with, say, Confucian
scholarship, as in the case of China, or religious
performances, as in some parts of Southeast Asia. The
consequences of this is a pattern of authority which is
highly personalized, rather than institutionalized in
constitutionally defined offices. Further, the importance
of group association and loyalty in Asia leads to a highly
paternalistic leadership style (:27). Pye also notes that
in Asia, "primitive power", that is, "the crude, brutal use
of force to intimidate" (:32) which is associated with a
breakdown of law and order in society, is generally seen as
an ever-lurking danger (:34ff). Any relaxation of authority
is perceived as dangerous, and, therefore, authoritarianism
is much more readily accepted than in the West.
There are regional variations in the modes of
paternalism of course. In Confucian culture areas of Asia,
it is modelled upon the concept of filial piety, with
leaders and followers cast in the molds of benevolent
fathers and dutiful children respectively (Pye 1985:73ff).
In Southeast Asian cultures, it tends to be built upon
symbiotic patron-client relationships, wherein leaders and
followers manipulate each other in their quest for authority
and security (:127ff). In India, it is built upon the Hindu
caste system, which allows leaders to function on the basis
of a different set of moral rules from that of the ordinary
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people (:138ff), and which, at the same time, mandates
subservience for the lower castes on the theological grounds
that the requirements of their dharma must be fulfilled
(:144). Whatever the differences, the net result is that,
despite the impact of modernity, authoritarian paternalism
together with a psychology of dependency remain powerful
forces in Asian cultures today (:320ff).
A second aspect that concerns us is the type of persons
in whom authority resides. It is a well-known fact that in
China moral authority and power is vested with the scholar-
gentlemen (Moore 1967:22). And, as in every traditional
Asian culture, this is further buttressed by age. In India,
spiritual authority is vested in the guru who may be a monk
who has joined an order (Smart 1977:39-41). Or, he may be a
sannyasin, the wandering holy man, who adopts a life of
renunciation. This is often associated with the fourth and
final stage of life in classical Hinduism; the earlier
stages being, first, spiritual training and education in the
Hindu scriptures, second, marriage and establishment of a
family lineage, and, third, life as a forest hermit (Basham
1971:159-177). Thus, in both cases, moral and/or spiritual
authority is perceived to lie with those who have undergone
education, extensive self-cultivation, whether spiritual,
moral or both, and advancement in years.
How are these cultural characteristics to impact our
thinking on church leadership patterns in Asia? Most Asian
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churches have borrowed heavily from Western models of church
leadership. This includes a strong democratic element which
is characterized by open debates, a less authoritarian and
paternalistic style, and a willingness to allow younger
people to take leadership. What Pye (1985:341) says of
Asian societies at large, applies equally within the Asian
churches: "Distaste for open criticism of authority, fear of
upsetting the unity of the community, and knowledge that any
violation of the community's rules of propriety will lead to
ostracism, all combine to limit the appeal of Western
democracy." Further, it is arguable that the influence of
the Western seminary approach to training has led to an
over-emphasis on the academic preparation of Asian church
leadership at the expense of the moral and spiritual. If
Asian theology is to be truly contextual, it must help the
churches to rethink their authority patterns, and ways of
choosing and training leaders. In particular, it must focus
on the question of how Asian cultural characteristics on the
one hand, and the biblical emphases of spiritual and moral
maturity, and knowledge of Christian truths on the other,
can be brought into creative tension with each other to
produce the desired kind of leader for the Asian church.
Understanding of History
The Christian view of history is founded on three
convictions: that God acts in it, that he guides it in a
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unilinear direction, and that he will bring it finally to
his intended goal. This is rather different from Asian
views of history, both Indian and Chinese.
Both the latter two views of history have been
described as cyclical, but not in the same sense. David
Bebbington (1979) notes that Indian thought conceives the
universe of going through cycles or Mahayuga of enormous
proportions. Each Mahayuga is said to be 12,000 years, or
sometimes, more. It consists of four yugas or ages, each of
which is preceded by dawn and followed by twilight. The
point is that human life is caught in endless cycles, and
that human activity is in the final analysis futile because
what has been will always be (Bebbington 1979 :24f). This
view of history and of life is reinforced by the doctrines
of karma and samsara as applied to individual lives, which
stresses the endless cycles of birth and rebirth from which
all Hindus and Buddhists strive to escape.
The consequences of this view of history are twofold.
First, Indian histories, of which there are very few, are
far from scientific in the modern sense. Rather, they are
characterized by imprecision of dates and figures, colorful
hyperboles, fantasy and the like (Nakamura 1964:145). More
importantly, since this is a world of impermanence, human
effort here and now is futile, and resignation becomes the
prescription for life. As Bebbington (1979:24) says,
"Cosmic cycles breed passivity."
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The Chinese view of history, on the other hand, is
built on the concept of dynastic cycles. The central
concept is that of the "mandate of heaven" being given to
the first ruler of a dynasty as a reward for his virtue, and
forfeited by the last because of moral failure (Bebbington
1979:22). History was thus written to serve what Arnold
Toynbee (1977:180) describes as a "utilitarian purpose." It
provided a store-house of precedents to guide current
ethical and political practice.
It has sometimes been suggested that the Chinese view
of history, like that of the Indian, is inimical to the
concept of progress inherent in the Christian view of
history as unilinear. Tu Wei-Ming (1985) however contests
this. He argues that it is misleading to describe Chinese
history as recording a number of related events happening in
a regularly repeated order. "Chinese historiography is not
a reflection of a cyclic world view. The Chinese world view
is neither cyclic nor spiral. It is transformational (my
italics)" (Tu 1985:39).
How is the gospel to impact Asian cultures, given the
very different views of history? Here it appears that the
issue boils down to a clash of worldviews. With respect to
the Indian view of history, while we may grant that there
are certain cyclical patterns in human existence,
Christianity nevertheless affirms a teleology in history,
which humanity can help fulfill. It is precisely at this
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point that the gospel challenges the Indian worldview and
its concomitant passivity in this life.
Similarly in the case of the Chinese view of history,
granted that it has a utilitarian and transformational
function, it remains focused on an idealized past antiquity
rather than on the future. There is no clear eschatological
goal towards which history is moving. This appears to be
the key reason why China in the past has always tended to
lock itself into an antiquated conservatism (Nakamura
1964:204-216) from which it is only beginning to emerge in
this century. It remains the task of Christian theology to
show that the gospel can contribute towards the preservation
of the deepest yearnings of China's ancient traditions,
without allowing the culture to be entrapped by these in a
manner that is inimical to progress at the same time.
Asian Cultures and Modernity
We come finally to the question of the impact of
modernity on Asian cultures. Here we will focus primarily
on Japan which is the obvious choice for a case study. Its
surface adaptation to the modern world may have fueled
theories (mainly western) of the convergence of
^. Chinese cosmogony does not appear to have a clearly
defined goal towards which the universe is moving. Tu Wei-
Ming (1985:39) writes: "The organismic life process ... the
genuine Chinese cosmogony, is an open system. As there is
no temporal beginning to specify, no closure is ever
contemplated. The cosmos is forever expanding; the great
transformation is unceasing."
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industrialized societies, leading to the disappearance of
the cultural distinctiveness of Asian societies. If this is
the likely scenario for the future, the obvious implication
would be that we should not be too concerned with the
question of inculturation, because the latter presupposes
the perpetuation of cultural distinctives, at least in the
short term. A number of sociological studies have been done
on Japan and some of the results have been summarized in Joy
Hendry's essay, "Japan: The Anthropology of Modernity"
(1993; cf. also the bibliography therein). For our purpose
we will look at the impact of modernity on the family and on
religious beliefs to illustrate this point.
The pre-modern Japanese family structure is based on
actual samurai practice and legally codified at the
beginning of the Meiji period (A.D. 1868-1913) . Its chief
characteristic is the household, the ie, which was a
continuing unit consisting of a single married couple in
each generation remaining in the home (Hendry 1993:354).
Thus each unit may consist of two, three or more generations
living together, holding property, and living and working
together to uphold its reputation. All were regarded as
temporary residents charged with putting the concerns of the
unit above individual interests (:355). "Members of the ie
were thus forever bound into relations of dependence and
obligation to one another, either as members of the same
house, or, for those who moved out, in relations between
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houses" ( : 356) .
After the end of the Second World War, the ie as a
legal entity was abolished in preference for the Western
model of nuclear family. It was assumed that modernization
would bring Japanese family structure in line with Western
ones. However, Hendry cites different studies showing that
this has not been the case. At both the village and urban
levels, the ie often remains the basic unit for social,
political and religious life (Hendry 1993:349, 356f ) .
Furthermore, the structural principles of the ie are found
to have penetrated relations between teachers and pupils,
landlords and tenants, politicians and supporters, and even
gangsters and accomplices (:357). It also explains the
close-knit relationship between employers and employees in
Japanese companies which accounts for the caring benevolence
of the former and the intense loyalty of the latter. Thus
despite the great changes in the social organization that
have come about in the last forty and more years, the basic
social structure of the ie prevails in Japan at various
levels of life.
The same observation applies to the impact of
modernization on religious faith. Many changes and
adaptations to the religious practices of the Japanese
people have occurred leading to syncretisms of all sorts.
Thus, typically, a supposedly irreligious Japanese may very
likely have participated in Shinto shrines as a child,
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undergone a Shinto or Christian wedding, lived by Confucian
or Christian morality, sought help from "shamanistic-type"
of healers, and attended Buddhist funeral services (Hendry
1993:362f). But that has not resulted in a secularization
of Japanese society nor prevented them from retaining their
cultural distinctives in religion. Indeed, H. Byron Earhart
(1984) argues that it is a misconception to think that
modernization has made Japan more westernized and less
traditional. Rather, it appears that the distinctiveness of
Japanese religion will persist into the future. "Kami,
Buddhas, ancestors, and holy persons will probably remain at
the core of Japanese religion and continue to form a
distinctive pattern or 'sacred way' that has always been
characteristic of the Japanese religious heritage" (Earhart
1984:133) .
The above conclusions are further confirmed by
evidences elsewhere. For example, Lucian Pye (1985) in his
earlier mentioned study on political authority patterns in
Asia firmly rejects the notion that modernization will lead
to a distinctive culture wherein all "modern" people shed
their traditional ways to conform to a uniform personality.
Instead, he argues that
political cultures will always have a strongly
parochial dimension because every political system is
anchored in its distinctive history, and the central
political values of loyalty and patriotism and the
phenomenon of national identity mean that differences
are certain to persist, and possibly to increase with
modernization. (Pye 1985:342)
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He concludes that modernization will produce political
systems in Asia which will be even more varied than Western
ones, and at the same time different from them because
traditional values are not shed (:343).
Another example can be found in the resurgence of the
pursuit of tribal, ethnic, national and religious identity
throughout the world today. This is clearly seen in the
present tensions in the former Yugoslavia and USSR, or in
many parts of Africa. On the religious scene, it is not
just Islamic fundamentalism that is on the rise, but the
resurgence of almost all traditional religions (Marty 1991) .
Even in cosmopolitan Singapore, one of the most westernized
of Asian societies, there is a resurgence of Chinese
traditions following the government's call in the 1980s for
a reemphasis on Confucian values to give a moral
underpinning to Singapore society. Samuel Huntington
(1993:27) probably sums it up well in his comment that, "A
de-westernization and indigenization of elites is occurring
in many non-western countries at the same time that western,
usually American, cultures, styles and habits become more
popular among the mass of people."
It can therefore be concluded that, while modernization
will effect changes and mixing of cultural and religious
elements in all sorts of permutations and combinations in
Asian societies, the indications are that the distinctive
cultural elements will persist into the future, at the very
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least for the next generation or two. That being so, the
agenda for the inculturation of the gospel in Asia is one
that the Asian churches cannot ignore without losing their
missiological credibility.
In the next chapter, we will look at the justifications
for the fourth and final criterion for a contextual and
missiological theology, the issue of faithfulness to the
Christian tradition.
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CHAPTER 4
Criteria for a Missiological Theology�Part Two
In the preceding chapter, we looked at three of the
criteria for a contextual or missiological theology, namely,
the relationship between contextualization and
sociopolitical concerns, the Church's evangelistic and
pastoral ministries, and inculturation. We come now to the
fourth criterion for assessing the adequacy or otherwise of
a missiological theology, that of faithfulness to the
Christian tradition.
Contextualization and Faithfulness
to the Christian Tradition
In the last chapter I argued that the indigenizing
principle, by which the gospel takes on flesh within a
specific society and culture, must be held in tension with
the pilgrim principle, which reminds the Christian that the
gospel cannot and must not be domesticated within any
society and culture (Walls 1982). Further, to guard against
an uncritical approach that dissolves into theological
relativism, contextualization must be rooted in a critical
realist epistemology which takes seriously the question of
truthfulness of Christian beliefs or dogmas, as opposed to
their mere functionality (Hiebert 1985a) .
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In this chapter I will begin by attempting to define
what constitutes the essence of the Christian faith, which
must be translated without remainder into other cultures and
situations in contextualization. A word of clarification is
necessary here. Admittedly I am speaking here of the
essence of the Christian faith or the gospel in
propositional terms. However, it is not intended by this to
mean that the gospel can be reduced to a lifeless set of
cognitive informational statements about God and his
relationship with humanity. The Christian's knowledge of
God is both propositional and personal-relational.
Therefore, what is meant here by the essence of the gospel
is that set of propositional truths which, although in
itself does not exhaustively describe the totality of the
Christian faith, nevertheless adequately defines our
understanding of God and our relationship with him.
Further, to illustrate the strength of such an
understanding of the gospel, I will proceed in the following
section to argue against the religious pluralism that denies
the uniqueness of God's revelation in Christ. The choice of
religious pluralism is governed by two considerations. It
is the hottest issue in current theological and
missiological debate, and, as we shall see, directly
relevant to our assessment of Asian theologies. More
importantly, it is crucial to the Christian faith as it has
been understood for the last two millennia. If it is true,
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then the traditional Christian claim that God's revelation
and offer of salvation in Christ is unique in an absolute
sense can no longer be sustained. In that case, we will no
longer be able to affirm that such a revised Christian
theology is the same as "the faith that was once for all
delivered to the saints".
What is the essence of the gospel or the Christian
faith? How is it to be defined? Answers to this vary very
widely, from the extreme conservative to the extreme
liberal. On the traditionalist side we have every
confessional group with their own set of doctrinal
standards. This ranges from traditional Roman Catholicism
whose doctrines are defined not only by the early ecumenical
councils but also by later councils like Trent, Vatican I
and II, to the confessions of the Reformation churches, as
well as to the doctrinal standards of many smaller churches.
All these statements were formulated within certain
historical, sociopolitical, cultural and theological
contexts. Therefore, except for the extreme traditionalist,
it is doubtful that any of these churches today will still
insist that each and every affirmation found in their
doctrinal standards belongs to the essence of the gospel.
On the other hand, many theologians of a more liberal
bent seem only too happy to relativize everything in the
Christian faith as it has been known for almost two
millenniums, to reduce it to what is expedient in order to
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conform it to the intellectual climate of today. This point
is well made by the Anglo-Catholic theologian, Eric Mascall,
in his criticism of Maurice Wiles' book, The Remaking of
Christian Doctrine (1974). Mascall (1977:38) points out
that what Wiles calls the "remaking" of Christian doctrine
would better be called an "unmaking"�a charge which the
latter readily concedes. He goes on to argue that although
Wiles frequently refers to Scripture and tradition in his
work, nevertheless
makes it clear that his ultimate appeal is to the
cultural outlook of the present day, though he
recognizes that that outlook is relative and transitory
and that his own remaking of Christian doctrine will
have no permanence ... It is not that he holds the
traditional understanding to be demonstrably false; in
various places he admits its possibility. But he holds
it to be quite unimportant . . . His radicalism as
regards the Church's tradition goes hand in hand with a
complete conformism as regards the beliefs and values
of the secularized industrialized culture in which he
lives . . . Both in his discussion of God and in his
Christology, he rejects any kind of supematuralism and
any real uniqueness of persons or events. (Mascall
1977:39)
In fact, what Mascall describes of Wiles seems to be merely
an instance of a general phenomenon in much of 20th century
theology, in which the underlying motif of the many varied
forms of existential theology, process theology,
secularization and liberation theology, and
demythologization appears to be accommodation to modernity
(Mascall 1977:8f; Oden 1990:33).
The underlying problem with these more liberal versions
of Christianity should be clear by now. As noted earlier,
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they are built on the presuppositions of modernity shaped by
the Enlightenment, and gain their credibility within what
Leslie Newbigin calls a "plausibility structure" in which
doubt is exalted over faith, and relativism over truth.
Further, we also noted that the underlying foundations of
this whole structure has been slowly crumpling during this
century, and is now in a serious state of disrepair. This
is particularly true with respect to the critical study of
Scripture which underlies so much of modern-day theological
skepticism. As Thomas C. Oden (1990:111) acidly puts it,
"Trapped in modern prejudices against premodern forms of
consciousness, reductionistic exegesis has proven to be just
as prone to speculation as were the extremest forms of
Gnosticism, and as uncritical of its own presuppositions as
supralapsarian Protestant scholasticism." Similarly, given
the extraordinary lack of agreement on the matter even after
a century of studies, Mascall (1977:61) justifiably asks
whether a proper methodology has yet been devised for the
study of the New Testament. He pleads instead for a
reaffirmation of the importance of the concepts of
canonicity and inspiration of the Scripture (:62),' and a
mode of theologizing wherein revelation, rather that being
domesticated by the world around us, regenerates and reforms
it (:45). Thus, if the various doctrinal standards of the
'. Both Mascall (1977:65-117) and Oden (1990:103-147)
have dealt at length on the perceived weaknesses of the
modern critical methods used in the study of the Scriptures.
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different churches cannot be equated with the essence of the
Christian tradition because they may contain too much, then
modern watered-down versions of Christianity (like that of
Wiles) , which tend to relativize everything, must also be
rejected because they affirm too little.
It is against this background that a proposal of Thomas
Oden makes excellent sense. He argues that what is
normative in the gospel should be defined by what he calls
"classical Christianity", the ancient ecumenical consensus
of Christianity's first millennium built upon faithfulness
to canonical Scripture and formulated at the seven
Ecumenical Councils affirmed by Catholic, Protestant and
Orthodox traditions (Oden 1990: 36f). Such an understanding
of the essence of the gospel would also accord with the
famous canon of Vincent of Lerins that the Catholic faith is
"that which has been believed everywhere, always and by
all." These doctrinal affirmations, which include the
Nicene Creed and the Chalcedonian Definition, are not the
work of isolated individuals but were hammered out by
Christians meeting on a worldwide basis. Until very
recently they have been accepted as normative by all.
But to speak of doctrinal affirmations as being
normative presupposes that we can have true definitive
knowledge of God and/or what he reveals, as opposed to that
which is false. This would require us to take seriously the
idea of propositional revelation, that is, that God does
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reveal definitive truths about himself and his ways with
humanity. How else can we by ourselves have true knowledge
about God and, by the same logic, how can our doctrinal
affirmations be normative?
The notion of propositional revelation has fallen into
hard times in recent years. One reason for the denial of
propositions in revelation is that the latter has been
contrasted with dogma as if the two were mutually exclusive
(Owen 1969:36). This has a threefold origin: the Kantian
separation between "practical" and "theoretical" reason, the
liberal Protestant quest for a non-dogmatic Christianity,
and the existentialist preference for the subjective over
the objective (:36). Another reason is associated with the
more recent theological emphasis on revelation as history
and, therefore, not involving propositions. David Kelsey
(1975:32) writes of "a wide-spread consensus in Protestant
theology in the past four decades that the 'revelation' to
which scripture attests is a self-manifestation by God in
historical events, not information about God stated in
divinely communicated doctrines or concepts." Some modern
Asian theological writers have also taken a similar tack
(e.g. Thomas 1969:290ff; and further comments on him in
Chap. 6) . But are these reasons cogent?
First, H. P. Owen (1969:37-41) points out that the
contrast drawn between revelation and dogma is built on two
mistakes. First, a false antithesis is created between non-
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descriptive, personal knowledge of God and descriptive,
factual knowledge about him. But in any relationship it is
simply not possible to say that we know someone without at
the same time having some minimal knowledge about that
person. Second, it cannot be denied that we can fail to
enter into a personal relationship with God by focusing
exclusively on factual knowledge about him. But that is a
misuse of God's revelation and not the norm. Thus it cannot
logically be used as a reason to deny propositional
revelation.
Secondly, with respect to the assertion that revelation
is historical rather than propositional, it is hard to see
how God can manifest himself in history without at the same
time revealing some information about himself. As Richard
Swinburne (1992:4) says: "Either God provides with the
historical event its interpretation, in which case there is
a propositional revelation; or he does not, in which case
how can anyone know that a revelatory event had occurred?"
Swinburne (1992:69-7 3) goes on to raise a further
question. If God has intended to reveal himself to us in
order that we may know him and the way of salvation, and
experience moral growth, how else can he do so without
revealing some information about himself, his provision for
our atonement, and his moral demands on his creatures? That
being the case, there can be no alternative to humanity's
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need for propositional revelation.^
I conclude, therefore, that the essence of the gospel
is that summary of the Christian faith which is defined by
the ecumenical creeds of the church in accordance with God's
revelation�personal, historical and propositional�of
himself in canonical Scripture.^ No doubt both the creeds
and Scripture come to us in an enculturated form and,
therefore, need to be reinterpreted by the church in every
generation and culture to ensure continuity with the
original revelation (Swinburne 1992:75-84). But, that which
constitutes the essence is not something that can be changed
at will into something that is entirely different from what
was given. Rather, it is the norm to which all theologies
must remain faithful and by which they must be judged.'*
^. For a present-day discussion concerning the nature
of the traditional Christian claim that God has revealed
propositional truths about himself, and the kind of evidence
that can be adduced in its favor, cf. Swinburne 1992.
\ If this definition of the essence of the Christian
faith appears unnecessarily cumbersome, I would suggest that
a basic summary of it is given in the Apostles' and/or the
Nicene Creed, even though the former is, strictly speaking,
not defined by one of the ecumenical councils. See further
Abraham 1989:145-152.
On this cf. Swinburne's (1922:211) statement: "I
emphasized that one would expect the later Church to draw
out things which were not on the surface in the original
revelation, to formulate doctrines to make sense of that
revelation, which would otherwise have little justification;
but not of course to add new content or to contradict the
original revelation."
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Contextua] ization and Faithfulness to the Christian
Tradition; A Critique of Religious Pluralism
In the preceding section I have argued that there is a
minimal unchanging core in the Christian message which must
be translated in full in any efforts at contextualization.
I wish now, for the reasons already given, to argue the case
against religious pluralism, as a way of illustrating what
is meant by the essence of the gospel which cannot be
changed .
This section will be divided into four sub-sections.
The first will present an overview of the problem. The
second will critique the three major reasons advanced for
pluralism today. The third will argue that pluralism in its
present-day expression is largely a liberal Western notion,
as against it being an Asian one, that can only be. sustained
within the plausibility structure of the Enlightenment. I
will then conclude with some summary remarks.
What is Religious Pluralism?
Present day debates on religious exclusivism,
inclusivism and pluralism are not new- From the point of
view of Western theology they can be traced back to earlier
efforts made, from the latter part of the nineteenth century
onwards, to come to terms with the dawning realization of
the religious diversity in the world. These responses can
be summed up as; first, "All are relative" (e.g. Ernst
Troeltsch); second, "All are essentially the same" (e.g.
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Arnold Toynbee and Wilfred Cantwell Smith) ; and, third,
"Common psychic origins" (e.g. Carl Gustav Jung) (Knitter
1985:21-71). Over the past fifty years or so, debates on
these gradually intensified. Today they stand in the
forefront of theological and missiological discussions.^
Some definitions. Before proceeding further, it will
be necessary to define some terms. Three terms are used
generally at present to denote the different perspectives on
the relation between Christianity and other religions. For
our purpose, I will follow the definitions used by Harold
Netland in his book. Dissonant Voices (1991) .
"Exclusivism" accepts "that the central claims of
Christianity are true, and that where the claims of
Christianity conflict with those of other religions the
latter are to be rejected as false" (Netland 1991:9).
"Inclusivism" also "maintains that the central claims
of Christian faith are true, but it adopts a much more
positive view of other religions than does exclusivism"
(Netland 1991:9). Although inclusivists accept that Christ
^. Among those who have been responsible for urging the
agenda in the pluralist direction are, on the Protestant
side, John Hick, who is almost certainly the key figure in
contemporary debates, and Stanley J. Samartha, who headed
the WCC Dialogue Program for many years. On the Roman
Catholic side are Karl Rahner (1966:357), whose phrase
"anonymous Christianity" brought him both fame and
opprobrium, Raimundo Panikkar, who argued in The Unknown
Christ of Hinduism (1981) that the cosmic Christ was and is
at work deep within Hinduism, and Paul F. Knitter, who co-
edited with John Hick the provocative volume. The Mvth of
Christian Uniqueness (1987) .
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is central in God's self- revelation and his salvific plans
for the world, they also allow for God's salvific action
through other religions. What distinguishes inclusivism is
the attempt to strike a delicate balance between the
affirmation of God's unique revelation and salvation in
Jesus Christ, and openness to God's saving work in other
religions (:10). It should be noted that the logic of
inclusivism tends in the direction of salvific universalism.
"Pluralism" distinguishes itself from exclusivism and
inclusivism by denying any uniqueness to God's revelation or
salvific act in Christ, or to the person of Christ.
"Pluralism, then, goes beyond inclusivism in rejecting the
idea that there is anything superior, normative, or
definitive about Christianity. Christian faith is merely one
of many equally legitimate human responses to the same
divine reality" (Netland 1991:9). It stands together with
all other religious faiths as one of the many equally valid
paths to "God" or ultimate reality.
Characteristics of a pluralist theology of religions.
We will now look in detail at some of its defining
characteristics .
First, the fundamental assumption of pluralism is the
belief that the same spiritual reality or essence underlies
all religious belief. This ultimate reality or "God" is
ineffable and is the "Ultimate Mystery".
Secondly, all religions are in their own ways complex,
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historically and culturally conditioned, human responses to
the one ultimate or divine reality- John Hick (1977a)
expresses this view eloquently in his essay in the earlier
volume. The Myth of God Incarnate. He argues that, if
Christianity had moved east into India instead of the Roman
empire, Jesus' religious significance would have been
expressed in terms of a Hindu Avatar or a Mahayana Buddhist
Bodhisavatta, these being the appropriate cultural
expressions of the same spiritual reality (Hick 1977a: 176).*
Thus, for Hick, if Christianity is in any sense unique, it
is only unique for Christians. It cannot lay claim to being
unique in a universal sense.
Thirdly, Christians need to undergo a Copernican
revolution in their thinking about other religions. This
demands "a paradigm shift from a Christianity-centered or
Jesus-centered to a God- centered model of the universe of
faiths" (Hick 1973:131)
Fourthly, functionalist criteria are used to judge the
validity of any religious claim. The value of a religious
claim lies not in its inherent "truthfulness", but in its
efficacy to effect human and social transformation.
Fifthly, since all religions are valid paths to "God"
or "Reality" in their own rights, universalistic salvation
*. It has to be pointed out that historical reality
proves Hick mistaken in his presumption here. Christianity
did move into India within the first century or so of the
Christian era without the identity of the founder being lost
in Hindu or Buddhist religious mythology.
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is a fundamental assumption of pluralism.
Finally, the implication of the above is that
Christians must forswear evangelism. Instead, we must
strive through dialogue and all other means to help build a
better and more just world.
A Critique of Religious Pluralism
What are the principal reasons given to justify
religious pluralism today? Knitter (Hick and Knitter
1987:ix-xii) suggests three principal reasons or "bridges"
why pluralists have crossed the "Rubicon" from exclusivism
or inclusivism. In this section I shall proceed with a
critique of pluralism by examining and critiquing each of
these reasons in turn.
"The historical-cultural bridge: relativity." The
first reason advanced for pluralism is the argument of
cognitive relativity. For Knitter (Hick and Knitter
1987:ix-xii) this is rooted in the modern historical-
consciousness, "the ever more impelling awareness of the
historical-cultural limitation of all knowledge and
religious beliefs, and the difficulty, if not impossibility,
of judging the truth claims of another culture or religion
on the basis of one's own." Tom Driver (1987:216) similarly
speaks of "the pluralistic consequences of modern historical
thinking." The whole position rests, of course, on the
prior demolition of the traditional doctrine of the
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incarnation (Pannenberg 1990:100ff), a task which is fully
dependent on a radical application of the
historical-critical method. This is most clearly evident in
the book The Mvth of the God Incarnate (1977), published
under Hick's editorship which sets out to deny any
continuity between the claims for Christ's deity and the
historical Jesus himself. This position is no different
from that adopted by the more radical wing of New Testament
scholarship from Bultmann onwards.
How cogent is the argument of cognitive relativity? In
what follows, I wish to argue, first, that the
historical-critical skepticism of Hick and other pluralists
concerning the divinity of Christ is unwarranted, and,
second, that the cognitive relativism of present-day
pluralists is logically incoherent.
(1) Historical-critical skepticism unwarranted. It
would not be possible within the compass of this
dissertation to go into the details of New Testament
christological debates. For our purposes, it suffices to
note that much of New Testament scholarship today does not
accept the radicalism of the Bultmannian school.
Increasingly, scholars have rejected the evolutionary thesis
that belief in Christ's deity did not originate with the
historical Jesus himself, but resulted from a heightening of
christology by the primitive church. For example, James D.
G. Dunn points out that the
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lowest denominator approach which contented itself with
some deliberately vague assertion about God acting
through Christ, without committing itself on even the
resurrection of Jesus let alone on any concept of
incarnation, could only be advocated by deliberately
ignoring the tensions and pressures within the earliest
Christian assessment of the Christ-event which forced
Christian thinking towards a modification of Jewish
monotheism that would give adequate place to Christ,
and could only be sustained by a somewhat arbitrary and
blinkered resistance to the same tensions and pressures
which are still there. (Dunn 1980:266)
Similarly, Wolfhart Pannenberg notes that
the uniqueness attributed to Jesus by the incamational
theology of the church was already characteristic of
his own eschatological message and activity . . . Those
who relegate the claim to uniqueness to the
"deification" of Jesus in later Christian
interpretation do not take seriously the eschatological
finality claimed by Jesus himself. (Pannenberg
1990: lOOf)
Increasingly, it does seem that the weight of opinion
amongst scholars is that the transition from the acceptance
of Jesus as a revered Master to the recognition of his Deity
does not rest on the evolutionary model wherein a
heightening of christology occurred. Rather, it could be
much better understood in terms of a developmental model
wherein the New Testament writers only attempted to draw out
what was there in the beginning (Moule 1977:33).
At a deeper level. Hick and many of his fellow
pluralists want a "Christ-without-myth" because, for them,
the mythological language of the New Testament is not
consonant with the modern understanding of historical
language. Behind this is their adoption of effectively the
same nineteenth century scientific world-view of a
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closed-universe as that of Bultmann, which allows for
neither the incarnation nor the resurrection. Therefore,
they insist that the New Testament must be demythologized.
But as we have already noted, such a worldview is now out
moded and, therefore, the incarnation is not something that
can be a priori ruled out. Whether it has actually taken
place or not must be decided on other independent grounds.
(2) The incoherence of "relativism". Approaching the
issue from another angle we may question whether the notion
of "cognitive relativism," defined as the view that truth,
knowledge, and basic rationality norms are relative to
particular contexts, is rationally coherent. Among
pluralists, cognitive relativism manifests itself in
different forms. Gordon Kaufmann (1987) sees all knowledge
as historically relative. He argues that no "universally
human" position, based on our supposed commonalities
underlying the particularities of our histories and cultures
for understanding, is available to us. For him, "every
position to which we might turn is itself historically
specific. A universal frame of orientation for human
understanding and life is no more available to us than is a
universal language" (Kaufmann 1987:5). Another example is
Knitter's (1985:173) idea that a new "historical
consciousness" of the relativity of all cultures is needed.
The case against cognitive relativism has been clearly
stated by Netland (1991) . The first problem with it is its
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logical incoherence (Netland 1991: 175f). Every statement of
the relativistic thesis is self-refuting. Consider, for
example, the most basic statement of the thesis: Everything
is relative. If it is true, then it is itself false. If it
is not true then there is no need for further discussions.
Further, Netland (1991: 176f) argues that the idea "that
notions of truth, rationality, and intelligibility are
strictly internal to a particular social context does not
account for the fact that such criteria often change and
develop over a period of time within a given context." The
question is: Does the concept of truth within a particular
social context change with time? If the answer is 'No', it
obviously does not square with the facts. For it is
patently obvious that both the beliefs and the criteria for
the acceptability of beliefs change with time. That being
the case, the next question would be how are we to choose
between the beliefs of a society in one period of history
instead of those in another period. Any judgement would be
purely arbitrary. In that case, "truth cannot be defined in
terms of what is accepted in that society" (:177), unless
one is prepared to adopt the position of absolute relativism
wherein everything is relative.
This leads us logically to the next point Netland
(1991:177) makes, that "the price of accepting relativism is
forfeiture of the right to make any judgement about
worldviews, positive or negative." As Roger Trigg puts it,
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Once the notion of there being a justification for
accepting one religion rather than another is
discarded, all questions of objective truth and
falsity, and all distinctions between genuine religion
and superstition, have to be swept aside. Commitments
to different religions have each to be regarded as
ultimate. (Trigg 1973:61; cited in Netland 1991:177f).
It appears as if the logic of the relativist position
has not fully dawned on those who advocate religious
pluralism. Langdon Gilkey (1987) appears almost alone in
grasping the full implications of cognitive relativism,
which removes any firm ground from under our feet to speak
about anything at all. He recognizes that, once
relativized, all religious concepts like God, Christ,
salvation, dharma, nirvana, and mukti alike begin to lose
their meanings and "take on the aspect of mere projections
relative to the cultural and individual subjectivity of the
projectors, and so in the end they vanish like bloodless
ghosts (my italics)" (Gilkey 1987:43). The very desire to
speak of the salvation of all and the parity of all
religions, two of the underlying motivations behind the
pluralist agenda, leads to the point where we cannot speak
of them, or anything else of religious concern, in any
meaningful way at all. Yet, against all logic, Gilkey goes
on to argue that despite all these, "we must assert some
sort of ultimate values" (:45) in order to arrive at a
"relative absoluteness" (:47) to save the pluralisms case
from collapsing completely. Gilkey' s is a desperate voice
in the face of total epistemological collapse and empty
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despair!
"The theoloqico-mvstical Bridge: invsterv." We will now
examine the second major reason for advocating pluralism.
Knitter (Hick and Knitter 1987 :x) suggests that more
important than historical-cultural relativity is the
conviction "that the object or content of authentic
religious experiences is infinite�Mystery beyond all forms,
exceeding every grasp of it." Broadly speaking, the
detailed arguments advanced in support of this position come
from two directions. The first is associated with Raimundo
Panikkar and Stanley J. Samartha who bring a Hindu ontology
to bear upon the discussions. The second is the Kantian
epistemology that underlies John Hick's pluralism. Both
combine together to reinforce each other in arguing for the
ineffability or the ultimate mysteriousness of "God" or
"Reality". I will examine each of these in turn.
For Samartha, God is the "Mysterious Other" who
relativizes everything else. "In fact the willingness to
accept such relativization is probably the only real
guarantee that one has encountered the Other as ultimately
real" (Samartha 1982:151; cited in Knitter 1985:158). For
him, genuine dialogue is based on the recognition that "God
alone is Absolute and ... all religions... relative"
(Samartha 1981:29f).
Panikkar 's (1979) starting point is the Hindu Vedantic
or monistic philosophy and the attempt to reconcile this
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with the idea of God in the Bible. Thus God for him,
"neither exists nor does not exist; he is the very
relationship, the radical relativity, the non-dualistic
dimension, ground or summit or whatever name we might
choose" (Panikkar 1979:359). God, in short, is the
impersonal and formless world-Ground, the All, the Real or
Absolute Being. Such a Being cannot be known through the
intellect or senses but only through an "existential
theandric experience", which he defines in terms of the
anuJbhava of Vedantic philosophy, a vital intuitional
experience of grace and faith. This ineffable experience of
God is one of pure consciousness, "an awareness that it is
not aware that it is aware, an infinite experience" (:305).
Hick on his part is explicit about his epistemology -
The solution to the problem of conflicting truth-claims
among religions is found in the Kantian distinction between
noumenon and phenomenon, between the Ding an sich, thing-in-
itself, and the thing as it appears to the human
consciousness. Applying Kant's epistemology to the
knowledge of "God", he writes:
Analogously, I want to say that the noumenal Real is
experienced and thought by different human mentalities,
forming and formed by different religious traditions,
as the range of gods and absolutes which the
phenomenology of religion reports. And these divine
personae and metaphysical impersonae, as I shall call
them, are not illusory but are empirically, that is
experientially, real as authentic manifestations of the
Real But for Kant God is postulated, not
experienced. In partial agreement but also partial
disagreement with him, I want to say that the Real an
sich is postulated by us as a pre-supposition, not of
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the moral life, but of religious experience and the
religious life, whilst the gods, as also the mystically
known Brahman, Sunyata and so on, are phenomenal
manifestations of the Real occurring within the realm
of religious experience . . . All that we are entitled to
say about the noumenal source of this information is
that it is the reality whose influence produces, in
collaboration with the human mind, the phenomenal world
of our experience. (Hick 1988:241-243; cited in
Netland 1991:205)
How are we to respond to these arguments?
(1) Rejection of a Hindu interpretation of
Christianity. The first thing that must be said is that the
understanding of God being ineffable or totally mysterious
is an importation into the Christian faith from Hinduism, in
particular, non-dualistic Advaita Vedantic philosophy. In
contrast, the God of the classical Christianity may be
incomprehensible but never totally unknowable. Unlike the
Brahman of Vedantic philosophy who is silent, the God of the
Bible has always been known to communicate with humanity.
The statement in Eph. 3:19 about knowing "the love of Christ
that surpasses knowledge" sums up perfectly the view of the
biblical writers, which always holds in proper tension God's
infinitude and yet his knowability. What Panikkar and
Samartha are doing is to seek to impose a Hindu reading of
the biblical faith upon Christianity as a whole! But this
is quite different from a Christian reading of the same.
There is here a fundamental methodological problem.
The pluralists urge us to treat other religious traditions
seriously and with respect. That is highly laudable. At
the same time, people like Panikkar and Samartha are
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determined, in the name of pluralism, to ride rough shod
over the Christian faith as classically understood. Surely
such a fundamental inconsistency is strange to say the
least.
(2) Epistemological problems of the pluralists.
Further, it should be noted that there are serious problems
with the underlying epistemology of the pluralists, as
represented by Hick.
(2.1) The first concerns his distinction between the
Real an sich and the various personae /impersonae. If the
personae/ impersonae are accurate reflections of the Real,
there must be a significant continuity between them and the
Real. We can say that the set of true propositions about a
given image, whether it is Buddha, Jesus, or otherwise, must
form a subset of the set of all true propositions about the
Real an sich. If this is not so, then the various images
could not genuinely tell us anything about the Real. But if
this is so, then the view that there is continuity between
the Real an sich and the various personae /impersonae is
problematic: there are undeniable differences among such
images of the religious ultimate. As Netland (1991:215; cf.
212ff) says, "Surely the burden of proof rests with anyone
claiming that the ultimate referent of each is the same."
(2.2) If the distinction is still insisted on, the
only alternative, in order to give it any meaning, is to
retreat into the ineffability thesis. The distinction then
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takes on a strong Kantian tone. Like the noumenon in Kant's
theory, the Real is never directly experienced but merely
postulated in order to make sense of humanity's diverse
experiences in general. Hick writes:
We cannot . . . say that the Real an sich has the
characteristics displayed by its manifestations, such
as (in the case of the heavenly Father) love and
justice or (in the case of Brahman) consciousness and
bliss .... (W)hilst there is a noumenal ground for the
phenomenal divine attributes, this does not enable us
to trace each attribute separately upwards into the
Godhead or the Real. (Hick 1988:246f; cited in Netland
1991:217)
Indeed, for him, the Real an sich is ultimately mysterious
(Hick 1988:349; quoted in Netland 1991:218).
Hick recognizes that, logically, the strong
ineffability case degenerates into incoherence because no
concepts at all can be applied to the Real. Yet he tries to
save himself from lapsing into total silence about the Real
by appealing to the via negativa, defining what the Real is
not even though we cannot say what it is. But this too is
problematic.
The first is that the via negativa as suggested by Hick
is really no different from the neti-neti ("not this, not
this") answer that philosophical Hinduism gives for the
nature of Brahman because "It" is beyond positive
attributions. This underscores the point made above that
the ineffability thesis is a surreptitious attempt at
imposing a Hindu view of the Real on Christianity-
Secondly, it is hardly true that the via negativa can
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save Hick from total agnosticism and incoherence. By itself
the way of negation can provide no meaningful information
about the Real. Nor can Hick save his case by suggesting
that, although we cannot predicate terms literally about the
Real, we can use it mythologically . He defines myth as "a
story or statement that is not literally true but which
tends to evoke an appropriate dispositional attitude to its
subject matter", and that true religious myths are "those
that evoke in us attitudes and modes of behavior which are
appropriate to our situation in relation to the Real" (Hick
1988:248; quoted in Netland 1991:219). But Hick, who has
written so eloquently in his earlier career on the
philosophy of religion, can hardly be unaware that such a
functionalist definition of religious language faces all the
problems of "emotivism, " the theory that language about God
only functions on the emotional level to effect certain
desired dispositions and is ultimately without any cognitive
content. And if there is ultimately no cognitive content to
Hick's "mythological language", how does Hick affirm all
that he and others are affirming of pluralism? At the very
most, his claims for the pluralist 's case can be said to
have only emotive and functionalist intent but not cognitive
content .
Thirdly, Hick's appeal to the via negativa can only be
meaningful if the negative predication presupposes some
identifiable positive knowledge of the subject. As Netland
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(1991: 218f) has argued, simply to suggest that the Real is
not X, y, or z says nothing unless something positive is
also affirmed of the Real. Otherwise, we are again left
with total agnosticism and utter silence. Thus the
application of the via negativa, to be meaningful, must be
done in the context of the doctrine of analogy first
advanced by Thomas Aquinas. Aquinas steered a middle-way
between the via negativa of the Neoplatonist and a naive
simplistic literalism which applied human language to God in
a univocal manner. Instead, he proposed the use of
analogical language wherein the via negativa is balanced by
the via positiva. He writes:
Some words are used neither univocally nor purely
equivocally of God and creatures, but analogically, for
we cannot speak of God at all except in the language we
use of creatures, and so whatever is said both of God
and creatures is said in virtue of the order that
creatures have to God as to their source and cause in
which all the perfections of things pre-exist
transcendentally. (Summa Theolocfiae 1. Q.13, art.5;
Blackfriars Edn. , 3:65)
Using the principle of analogy, we are enabled to speak
meaningfully about God using human language appropriately
qualified, without either claiming to speak about him
exhaustively or lapsing into total silence.
Space prohibits further discussion on this but the case
for the use of analogical language to speak meaningfully
about God is well established^ and, therefore, need not
For a brief discussion on Aquinas' ideas on this,
cf. Brown 1990:129-33. For further discussions on religious
language refer to Thiselton 1978:1123-1143, esp. 1132f, or
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detain us here. For our purposes, it is important to note
that even the Hindu thinkers who traditionally affirmed
Brahman as the "Ultimate Mystery" have always allowed for
one description of "It": Sat (Being), Cit (Intelligence),
Ananda (Bliss) (Boyd 1974:21). But once this is acceded to,
the principle of analogy is being appealed to implicitly.
In that case, even the Brahman of philosophical Hinduism
cannot be totally mysterious or ineffable, thus making the
pluralist' s case so much less sustainable.
(2.3) In the above, the first argument stated against
the pluralist 's epistemology is that it is an imposition of
an alien view of God upon the Christian faith. The second
rests on the incoherence of the language of total mystery or
ineffability. But ultimately, the resolution to the problem
posed by pluralists of whether God is knowable, at least in
Hick's case, must rest on the validity of Kant's
epistemology (Carruthers 1990:42-51, 298-301). The latter
is however, not without problems. If we can never penetrate
beyond our senses and know anything about the real Ding an
sich, the question that must be asked is how can we ever
know that there is a real Ding an sich which is not a mere
construction of the human imagination?* And if this is the
to relevant sections in most texts on the philosophy of
religion.
*. As Stanley L. Jaki (1978:119) has put it: " ...
whatever Kant's longing for an intellectual touch with
things other than his own mind, the Kantian impossibility of
being in touch with the Ding an sich meant being trapped
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case, how can Hick and others be so sure of their
pluralistic view of "Ultimate Reality?"
Even if Kant's epistemology is true as far as human
perception of the world is concerned, it does not
necessarily follow that Hick is right in asserting that we
cannot know God-in-Himself because we cannot know anything
in-itself . That would indeed be true if we are left to
search out the knowledge of God on our own�but not if God
has chosen to make himself known instead! This is exactly
what has always been claimed by the biblical writers (Jn
1:14,18; 14:9; Col 1:15; 2 Cor 4:4; Heb 1:1-4). As Gregory
H. Carruthers (Carruthers 1990:301; cf. : 298-301 for
details) puts it, "Our point is simply the epistemological
one that human cognition is not prevented from reaching the
mystery of God-in-Himself on the grounds it can reach
nothing at all in-itself."
In the final analysis, what distinguishes the
pluralists from those who affirm the fundamentals of the
Christian faith is that the former deny what the latter
affirm in some form or other, that religious truth claims
include exclusive truths or doctrines which are rooted in
propositional revelation. As we have seen in the preceding
section, this is precisely what needs to be reaffirmed
within one's own mind." For a more detailed discussion on
Kant's epistemology, cf. Brown 1990:309-329.
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categorically today.' Because they have rejected this,
pluralists end up emptying doctrines of their cognitive
content and reducing them to merely functional terms
(Griffiths 1990:159ff).
"The Ethico-Practical Bridge; Justice." The third
reason advanced for the pluralist agenda arises out of the
concern for the sufferings of humanity and the need to do
something drastic about it (Hick and Knitter 1987 :xi).
Thus, the quest for justice becomes the major rationale for
the call for a new Christian attitude to other faiths. For
example, for some feminist writers, to make Christianity the
norm for all religions is to be just as oppressive as to
make man normative for all humanity (Ruether 1987; and
Suchocki 1987). Knitter (Hick and Knitter 1987;xi)
expresses the overall concern succinctly when he writes;
"Economic, political, and especially nuclear liberation is
too big a job for any one nation, or culture, or religion
... A worldwide liberation movement needs a worldwide
interreligious dialogue."
The justice argument really is an elaboration of the
pragmatic test which pluralists, with their functionalist
view of doctrine, have made into the final criterion for all
religious truths. "Truth" is measured by its soteriological
efficacy, of whether it makes possible "the transformation
'. Netland (1991 ; 112-150) has further argued that the
denial of propositional truth claims in the debate on
pluralism involved serious epistemological problems.
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of human existence from self-centeredness to Reality-
centeredness" (Hick 1985:80). Similarly, Knitter (1987:193)
argues that, by asking whether a belief or practice
liberates, humanizes or eradicates poverty, we would be able
"to arrive at communal judgements concerning what is true or
false, or what is preferable, among different religious
claims or practices."
In response it needs to be pointed out that the
pragmatic argument cannot work by itself without some other
external criteria for settling the prior question of truth
or falsehood. Unless there is an agreed view on what
constitutes the real predicament of humanity and defines the
true goals of liberation and salvation, how can one claim
for effectiveness in human transformation be considered
superior to another? Commenting on Hick, Netland (1991:163)
pointedly notes that, "One cannot escape the suspicion that
he has simply taken the emphasis within the Judeo-Christian
tradition upon justice and concern for the oppressed and
read it back into other religious traditions as well."
We may further note that one of the most powerful
arguments against the pluralist 's position here is found in
M. M. Thomas's (1990) essay in Christian Uniqueness
Reconsidered. He simply points out that, at least in the
case of India, the pluralist argument finds no support
whatsoever. In the experiences of the church there, all the
evidences for the modern day renewal of India spurring it on
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towards a quest for greater justice point incontrovertibly
to the leavening effect of Christ in his uniqueness and
power. He concludes by rejecting Knitter's suggestion that
the right evolutionary progression is from ecclesiocentrism
to Christocentrism to theocentrism to kingdom-centrism.
Instead he writes: "I am persuaded that Christocentrism is
what relates God, church and kingdom to one another and
keeps that relation inviolate" (Thomas 1990:61).'�
Pluralism: A Liberal Western Notion�Not an
Inherently Asian One
In the above sub-section I have attempted to
demonstrate that the three major reasons advanced for
pluralism not only lack cogency but, at times, coherence as
well. I would like now to argue, first, that pluralism is
not necessarily an Asian concept in the sense that this is
how Asians naturally think, as it is sometimes suggested;
and, second, that the fundamental impetus behind the present
pluralist debates lies in Western liberalism, which only
make sense within the plausibility structure of the
Enl ightenment .
Pluralism�basicallv not an Asian concept. It has been
suggested that an exclusive understanding of Christianity is
really a form of religious imperialism of the Western world
On this whole issue see further the detailed
arguments concerning the gospel's leavening effect on social
changes in India in Thomas 1969.
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towards other cultures. It is further suggested that Asian
cultures are generally more tolerant, and perceive truth in
more inclusive and conciliatory terms that favor a
pluralistic theology of religions." Is this correct? I
would like to argue, using India and China/Korea as
examples, that the reality is nowhere as clear-cut.
Nakamura (1964:172) has rightly noted that "Toleration
is the most conspicuous characteristic of Indian culture."
This is because different points of view are all perceived
to be based on the Brahman or ultimate truth (: 168-172).
Nakamura goes on to argue that in Indian religions the
concept of heresy in the Western sense is absent (:170).
But this is clearly an overstatement, as in the case of
Hinduism. Despite its known tendency to absorb elements
from other traditions it comes into contact with, it does
not mean that everything gets absorbed. Both Buddhism and
Jainism grew out of Hinduism and share many doctrines in
common with it. Nevertheless, they were eventually excluded
from orthodox Hinduism. Brian K. Simth (1989:17ff) points
out that Hindu orthodoxy, over the past few millennia and
even in modern Hindu reform movements today, has defined
itself by the acceptance of the foundational authority of
". Cf. e.g. the following statement of S.
Radhakrishnan: "The emphasis on definite creeds and absolute
dogmatism, with its consequences of intolerance,
exclusiveness and confusion of piety with patriarchism are
the striking features of Western Christianity" (1958:58)
The implied meaning here is that this is not so with non-
Western cultures.
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the Vedas, the large corpus of ancient Hindu scripture in
Sanskrit. He further notes that, "most scholars have not
wholly disregarded the fact that 'tolerant' Hinduism in
general has its limits: those Indians who did not and do not
accept the sacrality of the Veda have been and are regarded
as non-Hindus by those who did and do" (:18; cf. also fn. 45
on : 18f ) .
Further, Stephen Neill (1970:83f) notes that the Hindu
claim to tolerance and inclusivity towards all religions,
charmingly expounded by S. Radhakrishnan in his writings,
really belies a sense�one may add, almost cynical�of the
superiority of the Hindu worldview over every other. He
accepts all religions as genuine manifestations of human
strivings after the Ultimate. But they are not all equal.
Rather, they are ranked in a descending order of
truthfulness. At the top of the scale stands the perception
of the Ultimate as impersonal, because the personal is a
form of limitation which may not be attributed to that which
is unlimited. This austere view is supremely expressed by
the Upanishads and Hindu teachings in general. The next
level down is that of belief in a supreme personal God.
This includes Judaism and Islam. At the next lower level,
for those who need visible representations of "God", there
are the religions of the incarnations, which include
Christianity. Finally at the lowest level are the religions
involving idols and spirits. Hinduism, as Radhakrishnan
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expounds it, obviously can only sustain its inclusivism by
its exclusivism! In light of this, John Cobb's (1990:89f)
statement that Hinduism and Buddhism, both Indian religions,
have difficulties in integrating the Abrahamic traditions
with their respective systems, becomes perfectly
understandable .
Coming now to the Chinese/Korean tradition, the Korean
scholar, Jung Young Lee (1976) , has argued that the yin-yang
concept of complementarity, with its both/and emphasis, in
contrast to the more Western view of either/or, provides a
better framework for the Christian's attitude to other
religions because it enables us to transcend divisions
between different traditions. On the basis of the I Ching
(Yiiing) . one of the oldest of the Chinese classics, he
suggests that
Christianity seems unable to co-exist with the
different religions of the world. Its isolation from
other religions in Japan, in India, in China, and other
countries where major world religions are dominant is
chiefly caused by the absolute claim of man-made
dogmas, based on the either/or category of thinking.
This category does not provide any room for the
possibility of reconciliation and compromise with
different forms of belief . . . That is why Christian
missions in the past stressed conversion rather than
cultivation, and total commitment rather than mutual
dialogue . . . The exclusive character of either/or
thinking made the inclusive exclusive. (Lee 1976:60)
This is an explicit argument for inclusivism which also
serves as an implicit one for pluralism.
It is true that there is a strong sense of tolerance in
Chinese culture in general. This tolerance is partly
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derived from Buddhist influence and led to the perception
that the three major religious traditions of China,
Buddhism, Confucianism, and Taoism, are merely different
manifestations of the eternal Tao (Nakamura 1964:284-294).
Gernet (1985:238-247) also suggests that there is a
fundamental relativism in Chinese thought. However, it must
be questioned whether the issue is as clear-cut as that.
Whatever may be true of Chinese culture in general, and the
yin-yang principle in particular, there are clear evidences
that orthodox Confucianism has definite categories for the
either/or modes of thinking.
There has always been a definite tradition in China of
a category for heterodox teachings which were labelled as
such. Paul Cohen explains this as follows:
The Chinese long possessed a well established cultural
category which they used to label teachings and
practices which deviated from a particular ideal or
norm. The category has been variously designated as
i-tuan, tso-tao, hsieh, ... which may be roughly ...
rendered, "contrary to the Way of the Sages."
(1965:35)
This concept goes at least as far back as The Analects of
Confucius, which states that "it is harmful to study
heretical thought" (Book II; quoted in Nakamura 1964:286).
It tended to be used by one school to vilify the followers
of another school or some divergent norms. It was also used
to denounce Buddhism in the ninth century A.D., and
Christianity from the seventeenth century onwards. From the
Sung Dynasty onwards, it tended more and more to be applied
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to anything that threatened the Confucian-oriented orthodoxy
(Cohen 1965:35). Granted that there existed a certain
fluidity and historical relativity to the concept, the point
remains that Chinese tradition did not see everything as
complementary, yin-yang notwithstanding (cf. Cohen 1963:3-20
for details) . Scholars like Gernet have similarly drawn
attention to the existence of orthodoxy and heterodoxy as
clearly differentiated categories in Confucian thought.'^
The fact is that, whatever may be the meaning of the
yin-yang in the Confucian-Taoist traditions, the latter does
not always absorb everything into the both/ and mode of
thinking .
The above evidences show that there are indeed
inclusive elements in certain streams of Asian thought.
Nevertheless, it is simply incorrect to assert that Asian
cultures are naturally all inclusive. Both Chinese/Korean
Confucianism and Indian Hinduism (and for that matter,
Buddhism and Islam also) have clear canons by which
orthodoxy is defined and heterodoxy excluded. These have
operated throughout China's and India's histories, and
continue to do so today.
Gernet (1985:115f) himself makes a similar point in
his study of the Jesuits in seventeenth century China.
Increasingly from that time onwards, Christianity was
compared with the deviant and frequently subversive sects,
called xiejiao, an established religious category in China.
This resulted from the impossibility of integrating
Christianity within the Chinese religious systems because
the former placed itself above all temporal powers and
rejected all pagan cults.
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Where then do the present-day pressures towards
inclusivism and pluralism in the theology of religions come
from? I suggest that the fundamental inspiration behind
this lies in liberal Western thought, living under the
burden of the Enlightenment.
The Burden of the Enlightenment. To begin with, we can
see this clearly manifested in some arguments used by
pluralists to support their case. For example, in his book.
No Other Name? . Knitter (1985:183) advances the argument
that it was inevitable that the early Christians couch their
faith in highly exclusive terms because they belonged to a
"classicist culture". The latter, "in distinction from
contemporary historical culture, took it for granted that
truth was one, certain, unchanging, normative . . .
Unavoidably, then, when they encountered the overwhelming
truth of Jesus, they would have to describe it as the only
or the final truth."
Close analysis of Knitter's point reveals that the
underlying assumption is that we know better today than the
apostles and the New Testament writers. This assumption in
fact is accepted by most, if not all, pluralists. As we
have noted, this is a product of Enlightenment thinking with
its emphasis on rationality, belief in progress and humans
as "emancipated, autonomous individuals", and an optimistic
faith in mankind in which "new" always seems better (Bosch
1991:262-267; cf. also Oden 1990:41f).
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The point that pluralists like Knitter make above can
only be sustained by ignoring the fact that the apostles
worked in an environment which was certainly no less, if not
more, pluralistic than today. Indeed, the pressures to
conform�accommodation, tolerance and syncretism�were all
there in abundance during the first century of the Christian
era (Ferguson 1970:211-243). Knitter's charge that the
apostles thought in exclusive terms because they belong to a
"classicist" culture is simply historically untenable.
Apart from Jews and Christians, there were hardly any
religious exclusivist at that time. If they were exclusive
in their view of religions�which they were� it was
certainly not learnt from the surrounding culture which was
highly pluralistic.
The suggestion that modern-day pluralism is largely a
product of Western liberal religious thought that owes much
of its inspiration to the Enlightenment, is further
confirmed by Tom Driver's (1987) admission to the same. Of
all present-day pluralists, he appears most conscious of and
most open about this. He quotes Kenneth Surin who argues
that the whole agenda only makes sense against the
background of
Max Weber's analysis of modernity as a process of
rationalization whereby each realm of discourse . . .
arriving at an autonomy free from outside influence,
proceeds by its own "inner logic." From this
perspective, pluralism, with its view that every
religion has its own particular integrity, is a product
of modern, Western rationalization. Pluralists are
modernists who think that autonomy is the highest good.
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Pluralism's pretended globalism is no less particular
than the universality claimed for Christ in traditional
dogmatics. In Surin 's words: "Without the intellectual
legacy of modernity . . . the notion of 'religious
pluralism' would lack historical grounding in any kind
of socially supported code or public discourse."
(Driver 1987:205f)
Driver goes on to point out that the present-day
pluralist position is not a "universal" point of view.
Rather it is one through which a "First World liberal
Christianity" is now trying to make sense of the fact that
the First World does not represent the totality of humanity.
He therefore further asserts the following:
It will be better part of wisdom to acknowledge, even
to stress, that the whole discussion about "religious
pluralism," ... belongs to Western liberal religious
thought at the present time . . . The agenda ... is
certainly Western . . . couched in Western terms,
addressed to Western audiences, and aimed at the
Western conscience (my italics). (Driver 1987:206)
One cannot be more honest about the fact that the present
discussion is shaped largely by the Western liberal agenda!
To sum up, despite claims to the contrary, Asian
cultures and religions are not necessarily theologically
more inclusive than Western Christianity. At best one may
speak of relative tendencies. But even these must be stated
with caution. The real problem, as we have noted, lies in
Enlightenment thought which has created a "plausibility
structure" that relativizes everything, and which encouraged
doubt and pluralism to flourish (Newbigin 1989:1-65). The
conclusion should now be clear to us. Pluralism in its
present-day form is primarily� though not exclusively�a
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liberal Western problem, although its proponents have also
drawn on inclusive elements in Asian thought in their
attempts to universalize its appeal .
Concluding Comments
We are now in position to summarize. I have argued
that the three major reasons advanced for pluralism are far
from cogent. I have further sought to demonstrate that the
pluralist agenda is really a liberal Western one which can
only be sustained within the unbelieving "plausibility
structure" left behind by the Enlightenment. I will conclude
this section with two comments.
First, pluralists have urged pluralism on others in the
name of wanting to retreat from a past Christian
imperialism. The earlier discussion on pluralism being
really a liberal Western agenda should alert us to an
important fact, what Driver (1987:206) describes as "the
liberal tendency to view the whole world as like unto
itself." It appears that the real imperialism is being
practised today by those theologians who are using all the
intellectual weaponry in their armory to foist the new
pluralist agenda on Christians, especially those in the Two-
Thirds World.
The second comment is this. Many Asian writers in
their zeal for the contextualization of the Christian faith
have, unfortunately, bought right into the pluralist agenda,
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often as a means of affirming their "Asianness". If the
arguments above are correct, then that is not only quite
unnecessary, it is also quite wrong. True
contextualization, as we have already noted, must hold
together in proper tension the indigenous and the pilgrim
principles. That means the gospel must be incarnated into
Asian soil without losing its distinctives. A
contextualization that ends up in unfaithfulness to "the
faith that was once for all delivered to the saints" cannot
claim to be a genuine incarnation of the gospel.
Having discussed in the previous and present chapters
the four criteria proposed for a missiological theology, we
will now proceed to apply these to our study of Asian
theological thinkers and writings.
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CHAPTER 5
Asian Theologies up to World War Two
In the preceding two chapters I have argued that a
theology that is genuinely missiological must meet four
criteria. It must be contextual in respect of, first, the
sociopolitical realities, second, the evangelistic and
pastoral needs of the church, thirdly, the cultural
distinctives of the people in which the church finds itself,
and, fourthly, faithfulness to the Christian tradition.
In this chapter I will examine some examples of Asian
theological writings done before World War Two, or around
that time, which are good models of indigenous Asian
theology- The selection will be based on their inherent
ability to illustrate the proposed criteria for measuring an
adequate missiological theology- Our purpose here is not to
make a case by case assessment of the extent to which they
fulfill each of the four criteria, but to see how some of
these principles were already at work in an earlier period
in the Asian church. In our study we will find that there
were indeed some very commendable efforts in producing
indigenous or contextual theologies in the period from the
seventeenth century to World War Two.
World War Two is chosen as a convenient demarcation
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line because after that the colonial period rapidly
collapsed and newly independent churches began to emerge all
over Asia. This spurred the search for more indigenous
theologies in the post-War period. For the purpose of the
dissertation, this chapter will serve as a foil for the
focal point of this study, found in the following two
chapters dealing with Asian theologies in the post-War
period.
This chapter will rely heavily on secondary sources for
its analysis because of the vast amount of literature
involved and also because the ground has already been
reasonably well-covered by previous research, though not
necessarily from the missiological perspective adopted here.
Recourse to primary literature will however be made whenever
possible and where greater precision is needed.
Six models will be studied. The first two come from
China. We will begin with the work of Matteo Ricci and his
colleagues on inculturation in the 17th century. Although
strictly speaking Ricci was a Western missionary, I have
felt compelled to include him because his work, together
with that of Robert de Nobili in India at the same time,
occupy a pivotal place in the history of Asian Christianity.
They were the first Christians in the modern period to
wrestle with the issues of contextualization in the Asian
context. The second example comes from the critical period
of the anti-Christian movement in China during the 1920s.
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Before that time, the church had failed to formulate a
theology that adequately addressed the contextual needs of
China. We will look at how the Christian leadership in the
1920s responded theologically to external attacks on the
gospel, and how under these pressures indigenous Chinese
theology was born.
We will next look at three Indian models. The first is
Nehemiah Goreh, whose method of rational argumentation in
apologetics is much neglected in present-day studies but
which, I believe, is still relevant. The second is Sadhu
Sundar Singh whose whole manner of life and ministry can
serve as a most refreshing challenge to Asian Christians.
Thirdly, we will examine one attempt at using Indian
religio-philosophical categories to express theological
concepts .
Finally, we will look at the work of the Japanese,
Toyohiko Kagawa, as an example of holistic evangelism and
prophetic social witness.
Accommodation to Chinese Culture; Matteo Ricci
The work of Ricci (1552-1610) and fellow Jesuits in
seventeenth century China has been well-documented
(Latourette 1929:91-198; Dunne 1962; Gernet 1985; and Ronan
and Oh 1988) . Through faith and sheer doggedness, Ricci and
his companion, Michele Ruggieri, managed to enter China in
1583, and eventually the imperial capital, Beijing, in 1600.
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They began a work which, despite its ups and downs, led to
the establishment of a permanent Catholic Church in China.
Fully aware of Chinese xenophobia and distrust of
foreigners, they adopted a cautious and discreet approach.'
They mastered the Chinese language and the ancient classics,
and dressed themselves like the Chinese scholars in order to
gain maximum acceptability in Chinese high society. They
called their preaching house shuyuan (academy) so as to
present themselves as Western men of learning, and not
priests propagating a new religion. Further, for as long as
it was possible, Ricci consciously kept his true intentions
hidden. For example, his major work. The True Meaning of
the Master of Heaven, a polemical work against Taoist and
Buddhist beliefs, contains minimal references to Christian
teachings. With respect to theological ideas, he writes:
This work did not touch upon all the mysteries of our
holy faith, which should only be explained to
catechumens and Christians; it considered only a few
principles, in particular those which in some way can
be proved by natural reason and understood through
natural knowledge itself. (Quoted in Gernet 1985:19)
Ricci 's work met with quick acceptance and response.
Scholars are generally agreed that the success could be
attributed to their timing, their use of Chinese and
philosophy, their accommodation approach, their virtuous
conduct, and their mathematical, scientific, astronomical
'. Jacques Gernet (1985:15ff) goes to the extent of
labelling the whole approach as "an enterprise of
seduction," although that appears to be overstated.
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and cartographical skills (Ronan and Oh 1988:xxxi; cf.
Ricci 's own assessment quoted in Gernet 1985:18). More
significant are the reasons found for the conversion of the
literati. Willard J. Peterson (1988) , in a study on three
members of the literati class of the seventeenth century who
became Christians, suggests that, although it may have been
the scientific and other skills of the Jesuits which
initially attracted them, in the end it was the moral and
intellectual answers that led them to faith. He concludes
that they found in Christianity "a moral discipline based
upon an external, universal source. Like many of their
contemporaries, they can be understood to have been looking
for new intellectual bases to fortify traditional values
which were widely perceived to have been eroded" (Peterson
1988:147) .
How are the efforts of Ricci and his colleagues to be
measured according to the criteria for a missiological
theology? First, whatever might be said about the
inadequacies of accommodation as a principle, the Jesuits
clearly were pioneering contextualization in seventeenth
century China. In the externals of dress, language and
mastery of the classics, mannerisms and moral conduct, they
successfully identified with Chinese society and culture.
Further, in their use of mathematical and scientific
knowledge as a way to find a hearing for their message, they
were obviously addressing a felt need in the minds of the
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Chinese, whose culture has always prized learning.
Thirdly, in their translations and writings, they were
not afraid to relate traditional Christian concepts to
indigenous Chinese terms, with all the associated risks
involved. The best example concerns the choice of the term
for God. The Jesuits had decided in 1583 to use the term
Tianzhu (Master of Heaven) . But this was not native to the
Chinese. They, therefore, borrowed the terms Shangdi
(Sovereign on High) and Tian (Heaven) from the Classics, and
used them as equivalents to Tianzhu (Gernet 1985:25ff). In
order to do so, they had to attribute theistic significance
to Shangdi and Tian, a procedure that went against the whole
Confucian commentary tradition, which had always regarded
them as a naturalistic "anonymous power of order and
animation in the universe" (:30).
Despite the reservation of some modern commentators,
there is no doubt that the choice of the term Shangdi for
God was right. Jews in an earlier period had used it, and
later Protestants would do the same (Gernet 1985:253;
fn.47). Ricci was doing no more (and no less) than what the
Apostle John had done in his use of the Greek logos. Both
chose words which could form bridges for the communication
of the gospel to other cultures. No two words from
different cultures have exactly the same meaning. Some
redefinition is always necessary. The fact that Confucian
teachings do not attribute to Shangdi a theistic
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significance cannot be a sufficient argument against its
adoption and redefinition by Ricci and other Christians.
The same could be said of the missionaries' attempt to
equate other Christian concepts with certain Chinese terms.
If there are weaknesses in Ricci 's approach, it is
found in relation to the criterion of faithfulness to the
Christian message. There are clear evidences that he went
too far in his "accommodation" when he argued, with respect
to the rites in honor of ancestors and Confucius, that these
had no more than civil significance, and, therefore, were
permissible for the Christian. He could not have been
unaware of the following passage in the Lizi , one of the
Classics :
The son of Heaven sacrifices to Heaven and to the
Earth; princes sacrifice to the mountains and rivers
within the domains; holders of high office sacrifice to
the ancestral temple of the founder of their lineage;
gentlemen and ordinary individuals sacrifice to the
tablets of their own (immediate) ancestors. (Wangzhi,
31; quoted in Gernet 1985:107)
Here the command to sacrifice to "Heaven" (which Ricci
equated with "God") is juxtaposed with the command to
sacrifice to the ancestors. If the first could not be
merely civil, how could the second? Further, Kenneth S.
Latourette (1929:154) notes that, "Whatever may be true of a
few of the educated, for the great masses the prohibited
rites had in them much of animism." Latourette (: 152-155)
is almost certainly right in arguing, with respect to the
Rites Controversy, that had it not been for the papal
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decisions, the Church would have eventually lost its
distinctiveness through too much compromise.
One final comment is necessary. Jacques Gernet
(1985:238-247) argues that the whole enterprise of
accommodation was doomed to failure from the start because
of the fundamental incompatibility of the worldviews of the
missionaries and the Chinese. This is clearly illustrated,
for example, by the debates over ancestral rites. In asking
whether the rites are merely civil, or religious as well,
the European Church demonstrated a serious failure to
perceive the fundamental differences in worldviews, because
such a distinction is not obtained within Chinese worldview
(1988:247) .2
For those concerned with critical contextualization,
Gernet 's suggestion that the worldviews of the missionaries
and the Chinese are fundamentally unbridgeable would have to
be rejected. Such a view is premised upon a cultural
relativism, wherein all cultures are perceived as relative
to each other with no absolutes or shared commonalities
among them. Nevertheless, he is certainly correct in his
observation concerning the rites debate. It clearly
indicated, together with other things, that the missionaries
had failed to grasp the cultural gap that separated them and
the Chinese. Therefore, for all their efforts and success,
2. Bernard Hung-Kay Luk (1988) similarly draws
attention to the fundamental differences in cultural
perceptions.
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the Jesuit experiment at "accommodation" failed to really go
far or deep enough.
Contending for the Faith; The Beginnings
of Indigenous Chinese Theology
We will now move to the modern period and look at, not
an individual, but a group of Christian writers in China in
the 1920s. The beginning of the twentieth century brought
difficult days for a once proud nation, which was in a state
of serious decline due to a tired traditionalism and a blind
refusal to come to terms with the modern world. In the hope
of finding national salvation, it opened itself to foreign
influences, including Christianity, in a way as never
before. But twenty years later, the attitude towards
Christianity turned sour once again, and the anti-Christian
movement picked up steam from the 1920s onwards.
This anti-Christian mood was built on China's tradition
of animosity towards Christianity, which saw it as being
religiously heterodox, superstitious, and foreign (Cohen
1963:3-60). In the 1920s, Chinese intellectuals further
rejected it for two reasons. First, Christianity was
perceived to be an obstacle to China's quest for
modernization (Lam 1983; 5-26). Chinese intellectuals in the
1920s, influenced by Western criticisms of Christianity,
argued for the rejection of all religions in general, and
Christianity in particular, as being mere superstitions and
therefore irrelevant to national reconstruction. Science
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was now perceived as the "Savior" of the new China.
The second reason was based on Chinese nationalism,
nurtured along by Marxist thought (Lam 1983:85-119; Cohen
1965:40). This argument took different lines. For example,
the Anti-Christian Student Federation in 1922 linked
Christianity with capitalism, as represented by the West and
Japan, which exploited the poor and oppressed. Further,
Christianity was tarred with the guilt of imperialism
because of its close relationship with Western powers. Even
Christian educational endeavors were attacked because they
were seen as a subtle means of denationalization and an
extension of the Western imperialism.
The Chinese Church was by and large unprepared for the
onslaught mainly because the form of Christianity that the
missionaries brought was inadequate to meet the above
challenges (cf. details in Lutz 1965). In face of a people
with an ancient and proud culture who were now searching for
a more adequate basis for it, the missionaries tended to be
insensitively ethnocentric. To a politically and
economically oppressed nation struggling to establish its
national identity and integrity, the missionaries brought a
gospel heavily tainted by the guilt of its imperialistic
associations, both past and present. To a culture which
invariably thought and functioned in holistic terms without
any clear separation between theory and practice, and spirit
and matter, the gospel came in the form of a Western dualism
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which promised salvation for the soul but not the nation.
And finally, to a people struggling to catch up with the
oppressing Western powers in science and technology, the
gospel was presented in terms which were perceived as
irrational and superstitious because it lacked an adequate
apologetic.
To the credit of the Chinese Church leaders, they
responded quickly to the challenge which was perceived to be
threefold: the challenge of science and the modern world, of
culture, and of nationalism and nation-building. The first
was to develop an appropriate apologetic (Lam 1983:27-48).
Some Christians sought to construct a religion which would
cohere with the scientific and democratic spirit of the
modern world. There was a certain moving away from an
individualistic faith to a more socially relevant one. The
result was a Christocentric apologetic which focused on the
character, supernatural acts (sometimes defended and
sometimes jettisoned, depending on the theological leanings
of the particular writer) , mission and teachings of Jesus
which accentuated his ethical appeal and social relevance.
As Lam (:48) puts it, "The return to the Gospel of Jesus
seemed to be the best ideological device to de-westernize
the Christian message brought by the missionaries."
The challenge posed by culture was met by the first
efforts at the indigenization of Chinese theology. Lam
(1983:57ff) argues that there was a general consensus as to
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what indigenization entailed. It was not a form of anti-
foreignism, nor a mere retreat from Christianity back into
traditional cultural mores. Neither was it an uncritical
mixing of Christianity with culture. Rather, as T. C. Chao^
put it, the indigenous church is "one which conserves and
unifies all truths contained in the Christian religion and
in China's ancient civilization and which thus manifests and
expresses the religious life and experiences of the Chinese
Christians in a fashion that is native and natural to them"
(quoted in Lam 1983:59). It would also involve independence
in the life and ministry of the Chinese church, including
finance, leadership and thought. Various approaches were
used. Some emphasized the need for a dual loyalty to both
the Chinese classical tradition and Christianity, as both
are merely different expressions of the same Tao (:60ff).
Others emphasized the "harmonization of cultures" (:64ff) or
"Christianity as the fulfillment" motifs (:69ff). On the
other hand, the conservative and popular preacher, Wang
Ming-tao, maintained the cultural dualism of classical
fundamentalism which effectively blocked any real attempts
at indigenization (:75ff). It was left to Chang I-ching to
lay down the lines for a truly evangelical apologetic which
^. Amongst all the Christian spokespersons of this
period, Chao has been singled out by Peter Lee (1991:18f) as
"the most articulate of the Chinese intellectuals who had an
appreciation of China's spiritual heritage ... (G) iven
Chao's vision, attitude and understanding, he was the right
kind of person to prepare the way for interfaith dialogue,
including Christian-Confucian dialogue."
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saw God as both working in and judging Chinese culture
( :78ff ) .
Finally, the challenge of nationalism and nation-
building was met by Christian writings addressing issues
posed by both the Nationalists and the Communists. This
included capitalism, imperialism and missions, peaceful
co-existence, political involvement, morality in government,
and so forth (Lam 1983:121-152).
How missiological was this theology? The work of these
thinkers in the 1920s reminds us of the early Christian
Apologists like Justin Martyr and Tertullian, whose
theologies were forged in the furnace of persecution and
anti-Christian attacks of their day. The Chinese writers
made genuine efforts to develop a theology that sought to
address the sociopolitical and cultural issues of the day.
The whole exercise was designed to commend the gospel to the
non-Christian Chinese and, therefore, took seriously both
the apologetic and evangelistic concern of the church and
faithfulness to the Christian tradition.
Were they successful? Lam (1983:157f), at the
conclusion of his ground-breaking study of this period, is
not at all certain. Of course they did their best, but
their opponents were in no mood to listen. It may well have
been that their immediate achievements did not amount to
much. But it appears that they had laid the foundations for
what may eventually develop into a mature indigenous Chinese
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Christian theology. This appears to be suggested by the
mainland Chinese scholar Wang Weifan (1990) in his review of
how theological reflection has developed in China in the
past seventy years.
Wang argues that Chinese theological reflection in
China today is characterized by two special features, both
of which trace their origins to the thinkers of the 1920s.
The first is a unity of faith, knowledge and action (Wang
1990:34-44). This results in a holistic theology that
brings together inner spirituality and external morality,
mysticism and service, prayer and mission, transcendence and
involvement in a sinful world, and eternity and history.
"All of these are related to the aesthetic temperament and
philosophical thought of the Chinese people" (:38). This
point is of particular importance when we recall what was
noted earlier concerning the failure of dualistic Western
theologies to address the felt needs of a people whose
culture is holistic.
The second feature of Chinese theology which Wang
(1990:44) highlights is its "Christ-centeredness which
shattered the framework of the Western theology which had
been brought to China." This Christ-centeredness has helped
the church in the post-War years, amongst other things, to
overcome the divisions caused by fundamentalism and
modernism, and by denominationalism, and to allow it to
develop a theology that is more truly indigenous (: 44-52).
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If what Wang says is correct, then the work of the
first generation of Chinese apologists have certainly not
been in vain!
The Rational Refutation of Hinduism:
Nehemiah Goreh
We now come to Nehemiah Goreh (1825-95) , the first of
the Indian thinkers that we will look at here. Goreh came
from a Brahmin family and grew up deeply versed in Sanskrit
and the Hindu tradition. His contact with the gospel through
evangelical Anglican missionaries led initially to the
determination to dedicate his intellect to its destruction.
Then followed a prolonged intellectual struggle before his
conversion and baptism in 1848. Later in his life, he moved
from evangelical Anglicanism to Anglo-Catholicism.. Of all
Indian Christians he was probably one of the most well-
versed in the Hindu traditions.
Although he wrote a number of other books, A Rational
Refutation of the Hindu Philosophical Systems is the most
significant. It was first published in Hindi in 1860 and
then translated into English in 1862. Its importance is
shown by the fact that it was reprinted many times with the
posthumous 3rd edition published as late as 1911. It was a
conscious rational apologetic effort, based on a close
analysis of the Hindu texts, directed at the six traditional
systems of Hindu philosophy, with about half of it devoted
to the Advaita Vedanta (non-dualism) system. His approach
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is based on "a kind of coherence theory of truth" (Paradkar,
in Goreh 1969:29) and employs the reductio ad absurdum
method. To illustrate his approach, we will look at some of
his arguments against Vedantic epistemology and the concept
of maya.
Vedantic philosophy, in order to affirm non-dualism,
posits three levels of existence: true existence posited for
Brahman only; practical existence posited for the world,
human souls and the personal God, Jsvara; and apparent or
illusory existence. To illustrate this, consider, for
example, a rope which a man sees from afar and thinks is a
snake. However, when he comes nearer he sees that it is
really a rope. The snake thus has only illusory existence�
it exists only in the mind but not in reality. The rope as
a component of the world has practical existence. Yet the
true Vedantin also knows that it only has illusory
existence, for only Brahman is real. That the phenomenal
world and God appear to be real even though they are not is
because of maya or ignorance (or illusion) . This is crucial
to the Vedantic position for, as Goreh (A Rational
Refutation, Section III, Chap. 2; Goreh 1969:39) puts it,
"if they concede, that the world really exists, their
Brahman does not remain without a second; and the
consequence is duality."
Goreh then proceeds to demonstrate the incoherence of
this epistemology. First, according to the Vedantic
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position, the whole phenomenal world and God are ultimately
unreal. Only when one sees beyond them to Brahman, one sees
true reality. The world's existence is not its own but
Brahman's. It is, as Boyd (1975:48) describes it, "the
vivarta or 'illusory effect' of Brahman, and on the
practical level may be called the parinama or evolution of
maya." Goreh argues that this is surely incoherent.
The world, thus is false; and therefore so are its name
and form. Its existence in one way is false, and, in
another way, is true: the former, when it is viewed as
the world; the latter, when it is viewed as Brahman.
Hence the Vedantins maintain that the world is false;
and, at the same time, that it is identical with
Brahman, inasmuch as it is Brahman himself that, owing
to ignorance, appears as the world. (A Rational
Refutation. Section III, Chap. 2; Goreh 1969:31)
On the one hand the world is said to be false and illusory,
and on the other hand it is equated with Brahman.
Further, he suggests that the Vedantins are playing
with words in trying to maintain their non-dualistic view of
reality. For example, "The world according to them really
exists; but its existence differs from that of Brahman. They
call this existence false existence" (Goreh 1969:39).
Again, "the Vedantins believe in two classes of objects;
true and untrue, and both of them really existent; only an
object of the first class is real, and an object of the
second class is unreally real" (:40). For Goreh, the
Vedantins cannot have their cake and eat it at the same
time. Either the world exists, which would imply dualism;
or it does not, in which case everything apart from Brahman
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is maya or illusion arising from ignorance.
But to Goreh, this cosmic-illusionism is not a solution
either. It too is fraught with inner contradiction.
On hearing, that the Vedantins, regard ignorance as the
cause of the world's appearing to be true, one would,
of course, suppose, that this ignorance was understood,
by them, to be itself true. For if ignorance did not
actually exist, how could the world, which they hold to
be a nonentity, have appearance? When a man mistakenly
sees a snake in a rope, the snake is called false. At
the same time, that man's apprehension is not said to
be false, but true. The Vedantins, however, maintain
that ignorance is false. We ought, therefore, to
inquire, how it is reckoned false, and what is gained
to the Vedanta system by so reckoning it (A Rational
Refutation. 1911:347; quoted in Boyd 1975:49).
The point is that if the concept of maya is false how can we
know anything in the phenomenal world to be true, including
the whole Vedantic philosophical worldview itself of which
the doctrine of maya is a part. Goreh was concerned to show
that the Vedantic philosophy based on jnaya was riddled
through and through with incoherence. The cosmic-
illusionism of maya fails to do justice to the fact of the
plurality of the world and in fact makes nonsense of all our
empirical experiences.
The above is a sample of Goreh 's arguments in his A
Rational Refutation. How cogent are his arguments? Goreh
can be accused of misconstruing Vedantic teachings by
attributing to it the idea of cosmic-illusionism. In fact,
it is now recognized that Sankara, Vedanta 's most famous
exponent, did not teach that the world is an illusion,
although many of his opponents attributed that to him
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(Devanandan 1950:91-113, 204-212). Rather, Sankara taught
that the world is jnaya in the sense of "an appearance
mysteriously caused and sustained by the inexplicable energy
of Brahman" (:211). But this does not make Goreh's
arguments less cogent.
To begin with, irrespective of Sankara's own view, the
doctrine of cosmic-illusionism is prevalent in post-Sankara
Vedantic history and in popular opinion (Devanandan
1950:218; Paradkar, in Goreh 1969:15). So Goreh was not
merely shooting at a straw man. But more important is the
fact that Goreh was not just knocking cosmic-illusionism in
itself. He was also pointing out, as we noted above, that
Vedantic non-dualism is inherently incoherent. To attribute
to the world or "God", Isvara, or anything other than
Brahman, any form of relative existence inevitably involves
moving from absolute non-dualism to some form of modified
non-dualism. One cannot consistently claim to be an
absolute non-dualist and still try to smuggle in some kind
of existence for that which is not Brahman.
The strength of Goreh 's apologetics has become more
evident in light of present-day discussions. Balwant A. M.
Paradkar (in Goreh 1969:15) suggests that S. Radhakrishnan,
the leading modern spokesperson for non-dualistic Hindu
philosophy, among others in recent years, has been
attempting some fundamental reconstruction of the Vedantic
concept of maya along "Bradleyan lines of 'degrees of Truth
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and reality'" which avoids cosmic-illusionism. But this
seems to have led him away from absolute non-dualism, even
though he denied it. For example, Stephen Neill (1970:88)
has pointed out that Radhakrishnan 's exposition is not free
from ambiguity, and that his understanding of the existence
of the world comes close to contingent existence, short of
having a Creator. Troy Organ (1989) has gone further and
pointed to his inconsistency in the treatment of the
concepts of Brahman and of God. Organ writes:
Although he insists he is an Advaitin (non-dualist) ,
his language is often dualistic. For example, in The
Hindu View of Life, he writes that "we may not know
God, but God certainly knows us." No Advaitin could
say that. No wonder some think that he was a
Visistadvaitin (modified non-dualist). (1989:13f)
And that appears to be exactly the point that Goreh is
making, that it is not possible to consistently maintain a
absolute non-dualist position.
Space prohibits discussion of Goreh 's other theological
ideas (for a summary, cf. Boyd 1975:40-57; Paradkar, in
Goreh 1969:1-28). But there can be little doubt that his
apologetic approach is soundly missiological. While he
does not appear to have dealt much with sociopolitical
issues, he was definitely concerned with the evangelistic
thrust of the Indian church, especially to the higher
castes. His rational approach employed logical arguments
which were not foreign to Brahmin minds schooled in Hindu
philosophy (Staal 1967) . The validity of his approach was
demonstrated by the conversion of, among others, one of the
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most famous woman converts from Hinduism, Pandita Ramabai,
who like himself was highly skilled in Hindu philosophy and
Sanskrit (Boyd 1975 :44f).
It has been suggested that Goreh 's approach, useful as
it was in his time, is of doubtful relevance today
(Mookenthottam 1978:45). But this judgement itself must be
questioned. Could it be that living in an age when dialogue
between religions has often taken precedence over
evangelism, the church fights shy of the type of apologetics
which seeks to commend the gospel in all its intellectual
vigor to the non-Christian world? Indigenous theology of
the early church, another name for Patristics, developed out
of the writings of people like the Alexandrian Fathers,
shaped by pastoral and apologetic concerns. Goreh' s
writings have been rightly compared with those of the latter
(Boyd 1975:44). Probably in part because this recognition,
there appears to be a resuscitation of interest in his work
in recent years (cf. Goreh 1969 and Furtado 1978:viif). We
need to see much more of this type of work today, not just
for the sake of the communication and the defense of the
gospel, but also in order that truly contextual Christian
theologies may emerged in Asia.^
Note should be taken of the discussion in Chap. 8
below of the work of Lynn de Silva (1979) , whose approach in
Christian-Buddhist dialogue opens up the possiblity of a
similar type of apologetics today.
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"The Water of Life in An Indian Cup;"^
Sadhu Sundar Sinah
We come to Sundar Singh (1889-1929) . Robin Boyd
(1975:92) calls him "the most famous Indian Christian" who
ever lived, and Eric Sharpe (1990:166) says that "no Indian
Christian has exercised an influence even remotely
comparable to Sundar Singh's." Yet, strangely, there
appears to be relatively little discussion on him in recent
Indian theological writings!*
Sundar Singh was born a Sikh and, under the strong
influence of his mother, was brought up in both the Sikh and
the Hindu bhakti traditions. Some time after the death of
his mother he became a Christian in December 1904, after a
traumatic spiritual experience which included a vision of
the Risen Christ in the middle of the night. Soon he was
baptized and at the age of sixteen, in fulfillment of his
mother's hopes, donned the ocher robe to become a sadhu'�
but as a Christian. He entered an Anglican seminary in 1909
but left after less than a year. He then began an
evangelistic preaching ministry that took him, first,
throughout India and to Tibet and, ultimately, all over the
world (cf . Heiler 1927 and Appasamy 1958) .
^. This phrase is borrowed from Boyd 1975:86-109.
*. For a selected bibliography of his writings, and
also writings on him, see Sharpe 1990:167.
The term in India refers to a holy man who is
devoted to a life of simplicity.
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Early in his Christian life in 1906, Sundar Singh had
committed himself to the quasi-Franciscan "Brotherhood of
the Imitation of Jesus" , which required him to be non-
political (Sharpe 1990:162). This explains why he rarely
addressed the socio-political issues of his day, despite the
fact that the Indian independence movement was just then
beginning to enter into its first period of confrontation
with the British.* Apart from this, his ministry met in a
very definite manner every one of the other three criteria
for a missiological theology. I will illustrate this by
examining some distinctive aspects of his work.
Apart from his commitment to evangelism, a second
distinctive aspect of his life was his understanding of the
spiritual realm. This was what both captivated his Western
audiences in his later ministry, and created all sorts of
problems for them. For example, in his prayer life he
sought a constant communion with God. But despite his Hindu
bhakti background, he sought, not a self -immersion in the
Absolute, but a union with God wherein the boundary between
God and h\imanity remains unblurred (Boyd 1975:95). He also
lays constant claim to visions. Or, as Sharpe (1990:162)
puts it, "he slipped into and out of what Hindu India calls
samadhi ...'altered states of consciousness'." But he was
always careful to test everything, including his visions, by
*. He did, however, firmly reject the caste system in
his teaching (Heiler 1927:244f).
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Scripture (Boyd 1975:96). Further, miracles and healings
apparently were the norm in his ministry as attested by his
own writings and those of his biographers (cf. Heiler
1927:180 on examples of documented cases of healing). All
these show clearly that he worked within and addressed the
concerns of the worldview of those among whom he ministered.
His methods were also firmly rooted in his own culture.
He constantly used parables drawn from everyday life in
India (cf. e.g. Singh 1926 and 1957). But, unlike Nehemiah
Goreh, he did not employ logical argumentation as he worked
with people drawn from all walks of life. Instead, he
regularly employed a recognized Indian pattern of reasoning,
which dealt with issues, not by precise logic, but by use of
a vivid analogy which illumines the subject immediately
(Boyd 1975:96f, 231f; cf. also Streeter and Appasamy
1921:53f). Again, by living as a sadhu and a sannyasi, he
used a contextual model of preaching and teaching which
Indians were familiar with and readily accepted.
Theologically he was basically orthodox (cf . Heiler
1927:132-221 and Boyd 1975:97-108 for a summary of his
theological views) To begin with, as we have noted, he
'. However, it should noted that, among some of his
peculiar views, Sundar Singh's doctrine of hell is one of
purgation rather than eternal death (Singh 1926:54-59; where
the chapter title is "Finally all men will return to God.")
Also, the British scholar, Christopher Sugden, in private
communications with me has also suggested that Sundar
Singh's doctrine of incarnation has generally been perceived
as weak.
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always sought to ensure that his spiritual experiences were
consonant with Scripture. Further, despite the fact that he
had not aimed at developing a logical system, his teaching
was perceived to have a logical coherence because it appears
to have been "the spontaneous expression of prolonged
meditation on the New Testament by a man whose own
personality has attained to inward unity" (Streeter and
Appasamy 1921:53).
Again, with respect to the modern debate on religions,
he would definitely have rejected the pluralist position.
Like Farquhar, he saw Christianity as a fulfillment of
India's religious quest (Heiler 1927:215-221; Boyd
1975:106ff). As with Justin Martyr, Sundar Singh saw the
Logos at work everywhere, even in non-Christian cultures and
scriptures, preparing us for the full revelation of Christ
in the gospel (Heiler 1927:219f). For example, for him, the
Hindu Vedas may have revealed our need of redemption from
sin, but not the Savior who can only be known in Jesus
Christ. He thus quotes one Hindu teacher he knew as
affirming that: "Prajapati, of whom the Vedas speak, is
Christ, who gave His life as a ransom for sinners" (quoted
in Heiler 1927:220). In other words, although the Logos may
be at work everywhere, nevertheless, a specific Christian
revelation is needed. Hinduism and Buddhism may have dug
the canals, but they have no living water with which to fill
them. "Christ is the water to flow through these channels"
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(quoted in Boyd 1975:107).
Sharpe (1990:165f) goes so far as to classify his
theology as "evangelical orthodoxy." Yet, it was a live and
not a dead orthodoxy that he taught, as his words to the
Archbishop of Uppsala indicate:
We Indians do not want a doctrine, not even a religious
doctrine, we have enough and more than enough of that
kind of thing; we are tired of doctrines. We need the
Living Christ. India wants people who will not only
preach and teach, but workers whose whole life and
temper is a revelation of Jesus Christ. (Quoted in
Heiler 1927:266)
There is as yet no adequate critical study of Sundar
Singh's life and teachings, undertaken by someone who fully
understands and sympathizes with India's culture and
worldview- Nevertheless, there is sufficient evidence to
yield the following conclusion. Sundar Singh was deeply
convinced that his people needed Christ, the "Water of
Life," but he was equally adamant that "they do not want it
in European vessels" (quoted in Boyd 1975:109). Our brief
study shows that he succeeded eminently to bring to them the
true "Water of Life" in an Indian cup.
Bevond the "Latin Captivity" of the Indian
Church: the Trinity as Saccidananda .
Reflecting on the life, worship and development of
theology in the Indian Church, Robin Boyd (1974) speaks of
its "Latin Captivity" which it acquired through its
sustained contact with Western Christianity. Yet,
increasingly the Indian Church has realized its cultural
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captivity and a distinctively Indian Christian theology has
begun to appear, rooted in Scripture and yet responsive to
the cultural heritage of India (Boyd 1974:73). What I would
like to do here is to illustrate this with the Indian
Church's attempt to find an indigenous language to express
the Christian understanding of God.
In the ontological discussions of the Vedic Upanisads ,
Brahman is depicted "both cosmically (saguna, 'with
characteristics') and acosmically {nirguna, 'without
characteristics')" (Mahony 1987:149). Thus on the one hand,
Saguna brahman is understood to be "the finest essence . . .
of all things". Yet on the other. Brahman is beyond
positive definition because "it" transcends the limitations
of language (:149). These ideas were later developed in
Vedantic philosophy by Sankara. He affirmed that nirguna
Brahman is not without qualities, but only that nothing the
mind can think of can be attributed to it. Nevertheless he
was prepared to allow that Sat (being) , Cit (consciousness)
and Ananda (bliss) , which are often affirmed of Brahman,
"are not qualifying attributes of brahman, but rather
together constitutes the essential nature of brahman"
(Dandekar 1987:210).
This strand of thought was first picked up by Keshab
Chandra Sen (1838-1884) who suggested that the Trinity could
be explicated to India in terms of Brahman as Sat-Cit-Ananda
(or, Saccidananda) (Boyd 1975:34f). This was further
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developed by Brahmabandhab Upadhyaya (1861-1907) who felt
that the best way to present the Christian faith to India's
thinkers was to use Vedantic categories. For him, "Indian
thought can be made just as useful to Christianity as Greek
thought has been to Europe .... The truths of the Hindu
philosopher must be 'baptized' and used as stepping-stones
to the Catholic Faith" (quoted in Boyd 1975:64). It was not
just a matter of drawing interesting parallels between
Christianity and Hinduism. Rather, having come to know God
in Christ, he finds the Vedantic teachings fulfilled here
more profoundly than even in Sankara (:73).
Probably the best way to capture Brahmabandhab' s
attempt to communicate contextually is to quote his hymn on
the Trinity as Saccidananda, written originally in Sanskrit:
I bow to Him who is Being (Sat) , Consciousness (Chit)
and Bliss {Ananda) ,
I bow to Him whom world minds loathe,
whom pure minds yearn for,
the Supreme Abode.
He is the Supreme, the Ancient of days, the
Transcendent ,
Indivisible Plenitude, Immanent yet above all things.
Three-fold relation, pure, unrelated, knowledge
beyond knowledge.
The Father, Sun, Supreme Lord, unborn.
The Seedless Seed of the tree of becoming.
The Cause of all, Creator, Providence, Lord of the
universe.
The infinite and perfect Word,
The Supreme Person begotten.
Sharing in the Father's nature. Conscious by essence,
Giver of true Salvation.
He who proceeds from Being and Consciousness,
Replete with the breath of perfect bliss,
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The Purifier, the Swift, the Revealer of the Word,
the Life-giver. (Quoted in Boyd 1975:70)
Here we see the language of India blended creatively and
beautifully with those from Scriptural and Greek sources to
powerfully present the Christian understanding of God to the
Hindu mind.
There can be little doubt that this is the right
direction for theology in India. Quite apart from the fact
that, beginning with Sen, a host of Indian thinkers have
found this suggestive of new and interesting ideas of
expressing the Christian's understanding of God in the
Indian context, there are a number of good reasons for using
Brahman for God in the Hindu context. First, the charge
that it is too Hindu a concept is no more serious than the
one that the terms Logos, ousia, hypostasis , and the like
are too Stoic or Platonic. Second, thinkers like
Brahmabandhab have consistently turned down the suggestion
that the term for the personal God, Isvara, be used instead,
because to the Hindu mind Isvara is always less than Brahman
(Boyd 1975:72) .
Thirdly, it has been argued that the concept of nirguna
Brahman, being impersonal, makes it inappropriate as a term
for God. In response, Jules Monchanin, a French priest who
worked in India, countered that the term must be used
together with saguna Brahman. Thus he argues that nirguna
Brahman should apply to the transcendent Godhead of
Christian theology, the Deus absconditus of Luther, whose
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essence is ultimately unknowable. Saguna Brahman, on the
other hand, refers to the immanent aspect of the divine
essence, to His relatedness and knowability. Thus the two
aspects of Brahman are complementary rather than
contradictory (Boyd 1975:218-222).
Fourthly, Boyd has noted that there is a particular
aptness in speaking of the Trinity as Saccidananda. He
writes:
Sat as "being" expresses the "is-ness" of God, the I
AM. Cit, "intelligence", links up closely with the
Biblical conceptions of Sophia and Logos, and with the
"Word" of the Old Testament, by which the world was
created. And Ananda, joy, emphasizes one of the most
characteristic aspects of the Spirit, associated as it
is with love. (Boyd 1975: 235f)
He goes on to suggest that, to some theologians, the
correspondence is an indication of God's providential way of
preparing a people for himself in India (:236)!
However, there is a caveat here. We must not forget
the "Pilgrim Principle" of Walls (1982:98f), and lose our
distinctives in the contextualization process. No doubt the
early church used Platonic and Stoic terms like Logos. But
the lesson of the Arian controversy must not be lost on us.
Arius began with the Logos, ignored its redefinition by the
church, and instead read its Platonic sense into Scripture,
and almost succeeded in leading the whole church astray. In
wanting to use Brahman to designate God, the Indian Church
must ask itself whether it has succeeded to clearly redefine
its meaning. Is the Christian Brahman of India ultimately
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personal or impersonal? Do the attributes of the Christian
sagruna Brahman reveal to us the essential nature of the
Godhead, or are they merely phenomenal descriptions of a
Kantian noumenal nirguna Brahman? Ultimately, is the
essence of this Brahman defined by biblical or Vedantic
categories?
Unfortunately, the answers given by the Indian church
thus far has not been unambiguous. In our discussion on
religious pluralism in the previous chapter, we noted that
Samartha and Pannikkar (and also the British scholar, John
Hick) seem to have more affinities with Hindu rather than
Christian views. Unless this is resolved, the Indian Church
may end up misleading the worldwide church in the pluralism
debate, just as Arius did in the christological controversy
centuries ago.
Holistic Evangelism and Prophetic Social
Witness: Toyohiko Kagawa
The last model that we will look at is that of Toyohiko
Kagawa (1888-1960) , one of the most well-known Japanese
Christians. The son of a well-to-do father, his mother was
a concubine. Upon his Christian conversion at about
fifteen, he was disinherited from the family by his uncle,
his parents having died earlier. He trained in the
Presbyterian College, Tokyo, and Kobe Theological Seminary.
Later, from 1915-1917, he also studied at Princeton. Having
seen the appalling physical and moral conditions of
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Shinkawa, the Kobe slums, and convinced that the people
there will not listen to the gospel from an outsider, he
moved there early in his seminary days in 1909 into a
squalid cubicle of six feet square. From there he began a
ministry of evangelism and social outreach that has captured
the imagination of the Christian world ever since (cf . e.g.
Axling 1946 and Schildgen 1988 for biographical details) .
Much of the plight and poverty of the slum was caused
by the effect of industrialization on the nation. Kagawa
sought to Christianize and humanize the social order. As a
Christian socialist, he cared for the sick and destitute,
worked at unionizing both industrial workers and peasants at
a time when that was not legal, rescued women from vice, set
up co-operatives, and so forth. He espoused non-violence
and opposed Japanese military aggression overseas. For his
efforts, he was often in trouble with the police and
sometimes imprisoned. His work contributed to the efforts
that goaded the government in the mid-192 Os to wipe out
slums in the major cities and legalize labor unions. Public
recognition gradually came his way. In the 1930s he was
made the chief advisor to Tokyo's welfare bureau at the
height of the depression (Latourette 1962:428). After the
War, he also served for some time as special adviser to the
government on public welfare (Axling 1946:152).
Kagawa was also an indefatigable evangelist. One
biographer writes: "The Christian in Kagawa overshadows the
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socialist", and goes on to assert that the burning passion
of his life was "to make Christ known and to adventurously
incarnate his life" (Axling 1946:113). Aside from his work
in Shinkawa, his most notable effort in evangelism was in
the Kingdom of God Movement in Japan which brought some two-
thirds of the Protestant churches there together in a four-
year long campaign from 1929-1932. That effort netted
62,460 "decisions", although only a fraction of these were
eventually added to the church (Yamamori 1974:115). He once
expressed his goal as "the salvation of 100,000 poor, hasten
the day of the emancipation of 9,430,000 laborers toiling in
various fields and liberate 20,000,000 tenant farmers"
(quoted in Axling 1946:96).
Perhaps the greatest difficulty for our assessment of
Kagawa lies with his theology. Charles Germany (1965:32ff)
places him among the key exponent of modern Japanese liberal
theology, but adds at the same time that it is easy to
misunderstand him. His theological beliefs would certainly
put him in the fundamentalist camp of his time. He accepted
the virgin birth, incarnation, God's unique revelation in
Christ, sin as rebellion against God, and the penal
substitutionary interpretation of the Cross (: 34-37). Yet,
at least two aspects of his teachings place him distinctly
among contemporary liberals. First, he held the extremely
optimistic view that post-conversion humanity is capable of
an absolute ethic of love (:38). Secondly, his eschatology,
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that the Kingdom of God can be realized in history through
an ethic of love and human brotherhood, clearly places him
in the Social Gospel camp (:39).'�
There is probably a three-fold explanation for his
apparent eclecticism. First, by his own admission, his
three theological mentors are John Calvin, John Wesley and
F. D. Maurice (Axling 1946:34). Secondly, Kagawa was an
evangelist, prophet, social reformer, poet, and even mystic.
Such people are not likely to be too concerned with
theological precision. Thirdly, it could be that his
interpreters have been trying to understand him in terms of
the theological categories obtained in the Western church of
his time, e.g. the dualism drawn between evangelism and
social action." And he just does not fit tidily.
Kagawa wrote more than sixty books in his life-time,
with some two million copies sold. These, together with
countless other pamphlets, covered a diverse range of
topics, from religion to politics, social ethics to
education, novels to poetry (Axling 1946: 95f; cf. Trout 1959
for a selection of extracts) . Among these, his first book.
His social views are most systematically set out in
his 1936 Rauschenbusch lectures. Brotherhood Economics.
". His rejection of the dualism between evangelism and
social action is clearly seen in his words quoted by Axling
(1946:44): "If religion is the whole life in action, how can
social movement alone exist apart from religion? It is only
the timid who interpret God and the world as a dualism.
Until even the Stock Exchange is filled to saturation with
God there is little hope for genuine religion."
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Across the Death Line (English trans. Before the Dawn
[1925]), is the best known. Kagawa's work reminds us of
that of one of his theological mentors in another generation
who also wrote voluminously. John Wesley also combined
holistic evangelism with prophetic social witness. But like
Kagawa, he too wrote little academic or speculative
theology. Perhaps that is the reason why he still remains
so relevant today. And so, it is hoped, will Kagawa.
Concluding Remarks
From the above overview of the six models, it is
evident that there have been some very commendable efforts
made in doing contextual theology in Asia. None except
perhaps the fifth group can be considered to be academic
theologians in the usual sense. But this, as we have argued
in Chapter 1, cannot be the fundamental criterion for
theology. Rather, all the above writers and thinkers were
in different ways passionately concerned with the mission of
the church in one way or another, whether it is to allow the
gospel to impact the society in which they lived, or to
evangelize and help build Christian lives and the church, or
to speak theologically in indigenous idiom so that the
listener can understand the gospel in the "language" of his
or her heart. That is what theology should be about.
Of course each person or group has his or their
limitations. For example, Ricci and his friends in the
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seventeenth century were clearly over-accommodating in the
matter of ancestral rites. The Indian theologians, who want
to speak of the Trinity in terms of Brahman as Saccidananda,
have yet to convince the wider Christian world that they
have been as careful in their definition of terms, as John
the Apostle was in his of Logos. Sundar Singh, owing to
Fransciscan influence, had little time for the burning
sociopolitical issues of his day. Kagawa 's worldview was
almost certainly too secularized for him to be the best
evangelist to Japan. Similar things can be said of the
others .
But these weaknesses do not lessen their achievements,
or nullify their ideal of contextualizing the gospel. In
our next chapter we will assess the extent to which post-
World War Two writers have been able to build on the labors
of these pioneers and gone on to attain to the same ideal.
He was deeply read in Western philosophy and
literature, like many Japanese intellectuals of his time.
German liberal theology was a strong background influence
(Germany 1965:1-50). Little in his writing seems to
indicate that he took the "excluded middle" (Hiebert 1982)
in the traditional Japanese worldview seriously.
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CHAPTER 6
Ecumenical Asian Theologies After World War Two
In the last chapter we examined how each of the four
criteria which we had earlier delineated for a missiological
or contextual theology was illustrated in different ways by
six examples of Asian theology done before World War Two.
These criteria are, first, relevance to the sociopolitical
concerns; second, efficacy in respect of the church's
evangelistic and pastoral concerns; third, inculturation;
and, fourth, faithfulness to the Christian tradition.
In this and the next chapter we will apply these four
criteria to some Protestant theological writings in the
post-World War Two period to assess their adequacy or
otherwise as contextual theologies. We will begin in this
chapter by looking at theologies from ecumenical circles.
These include the work of four individuals who have been
widely associated with the ecumenical movement in different
ways. They are D. T. Niles, M. M. Thomas, Kosuke Koyama and
C. S. Song from Sri Lanka, India, Japan and China (Taiwan)
respectively. We will conclude with a quick look at Korean
Minjung Theology. In the next chapter we will look at some
conservative approaches as represented by the evangelical
Asia Theological Association (ATA) , Vinay Samuel of India,
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and Paul Cho Yong-gi of South Korea.
For the purpose of comparison, when and if appropriate,
a quasi-quantitative scale of "strong", "fair" and "weak"
will be employed, to denote the extent to which each
theology examined meets the different criteria. The scale
is operationalized as follows:
"Strong"�There is an abundance of material which
conforms to the stated criterion, and/or the concern is
strongly and/or repeatedly emphasized by the individual or
group .
"Fair" �There is moderate evidence for the stated
concern, but the emphasis given to it is not particularly
prominent .
"Weak" �There is little or no evidence for the stated
concern .
With respect to each individual or group examined, I
will first briefly describe the biographical or historical
background. Secondly, where necessary, the central concerns
of the person or group's ministry and theology will be
outlined. Thirdly, I will proceed with a step by step
assessment of the extent to which each of the four criteria
are met. The focus will of course be on the third part of
the process. No attempt will be made, beyond what has been
described, to discuss in detail the theologies concerned.
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D. T. Niles and Ecumenism with Evangelism
The first person we will look at is Daniel Thambyrajah
Niles (1908-1970) , the well-known ecumenist from Ceylon, or
Sri Lanka as it is now known. His great grandfather was the
first Tamil baptized by the American Board Mission; and his
grandfather was a Methodist pastor. After college and
studies at the United Theological College at Bangalore he
began a ministry in the Methodist Church and the ecumenical
movement that led to his becoming one of the best known
international figures in both over the next four decades.
At different times he held key positions in the national
SCM, WSCF, National Council of Churches in Sri Lanka, WCC,
and the EACC. At the time of his death, he was a President
of the WCC, Chairman of the EACC, President of the Methodist
Church in Sri Lanka, and a Vice-President of the World
Methodist Council (Nelson 1980:100).
The formative theological influences of his life came
from the evangelical piety of his Methodist heritage and his
early involvement in the SCM and WSCF. At various stages of
his theological pilgrimage he was indebted to Visser't
Hooft, Hendrick Kraemer, Paul Devanandan, John and Donald
Baillie, Reinhold Niebuhr, Pierre Maury, Karl Barth, and
Emil Brunner (Nelson 1980:102). But, he never pretended to
be a great theologian. Rather he is remembered as a "great
preacher, evangelist and pastor" (Newbigin 1991:731). This
description of him also defines the key concerns of his
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theology to which we will now turn.
The primary concern of his theology is evangelism'
which he defines in a most memorable Asian manner: "It is
one beggar telling another beggar where to get food" (Niles
1951:96). Further, evangelism "is following Christ" (:17),
"a way of the Church's life" (:82). It "is not a program,
it is being a Christian" (:33). It is "the impact of the
Gospel on the world" (:66), to relate it "to the torments of
the world" (:51). "God's glory is the end of evangelism, an
end that will be accomplished when that glory is revealed in
fullness when Christ returns" (:82). Such a high calling
cannot be rooted in a pietistic subjective Christianity, nor
in the social gospel (Furtado 1978:34). Rather, Christian
evangelism is rooted in God's salvific activity in the world
(Niles 1958:80-102) .
In this task of evangelism, the church is central. He
makes this point in several ways. First, "the mission of
the Church is to prepare for the coming of the Kingdom. The
objective of the missionary enterprise is to plant and
strengthen churches in all lands and all areas of life"
(Niles 1962:138). The primary goal of missions is the
planting and building up of indigenous churches in every
land. Second, the church is God's instrument. He makes
It ought to be pointed out that whilst Niles does
see "mission" as somewhat wider in meaning than
"evangelism", in practice he uses the terms evangelism,
mission and missions almost synonymously.
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this point by suggesting almost tongue in cheek that the
answer to the world is not Christ, but "the answer that
Jesus Christ provided, which is the Church" (Niles 1966:50;
cf. 1962:16). He goes even further in his emphasis by
noting that "The church is not only an instrument of the
Gospel but part of the Gospel itself" (Niles 1951:66).
This leads to the third key concern in his theology,
the church must have a clear sense of self-identity in order
to fulfill its role in God's purposes. The self-identity of
the church is defined by its worship, its sociopolitical
context, and its common life with other Christians (Niles
1962:139-169). Christopher Furtado draws out the
implications of the last two points in Niles' understanding
in particular. First, given the rapid changes in the world
around us (especially in Sri Lanka) , the church must seek
greater identification with the sociopolitical struggles of
its context without compromising the identity of the
Christian message (Furtado 1978:107, llOf ) . Personal faith
and Christian obedience "in the world and for it" (Niles
1962:117) cannot be divorced. Secondly, basic to Niles's
thinking is that since Christians already share a unity in
Christ, they must work at creating the forms of common life
and witness to express this (Furtado 1978:107-110). This
conviction spurred him on in his worldwide ecumenical
efforts. Denominationalism with all its restrictive
structures obstructs the mission and life of the younger
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churches at every point (Niles 1966:208-213). His
detestation of its preponderance is illustrated by his story
of the Japanese immigration officer who inquired about a
missionary's faith: "Yes, Madam, Christian�but what
damnation?" (Niles 1966:130)
A fourth key concern, arising out the church's
evangelistic task and its search for self-identity within
the wider world, is the question of the relationship between
Christianity and other faiths. Niles is obviously indebted
to Kraemer's (193 8) discontinuity approach here. Thus in
his 1957 Lyman Beecher Lectures at Yale he affirms that the
stone of stumbling must never be removed to make the gospel
more acceptable (Niles 1958:15), and proceeded to tackle
head-on the refusal of the Hindu, Muslim and Buddhist to
accept Christ (: 17-79). At the same, by rooting the
evangelistic work of the church in the salvific work of God
(:80-102), he appears to have overcome the sharp division
between revelation and religion, discontinuity and
fulfillment (Furtado 1978:192-205). After all, "God is
always busy with every man, because each man is made in
God's image" (Niles 1958:92).
How contextual is Niles' theology? With respect to the
first criterion, that of sociopolitical concern, it must be
noted that the gospel preached by Niles was never dualistic
and other-worldly. In his response to his Hindu friend in
his book. The Preacher's Task (1958) , Niles pointedly notes
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that Hinduism "saves" by removing humans from this world.
Thus, "The Hindu needs no doctrine of redemption within
history," whereas, "The Christian is lost without it"
(1958:31f). Christian salvation, is "no simple salvation of
the soul. It is the salvation of the whole man ... of the
whole universe ... of human history" (Nlles 1966:42).
Nevertheless, it has been noted that unlike his
colleagues, Devanandan and Thomas, Niles says "very little
about specific social and political applications of the
gospel" (Lacy 1984:176). Of course he was distressed by
racism (Niles 1951:94), colonialism and neo-colonialism
(Niles 1962:145), and the like. But he did not appear to
have addressed, in particular, social evil at the structural
level. Thus, he writes, it is fallen man who is constantly
"searching for the laws of his being in the realms of
sociology and economics" (Niles 1958a:78). Moreover, unlike
Thomas (1978:37), he does not speak of redeeming human
ideologies from their perversions. For Niles (1957:20;
cited in Lacy 1984:177), "no human cause is identical with
his (Christ's) cause." Depending on one's perspective, this
could both be a strength or a weakness. But the most likely
explanation for Niles' stance is that he saw himself first
and foremost as an evangelist and preacher.
The above brings us to the second criterion, that of
evangelistic and pastoral efficacy. It would be difficult
to fault Niles's theology on this point. His commitment to
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evangelism is unquestionable. For him, as we have already
noted, the planting and building of the indigenous church is
the primary goal of mission. Moreover, as one observer
states, "His distinction lay in the fact that his
presidential and bureaucratic responsibilities never caused
him to cease being a local pastor and evangelistic preacher"
(Nelson 1980:101). If there are any doubts about him on
this, it would be centered on his approach to the question
of eternal salvation, and to what extent that actually
undermines his affirmation of evangelism. We will return to
this under the fourth criterion.
We come thirdly to the criterion of inculturation, of
which Niles seems well aware. In his critique of the
"westernity" of Christianity, he argues that there remains
"the task of addressing Eastern cultures with a relevant and
a pungent theology (and) . . . the task of making the Church
in Eastern lands congruous with its background" (Niles
1962:222). Although this was not a central issue in his
theological reflections, this concern found expression in
different ways in his work. To begin with, he wrestled
seriously in his evangelism with peoples of other faiths.
His approach was not that of the rationally ruthless
apologetic of a Goreh (cf . Chap. 5 above) , but of a
evangelistic dialogue between friends, not against but
alongside each other (Niles 1958) .
His method also appears to be congenial to his cultural
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context in that his theology was largely written in the
genres which are more practical, like sermons and bible
studies, rather than in terms of purely academic studies.
This is especially true in the case of his work on the
E.A.C.C. Hvmnal (1963) wherein the hymnodical wealth of
Asian church is gathered together, probably for the first
time on such a scale. Niles wrote the words of some forty-
five of the translated hymns, giving to them fresh power and
beauty in the English language.^ This was his contribution
to the indigenization of worship in Asia for which he
pleaded elsewhere (Niles 1962:142).
The one area which is noticeably missing in Niles'
writings is any serious wrestling with the realm of
Hiebert's (1982) "excluded middle." It is certainly not the
case that this was not a problem in Sri Lanka. Niles
(1966: 67f) in at least one place in his writings shows that
the belief in astrology is a real problem there. But even
here, in his own secularized manner, he does not appear to
have considered it a serious problem to be addressed.
Finally, how does Niles measure up to the fourth
criterion of faithfulness to the gospel? By and large,
Niles' theology is a clear reflection of Christian
orthodoxy. We noted earlier that he is emphatic that in
evangelism, the stone of stumbling may not be removed for
^. One need only to sing hymns like "Saranam, Saranam"
("I Take Refuge, I Take Refuge"; Niles 1963 :No. 163) or
"That He Reigns" (:No. 179) to get the point.
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the convenience of the listener. He reemphasized this
clearly in his critique of Bishop Robinson's Honest to God
(1963) . While he agrees that it is necessary for us to
reinterpret the gospel to make it meaningful to the modern
person, nevertheless that must never be done at the expense
of the crux of the gospel. Faith in Christ is central in
the Scriptures. Robinson's emphasis on the love commandment
is important but it is crucial to hold this "in conjunction
with the command to believe in Jesus Christ" (Niles
1964:21) .
With respect to the present-day issue of pluralism,
which was already beginning to appear in incipient forms in
his time, he was absolutely clear in his affirmation of
Christ's uniqueness. In response to the question of "Any
man can apprehend God in Christ . . . but must also every
man?", he unambiguously replies that "Christ must be exalted
Lord, because of all teachers and founders of religions he
is the greatest, the noblest, the only sinless and true"
(Niles 1951:111). Elsewhere he writes, "... there is no
other name given by which men can be saved except the name
of Jesus Christ (Acts 4:12)" (Niles 1962:107).
If Niles is unambiguous on religious pluralism, he is
less so on eternal salvation. Niles (1962:92) rejects the
absolutist position which asserts that those who have the
opportunity to own Christ, but turn it down will be
eternally lost. He argues that this does not represent the
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total thrust of New Testament teaching. Instead, he asks
three questions:
First, is there any real substance in the claim that
God's grand design for His whole creation will be
fulfilled for each person? (Lk. 15:4) Second, where in
the New Testament is the span of this earthly life set
out as a measure of the limits of God's grace? Third,
who shall say that the evangelistic presentation of
Jesus Christ will necessarily be for anyone . . . the
moment of his decision for Jesus Christ? Does not the
Master offer Himself for acceptance by some of His
children (Matt. 25: 3 If) in ways and forms that are His
own choosing and which may not ever carry the label
"Christian?" (Niles 1962 :92f)
Indeed he goes on to categorically reject the view that the
New Testament teaches that not all will be saved (:93). In
the end he tries to hold together the tensions in his
position in the following manner: "Salvation is indeed God's
possibility, but it also remains man's responsibility ...
With God all things are possible, but for man damnation
remains a possibility also" (:95). This expression of the
hope of the universal salvation of all without affirming it
in an absolute sense is quintessentially Barthian (Barth
1961:477f; cf. 461-478).
This is not the place to discuss in detail the merits
of this "soft" universalist position of Niles. But two
comments are necessary. First, it suffices to note that
such a position hinges on whether the New Testament
explicitly teaches that judgement is a certainty and that
some indeed, because of their persistent refusal of God's
truth in this life, will be lost. What is plain is that
Niles (1962:92-95) is doing some dubious exegesis with
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selected passages in his discussion of biblical teachings on
the subject. To take just one example, he quotes Lk. 13:24
as follows to support his argument: "Few or many, you strive
to enter by the narrow door, and enter while there is time,
for once the door is shut it will not be opened for you
again" (:95). But this rendering of the Greek text finds no
support whatsoever in any of the latest English
translations, including the New English Bible, the New
International Version and the New Revised Standard Version.
Lk. 13:24 explicitly states: "Strive to enter through the
narrow door; for many, I tell you, will try to enter and
will not be able" (NRSV; cf. also the parallel Mat. 7:13f).
The point is that, whatever the merits of the salvific
universalist' s position, it simply cannot be proven from New
Testament teachings (Wright 1979) .
But the more important question that must be asked of
Niles is that, despite his disclaimer, given his "soft"
universalistic position, does not that in some serious
manner detract us from the rationale for preaching the
gospel which he so passionately affirms? Is there not a
severe tension in his theology which cannot be held together
for long without something or other giving way? It would be
unfair to blame Niles for the theology of others in the WCC
and the CCA, especially in the years after his death. But
it is pertinent to note that many associated in these two
bodies over the past few decades have either succumbed to a
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"hard" universalistic position or into full-blown religious
pluralism on the one hand, and disavowed evangelism as Niles
understood it on the other. Niles wishes to maintain a
reverent agnosticism about the question of the eternal
destiny of each person, a position which I believe properly
represents New Testament theology (cf. Anderson 1984:137-
175) . But could not this have been combined with the
equally valid New Testament affirmation that those who
persistently reject the truth will not be saved, and that
this will indeed be the destiny of some, thus lessening some
of the severe (and unnecessary) tensions in his theology?
To sum up, Niles' theology is missiologically strong on
the evangelistic and pastoral tasks of the church, but at
best fair in relation to the sociopolitical context. Apart
from the neglect of the "excluded middle," he would be rated
strong in his efforts to incarnate Christianity into the
cultural idiom of Asia. Finally, theologically he is
strongly orthodox, except for his views on universal
salvation.
M. M. Thomas and a Christian Karma Marga
Madathiparampil Mammen Thomas (1916- ) , the second
person we will examine, comes from Kerala, India. ^ He was
^. Two detailed studies of Thomas, which include some
biographical details, have been published so far: Sumithra
(1984) and Philip (1986) . His own account of his years in
the ecumenical movement is given in My Ecumenical Journey
(1990a) .
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nurtured, in his own words, in the "evangelical and
sacramental piety" (quoted in Philip 1986:2) of the Mar
Thoma Church, and later by his involvement in the SCM.
Graduating from college at nineteen, he worked on a number
of different jobs, both secular and Christian, which
involved him in a variety of things, from evangelism to
social work, and from interreligious dialogue to politics.
He read widely and came into contact with neo-orthodoxy.
Gandhism and Marxism. One indication of his general
orientation in this period is his rejection both by his
church as a candidate for ordination because he was too
marxist, and by the Communist Party for membership because
he was a Christian.
His subsequent career included being, at different
times, the secretary of the Youth Department of his church,
on the staff of the WSCF, Associate Director and later
Director of the Christian Institute for the Study of
Religion and Society, Bangalore, staff member and, finally.
Chairman of the Central Committee of the WCC (1968-75) . His
contributions in all these areas were recognized by the
award of the 1966 Luce Professorship at Union, New York, and
honorary doctorates by Serampore, Leiden and Uppsala.
Without formal theological training except for one brief
year in 1953 at Union Theological Seminary, New York, he has
become "Asia's foremost lay theologian" (Elwood 1976
:xxviii) .
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Thomas has written widely and it is not easy to
systematize his thoughts. Instead, it may be best to look
at the most notable characteristics of his thought. The
over-arching theme in his writings is perhaps best described
by his own words, a "living theology" (Thomas 1969:306).
For him, theology must always be contextual, grappling with
human problems in the midst of the sociopolitical and
scientific-technological realities of the day. He himself
notes that his approach to Christian theology is conditioned
by his prior involvement in politics and nation-building
(Thomas 1966:7). Boyd (1975:311-330) characterizes his
theology as the "Way of Action" , a Christianized version of
karma marga, the Hindu way of salvation through meritorious
deeds.
How is this living theology shaped? It is not formed
merely by asserting Christianity as the only way of action
to the exclusion of secular ideologies and other renascent
religions, but through dialogue with them. In affirming
that the gospel is "the foundation of a true secular
humanism" (Thomas 1978:29), he argues that the Christian
hope should not be presented as a substitute for or an
alternative to the provisional human hopes and aspirations
of secular humanist Utopias. In revolutionary Asia,
socialism, rationalism and democracy denote forces that
speak to man of liberation ...the Christian task is not
to fight shy of humanist ideologies and movements, but
to present the gospel of Christ as the power which
can redeem them from their 'most terrible perversions'
and reestablish them in such a way that they do not
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betray, but realize, their true human ends. (Thomas
1978:37)
Thomas takes the same approach towards the religions of
Asia, especially renascent Hinduism which he sees as acting
as a powerful force for social reform in India. He
illustrates and substantiates this thesis in The
Acknowledged Christ of the Indian Renaissance (1969) . Here
he surveys how the thinking of some of the foremost
spiritual leaders of modern India, especially in neo-
Hinduism, including Radhakrishnan and Gandhi, have been
influenced at many points by Christ's teachings.
Ultimately, the Christian faith transcends all ideologies
and religions, but through dialogue the Christian seeks to
evaluate and renew them, and thus the gospel becomes the
basis of a genuine humanism whereby the world is transformed
and a new humanity emerges.
This brings us to the heart of Thomas' theology. The
key to maintaining transcendence in the midst of all the
contradictions of human strivings lies in the lordship of
Christ.'* Human ideologies and traditions of all sorts have
brought much disillusionment, and the church is rightly
suspicious of them. Yet Thomas unhesitatingly impels the
church forward because he sets all these within a framework
*. Charles West draws attention to this in his
"Foreword" in Philip 1986 : xiii-xv. Sumithra essentially
says the same when he notes that two of the major themes of
Thomas' theology are "Man's Quest" and "Christ's Offer"
(1984:76-197) .
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in which Christ's life, death and resurrection become the
basis for transforming the world and the emergence of a new
humanity. This is what he means when he writes that "it is
within the context of modern man's quest for the human and
the search for the spiritual foundations of that quest that
Christ's salvation becomes challengingly relevant to the
modern human situation" (Thomas 1977 :95f).
This logically leads to the fourth major characteristic
of his thought�widely publicized in his debate with Peter
Beyerhaus after Uppsala 1968�that the goal of Christian
mission is humanization (Thomas 1971:1-19). After all, as
Thomas argues, salvation for humanity is no mere "pie in the
sky" (:8), but must have its realization, however partial,
in this life. Further, if the final destiny of humanity is
incorporation into Christ's glorified humanity, then
"salvation is the spiritual inwardness of true humanization
. . . (and) humanization is inherent in the message of
salvation in Christ" (:10). And since "salvation itself
could be defined as humanization in a total and
eschatological sense" (:18), logically humanization must be
the goal of the church's mission.
How missiological is Thomas' theology according to the
criteria we have laid out? First, with respect to his
concern with coming to terms with the sociopolitical context
hardly anything more needs to be said. The whole of his
theology breathes this fundamental concern. Against the
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background of the church's disillusionment and suspicions of
all human ideologies and Utopias, Thomas has been especially
helpful. As Charles West puts it.
He leads us into these involvements, into hope for a
new and more just nation, into solidarity with the
struggles of the poor, and into respect for great
traditions ...(through) 'the reinterpretation of the
modern revolutionary forces and spirit within the
framework of the messianism of the suffering servant
and faith in the cruciform humanity in Christ as the
ultimate destiny of mankind.' Christ empowers. He
also judges, forgives and transforms. M. M. Thomas ...
has helped us all to work out what this means for our
own cultures, ideologies, and our hopes. (In Philip
1986: XV)
Among Asian Christians of this generation, it can be said
that he has been peerless in his advocacy of Christian
social engagement and involvement in nation-building.
Perhaps it is because he is so concerned with the
church's response to the sociopolitical realities of the
day, that his theology demonstrates an almost inversely
proportional weakness with respect to the church's
evangelistic and pastoral concerns. It would be untrue to
say that he disavows evangelism as a Christian duty because
he does affirm its validity in his writings (e.g. Thomas
1971:2; 1990a:8, 86). But the fact remains that these
appear peripheral to his thinking. For example, his own
account of his years in ecumenical work (Thomas 1990a) is
revealing of his concerns. No mention whatsoever is made of
the intense salvation-humanization debates in post-Uppsala
years, even though he was in the thick of it! However, the
most important set of evidence for suggesting that he lacks
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serious concern for evangelism in particular, comes from his
theological understanding of the identity of the Christian
and the church. We will return to this under the fourth
criterion.
With respect to inculturation, the third criterion for
a contextual theology, Thomas demonstrates different degrees
of awareness concerning different aspects of the problem.
For example, his "living theology" implies a holistic
perspective and a rejection of the dichotomy between truth
and practice. He rightly notes that in Hinduism the crucial
theological problem for advocates of the neo-Vedanta is the
relationship between salvation and human history (Thomas
1971:23).^ However, his efforts in this area have mainly
been directed on the religious dimension of culture,
especially Hinduism, and he may well be charged with over-
accommodation here. Again, we will pick this theme up
later.
At the same time, he is averse to any attempts at
inculturation if "it is merely exploited for conversion of
individuals and the numerical growth of the Church" (Thomas
1977:157).* That may appear sound and fair on the surface.
This in fact lies behind much of his criticism of
the various versions of Christian theology which dissociate
personal salvation from historical engagement (Philip
1986:57f ) .
*. It should be pointed out that Thomas' statement,
that missionaries have tended to disparage indigenous
cultures and have often used it solely for the purpose of
making converts and church growth, is also based on a
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But it must be asked whether there is much place for
conversion and the numerical growth of the church in Thomas'
thinking to begin with? Further, it is also significant
that there is little or no discussion of anything related to
Hiebert's (1982) "excluded middle" realm. He not only does
not deal with the healing or exorcism ministries, but
interprets the "principalities and powers" in essentially
sociological and ideological, rather than spiritual, terms
(cf. Philip 1986:66f). Here Thomas reveals the extent of
the secularization and westernization of his worldview.
We come finally to the question of faithfulness to the
Christian faith, the fourth criterion. There are three
issues here which are intimately related to the preceding
discussion. The first concerns how Thomas defines the
irreducible core of the Christian faith. For him, faith is
the result of the divine-human encounter. Hence,
The relation of faith to its expressions in cultus,
ethics and creed is dialectical. On the one hand, the
Divine presence and man's response in the depth of the
human spirit cannot be separated from its symbolic
expressions . . .On the other, faith transcends them.
caricature. That this has been true at times need not be
doubted. But that is certainly not the whole truth. For a
revisionist history of how missionary efforts have led to
rejuvenation of cultures, see Sanneh 1989. But more basic
still is the question of whether one can actually use
culture for conversion and church growth in isolation from
everything else. Thomas' own book. The Acknowledged Christ
of the Indian Renaissance (1969), probably his most
important, in fact gives the lie to such an assumption.
Whatever may have been the missionaries' intentions, the
leaven of the gospel led, however indirectly as Thomas
shows, to a rejuvenation of India's culture.
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They belong to the realm of the relative. There should
not be any absolutization of the symbols themselves,
though they have absolute significance as expression
and realization of faith (my italics; Thomas
1969:288f ) .
Theological propositions, therefore, are true only to the
extent they point to God's revelation. "The Scripture and
creeds are themselves not the revelation, but they are the
record of it and are essential to safeguard and communicate
it" (Thomas 1969:291). Further, he rejects Kraemer's
"biblical realism" because confinement to biblical
categories or formula prevents the Christian from "creative
re-engagement" in doing contextual theology (:298f).^
It is plain from the above that he does not allow
biblical (unlike Niles; cf. Furtado 1978: 22 If) or credal
categories to be normative in Christian theology. Three
comments are necessary here. First, his reason for refusing
to absolutize any symbols or propositions is essentially the
same as that given by other theologians in refusing to allow
for revelation to be propositional in any sense. As noted
earlier, it rests on a false antithesis being drawn between
non-descriptive personal knowledge of God and descriptive.
^ It would help to define Thomas' (1969:290-301)
position more precisely by noting what else he denies other
than Kraemar's "biblical realism". These include
traditional orthodoxy because it tends to absolutize dogma
and theological propositions, Bultmann's demythologization
approach because it is a new form of pietistic escapism, the
dekerygmat ization of the "Death of God" school because the
gospel is reduced to a love ethic in which Christ is
irrelevant, and Christian mysticism wherein the historical
is denied.
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factual knowledge about him (Owen 1969:37ff). Second, even
if he is correct, it is uncertain that his view is coherent.
If the biblical or credal symbols may not be absolutized in
any sense, why should credal symbols have "absolute
significance as expression and realization of faith?"
Thirdly, given his starting point, how is the gospel
defined?
Thomas's answer to this question is confusing at best.
For him the one unchanging core of dogma in theology is "the
givenness of the fact of Jesus interpreted as the deed of
God for man among men" (Thomas 1969:291). Or again, the
"irreducible core" is the "faith acknowledgement of the
centrality of the Person of Jesus Christ for the individual
and social life of mankind" (Thomas 1977:116). But this
always takes different forms and shapes in different
historical contexts (: 145-157). Such a minimalist
definition of the gospel is highly problematic. First,
beyond the supposedly non-absolute symbols of the faith,
what is the "content" of Thomas' "irreducible core?"
Nowhere in his writings is an explicit answer given. Yet
the genius of his method has been to root theological agenda
firmly in the life, death and resurrection of the historical
Jesus and the associated biblical categories, all of which
appear to be endowed with absolute meaning�even though
their contents are not supposed to be absolute in any sense!
How does he justify this procedure? Has he not by rooting
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his theology in all these biblical categories, somehow
smuggled into his "irreducible core" all that he has
formally disallowed as its content?
Space prohibits further criticism of Thomas'
methodology (outlined in 1969:284-318). It is clear that
there is a fundamental ambiguity in his definition of what
is the irreducible core of the Christian faith. This
ambiguity further feeds into his definition of the identity
of the church, which is the second major issue I would like
to take up here.
Thomas' (1971:19) starting point is that New Testament
koinonia "does not refer primarily to the Church or the
quality of life within the Church, but that it is the
manifestation of the new reality of the Kingdom at work in
the world of men in world history." Thus, "the new humanity
in Christ . . . which responds in faith and receives the
liberation of Jesus Christ as Lord and Savior, transcends
the Church" (Thomas 1977:112). God's saving purpose is not
limited to the church, that is the visible church. His
liberating faith and grace should, therefore, be discernible
outside it (:112f). To make the point he instances two
examples of those who he deems to be within God's saving
purposes but are outside the church: those who are
struggling for humanization and human community, and those
of other faiths who have come to the point of "faith-
response, however partial, to Him as Person as 'decisive for
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their existence'" (:114). The church must learn to
recognize "a form of the Church (partial no doubt) in the
Christ-centred fellowship of faith emerging outside the
Church" (:115).
Thomas' ecclesiology has been strongly criticized by,
among others, Lesslie Newbigin.* First, he argues that
Thomas' understanding of koinonia is highly mistaken
(Newbigin; in Thomas 1977:117f). None of the eighteen
references to that word in the New Testament allows for the
interpretation Thomas gives to it. Indeed one of them, 2
Cor. 6:14, specifically denies that there can be koinonia
between believers and unbelievers (:117f). Second, as for
Thomas' two examples which for him represent "Christ-centred
fellowship of faith emerging outside the Church," Newbigin
rightly notes that with respect to the first, members of
such secular groups would certainly repudiate that label
(:119). As for the second, the examples given by Thomas
suggest that people can become "Christians" (however
partial) without them leaving the fold of Hinduism at all.
Newbigin argues that this would mean that Thomas appears to
want "a kind of Church in which membership does not break
any other solidarities which men have" , so that they can
remain "religiously, culturally and socially part of the
Hindu community" (:121). This is, quite frankly.
*. For a detailed discussion of Newbigin's critique of
Thomas' position, see Hunsberger 1987:310-337.
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unrealistic. If Christ is decisive for them, then it must
over-ride their obligations as Hindus and their allegiance
to Christ must take visible and social forms (:121). In
short, Newbigin suggests that Thomas' ecclesiology is
docetic. "You seem to envisage a form of Christian
corporate entity which never has existed and which never
could exist" (:122). Or, put in another way, unlike Niles,
Thomas wants a gospel without any "stones of stumbling". It
is clear that Thomas' ambiguity about the "irreducible core"
of the Christian faith leads him into a fuzzy ecclesiology-
It should be noted that the fuzziness of Thomas'
ecclesiology is inextricably linked to an implicit salvific
universalism in his thought, not dissimilar to that of
Niles. His affirmation of the latter is clear from his
assertion that Christ is "the Son through whom the Holy
Spirit brings all men into sonship to the Father" and that
"the final destiny of man is incorporation into Christ's
glorified humanity" (Thomas 1971:18).
The above in turn leads to a third area of confusion,
his call for a "Christ-centered syncretism", first made at
Nairobi. To be sure, he is no pluralist (Thomas 1990; esp.
:55). But he wants "to deepen the traditional understanding
of Christ and fellowship-in-Christ in a more inclusive way"
(1987:17), and to have a "wider /coinonia-in-Christ" (:113).
The heart of his argument is that "every religion must
accept a good deal of unprincipled mixture of elements from
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various religious and secular faiths before the process of
internal integration can successfully take place" (1985
:392). For Thomas, so long as the controlling center is
Christ, this is legitimate. But the response to Thomas must
surely be that, given his ambiguity about the "irreducible
core" of the Christian faith, and his questionable
understanding of koinonia and the church, how far can the
"unprincipled mixing" go before the whole process becomes
illegitimate? Thomas' program is fraught with ambiguity at
every point.
To sum up, it goes without saying that Thomas' clarion
call to the church to sociopolitical engagement is strong
and cannot be faulted. This will probably be his most
lasting contribution to twentieth century Asian Christian
thought. But his understanding of contextualization tends
to be limited to its relation with sociopolitical issues and
to the dialogue with religions. Beyond that his theology
says little of consequence for evangelism and the pastoral
building of the church, and the concerns of inculturation.
He is therefore generally weak in these areas. Most
problematic of all is his understanding of what constitutes
the "irreducible core" of the Christian faith and the church
in the context of a religiously pluralistic world. If his
ecclesiology is docetic, as Newbigin has insisted, it is
because, more fundamentally, as McGavran has suggested, he
tends towards "a purely spiritual and disembodied conception
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of the Christian message" (in Thomas' [1977:151] own
words)'. Therefore, with respect to the question of
faithfulness to the Christian tradition, his answer is
incoherent and ambiguous at best.
Kosuke Koyama and "Water Buffalo" Theology
Kosuke Koyama (1929- ) was born in a Christian home in
Tokyo. There he lived through the war years and witnessed
the devastation brought by American bombs in response to the
"idolatry" and "greed" of Meiji Japan (Koyama 1984:3ff).
Graduating from Tokyo Union Theological Seminary in 1952, he
served for a while as a minister of the United Church of
Christ in Japan, before furthering his studies at Drew
University and Princeton Theological Seminary in United
States. Subsequently he taught at the Thailand Theological
Seminary (1960-8) , was Director of the Association of
Theological Schools in South-East Asia (1968-74), lectured
at the University of Otago, New Zealand. Since 1980 he has
been teaching at Union Theological Seminary, New York.
What are some distinctives of Koyama 's theology?
First, his writings often dazzle by their vivid imageries
borrowed from everyday life and human history, ranging from
'. McGavran's actual words are that, for Thomas, the
Christian message or the gospel, like the Cheshire cat in
Alice in Wonderland, "is there without a trace of the
'institution' ... without Christianity, without Christ,
without Bible� just the disembodied 'grin'" (in Thomas
1977: 147) .
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frogs croaking in the Thai monsoon rains, to modern
technology wherein a "Three mile an hour God" (Koyama 1978)
may be down-right more efficient than a jumbo- jet. He
detests theology written in an academic style wherein
authors do their best "to discourage people from reading
them" (Koyama 1993:156). Often he is less concerned with
logical analysis and arguments than with the incessant
probing of questions which forces the issues back to the
reader for further reflection.
Second, his hermeneutic is strongly people-centered and
contextual (Adams 1987:56-59). In his best known book,
Waterbuffalo Theology (1974:129f), he speaks of how he soon
came to realize in his work in Thailand that "what really
matters is not a set of doctrines called Buddhism, but
people who ...are trying to live according to the doctrine
of Buddha", and of how he found "the study of ist ...far
more interesting and exciting than of ism." For him the
test of any theology in a given situation, lies in its
ability to address the concerns of the listener. Thus, all
theology have to be subordinated, in his particular case, to
the needs of the "cock-fighting" farmers of Thailand (:vii-
ix) .
Throughout his writings is found a serious concern to
root theology in the various cultural, religious and
historical contexts. This is powerfully illustrated in his
Mount Fuji and Mount Sinai (1984) . In a sustained
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theological reflection upon his own historical experience of
an arrogant and imperialistic Meiji Japan, Koyama fashions a
devastating critique against idolatry and greed in all their
various manifestations in the modern world. At the same
time he manages throughout to weave a continuous dialogue
between Christianity, Japanese culture and Shintoism-
Buddhism.
If there is one theological center in Koyama 's thought,
it would be the theoloaia crucis of Luther, on whom he wrote
his doctoral dissertation. For him, only "the crucified
mind ...can meaningfully participate in authentic
contextualization" (Koyama 1974:24). Because it is firmly
rooted in self-denial (1 Cor. 2:2; Mat. 16:24) it is
fundamentally different from the "crusading mind" (Koyama
1977:28-43). "It is the crucified Christ who exposes the
subtle essence and manifestation of idolatry" (Koyama
1984:261). It is this "broken Christ" who "heals the world
broken by idolatry" (:240).
How missiological is Koyama 's theology according to the
criteria set out? First, with respect to the sociopolitical
context, although his theology may not be as rooted in
grass-root involvement as it is with Thomas', his wrestling
with these isuses are no less genuine. Throughout his
writings there is the constant interaction with imperialism,
both past and present, idolatry of power and wealth in
national and international affairs, problems faced by
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racial, economic, religious and other minorities, ecology
and the like, in light of the cross of Christ. If Thomas'
writings possess a stronger bent towards ideology, Koyama 's
are theologically more reflective. But both emphases are
necessary- He quotes from one Asian theologians' conference
report to make the point: "Ideology without theology�that
leaves little room for hope; theology without ideology�that
leaves little scope for action" (Koyama 1984:259). And,
against the background of a religious tendency to be
indifferent to historical realities in the socioeconomic
realm, he hastens to remind us in his charming Japanese
manner that "A bank account and an abundant diet somehow (I
cannot explain it quite satisfactorily) insulate man from
coming to feel the primary truth of history" (Koyama
1974:23) .
Secondly, how strongly do evangelistic and pastoral
concerns feature in Koyama 's thinking? It would be wrong to
suggest that he shows no interest in these areas. In one
discussion on "Men of other faiths and ideologies," he notes
Vatican II 's affirmation on the possibility of salvation of
those who are without explicit knowledge of Christ but
genuinely strive after God. He then asks, "What are the
pastoral and missiological implications of this in South
East Asia" (Koyama 1974:110)? But this appears to be his
theological starting point on evangelism, rather than being
one of the issues that an evangelist and pastor must grapple
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with along the way. Consequently, unlike Niles whose
affirmation of evangelism and building the church is so
unhesitating, Koyama is apologetic at best.
In one of his clearest statements on evangelism,
"Christianity Suffers from 'Teacher Complex'", he writes:
Christianity is so self-righteous that I do not see
much future for it. It wants to teach. It does not
want to learn ...It is suffering from a "teaching
complex" ....People have become the object of
evangelism since it is understood by Christians that
people are "automatically" living in the darkness,
untrustworthy, wicked, adulterous and unsaved ...The
"teacher complex" expresses itself in a "crusade
complex" ....Christian faith does not and cannot be
spread by crusading. It will spread without money,
without bishops, without theologians, without
plannings, if people see a crucified mind, not a
crusading mind, in Christians. (Koyama 1979:51-54)
Further, in every human enterprise, the center has always
demanded sacrifices from the periphery for the sake of its
own self-glorification (Koyama 1984:83-102). In Christian
evangelism and missions, the West has been the center for
four centuries. But their "'center-theologies' (of the
'blond Jesus') have had more than a hundred years of painful
irrelevance to the world outside of the West" (Koyama
1993:155). Again, in response to the claim of a Western
missiologist that "the first stirrings of the new life" were
given by the gospel to millions in Asia, Koyama (1993a: 73)
counters by saying that "Eastern civilization has refused to
become Christian." Moreover he asks, "Do 'the first
stirrings of the new life' come from missiology of theologia
crucis or from the rage of the Western psyche?"
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Koyama is obviously saying things that the church needs
to hear more often. But at the same time, he is also
clearly overstating his case. His description of the
Christianity's "teacher complex" is true only within limits.
There are abundant examples of those who did not and do not
function in this manner. After all he could say that his
own grandfather became a Christian through a missionary, a
Cambridge graduate, who could speak of the lordship of Jesus
without running down Buddhism or Japanese culture (Koyama
1984 :15f)! Further, when he says that "Eastern
civilization" has refused Christianity, one wonders what he
is referring to. This may be true of Japan and India where
the percentages of Christians in the population are
relatively low. But this certainly does not apply to
countries like Singapore, Taiwan, Indonesia, South Korea
and, possibly, even China, not to mention Philippines'".
According to the World Christian Encyclopedia, the
percentages of Christians in mid-1980s, and the estimates
for 2000 A.D. in the following countries are respectively:
Singapore, 8.6% and 10.2%; Taiwan, 7.4% and 10.1%;
Indonesia, 11% and 13.3%; South Korea, 30.5% and 41.6%
(Barrett 1982) . There are reasons� like political
sensitivities of religious census figures�to believe that
these figures are on the conservative side in some of these
countries.
With respect to China, it is difficult to be sure.
Ectimenical agencies have consistently put the figures at the
lower end, around 0.5-1%. This is because they have
invariably ignored the unregistered house churches which
have proliferated all over the country in recent years.
Jonathan Chao of the Chinese Church Research Centre, Hong
Kong, writing in 1989 says that "The official recognized
China Christian Council reports five million believers in
over 5,000 churches, yet reports from itinerant house church
leaders suggest a much larger number, possibly 50-60 million
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It appears here that Koyama is deeply burdened by the
"Western guilt complex" in missions. The ethnocentricity of
Christian missions in the last two hundred years is a well-
established fact which no one would deny. Yet, perceptions
of this history are also in the process of being revised.
Increasingly, it is being recognized that "Missions in the
modern era has been far more, and far less, than the
argument about motive customarily portrays" (Sanneh
1987:331). What comes across so powerfully in Koyama's
writings is the Christian's need to put on "the crucified
mind." But when this plea is adulterated by a distorted
"Western guilt complex," then one can only end up, as he
does, with being almost apologetic about the proclamation of
the gospel. If I may be allowed to rephrase Koyama 's
question on our motivations for missions quoted above, I
would like to ask him in return: Does this hesitation about
preaching the gospel come from a missiology of theologia
crucis or from the unresolved conscience of the Japanese
psyche, burdened by a national history no less imperialistic
than the West in the first half of this century?
Coming to the question of Hiebert's (1982) "excluded
middle," and the healing and exorcism ministry of the
church, Koyama shows little or no awareness of these. Of
Christians meeting in 150,000 or more meeting points"
(1989a:31). Most recently, Newsweek reports that "Today,
estimates vary between 50 million and 70 million" (Wehrfritz
1994:30) .
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course he speaks about the world of spirits in Asian thought
(e.g. Koyama 1979:20f; 1984:145ff), but only as images. At
every point his interpretation of anything related to this
realm is secularized (e.g. Koyama 1984:183ff). The best
example of his rationalistic approach comes from his
repeated references (:52, 214ff, 248ff) to the confrontation
between Elijah and prophets of Baal (1 Ki. 18). His
reflections on this passage are invariably focused on the
theological and moral ideas of Hiebert's (1982) "high
religion" zone, but never in terms of the power encounter
wherein God defeats the "powers". This also further
explains why he is so apologetic about evangelism.
If Koyama 's theology is weak with respect to the second
criterion the same cannot be said concerning the third. He
is deeply troubled by the way Western history and theology
are being imposed upon the Asian Christian mind with the
inevitable consequences. "Asian Christians are often
culturally deformed or even cultural monsters in their own
historical communities" (Koyama 1977:100). His response, as
we have earlier noted, is to constantly earth the gospel in
Asian cultures. Thus, illustrations based on Asian images
abound in his theology.
But he goes beyond images and wrestles with cultural
realities. For example, he points out that the Buddhist
view of history, with its inherent apathy towards empirical
evil and suffering, is challenged by that of Israel with
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unavoidable persistence through the gospel (Koyama 1976) .
"The possibilities of neutrality, tranquility, and apathy
are denied to history, since the Lord is the creator of
events which bring about the 'shaking of the foundations' of
history" (Koyama 1976:71). Again, for him theological
understanding is not always attained through linear logic.
Thus "the finality of Christ" cannot be established even by
a hundred quotations from Scripture, or by rationalistic
"objective proofs". We "see" when our "ordinary hearing and
seeing are penetrated by an extraordinary hearing and
seeing" (Koyama 1977:91). This is consistent with the
Japanese approach that truth is often gained by sudden
insight."
We come finally to the fourth criterion, that of
faithfulness to Christian tradition. First, it must be said
that Koyama does interact constantly with the message of the
Bible in his writings. For example, we have already noted
his challenge to Buddhist apathy towards history with the
passionate God of Israel's history. If he uses borrowed
Buddhist vocabulary to communicate the gospel, he
nevertheless seeks to give to it biblical meaning. For
example, for him "the content of the dharma is the
sacrificial death of Christ" (Koyama 1974:82). Again, his
concern to take the message of the Bible seriously is
". Nakamura (1964:13) has noted that the Chinese and
Japanese mind functions often through intuition rather than
through cognition. Cf. also Dyrness 1990:148.
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demonstrated in his focus on the theologia crucis.
Second, like many modern-day theologians Koyama
(1974:132) wants to avoid what he calls "a tyranny of
doctrines," because this leads to our being judgmental and
unaccepting of others. In the same vein he argues that our
neighbors are less interested in our christology than our
"neighbourology" , of how we put into practice Christ's
commandment of love (Koyama 1974 :91f). Two comments are in
place. Firstly, it may be true that our neighbors are more
interested in our "neighbourology" than our christology.
But what cannot be denied is that, ultimately, it is our
christology that shapes our neighbourology. How else did
Koyama get his neighbourology? Secondly, while he may not
display a general doctrinal indifference in his thinking, he
has nevertheless shown an increasing ambivalence in his view
on Christianity and other religions. We will now look at
this in greater detail.
Koyama has always pleaded for a more positive attitude
towards other religions against the background of the
generally negative view taken earlier by Western
Christianity. After all, God has not left himself without a
witness (Acts 14:17). Thus he argues that we should avoid
speaking of the superiority of Christianity (as opposed to
Christ) as a religion over other religions (Koyama 1977:89).
One is not syncretistic simply because he or she affirms
that which is good and true in other religions. Rather,
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only if we insist "that the salvation in Buddha and Jesus
Christ are identical ....if we place the name of Jesus with
any other name and say that there is really no difference
between it and the other names we become syncretic" (Koyama
1979 :67f). All these may be regarded as being reasonably
orthodox. However, parallel to this strand of his thought
and, increasingly more prominent in recent years, is another
much more ambivalent one. This can be seen from the
following examples.
First, given his indifference to Hiebert's "excluded
middle," his analysis of religions is far too academic for
him to take seriously the false and even demonic dimensions
in religions as popularly practiced. The clearest example
comes from his comment that when the Thai Buddhists bow down
to Buddha in the temple, "they are not engaged in idolatry"
(Koyama 1977:101). This statement only makes sense if one
assumes that all Thai Buddhists understand and live by the
unadulterated doctrines of "pure" Buddhism. But popular
Buddhism as practiced in Thailand is nothing like that.'^
Secondly, while he had earlier urged Christians not to
speak of other religions as inferior (Koyama 1977:89), he
I write as one who has had to deal pastorally with
some of the fallouts of popular Thai Buddhist practice. To
give just one example, in Malaysia, which borders Thailand
on the south, among many non-Christians it is a well-known
fact that many monks from Thai Buddhist temples are sources
of extremely powerful charms and fetishes. This has
created, and continues to do so, all sorts of problems in
the "excluded middle" zone of people's lives.
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now goes on to argue that "The relationship between Buddhism
and Christianity is not that of 'true religion' and 'false
religion'" (Koyama 1984:128). His plea that we should not
speak of other religions as inferior is reasonable, I
believe, if by that he means that we should not be
derogatory about them. After all, we ought to be respectful
of others' faiths, and we can recognize certain truths in
them. Nevertheless, if Koyama is consistent with what he
affirms about the finality of Christ and what he said of
syncretism earlier, then surely Christianity must be true in
a way that, for example. Buddhism can never be true, in that
it points to Jesus in a way that Buddhism never can. But
this is exactly what Koyama appears so reluctant to affirm.
Thirdly, our suspicion of Koyama 's ambivalence is
confirmed by his more recent position. In his address at
the 1992 meeting of the International Association of Mission
Studies, he said, "To God, the distinctions such as Jews,
Christians, Muslims, Hindus, Buddhists, Taoists, etc. may
not be applicable, though these distinctions are important
for us (Rom 11:32). The Biblical God is 'boundary
breaking'" (Koyama 1993a:75f ) . The ambiguity of the above
statement was essentially clarified in the discussion
following the address. When the issue of evangelizing
Muslims was raised, he publicly stated that he did not think
that we should be engaged in it. In light of all these, the
question that needs to be asked is: Has Koyama through his
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Japanese "Western guilt complex," his aversion for
"doctrines," and his academic approach to the study of
religions which apparently blinds him to the idolatrous and
demonic in popular religious practices, finally gravitated
towards an implicit pluralist view of religions?
Koyama 's theology displays a strong sensitivity to
sociopolitical context of Asia. But it is positively weak
on the evangelistic and pastoral dimensions. He takes
inculturation seriously, although his neglect of the
"excluded middle" reveals his captivity to the Western
secularized worldview. Finally, his apparent indifference
to doctrines and implicit (?) religious pluralism raises
serious questions about his faithfulness to the apostolic
faith.
C. S. Song and the Theology of Transposition
We now turn our attention to today's best known Chinese
theologian, Choan-Seng Song (1929- ) . Song comes from the
Presbyterian Church of Taiwan. He first studied in Taiwan
University, and then in New College, Edinburgh and Union,
New York. He was the Principal of Tainan Theological
College (1965-70) , and served with the Reformed Church of
America (1971-73) and, thereafter, as the Associate
Director, Commission on Faith and Order, WCC. Since 1985,
he has been teaching at the Pacific School of Religion,
California.
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Of all Asian theologians today, Song is probably the
most widely published. Like Koyama, he communicates
clearly. He has a simple whimsical style, and uses in great
abundance historical parables, folk tales and real life
examples, many of which possess Asian religious motifs.
There are three key ideas in his writings: rejection of the
concept of salvation-history, transposition theology and
critique of Christian mission. These were first laid out in
his earlier writings and further developed in later ones.
We will now look at each of these.
At the heart of Song's radical reinterpretation of
Christian theology is his rejection of the salvation history
in the Bible as being normative in theology.
The crucial question is obviously this: Is the
salvation history intensely exhibited or demonstrated
in both the Old and the New Testaments to be looked
upon as the absolute norm by which events in secular
world history get chosen arbitrarily to be incorporated
into God's salvation in Christ, or, is it to be
regarded as a pattern or a type of God's salvation
manifested in a massively concentrated way in ancient
Israel and in the history of the church and therefore
to be discovered in varied degrees of intensity and
concentration in other nations and peoples also? (Song
1974:57)
Song suggests that the latter is indeed the case. If that
is so then "the theology which regards Israel and the
Christian Church as the only bearers and dispensers of God's
saving love must be called into question" (Song 1976a:216).
This leads to his second major theme, the theological
methodology of transposition, which he develops in detail in
The Compassionate Gnd (1982) . Transposition, for Song
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(1982 : 10--12) , is essentially another word for incarnation.
Thus, in the first half his book he rebuts the theological
centrism, which perceives the history of Israel and of
Christianity as the controlling factor in theology, as a
roadblock "that creates a major problem for transpositional
theology" (:16). God is at work in all cultures, nations
and religions. This truth became evident to "Deutero-
Isaiah" through the traumatic experience of dispersal, and
is evident in the teachings of Jesus and Paul. He goes on
in the second part of the book to argue that the gospel must
be fully incarnated into Asia. After all Christianity is
not "change-proof" (:11), nor is it a "one-size religion"
(:181). As he writes elsewhere.
In the final analysis, the Word has to assume Asian
flesh and plunge into the agony and conflict of the
mission of salvation in Asia. This flesh will be
broken as it was broken on the cross. But when this
Asian flesh assumed by the Word is broken, the saving
and healing power of God will be released into the
struggle of men and women for meaning, hope and life.
(Song 1976a:222)
The third major theme follows logically. Christian
mission today is marred by its Western centrism, and an
individualistic gospel which makes converts who then become
rootless in their own cultures. It, therefore, is in
serious need of reconstruction (Song 1975:1-18). But what
shape would such a reconstructed Christian mission take?
Song's answer begins by identifying creation and
redemption (:20ff). He goes on to argue that if God has
been redemptively at work in creation, then the church must
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not just stand on one side guarding itself against "what is
often carelessly labelled as non-Christian cultures" (:28).
Rather, the theological task of Christian mission consists
of identifying God's creative work in and judgement upon all
cultures, societies, histories and politics (:28f). This
implies that mission is political. It is not a matter of
conquering members of other faiths but of growing with
them in the knowledge and experience of God's saving
work in the world .... The mission of the church is the
more fundamental task of informing the Asian
spirituality shaped by Asian cultures and religions
with the love and compassion of God in Jesus Christ.
In addition, Asian Christians together with people of
other faiths and ideologies must seek to transform
Asian society on the basis of freedom, justice, and
equality. (Song 1979:118f)
In short he rejects any emphasis on mission which focuses on
personal conversion into a Christianity distorted�as he
perceives it�by Western-centric hermeneutics. Instead he
argues for a secularized and political interpretation of
mission by a Christianity which has been universalized by a
doctrine of God working redemptively in all human history.
How genuinely missiological is Song's theology? In
order to make my critique more clear, I would like to begin
our assessment of Song's theology with the fourth criterion,
that of faithfulness to the Christian tradition. This is
because his position with respect to the latter controls
largely his overall approach. To begin with, it would be
untrue to suggest that Song does not take the significance
of Christ seriously. On his earlier writings, Charles West
(1977:11) comments that "it is not 'Asian experience' but
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the reality of Jesus Christ in and for all creation,
culture, and history that inspires and dominates his mind."
That may be true. But nowhere in his writings is a clear
set of criteria given which helps us understand how he
discerns the reality of Christ in the Asian experience. Do
we just intuit his presence? Is this what Song (1979:41-48)
means when he argues for the preference of an Asian
intuitive approach over a Western rational approach?
If this is indeed the case, two comments are in order.
First, I think enough has been said in the earlier
discussions on cultures and religious pluralism to show that
Asian thought patterns are not without rational objective
criteria. By suggesting, as it seems, that we adopt a
merely intuitive approach in theology. Song leaves his
theology in a sea of pure subjectivity. This leads to the
second comment. By taking both the Bible and Asian cultures
and religions with equal seriousness, without clear criteria
for discerning Christ's presence in the latter, has he
turned the Christian message into something different from
classical Christianity�as opposed to Western Christianity?
There are strong indications that this may be the case.
First, as part of his protest against the
westernization of the gospel, he positively dislikes dogma.
For Song (1975:177), dogmatism arises out of an a priori
claim which is made "without asking questions as to whether
other religions too could be the bearers of the truth."
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Asian Christianity is too worried about being orthodox (Song
1986:36). One can understand and share Song's concern that
Asian Christians do not continue to live under the tyranny
of denominational orthodoxies which constrict so much of
Asian Christianity within Western cultural forms even today.
But the problem arises when he makes no distinction between
the dogmas of Western denominationalism and the core of the
apostolic faith that has been handed down the centuries to
the present. How then is the Christian faith or the vision
of Christ-centeredness to be defined?
Secondly, there is a strident salvific universalism not
found in classical Christianity running through all his
writings. He quotes with approval John Macquarrie's
argument that universalism is to be preferred over
conditional immortality because it is more consistent with
the eschatological hope that all things will find their
fullness in God (Song 1975:105). And he attributes
"emotions which stem from selfishness and narrow-mindedness"
(:105) to those who do not share such sympathies. There is
a passionate concern for the salvation of Asian humanity,
which, as Koyama (1989:222) notes, is what lies behind his
refusal to allow the salvation history in the Bible a place
of uniqueness. "As we plunge more deeply into the spirit,
the heart, and the soul of our Asian humanity embodied in
religions, cultures, and histories outside the sphere of
Christian influence, do we not have to rethink radically the
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Christian doctrine of election" (Song 1986:60)?'^
This leads to the third and clearest indication of his
departure from apostolic Christianity, his implicit
pluralism. Song's fundamental starting point, as we have
noted earlier, is to deny salvation history in the Bible a
position of absolute normativeness. He prefers to regard it
as "a pattern or a type of God's salvation manifested in a
massively concentrated way in ancient Israel and in the
history of the church and therefore to be discovered in
varied degrees of intensity and concentration in other
nations and peoples also" (Song 1974:57). I do not find him
saying explicitly anywhere in his writings that other
religions are equally valid ways to God. But by denying
uniqueness to the salvation history of Israel is he not
effectively saying exactly the same? He argues that the
claim to uniqueness is a Western imposition on the Christian
For all who are passionately concerned with the
salvation of those outside the Judeo-Christian tradition,
the biblical doctrine of the election of Israel to be a
"light to the nations" will always remain a perplexing
mystery within the inscrutability of the divine will. Song
rightly cries for a solution. But to attempt to humanly
resolve it as he has done�by denying the uniqueness of
salvation history, and foreclosing the question of eternal
destiny through asserting salvific universalism� involves
the very dogmatism that he says that he disapproves of.
Worse still, it is a dogmatism that is arbitrarily affirmed
by drawing on facts from one side of human existence (God's
love and justice, humanity's need for salvation, etc.), and
ignoring in total the facts on the other side (God's
justice, human sinfulness and idolatry in the midst of
freedom, etc.). T. F. Torrance's (1949:313) comment that
salvific universalism "commits the dogmatic fallacy of
systematising the illogical" applies with equal validity to
Song here. On this matter, cf. also Newbigin 1978:195f.
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faith'''. But in light of our earlier discussion on
religious pluralism (cf. Chap. 4 above), this is strange to
say the least.
This implicit pluralism is relentlessly pursued in all
his writings. For example, when speaking of the knowledge
of God we have in Christ in relation to other faiths, he
asserts that we can at most speak in terms of "degrees of
truth" (Song 1975:28f). Buddha's compassion for the masses
and his unselfish efforts for "their emancipation from pain
and suffering are not without redemptive significance" (Song
1979:116). Or again, we tend to forget that theological
truth is found everywhere. Consequently, "Life without
Immanuel is an illusion ...But life is God-is-with-us
...That is why in Asia we have Gautama Buddha, Mo Ti,
Shinran, Gandhi" (Song 1986:26). The last named is
particularly significant for our discussion. Despite his
explicit rejection of the unique divinity of Christ and his
atonement for sinful humanity (Thomas 1969:2, 235),
nevertheless for Song (1986:25), Gandhi is "a sign of God
for us Christians also." My point here is not to discuss
whether Gandhi is "saved" or not or whether God acted
through Gandhi's life or not. Rather, my point is that
nowhere does Song give us any criterion on how to
For example, he writes: "And when it comes to the
awesome Heilsgeschichte propagated by a particular school of
German theology in the nineteenth century and since accepted
as normative in many theological circles, we become
theologically disarmed" (Song 1984:36).
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distinguish between that which is divine action and that
which is not. Is Gandhi "a sign of God for us" in his
acceptance of Christ's "Sermon on the Mount" as well as his
rejection of Christ's divinity and atonement? If it is only
the former, on what basis is that judgement made?
The above evidences do suggest that Song has in fact,
by beginning with his a priori denial of the uniqueness of
biblical salvation history, changed the gospel into
something different. This becomes even clearer as we
measure his theology by the other three criteria.
Beginning with the first, there can be no doubt at all
that he passionately addresses sociopolitical concerns. One
of his basic criticisms of Western Christian missions in
Asia is their general failure to come to terms with the
sociopolitical implications of the gospel in the Asian
context (Song 1975:122). The consequence is that the Asian
church "completely fails to realize that Jesus Christ
intended to bring about a radical change of social order
through a radical change of individual men and women"
(:122). After all, conversion is not simply a personal
affair but "a social event contributing to the emergence of
a new social order" (:122). A critical prophetic note
against the travesties of justice, equality and freedom in
the Asian scene runs through all his writings.
If Song appears strong on the sociopolitical
implications of the gospel, he is correspondingly weak on
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the evangelistic and pastoral dimensions, the second
criterion for a missiological theology. Song is so
uncompromisingly social in his perception of sin and
salvation that there is little place in his theology for
these to be understood in individual terms (Moore
1982:467). Thus, he has little sympathy with evangelism as
winning people to Christ and church-planting (e.g. Song
1975:12). Rather it is politically defined.
"Evangelization is an act of empowering people with the
power to suffer unto hope. It is an act which makes people
aware that God does not condone social and political evil,
that God does not accept suffering as the inevitable result
of fate" (Song 1979:172). Consistent with this, "the church
is an event" (Song 1975:63), which happens whenever God's
work of redemption takes place. And it is not meant to be
identified immediately with a permanent social organization
brought into existence "in and through the act of Christ"
(:63). All these belong to the vintage secular theology of
the 1960s, and Song's (1975: 35f, 62ff, etc.) debt to
Hoekendijk and Cox is openly acknowledged.
But as Charles West (1977:12) notes, the social cannot
simply be played off against the personal. People need to
be addressed personally in redemption. Moreover, there is a
one-sided illusion in defining the church as "event-
centered". Song's theology "tends to dissolve it into a
transaction between Christ and the world through individuals
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who have no organized relation to each other, except as,
from time to time, it 'happens'" (:12). But without the
evangelistic winning of persons to Christ, and the pastoral
nurture of these into mature communities of faith and their
being sent out in mission, who is it that will mediate
Christ's work of reconciliation to the world?'^
Coming to the third criterion. Song's approach also
appears very strong on inculturation. After all, his
efforts to reconstruct mission and Christian theology is at
one with his agenda to de-westernize Asian Christianity. As
he once put it in a public lecture (ATESEA General Assembly,
Singapore, July 15-17, 1985), he does not want Asian
Christians to have to sing "a foreign song in the Lord's
land" (contrast Ps. 137:4). His story-telling style is very
typically Chinese. Again, this is also the case with his
stated preference for an "intuitive approach to reality"
over against a "Logos rationality" (1980:41-48, 57; cf.
Nakamura 1964:13) .
But here we come to a seeming paradox. A number of
observers have commented that his theology is not really
very Asian. Ralph Covell (1986:218) says tongue-in-cheek
that "Song's position, which he presents as distinct from
'Western' theologies, is hardly Chinese except in its
benefits"! Michael Moore (1982:462) draws attention to
Song's ecclesiology is essentially similar to that
of Thomas, and is therefore subjected to the same
criticisms. For details cf. discussion on Thomas above.
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other reviewers who have made similar observations. The
question therefore must be asked whether his theology,
despite Song's claim to be truly incamational, is not more
accurately described as a creative "marriage" between a
secularized pluralistic Western theology and Asian cultural
and religious forms?
To answer the above question adequately would demand a
much more detailed treatment of Song than is possible here.
But the tentative thesis advanced is that this is in fact
the case. Consider the following facts. First, his
theological analyses, particularly in his early writings
where his basic agenda is laid out, draw heavily on Western
writers like Barth, Tillich, and, especially, the secular
theologians like Hoekendijk and Cox. Second, his rejection
of the uniqueness of biblical salvation history, his
explicit universalism and implicit pluralism make quite
clear that his perception of truth is heavily influenced by
Enlightenment relativism. Thirdly, the clear absence of
Hiebert's (1982) "excluded middle" in his thinking confirms
his secularized mind-set. Thus his theology, rather than
being a plain reading of the Christian text from within the
Asian soul, reads more like a Western Enlightenment reading
of the Bible heavily colored with Asian illustrations.
But it may be even more than that. Having shorn his
Christian faith of absolutes through the Enlightenment
captivity of his thought, he appears to have had to look
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elsewhere for absolutes, without which his whole enterprise
would collapse into total relativism. Thus he affirms the
equal salvific value of all histories
�an absolute no less!
Could the inspiration for this have come from deep within
his own culture, the Chinese interpretation of history?
Earlier we noted that history in Chinese thought looks back
to an idealized past, and serves an utilitarian purpose by
providing precedents for guiding current behavior leading to
personal and social transformation. But the idealized past
is not unique, at least not in kind. Neither is it an
absolute norm. What has been can always be repeated. Any
difference is only one of degree. This too is Song's
understanding of the relation between biblical and universal
histories. What he appears to have done is to have replaced
the classical Christian understanding of history with a
Chinese reading of it. Thus, unlike Thomas and Koyama who
challenge Hindu and Buddhist readings of history with the
Christian view, Song reverses the process and jettisons the
Christian view for the Chinese'*.
If this interpretation of Song is correct, this would
explain the paradox observed in his thought. Depending on
Space does not permit further development of this
line of thought. But the question of whether his conception
of the activity of God in the world is more akin to the
pantheistic vision of the Chinese Tao (Dao) than to the
Christian concept of providence is not irrelevant.
Certainly his intuitive approach to reality without clear-
objective criteria for discerning God's activity points in
that direction.
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whether one shares his presuppositions or not, his theology
would appear either to be deeply incamational or extremely
syncretistic, even by his own definition of the latter.'''
Be that as it may, there is a further problem with
Song's approach with respect to inculturation, the third
criterion for a missiological theology. Despite Song's
intentions, his approach actually militates against the very
agenda of transposition that he is so concerned with. In an
unpublished review of The Compassionate God (1982) , his
former colleague in Taiwan, H. D. Beeby (n.d.), raises two
simple questions. Given Song's rejection of the whole
concept of Heilsgeschichte in the Bible, what is the
"constant" that is transposed into Asian cultures? As
already implied in our discussion so far, Song has no clear
answer to this. Beeby (n.d.) further notes the following:
"But the most grievous error is that his theology of
transposition apparently allows for no room for transposing
...Song with his insistence that God the Redeemer is found
in the histories of all cultures has effectively removed all
need for transposition." If God's truth is equally found in
one context already, what need is there for it to be
transposed from another context? Thus it is not without
''^. Song's (1975:178) position is that "the practice of
syncretistic religion becomes questionable when what is
considered to be true and good in a particular religion is
taken out of its context and made to blend with other
religious elements abstracted from their relative Sitz im
Leben . "
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justification that Beeby writes, in an unpublished poem.
Oh dear, what next?
The Context has now Become the text."
And I'm so afraid The day will come ...
And he stoutly maintains Though it sounds absurd.
That now the flesh Has become the Word (my italics) . . .
("On Recent Writings by C. S. Song," n.d. a.)
We are now in position to sum up our critique of Song.
As with Thomas and Koyama, there is no doubt that he is
inspired by a vision of Christ bringing dignity, equality
and freedom to Asian societies. He also calls for an
incamational Christianity that affirms the value of Asian
cultures and religions, which in the past have been treated
disparagingly by much of Western Christianity. However, it
appears at the same time that his presuppositions have been
so secularized and relativized by Enlightenment thinking,
that his version of Christianity increasingly comes across
as something different from the apostolic faith. Moreover,
these very presuppositions also militate against the very
agenda of transposition that he so passionately advocates.
This further leads to a theology of mission which has little
room for evangelism and pastoral concern.
But one more thing needs noting. Song represents the
more radical stream of ecumenical thinking today which calls
for contextual theologies that can lead to sociopolitical
transformation in the world, a call which Christians of
other traditions ought to seriously heed. But this call is
unfortunately often made on the basis of a theology which in
reality undermines the very concern it is suppose to
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engender. Song is concerned that Asian societies will be
marked by justice and freedom, dignity and respect for human
rights, equality and economic well-being, and so on, in
short, a society which is rooted in Western Civilization's
vision of humanity in the modern world. Few Asian
Christians would disagree with this. What however appears
to have been forgotten is that the roots of such a vision
owes much to Western Civilization's Christian origins.
Without going into details, what appears certain is
that the foundational ideas, upon which the modern Western
liberal vision of society is based, had gradually emerged
over the past two thousands years in Western Civilization,
largely as a result of its Christian experience. Many of
these ideas are theologically rooted in the Christian
understanding of God and humanity, and were brought together
at the time of or soon after the Reformation. For example,
democracy and universal franchise reflect the the Christian
concept of humans as each having a dignity premised on our
being created in God's image. The idea of having checks and
balances in government are rooted in the Christian doctrine
of sin which recognizes that no person, however good, should
be trusted with absolute powers. Or again, as Harold Berman
(1974:66f) suggests, that it was people like the Calvinistic
Puritans of the seventeenth century who carried forward the
Lutheran concept of the sanctity of the individual
conscience, and helped lay the foundations of the English
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and American laws of civil rights and liberties. All these
and more lie at the heart of the modern democratic state in
its ideal form.'*
Admittedly, some of these ideas have also emerged in
fragmented forms throughout history in various societies,
not all of which were Christian. Further, within Western
On this see H. Herman's The Interaction of Law and
Religion (1974) , wherein he argues for the inseparability of
law and religion in the evolution and life of western
society- In particular he argues that the great principles
of the Western legal tradition were largely created by the
impact of Western Civilization's Christian history. He
lists these principles as: "the principle of civil
disobedience, the principle of law reform in the direction
of greater humanity, the principle of the coexistence of
diverse legal systems, the principle of the conformity of
law to a system of morals, the principle of the sanctity of
property and contract rights based on intent, the principle
of freedom of conscience, the principle of legal limitations
on the power of rulers, the principle of the responsibility
of the legislature to public opinion, the principle of
predictability of the legal consequences of social and
economic actions, as well as newer socialist principles of
the priority of state interests and of public welfare"
(Berman 1974:72). He goes on to state that, "These
principles . . . for Western man as a whole . . . are, above
all, historical achievements created mainly out of the
experience of the Christian church in the various stages of
its life . . . These successive ages of the church have
created the psychological basis, and many of the values,
upon which the legal systems of democracy and socialism rest
(my italics) " ( :72f ) .
The same point is made in a recent article in The
Economist ("Islam and the West" 1994:13). The unnamed
author writes: "Democracy is the child of the Reformation
. . . The Reformation declared that every individual was
responsible before God for the way he lived his life.
Priests might say what they thought God wanted, but in the
end it was the individual who decided.
It took almost three centuries for that proposition to
work its way through into the realm of politics, but when it
did the result was, literally, revolutionary ... It was the
people themselves who would decide. Each man and woman
would have an equal voice in making the people's decision.
That is democracy."
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civilization itself, after the Reformation, these ideas were
further shaped by secular and other forces. But what is
beyond doubt is that no other culture or society, in Asia
and elsewhere, built upon a non-Christian basis has ever
evolved the same comprehensive vision in and of itself. Its
emergence in the modern world, undergirded by a strong legal
framework which was developed to protect it from being
compromised, presupposes the whole experience of the history
of Western Civilization, which was strongly impacted and
undeniably shaped by Christianity.
Yet Song and others, who are so inspired by the vision
of justice and shalom in our world and write so passionately
to inspire its birth, strenuously deny the relevance of
evangelism. Christian conversion, and church-planting which
lie at the basis of building such a Christian history for
Asian societies. I am not here arguing the old conservative
line that says if the human heart is changed social
transformation will naturally follow. Neither am I denying
here that Christians should work with others to build just
societies. I am simply pointing out that Song's program for
social change is historically uninformed and, therefore,
quite missiologically unrealistic. In the end, as William
Dyrness (1990:140) states, "His project of de-Westernization
of Christianity . . . has not left the Gospel any leverage to
transform his own setting." In short, overall. Song's
theology must be adjudged as missiologically weak.
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Miniuna Theology and Political Liberation in Korea
Modernization policies initiated after the military
coup of May 16, 1961 in South Korea led to a rapid growth of
industrialization, and a corresponding increase in the GNP.
In the process. President Park's dictatorial regime
exploited South Korea's only available resource in pursuit
of its economic objectives, that of the relatively well-
educated, industrious work force. This resulted in an
overall economic deprivation of both rural peasants and
urban workers characterized by low wages, long hours, and
hazardous working conditions, as well as a widening gap
between the rich and poor.
Against this dehumanizing background, combined with
Park's repressive political policies, many mainline churches
remained relatively silent. But some pastors and lay church
workers set about creating urban and rural mission
organizations aimed at alleviating the suffering of the
poor. Increasingly, groups like the Korean Student
Christian Federation and the Korean National Council of
Churches started open protest. Around 1975 a small group of
theologians began to develop the idea of a theology of the
minjung, as a contextual Korean theology.
What are some of the key defining characteristics of
minjung theology? First, we need to define the minjung.
Etymo logically, the word means "the mass of the people, or
mass, or just the people" (Suh 1981a: 17f). Theologically,
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the minjung is present wherever there is "socio-cultural
alienation, economic exploitation and political suppression"
(:39). In the Bible, they are the "foreigners, widows,
orphans, the poor and the 'sinners,'" and in practice today
"poor farmers, exploited industrialized workers, urban
squatters, beggars, etc." (Hyun 1985:354)
Secondly, what is minjung theology? Minjung
theologians are frank enough to admit that minjung theology
is "not of, by or for the minjung people" (Hyun 1985:354).
Rather it is the reflection of theologians who have a guilt
complex about themselves not being minjung. It tries to
understand the minjung' s situation in history, their plight,
and how they express themselves in their "social biography."
It tries to learn from them, and through them to trace the
genuine message of the Jesus for "sinners" behind the pages
of the New Testament, in relation to justice, love and
freedom. For the moment at least, minjung theology is
addressed not to the minjung, but to Christians and the
general public (:354).
In short, it is generally agreed by those working on
minjung theology that it is "a political hermeneutics of the
Gospel and a political interpretation of Korean Christian
experiences" (Suh 1981a: 19). But there remain some
differences of opinion on what should be its central theme.
Suh Nam-Dong asserts that it is not Jesus but the minjung,
whereas Ahn Byung-Mu believes that it is both, since the two
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are inseparable (Park 1984:6).
Thirdly, what are the theological bases of this
theology? Suh Nam-Dong (1981c: 156f) argues that the three
"references" by which to interpret the missio Dei in Korea
today are the paradigms from the Bible, church history and
minjung movements in Korean history. We shall look at each
of these in turn.
There are at least three biblical paradigms for the
theology of the minjung. The first is the exodus event (Suh
1981c: 158f). The second is the crucifixion-resurrection
which is also basically political, since it is clear that
Jesus was condemned as a political offender (:159-162). For
Suh (:161), "The salvation of the minjung starts in the
political realm," but like the exodus, the church has
changed the cross into a merely religious symbol. Thirdly,
Jesus' mission was directed primarily at the 'am ha'aretz ,
those called "sinners"�the poor, sick, crippled, tax-
collectors, widows, prostitutes�by the religious leaders of
the time (:159f; cf. also Moon 1981). These are the
minjung, which in the Mark's redaction are designated ochlos
(Suh 1981c:160f; cf. Ahn 1981).
In the history of the church, Suh (1981c: 162) argues
that the political movement initiated by Jesus was
depoliticized when the Hellenistic church shifted from
historical and eschatological thinking to metaphysical
thinking, and transformed the Messiah of the afflicted
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minjung into a non-political heavenly Christ. Further,
after Constantine, the underground religion of the oppressed
ended up as the state religion of the oppressor. But the
church, nevertheless, preserved the political and
revolutionary nature of Jesus' true teachings in the concept
of the Millennium, which symbolizes the "historical,
earthly, and semi-ultimate" (:163) aspiration of the
minjung. This resurfaced time and again, for example, in
the teachings of the twelfth century Joachim Flores and the
radical Reformer, Thomas Muentzer (: 163-166). This concept
must be revived as a counter-balance to the concept of the
Kingdom of God, to prevent Christianity from being reduced
to a merely other-worldly faith.
Suh's (1981c: 167-178) third paradigm is found in Korean
history. Through the study of the socio-economic history,
literature and art forms, and the religious belief of the
minjung, various minjung movements can be uncovered.
Included among these are the Donghak revolution of the late
nineteenth century against both feudal and foreign
oppressions, and the 1960 Student Revolution inspired by
democratic concerns. These three paradigms from the Bible,
church history, and minjung history form the bases for the
emerging theology.
Finally, what are some of the methodological tools used
by minjung theology? First, as we have already noted, there
is the approach of reappropriating the paradigms from the
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Bible, church history, and Korean history, through a
reinterpretation of the evidences. Secondly, there is the
use of the stories of the minjung to unmask the structures
of oppression (Suh 1981b:55ff; Park 1984:9). Thirdly, there
is, in particular, the use of one of the traditional art
forms of the Korean poor, the mask dance (Hyun 1981) .
Minjung theology claims to be a reinterpretation of the
mission Dei for Korea today. But how genuinely
missiological is it? With respect to the first criterion
for a contextual and missiological theology, that of
sociopolitical relevance, there is no doubt at all that the
minjung theologians are firmly on target. The indifference
of the vast majority of the Korean churches to political
repression and economic exploitation from the 1960s onwards
is well summed up in Kim Se-Yoon's (1987:259) comment:
"While some liberal Christians have fought courageously
against the oppressive regimes on behalf of the poor and
oppressed, the vast majority of Korean Christians have
remained politically neutral or silent." Minjung theology's
concern for sociopolitical transformation poses a
fundamental challenge to Korean Christianity today.
There is, however, clearly a corresponding weakness in
its evangelistic and pastoral concerns. To begin with,
nowhere in its writings are the issues of evangelism and
pastoral nurture in the church in the traditional sense
taken up seriously. Indeed, it appears that these are both
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explicitly and implicitly repudiated in minjung theology, as
the following two examples show.
First, as we noted earlier, one of the basic premises
of its biblical hermeneutics is that Jesus' original gospel
of political liberation was transformed by the Early Church
into a message of religious salvation (Suh 1981c: 162). It
is further asserted that this was further abetted by the
missionaries who came to Korea. Even as Koreans
increasingly looked to the Christian message for national
and sociopolitical salvation, the missionaries sought to
depoliticize and de-nationalize it by spiritualizing it (Suh
1981a:21-26; Choo 1981). In minjung theology, as noted,
salvation is primarily political (Suh 1981c: 161). The
spiritual dimension hardly features.
Again, in its ecclesiology, evangelism in the sense of
calling men and women to repentance and faith in Christ is
implicitly repudiated. For Suh Nam-Dong (1983 :43f, 152;
cited in Na 1988:145), the church is the new community built
on egalitarian sociopolitical principles. Distinctions
between the sacred and the secular are disregarded (Na
1988:145). The true members of the Christian church are
the alienated marginals, the "sinners." These are the
ochlos who Jesus accepted without conditions and without any
rebuke whatsoever (Ahn 1981:150). All these are consistent
with the ecclesiology of the theologies of secularization,
and the like, that is prevalent among the more radical wing
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of the ecumenical movement that negates evangelism, and
emphasizes humanization as the goal of mission and an open
church without clear faith-commitment boundaries.
Coming to the third criterion, we find that minjung
theology is both positive and negative towards
inculturation. Positively, it seeks to employ methods that
are indigenous to Korea. This is especially the case in its
use of folk stories and the mask dance to understand the
concerns and perceptions of the minjung, and to communicate
them. Again, it also takes inculturation seriously in its
deliberate efforts to transcend the dualism inherent in much
of the Western theology, particularly in its
reinterpretation of Korean church history (Choo 1981; Kim
1981) . This is clearly seen in Kim Yong-Bock's paper,
"Korean Christianity as a Messianic Movement of the People"
(1981a) . He shows that, despite the best efforts of the
missionaries to depoliticize the gospel, nevertheless it
still had a tremendous political impact.
One good example, reminiscent of Lamin Sanneh 's (1989)
thesis, is found in the translation of the Bible into the
Korean vernacular script used by the common people. It led
to the injection of Christian language and its liberating
message into the language of the poor (Kim 1981a:79f). This
was one reason why the ordinary Korean responded so
favorably to a Western religion. In another example, he
notes that Korea's Confucian background would not allow
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Korean Christianity to dualistically separate the individual
from society (:98). Thus when the Korean Christians prayed,
their prayer to God was: "save my country and save my soul"
(:103). His overall thesis can be summed as follows:
The Korean Christian koinonia was hungry for historical
categories with which they could meaningfully perceive
their historical experiences and historical destiny.
Transformative categories, which were intended to
describe a narrow religious and moral transformation on
the personal level, were turned into categories for
historical transformation. (Kim 1981a: 113)
In other words, even the dualistic filters of the
missionaries' Christianity could not stop the Koreans, with
their holistic worldview, from correctly reading the Bible.
Yet in other ways, minjung theology fails to take
inculturation seriously. To begin with, although it rejects
Western dualism at one level as we have noted, it accepts it
at another through its adoption of a secularized worldview,
as the following examples show. Hyun Young-Hak (1985) in
his discussion on shamans, on the basis of certain
anthropological studies, argues that their "possession
sickness" was caused not by the work of the spirits,
revelation, fear of death, guilt conscience, etc., but by
"the severe pain and suffering forced upon them in mundane
life which were crystallized and accumulated in their guts
and bowels as 'han'" (:357). For Ahn Byung-Mu, stories in
the gospels on deliverance from demon-possession are
conditioned by the sociopolitical oppression of the day
(Balasundaram 1992:43). "Political persecution by a foreign
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nation," he writes, "is said to be the hot-bed for producing
deranged persons" (cited in:48, fn. 39).
Both the above interpretations of shamanism and demon-
possession fail to take Hiebert's "excluded middle"
seriously. Thus, on the one hand, minjung theology has
rightly rejected a Western dualistic interpretation of the
gospel which applies it to the spiritual and religious
dimensions only. But on the other, in its secularized
interpretations of shamanism and the spirit world, it shows
that it has bought right into the same dualistic premises,
except that it has erred in a direction exactly opposite to
the one it criticizes. Whereas earlier Western missionaries
may have been guilty of spiritualizing the gospel, minjung
writers have secularized both the gospel and the world. We
will find the same problem with its interpretation of han.
A second way in which it is less contextual than it
claims to be is that, despite its assertion that it is a
Korean theology, it is admittedly heavily influenced by non-
Korean theologies. Hyun (1981:50) frankly accepts the fact
that he is too much influenced by Western theology to be
free from presuppositions. These influences include, "among
others, theologies of secularization, of politics, of
liberation, of missio dei and especially of laughter, play
and festivity" (:50, fn. 7). It is not irrelevant to note
that the reference to "laughter, play and festivity" appears
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to point to the long shadow of Harvey Cox (1969).'' Kim Se-
Yoon (1987:256f) draws attention to a similar tendency in
Suh Nam-Dong's writings.
We come finally to the fourth criterion, faithfulness
to the Christian tradition. Perhaps it is best to begin
with a critical examination of the concept of han which is
minjung theology's attempted reinterpretation of the
doctrine of sin. What does the word in Korean mean? It can
be translated as "just indignation" and "a deep feeling that
rises out of the unjust experience of the people." Put more
boldly, it is a deep awareness of the existential
contradiction of life and the injustice to an individual or
community by the oppressor. Moreover, it is not a mere one
time psychological experience but an accumulation of such
feelings over time (Suh 1981a:27). Theologically, for A.
Sung Park (1989:48), it is the obverse of the traditional
Christian idea of sin. Sin is our wrongdoing against God
and our neighbors; han is the suffering of the "sinned-
against," to borrow Raymond Fung's term (1992:2-5). Sin is
the unjust action of the oppressor, han is the passive pain
suffered by the oppressed.
Further, han is an underlying feeling of the Korean
people. Some psychoanalysts sees this as the psychosomatic
Writing in the late 1960s, Cox in The Feast of Fools
calls us to combine world-changing with life celebration
through the elements of "festivity�the capacity for genuine
revelry and joyous celebration, and fantasy�the faculty for
envisioning radically alternative life situations" (1969:7).
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sickness of most Koreans. This sickness arises out of the
dominant feeling of injustice, defeat, resignation and
nothingness, and "can be cured only when the total structure
of the oppressed society and culture is changed (Suh
1981a:28). At the same time, "it is a feeling with a
tenacity of will for life which comes to weaker beings. The
first aspect can sometimes be sublimated to great artistic
expressions and the second aspect could erupt as the energy
for a revolution or rebellion" (Suh 1981b: 54). It is
through the second aspect that the social and cultural
structures of oppression are changed, the han of the minjung
is resolved, and their sickness cured.
The concept of han has been rightly and imaginatively
explored by the minjung theologians. They are concerned to
draw our attention to the sins of the oppressors and the
sufferings and pains of the minjung, and to point the way
forward for social transformation. Yet, despite Park's
(1989:48) stated purpose, for example, of balancing the
traditional Christian doctrine of sin with the concept of
han, it appears that the former has become largely
overshadowed by the latter in minjung theology. While it is
unfortunately true that the church has often been blinded to
the sins of the oppressors, that aspect of sin nevertheless
firmly belongs to the traditional Christian doctrine. But
in the exposition of han the impression is clearly given
that the minjung cannot be attributed with sin at all, or
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even if they are, "Jesus never rebukes these" (Ahn
1981:150). There is thus, as one Korean critic puts it, an
excessive optimism about human nature (Na 1988:146).
Such a view effectively rejects the traditional
Christian understanding of sin, which is rooted in
humanity's radical alienation from God and our consequent
bondage to it in the ontological depth of our beings, and
hence our need for divine redemption. Sin is reduced to a
merely sociopolitical entity, attributable only to the
oppressor and never to the oppressed minjung. The gospel of
the forgiveness of sin through the cross is replaced by a
concern for the "resolution of han" of the minjung, which
comes about in two ways. On the victim's side, through
psychological self -awakening han is recognized and,
eventually, transcendence over it is attained. On the
oppressor's side, sociopolitical action is necessary to
remove the han-causing elements (Park 1989:52ff). Thus, at
best minjung theology's concept of han leads to a one-sided
secularized interpretation of the Christian concept of sin,
built upon a dualistic worldview.
In a sustained critique of minjung theology, Kim Se-
Yoon has questioned, among other things, its whole
exegetical basis. For example, he asserts that Ahn's
identification of the ochlos as the minjung is quite
arbitrary (Kim 1987:263). Among the various reasons
advanced is that, "The fact that Jesus welcomed tax
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collectors, the enemies of the minjung, destroys one of the
foundation of the minjung theology" (:264). Or again, Ahn,
in order to sustain the identification, has to arbitrarily
dismiss as unauthentic the section of Jesus' saying in Mk
3:35 that "whoever does the will of God is my brother, and
sister, and mother," because for him Jesus affirmed simply
and unconditionally all the ochlos as his mothers, brothers
and sisters (:266ff).
Kim goes to contend, on the bases of the above and
other arguments, that minjung theology cannot qualify as a
Christian theology. "No theology which rejects virtually
all the doctrines of the New Testament and the historic
church can lay any claim to being a Christian theology" (Kim
1987 : 272f ) Even if this is overstated, the point that
needs noting is that the concern for contextualization
appears to have allowed the context to domesticate the text
of the Bible in minjung theology. The result is a theology
in which "biblical particularism is not adequately
protected" (:273).
Thus with respect to the proposed criteria for a
genuinely missiological theology, minjung theology is strong
In support of his contention, Kim (1987:272) notes
that the characteristics of minjung theology include the
idealization of the minjung, a merely sociopolitical
understanding of salvation, the rejection of God's grace in
Christ, the rejection of the doctrine of reconciliation
between God and humanity for a doctrine of self -redemption,
and its doctrine of han which we have noted to be
problematic.
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on its sociopolitical emphasis, but correspondingly very
weak in evangelistic and pastoral concerns. It may be rated
as fair with respect to inculturation. As to its claim to
faithfulness to the Christian tradition, at the very least a
serious case can be made against it.
To sum up, minjung theology is a serious attempt by
some concerned Korean theologians to respond to the Korean
context of the 1960s and thereafter. But its advocates
appear to have been so strongly influenced by post-
Enlightenment Western thought and theology that its claim to
be Korean is rather ambivalent. It actually looks more like
a theology, strongly shaped by various liberal versions of
Western political, liberation and secularization theologies,
and merely given a Korean dress.
Having examined some representative examples of
ecumenical theologies in Asia, we will now proceed to look
at some representative versions of the more conservative
approaches in the next chapter. Only after doing so will we
will attempt to draw the threads together, and provide some
overall conclusions.
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CHAPTER 7
Conservative Asian Theologies After World War Two
In this chapter we will look at three examples of
conservative Asian theologies, that of ATA, Vinay Samuel and
Cho Yong-gi. We will assess them on the basis of the four
criteria for a missiological or contextual theology, as we
have done with ecumenical theologies in the previous
chapter. We will then conclude with some overall
observations concerning Asian theological writings in the
post-World War Two period.
ATA and the Evangelical Response
Asia Theological Association (ATA) was formed out of
the concern that evangelicals had neglected theological
scholarship in the past and that the Asian church leadership
was increasingly being influenced by Western liberal
theology (Athyal 1975:1). It was first constituted in 1968
at the Asia South-Pacific Congress of Evangelism in
Singapore. Its primary goal is to develop "evangelical
scholars, thinkers and teachers for the leadership of the
Church in Asia" (:1) To that end it has a program of
fostering theological education by extension, the emergence
of residential theological training institutes throughout
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Asia, including centers for advanced studies up to the
doctoral level, and the development of evangelical Asian
faculty and contextual theologies (:3-5). It also acts as
an accreditation body for Asian evangelical seminaries.
Theologically it represents main-stream evangelicalism,
as opposed to sectarian fundamentalism. It is also
ecumenical in that it includes representations from churches
along the whole spectrum of Protestantism. In the following
discussion I will forego giving a summary of ATA's
distinctives, since the general characteristics of
evangelicalism are fairly well-defined.' I will concentrate
on making an assessment of whether its theological approach
is missiological or not. The assessment will be based on
its official statements, and on programs and papers put out
under its name.
With respect to the first criterion for a missiological
theology, that of relevance to sociopolitical concerns, ATA
has moved quite a distance from the traditional conservative
position. Its "Statement of Faith" (ATA 1985:Para. 8)
speaks of "The total mission of the church to the whole man
in society in the contemporary context (my italics)." This
emphasis on holistic mission is further elaborated in the
"Hong Kong Declaration," which states that
We are burdened with ...Asia's need, a need with
physical, social and political aspects as well as
'. For a concise statement of ATA's theological
distinctives, refer to its "Statement of Faith" (ATA 1985).
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spiritual. We see ourselves as responsible for
proclaiming the gospel in all its breath as well as its
depth. We confess our past failures to ...identify
with Asian man in his personal and social suffering.
(ATA 1975:168)
Moreover, personal conversion is not the end of the
Christian life. Christian transformation "has to be brought
into the socio-cultural sphere" (ATA 1984:9). That being
the case, contextualization needs to take into account
sociopolitical matters as the "horizon", though not as the
whole agenda, for theology (:10).
Writers within ATA have begun to wrestle with some of
these issues. Rodrigo Tano, for example, has included
issues like "Modernization and Social Change" and "God and
Caesar" in his theological agenda (1984 : 103ff ) . Perhaps
better known is Jonathan Chao (1988 :vii-xxxiv; 1989) for his
work on the church in China, and the related issue of church
and state in a totalitarian context. ATA itself has also
begun to move into specifically social issues, like the
consultation on caste it sponsored jointly with the
Evangelical Fellowship of India�Theological Commission in
1984, where it expressed its concern for its total
eradication (Gnanakan 1985:115). But in general, main
stream ATA theology tends to be almost the exact opposite of
ecumenical thought, with relatively little emphasis given to
sociopolitical matters and much more to evangelism.
This brings us to the second criterion of evangelistic
and pastoral concerns. As already indicated, ATA is clearly
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very strong here. Evangelism and church-building seem to be
the presuppositions of much of ATA theology as well as being
primary to its understanding of mission. For example,
having affirmed the importance of Christian social
responsibility, the "Hong Kong Declaration" nevertheless
goes on to emphasize the primacy of evangelism. It states:
Until men are brought to put their trust in Jesus
Christ as Lord and Savior, God's good news has not come
home to them in any biblical and meaningful sense. We
must bring men under the challenge of the gospel so
that their lives may be transformed by the power of God
and they may be built up in the fellowship of God's
church. In giving priority to evangelism we emphasize
the transcendence of God. (ATA 1975:167)
This sums up the thrust of much of the material that has
emerged under ATA's auspices. Furthermore, it has published
important works in this area (e.g. Ro and Nelson 1983; and
Ro 1989) .
With respect to the third criterion of inculturation
there are both strengths and weaknesses in ATA. On the
positive side, it is programmatically committed to it.
While recognizing the dangers of syncretism, universalism
and accommodation in contextualization, it nevertheless
affirms that "these ...should not excuse evangelical
theologians from taking responsibility for their cultural
context seriously" (ATA 1984:10). It has therefore made
serious efforts to relate the gospel to the different Asian
religions and cultures. This is clearly seen in the
consultations it organized on theologizing within the
different Asian contexts (Ro and Eshenaur 1984) , the
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question of Christianity and ancestral practices in Asia (Ro
1985a) , and the doctrine of God in the midst of Asian
religious plurality (Ro and Albrecht 1988) .
These are clearly solid pioneering efforts. But much
more needs to be done at an in-depth level. To take but one
example, both within ATA-related circles and outside,
relatively little has been done to go beyond the efforts of
the Chinese theologians of the 1920s (see Chapter 5) . Few
examples can be found wherein the relation between the
gospel of Christ on the one hand, and Chinese culture,
philosophies and religions on the other, are explored
seriously in the manner of the early Christian apologists,
to show that Christ is relevant to the deepest longings of
the Chinese heart. It is hoped that greater efforts will be
made in these directions, leading eventually to the
emergence of various Asian Christian apologetics in relation
to other cultures, philosophies and religions, and also
contextualized Christian systematic theologies.
On the negative side, it has to be noted that the
underlying modes of thought of many Asian evangelicals still
betray the captivity of their worldviews to the
Enlightenment rationalism and Western dualism^. For
example, this can be seen in ATA's continuing prioritizing
^. This does not mean however that ATA-related
theologians show no sensitivity to the problem of dualism.
Cf. Bautista, et. al . 1984 for an example of exegesis done
with holistic presuppositions.
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of evangelism over sociopolitical transformation noted
above, despite its formal commitment to holistic mission in
its "Statement of Faith" (ATA 1985:Para. 8). This, as we
have earlier seen, is rooted in the individualization of
salvation, and the dualistic separation between the
spiritual and the physical in the Western tradition.
A second example of the captivity to the Enlightenment
is that, although some within ATA take Hiebert's "excluded
middle" and power encounters seriously (e.g. Sumithra 1984a
:234), these issues have yet to establish themselves firmly
in main-stream ATA thinking. In this respect many Asian
evangelicals have sometimes been just as rationalistic as
their more liberal counterparts. In the extreme cases
(although not ATA itself), Christ's power to heal has been
denied in the name of dispensational theologies which speak
of the cessation of the gifts of the Holy Spirit today- As
we shall see in the later discussion on Cho Yong-gi,
fortunately, this resistance to the ministries of healing
and exorcism is now fast breaking down, in part due to the
Pentecostal-charismatic challenge .
A third example is found in ATA's formulation of the
nature of the Bible, which speaks of it as "infallible, and
inerrant" (ATA 1984:5). This shows that its understanding
of biblical authority and inspiration is not really
different from that of much of Western evangelicalism, which
centers on the concept of "inerrancy". Leaving aside the
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question of its validity in present-day Western context, its
contextual suitability in Asia must be seriously questioned.
The whole form of the "inerrancy" approach is premised on
the rationalism of the Enlightenment and therefore primarily
conceptual in its logical structure.^ Its lack of appeal to
Asian minds, which place much greater emphasis on relational
and experiential (or intuitive) knowledge, should be plain.
It appears that a much sounder contextual approach is
to root the authority of Scripture in God who can be trusted
to speak truthfully about himself, and/or in Christ who
As Geoffrey W. Bromiley (1959) has so clearly
pointed out, the development of the doctrine of biblical
inerrancy took place in the post-Reformation period in
response to certain rationalistic tendencies. For the
Reformers, inerrancy was an implicate of their doctrine of
inspiration. And "since the Holy Spirit himself attests the
word which he has given, there can be a relative unconcern
in relation to its human qualifications" (:212). But the
seventeenth Lutheran and Reformed dogmaticians tended to
give a false importance to inerrancy, "as if the inspiration
of Scripture were finally suspended upon the ability to
prove it correct in every detail" (:213). In other words,
whereas the belief in the bible's authenticity or inerrancy
was dependent on the doctrine of inspiration in the thinking
of the Reformers, in the subsequent period, that relation
was reversed. The subordination of the inward witness of
the Holy Spirit to the external and internal criteria of the
authenticity of the Bible represented "a certain concession
to rationalism" (:214). Bromiley goes on to note that,
"underlying the whole conception, there is a tendency to
subject genuinely scriptural material to alien Aristotelian
or Cartesian principles and modes of presentation which
result in a measure of distortion from the standpoint of
true Biblical and Reformation doctrine . . . and which,
contrary to the intentions of the dogmaticians, expose the
doctrine of inspiration to the violent reactions of the
period of the Enlightenment and theological liberalism"
(:214) .
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bears truthful witness to his Father, and whose revelation
comes with its own self-authentication. This shifts the
emphasis from one centered on conceptual analysis to one
centered on our relationship with and our experience of God.
This incidentally is essentially the same way that Calvin
defended the authority of the Bible when he affirmed that
"Scriptures must be confirmed by the witness of the Spirit"
(Institutes . Bk. 1, Chap. VII) . Asian evangelicals, despite
the problems they have with Koyama 's theology, can learn
from him when he affirms that "the finality of Christ"
cannot be proved by rationalistic objective methods. We
"see" when we are given "extraordinary" sight (cf. earlier
discussion in Chapter 6) .
We come finally to the fourth criterion, that of
faithfulness to the Christian tradition. ATA represents a
basically orthodox Christian position (1975, 1984 and 1985).
There is, at the same time, a recognition within the
leadership of the need to develop a much more contextual
theology- For example, Saphir Athyal (1976:81) notes that
the ancient Christian creeds were not "designed for the
challenges that confront the church in Asia today." Hence,
there is the need to develop an "Asian confession of faith"
which is both living and seeks to relate the biblical
historical faith to today's life and challenges. But as we
have seen in our discussion under the third criterion, while
genuine beginnings have been made in this direction,
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generally speaking, ATA and related writers have remained
largely within the Western evangelical mold in its
theological formulations.
To sum up, ATA theology is strong on evangelism and
pastoral concern. Theologically, it is basically orthodox.
But representatives from this circle have been better in
their critique of what is perceived as heterodoxy than with
developing a creative and transforming orthodoxy. Further,
its efforts in inculturation should probably be rated as
fair, because, though some serious attempts have been made
in that direction, its theology is still largely held
captive to Western categories. Finally, it is still fairly
weak in its sociopolitical thought, and appears to have a
long way to go to attain to the level of that of M. M.
Thomas (even if we do not always agree with his
conclusions) .
This brings us to the next thinker that we will
examine, Vinay Samuel, who comes from the evangelical
background but has attempted, from within the Asian context,
to come to terms with some of the weaknesses of evangelical
theology.
Vinav Samuel and Holistic Mission
Vinay Samuel (1939- ) was trained in India and did
graduate studies at Cambridge. He is a presbyter of the
Church of South India, and has worked in various forms of
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evangelistic, parish and social outreach ministries. He is
closely associated with the Theological Commission of the
World Evangelical Movement and with the Lausanne movement.
However, his theological identity is probably more clearly
defined by his present position as the Executive Secretary
of the International Fellowship of Evangelical Mission
Theologians (INFEMIT) .
INFEMIT is the umbrella body for three indigenous
evangelical movements from the Two Thirds World: the Latin
American Theological Fraternity, the African Theological
Fraternity, and Partnership in Mission Asia." It is
primarily concerned with articulating an evangelical
theology out of the context of mission in the Two Thirds
World. Two of its more significant ministries are the
Oxford Centre for Mission Studies, which offers degrees up
to the doctoral level, and Transformation . which is an
international journal on mission and social ethics. Samuel
is a director of the first and an editor of the second.
Samuel's ideas have often been worked out together with
others, and many of his papers are co-authored, especially
with the British scholar, Christopher Sugden. In what
follows, instead of analyzing Samuel's theology on the basis
of each of the four criteria that we have been using, I will
concentrate on three points in which he has gone beyond the
In some ways this can be seen as the evangelical
counterpart of EATWOT, although it was not consciously
conceived as such.
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more traditional evangelicalism of ATA.
The first and the most distinctive aspect of his
thinking is the emphasis on holistic mission or "integral
evangelism." For him, the relation between evangelism and
social responsibility is not a matter of either/or, but one
of inseparability (Samuel and Sugden 1985) . The
prioritization of humanity's vertical relationship over the
horizontal presupposes "a dualistic understanding of
existence" (:195). It assumes that humans live in two
separate realms, an inner and an outer realm, with the
former centered on our relationship with God and experienced
individually, and the latter on the physical and social
realm. But this is not supported by the Bible's teachings
on the nature of humanity and sin, law, justification,
Christ's victory over evil, and the Kingdom of God, or by
rational arguments (: 197-211). Samuel and Sugden conclude
by arguing that conceptually we cannot prioritize between
personal and social change. "The love of God and the love
of the neighbor mutually interpret one another. Any
discussion of priority in the focus of the church's mission
will depend not on the concept of mission, but on the
context (my italics) ...The Jericho road sets its own
agenda" (:211f).
In a more recent paper Samuel, together with Albrecht
Hauser (Samuel and Hauser 1989:11), argues that all over the
world there now exist models of "integral evangelism" which
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are marked by the determination to keep the spiritual and
social dimensions together. These models did not emerge out
of a convergence of the evangelical and ecumenical
traditions. Rather, it has resulted from a spontaneous
movement primarily "of the Spirit and of the Word" (:14),
taking place simultaneously in many different contexts.
It should further be noted that for Samuel, holistic
mission goes beyond just holding evangelism and social
action together. It also involves taking Hiebert's
"excluded middle" seriously (Samuel and Sugden 1983a: 17f).
Holistic mission necessarily includes the work of the Holy
Spirit in healing and exorcism ministries.^ In thus holding
these different aspects together as being integral to
holistic mission, Samuel has gone a long way towards
overcoming the dualism and rationalism that have plagued
Western theology for so long, and pointed the way forward to
a genuinely contextual Asian theology.*
A second important element in Samuel's thinking is his
^. He states that: "Biblical themes that have shaped
the understanding of wholistic mission are the kingdom of
God, the Lordship of the risen Christ over all creation, the
reconciliation and recapitulation of all things in Christ,
the renewal of creation, the work of the Holy Spirit in
healing, exorcism (my italics) and convincing the world and
the promise of a new heaven and a new earth" (Samuel and
Samuel 1993:8) .
*. It may be relevant to note that Samuel does not
write as a mere armchair theologian. His convictions on
holistic mission are born out of personal involvement at the
grassroots level of day to day ministry to the poor in India
(cf . e.g. Samuel 1990; Samuel and Samuel 1993) .
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concern to develop a coherent theory of social change
(Samuel and Sugden 1981) . This consist of at least three
significant elements. To begin with, unlike Thomas, to whom
the institutional church is less relevant, for Samuel and
Sugden "the church is central in any program of Christian
social change" (:46). Rejecting both the concepts of the
"open church" and the "invisible church", they opt for an
understanding of "the membership and the mission of the
church in terms of the Kingdom of God" (Samuel and Sugden
1984:156). The church consists of those who are members of
the Kingdom who give their allegiance to the King and whose
lives are ordered by the values of the Kingdom. This
approach sees God's Kingdom active both in the church and
the world. "The goal of God's Kingdom work in the world is
to restore man. The church is the sign that this
restoration is taking place" (:157).
Further, Samuel and Sugden (1981:51) reject a purely
"creation-based theology" of social change which fails to
take the implications of Christ's redemption into
consideration. Among other problems, this leads us back
into a dualism wherein redemption deals with the spiritual
and supposedly takes precedence over creation which deals
with the merely physical (:52). This is precisely what was
rejected in the emphasis on holism already noted. Instead,
they argue for a theology of social change which brings
together the creation perspective with God's work of
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"eschatological salvation which is present now" (:51). This
approach will allow us to see all efforts for justice and
social change
as part of the means of applying the work of redemption
which has been won in Christ, whether or not the work
is carried on by Christians. This does not hallow any
social change in any direction; it applies only to that
. . -which would enhance biblical justice in society.
The point ... is that God works towards this goal of
enhancing biblical justice by other means as well as by
conversion and building up the church ....Yet the focus
of his work is always the church, and the goal is
always the open acknowledgement of Christ and the
experience of redeemed humanity in the body of the
second Adam. (Samuel and Sugden 1981 :59f)
What roles do social analysis and ideologies play in
this approach? On the one hand, Samuel and Sugden (1981:61)
warn us against tying our faith to any one particular mode
of analysis or ideology. Yet, on the other, in the real
world of social change all of us presuppose some ideology or
other. Rather than suggesting that we can dispense with
them altogether, we need to recognize them for what they
are, and evaluate them rigorously in light of "biblical
criteria for a just society which are acceptable to the east
and west" (:64). Here Samuel and Sugden come close to
Thomas' (1978:37) view that the Christian's task is not to
avoid human ideologies and movements, but to present the
gospel as the means whereby these can be redeemed from their
"most terrible perversion" so that they do not betray but
realize their true human ends.
The third point to note in Samuel's (Samuel and Sugden
1984a: 276-281) thinking is that he believes that
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evangelicals are too hesitant with respect to interreligious
dialogue because of the fear of syncretism, being
misunderstood, and the decline of evangelism. Samuel and
Sugden (:277f) also chide evangelicalism, as represented by
Para. 3 of the "Lausanne Covenant" (LCWE 1974) , as showing
little or no inclination to ask the question whether God is
at work in other faiths. Instead, they urge that both for
the sake of the social transformation, which in a
religiously plural context cannot occur "without a religious
reality that promotes that change" (:274), and for the
effectiveness of our evangelistic approaches (:286), serious
dialogue is unavoidable.
In a subsequent paper, Samuel (1991:162ff) further lays
down some of the parameters of an evangelical approach to
dialogue and to relating to peoples of other faiths with
integrity. These include a clear affirmation of the
uniqueness of Christ in Christian revelation, the need to
distinguish between Christ's own exclusive claims from those
made by the institutional church, the willingness to discern
the presence of God in others' religious experiences, the
recognition of the sinful and demonic in religions, and to
work wherever possible for the redemption of all creation.
This approach clearly avoids two opposite dangers: that of
the extreme conservatives on the one hand who see nothing
good and redeemable in non-Christian religions (and
sometimes, cultures as well) , and that of the present-day
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pluralists who recognize no essential differences between
the Christian and non-Christian faiths.
It can be seen that on each of the above three points,
holistic mission, social ethics, and inter-religious
dialogue, Samuel has gone beyond main-stream ATA thinking,
in a direction which he and others believe to be more
faithful to the gospel of Christ. Many of these ideas have
been fleshed out by Samuel and other co-workers in various
publications, especially in the pages of Transformation .
The particular strength of his position is that he has
affirmed all these within the context of a hermeneutical
approach which takes seriously cultural anthropology,
sociology and the philosophy of language on the one hand,
and the authority and objectivity of God's revelation in
Scriptures on the other (Samuel and Sugden 1984:139-151).
The former and the latter are often the respective
weaknesses of evangelical and ecumenical theologies today.
One final comment is in place. Earlier I made the
comment that ATA has some way to go before it can hope to
match the level of social thought of M. M. Thomas. It is
hoped that this weakness of Asian evangelical Christianity
will be remedied by Samuel (and his co-workers) as he
develops his thoughts into a fuller theology of social
change, built on his understanding of holistic mission.
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Cho Yonq-qi and the Pentecostal Challenge
The last writer we will look at is Paul Cho Yong-gi''
(1936- ) from South Korea. Details of his life are
available in his authorized biography, Dream Your Way to
Success by Nell Kennedy (1980) . Cho grew up first against
the background of the Japanese occupation, and then the
turbulent years of the Korean War. At eighteen, in the
midst of an illness, he was converted. Soon after, again in
the midst of illness, he had a vision of Christ and received
his calling to preach the gospel. He trained at the
Assemblies of God Bible College in Seoul and, except for a
brief stint in the army in 1961, has been ministering since
1958.
Today he pastors the largest church in the world, the
Yoido Full Gospel Church in Seoul, which by 1992 had a
membership of some 800,000 members. Apart from the Yoido
Church with its related institutions, he also spends about
half his time ministering internationally. He may well be
the best known Pentecostal minister in the world today.
Although Cho is not a profound theologian, there are
good reasons for including him in this study. The very fact
that his is the largest local church in the world does
require us to give him a hearing. More importantly, one of
the basic premises of this study is that theology must be
''. It should be noted that Cho apparently changed his
Western name recently to "David."
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pastoral and missiological. With numerous books in print,
and many of them translated into multiple languages,* Cho is
probably more widely read than any of the other theologians,
or groups of theologians, treated in this chapter and the
last. Like some of the earlier pastoral writers in Asia
such as Sundar Singh, T. Kagawa, Watchman Nee and Wang Ming
Dao, the first two of whom we looked at earlier, Cho is at
least as influential in the Asian church as any of the
academic theologians studied here, if not indeed more. In
fact, as we will see, his work poses fundamental challenges
to the more academic theologies that we have been looking
at.
Theologically, Cho stands in the evangelical tradition
(Adams 1988 :39f). To this he adds the Pentecostal
distinctives, the most notable of which is the emphasis on
the Holy Spirit's power to do "signs and wonders." For him,
"without signs and wonders, the church cannot grow" (Cho
1986:100). He writes, "I just read the Word of God
diligently and apply the principles contained therein to my
own ministry ...I have seen souls saved, broken hearts
healed, physical diseases touched by the power of the Holy
Spirit" (:100).
But beyond this Cho has some distinctive ideas of his
own. We will examine three of these. First, the Christian
*. Adams (1988:35) mentions that Cho had by that time
seventy-seven books in print and translations in some
twenty-nine languages.
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message is one of "hope," which he defines in terms of 3
John 2, translated in English as, "I wish above all things
that thou mayest prosper and be in health, even as thy soul
prospereth" (Cho 1986:102). For him, this refers
respectively to the three aspects of a person: the spirit
(the part wherein God is present) , the physical body, and
the soul (the human personality) (Adams 1988:40). Salvation
is holistic: it includes the salvation of the soul, the
healing of the body and material blessings from God (Cho
1986:102f) �a "triple salvation."
A second distinctive is his theology of the "fourth
dimension" (Cho 1979:esp. 36-66). For Cho, it is the fourth
dimension, the spiritual realm, which controls the third
dimension, the physical. All humans have both the third and
fourth dimensions in their hearts (:39). Satan also has
access into the fourth dimension. This explains why non-
Christians, magicians and Satan can effect miracles in the
physical realm (: 39-41). The Christian can also access this
realm in order to change circumstances in the physical
world. This can be done through "faith incubation" and
prayer (:43ff). This leads us to his third distinctive.
What is "faith incubation?" Like a baby who needs to
be incubated in the mother's womb for a period of time
before it is born, prayer goals need to undergo the same
process. The four basic steps of this incubation process
are "envisioning a clear-cut objective," "having a burning
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desire," "praying for assurance," and "speaking the word" to
show evidence of faith (Cho 1979:9-35). Through "faith
incubation" in prayer, we will then be able to see God
acting miraculously in healing, material provisions, and so
forth.
How does Cho's theology measure up missiologically on
the basis of the four criteria we are using? First, with
respect to the first, Cho is not known for his advocacy of
active sociopolitical action. During the difficult years of
military dictatorship in the sixties through to the early
eighties in South Korea, he kept away from the anti-
government protests. Success, after all, whether spiritual
or material, comes through prayer and not public dissent.
On the other hand, there is a strong social concern in his
ministry, including caring for the elderly, vocational
training for underprivileged, and financing hundreds of
open-heart surgeries for children (Adams 1988 :38f).
However, one observer, Myung Sung-Hoon (1990:258-260),
comments that since 1987 the leadership of Cho's church has
begun to pay increasing attention to sociopolitical needs
and challenges in Korea.'
On the second criterion of evangelism and pastoral
concerns, Cho is clearly very strong. "Winning souls" is
'. For example, one 1989 Asiaweek report ("The Church
that Cho Built") tells of him, in the midst of an imminent
clash between protesting workers and riot police, blessing
the police for preserving order on the one hand and
criticizing government repression on the other.
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the highest priority in his work (1986:104). Church growth
is fundamental to his concept of mission. For this purpose
he set up Church Growth International in 1976 to promote
methods learned at Yoido Church world-wide (Cho and
Hostetler 1981:97-105). And at least one observer has
noted, despite his denial in his book, More than Numbers.
numbers do mean a great deal to him (Hunt 1986) .
There are probably four key elements in his church-
building method. The first is prayer, as exemplified by the
regular and extended prayer sessions at Yoido Church and,
especially, at the "Prayer Mountain" (Douglass 1991:20).
The second is his emphasis on the power of Holy Spirit in
working "sign and wonders" which shows that he clearly takes
Hiebert's "excluded middle" seriously (Cho 1989) . The third
is the extensive use of home cell groups for evangelism and
pastoral nurture (Cho 1^81) . The Yoido Church is divided
into more than 60,000 cell groups meeting regularly each
week. The fourth is his development program for lay-
leadership (Cho 1986:103; Cho and Hurston 1983). By giving
serious attention to this, he shows the seriousness with
which he takes the New Testament understanding of "body
life" in the church, and develops it into an effective
program of pastoral oversight.
Coming to the third criterion of inculturation, it is
clear that in some ways Cho is still very much captive to a
Western dualism. This is seen, for example, in his
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prioritizing of evangelism over everything else. Yet in
other ways he has been accused of over-accommodating Korean
culture. We will look at two of these accusations to see if
they are justified.
First, some Western observers have remarked that Cho's
leadership is very authoritarian, paternalistic, and
centered too much around one man (Adams 1988:48; Douglass
1991:25). In response, it ought to be said that this
observation applies to many other Korean church leaders.
This in fact is an expression of the leadership patterns
that is found in Confucian cultures in general. However,
the question that needs to be asked here is whether behind
this criticism lies the hidden assumption that only a
Western democratic pattern is "right?" Further, given the
cultural patterns of Korean society, would an imposed
Western leadership style work? Clearly the answer to both
is "No."
Perhaps the more appropriate question to ask would be
whether Cho has in anyway challenged Korean cultural
patterns of leadership by the New Testament doctrine of the
"priesthood of all believers." In at least one place, he
has clearly done so. Within the strongly male-dominated
Korean society, he has allowed women into important
leadership roles in his church (Cho 1981:23-29). Here then
is a clear example that he is not selling out to Korean
culture. That being the case, would it not be better for us
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to leave it to Cho and the Korean Church leadership at large
to gradually sort out for themselves how best to maintain a
proper and creative tension between biblical principles and
their own cultural patterns in such matters?
A more troubling accusation is that Cho has allowed
Christianity to be "shamanized." This accusation focuses
especially on his healing and exorcism ministries (Yoo
1986), and the promise of earthly blessings (Son 1983:337-
339) . With respect to the former, I believe the criticism
is misplaced. Rather, Cho's work in this area is an
excellent example of how the gospel must be appropriately
contextualized to address the felt needs of a people. In
his own words, he is consciously seeking "to show the
miraculous power of God to those who still believed in
shamanism (my italics)" (Cho 1986:100). The very admission
by one of his critics that "The only difference is that a
shaman performs his wonders in the name of spirits while
Rev. Cho exorcises evil spirits and heals in the name of
Jesus" (Yoo 1986:74) would seem sufficient to clear him on
this point.'"
It is interesting to note the comments of a minjung
theologian, Kim Yong-Bock (1981a) , who probably has
relatively little sympathy with Cho's theology, on the
impact of Christian language on the Koreans' understanding
of the spirit world. He writes: "Koreans were believers in
spirits which were omnipresent for them. The language of
spirits referred to nature spirits, which were objects of
manipulation through magical means .... However, the
internalization of the Christian language in the Christian
koinonia had the effect of transforming the language
concerning spirits. Much of it was similar to the
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But what about earthly blessings? Writing on both Cho
and others, Son Bong-Ho says: "The main temptation is to
emphasize the promise of earthly blessings in order to
attract the shamanistically attuned Korean populace" (1983
:338f). Two comments appear necessary in response. First,
Cho first formulated his ideas at the beginning of his
ministry among a mostly poor and uneducated populace,
emerging out of the deprivations of the Japanese occupation
and the horrors of the Korean War (Myung 1990:248-250).
Against this background, the question must be asked as to
what sort of God is the Christian faith proclaiming if he
cannot be called upon to provide "our daily bread?" As we
have earlier noted, for Cho salvation is not merely a
spiritual matter.
Second, Cho has attempted to clarify his own position
in response to the charge that he is preaching an American
"prosperity gospel," which is very similar to shamanism at
this point. According to him, prosperity does not merely
mean money. Rather, the oriental understanding is
indigenous language concerning spirits. However, the
doctrine of the Spirit of the Christian koinonia was posited
over against the world of spirits of the Korean people.
This had the effect of purging the content of spirit worship
and substituting for it the content of the doctrine of the
Holy Spirit in a biblical language" (:111).
What Kim observes of the overall impact in church
history of Christian language on the Korean's perception of
the spirit world is exactly the same as that of Cho's
Pentecostalism on the Korean society of today, except that
we see it in a more concentrated and magnified way in the
latter.
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different. "Prosperity is successfully fulfilling the goal
God has set for us" (in Strang 1988:69). Financial gain or
loss is not the most important, so long as God's goal is
achieved. Nevertheless, it is doubtful that Cho has
adequately shown that his "oriental" understanding of
prosperity is really different from that of the American
version." Myung (1990:257f) argues that his theology is
weak on sanctification, and that it must include a much
stronger emphasis on sacrifice and self-denial if it is to
avoid ending up as "another typical health and wealth gospel
contributing to self-centered dreams" (:258). Or, to put it
in another way, Cho has yet to convince his critics that his
grasp of the theology of the cross is firm enough to free
him from the temptation to shamanize the gospel, in relation
to material blessings, to attract greater numbers.
This leads us to the fourth criterion, that of
faithfulness to the Christian tradition. Again, a number of
questions have been raised against Cho. First, Cho has been
accused of teaching that "it is God's will for the sick to
be healed and that healing will come if one prays with
faith" (Adams 1988:49). To be fair to Cho, this is not
exactly where he stands. He himself has also had to
struggle with unanswered prayers for healing (Cho 1979:88-
". Writing as an "oriental" myself, I confess that I
find his argument that the "oriental" understanding of
prosperity is different from the American one both strange
and unconvincing.
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90) . His solution is that we should only ask after having
waited on God and received a rhema, a specific Word from
God, concerning his will about the matter under
consideration (: 87-113). If it is not his will then we
cannot force God's hand simply by asking. This is clearly
orthodox. But what is not clear is whether he is coherent
and Christian on some related points.
Earlier we looked at his idea of "faith incubation."
Faith incubation has to begin with the individual taking the
initiative to "envision" a clear-cut objective. Does this
mean that "faith incubation" can be applied to anything,
like asking God for healing, material blessings and special
miracles? This would appear to be the logic of his argument
(cf. Cho 1979:9-35). However, we have just noted above that
he also says that we cannot force God's hand without first
receiving a rhema. But if we have already received a rhema,
why then do we need to "envision" any further?
It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that there is
an element of incoherence running through different parts of
his theology. Thus he argues that we should not be too
concerned about numbers, yet numbers are everywhere in his
writings. "Prosperity" is not just about financial success,
but financial success does feature very strongly in his
teaching and is drawing lots of people. One cannot force
God's hand in healing, yet if God does not heal it is
probably that the supplicant has not prayed enough, or
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repented enough, or lacks the necessary faith (Adams
1988 :49f). Despite the talk about holiness, Philip Douglass
(1991:21,25) has also noted that there is little emphasis on
personal sin and repentance.
It appears that at the root of the problem with Cho's
theology here is a strong experience-centeredness (Adams
1988:49), reinforced by cultural influences (both Korean and
American) on the understanding of success and prosperity.
This has led further to a tendency to oversimplify his
theology (Myung 1990:255ff). For example, Myung notes that
the idea of the three-fold blessings of salvation "has
sometimes been misused by lay-believers and even by
associate pastors ... as an almost absolute perspective for
interpreting all biblical passages regardless of their
original meanings" (:256). The combined effect of these is
to prevent Cho from allowing his theology to be more fully
molded by Christian truths, especially the cross.
How missiological is Cho's theology? He is clearly
very strong with respect to evangelism and the pastoral up
building of the church. In his thought and work, elements
of inculturation are clearly present, as evidenced by the
Pentecostal emphasis on "signs and wonders" which takes
Hiebert's "excluded middle" seriously. But in prioritizing
evangelism over everything else, he reveals his captivity to
Western dualistic thinking. And there remain questions
whether he is over-accommodating Korean culture at some
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points.'^ With respect to his theological beliefs, they are
generally orthodox. But they appear to need more careful
and reflective interaction with biblical truths to prevent
his Christianity from degenerating into an experience- and
self-centered religion (cf. Douglass 1991:esp. 25f ) .
But what of the relevance of Cho's theology to the
question of empowerment for sociopolitical change? It is
clear from our analysis that Cho is reasonably strong on
social concerns which seek to alleviate human suffering at
the micro-level. What is also clear is that, unlike the
minjung theologians, he shows little interest in active
advocacy for sociopolitical change at the macro-structural
level. Cho's theology clearly needs a deeper grasp of the
sociopolitical implications of the gospel of Christ. Thus
missiologically, on this it can at best be rated fair.
However, at this point we need to raise an important
question. The above analysis of Cho appears to confirm the
common perception of Pentecostalism as "the haven of the
masses" (d'Epinay 1969) , offering an escapist religion
against a background of sociopolitical oppression. However,
some recent studies have indicated that such a
characterization of Pentecostalism is too simplistic and in
need of revision. For example, Donald Dayton (1988), on the
basis of an analysis of the Pentecostal history in the North
Fuller anthropologist, Charles Kraft, is of the
opinion that he uses culture more positively than negatively
(Adams 1988 :fn. 46) .
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American context, has suggested that
One can make a strong case for the power of pentecostal
and charismatic experience as a form of empowering and
conscientization that both sustains in the face of
oppression and enables resistance and movement toward
change�and affects inner transformation that may have
long range social significance. (Dayton 1988:13)
Norberto Saracco (1988) , drawing upon his study of the
charismatic movement in Latin America since the 1960s,
argues that while charismatic "neutrality" has often been an
obstacle to social change, this is not necessarily the case.
There are sections of the movement which have demonstrated
that charismatic theology, with its emphasis on the Kingdom,
Christ's Lordship, community and mission, can be a tool for
social liberation (:18).
Again Cheryl Johns (1994:12), on the bases of a variety
of evidences, comments that, "While it is obvious that
Pentecostal congregations are often 'havens for the masses,'
the radical implications of these havens is often
overlooked." For example, the gifts of the Holy Spirit,
like "tongues of fire," given to all alike, had a radical
equalizing effect among black and white, rich and poor,
educated and illiterate (:11). Further, the doctrine of
sanctification it inherited from the holiness movement
demands that the issues of racism, sexism, oppression and
violence be confronted (: 11-13). Again, its liturgy has a
similar effect, as Walter Hollenweger argues:
If the inarticulate peon in Latin America realizes that
he has something to say, if the despised Indian of
Mexico begins to sing and make music with the
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instruments of his persecuted ancestors, if the Chilean
begins to dance the dances of his forefathers ... if
these people realize that what they have is good enough
for the worship of God, that God accepts the "thank
offerings of their lips," this seems to me to be of
more revolutionary quality than the copying of Western
revolutionary theories, which makes them again puppets
of a foreign ideology, albeit a so-called revolutionary
ideology. (Hollenweger 1971-2; cited in Johns 1994:12)
In sum, Pentecostalism contains within itself powerful
elements for the conscientization of the poor and oppressed.
It is against this revised perception of
Pentecostalism' s implication for sociopolitical change that
we find Kim Se-Yoon' s comment on minjung theology vis-a-vis
Cho's Pentecostalism most relevant. He asks,
...if it is in fact the case that some of the minjung
draw consolation, encouragement, and strength from the
charismatic fellowship of the Choongang Assembly of God
church (another name for Cho's church) ... and in some
cases manage to escape from sickness and poverty and to
climb up the social ladder with the help of the
ministry of the church, what right does . . . any . . .
minjung theologian have to tell them that they are
mistaken or duped and stand in need of the proper
guidance of the minjung theologians? And if others of
the minjung find that their faith in Jesus Christ as
presented in the classic confessions of the Christian
church gives them strength to escape the poverty and
oppression�as often happens�what right does a minjung
theologian have to tell them that they have been duped
by a theology of the ruling class and must be taught
the doctrine of self-redemption through socio-political
struggle? (Kim 1987:262f)
In light of all these, our perception of the
sociopolitical significance of Cho's theology would need
reappraisal. I think it is still correct to say that Cho
needs to have a deeper grasp of the sociopolitical
implications of the gospel, and that his weakness here
reflect his captivity to dualistic thinking. At the same
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time, it must be conceded that over the long-term, there
remains the possibility that his Pentecostalism may have at
least as strong an impact on sociopolitical transformation
in Korea as minjung theology has, if not more! For, apart
from the evidences adduced from studies on Pentecostalism
above, there are other evidences and arguments which clearly
show that evangelism and pastoral nurture of Christian
converts into strong counter-cultural communities are not
antithetical, but complementary, to more pro-active
approaches to the process of social change.''
Concluding Remarks on Some Trends Observed
in Protestant Asian Theologies
We are now in position to sum up the overall trends in
Asian theological writings that have emerged from our study
in the last and present chapters. I will structure my
remarks under each of the four missiological criteria used
here.
To begin with, except for Niles, ecumenical writers
generally take the sociopolitical dimension very seriously
in their theological endeavors. Conversely, conservative
writers are traditionally much weaker here. However, as we
have noted, evangelicals have increasingly come to take this
dimension much more seriously. This is particularly true of
Stephen Mott (1982:107-208) argues that the "paths
to justice" include evangelism, the church living as
counter-community, strategic noncooperation, and political
action.
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Samuel, but also of some others. In general, it would be
fair to say that ecumenicals are generally much better
represented in areas involving advocacy for social reform
and political activism. On the other hand, it is almost
certain that evangelicals are at least as well represented
as ecumenicals, if not more so, in the grass-root ministries
of social concerns for alleviating suffering.
With respect to evangelism and pastoral ministry, we
see the reverse trend. Again with the exception of Niles,
the ecumenical writers are weak, and the conservatives
strong. The same trend is seen in their ecclesiology.
Whereas Thomas, Koyama, Song and minjung theologians are
vague about the faith-commitment boundaries of the church,
conservatives would insist in general that there must always
be a conscious owning of Christ as Savior and Lord.
In relation to the concept of the Holy Spirit's power
in the life and ministry of the church, while evangelicals
do affirm it unhesitatingly, it is the Pentecostal Cho who,
more than anyone else studied here, has thrown down the
gauntlet to the Asian church to fully appropriate the
biblical teachings on the power of the Holy Spirit in the
work of evangelism, healing, exorcism and pastoral care.
The ecumenical writers, Thomas, Koyama and Song also speak
of the power of the resurrection in their theologies. But
invariably this tends to be interpreted sociopolitically ,
especially in terms of the redemptive power of God as
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revealed in "the powerlessness of the cross" (e.g. Song
1979:168). Although there is an important truth here, which
should also serve as a corrective to the Pentecostal-
charismatic approach to power to prevent it from becoming
triumphalistic, in itself it is nonetheless a very limiting
approach to the understanding of God's power in the world.
After all, to take one example, Luther's concept of the
theologia crucis, which Koyama is so rightly fond of, also
contains a very strong emphasis on Christus Victor (Aulen
1970:101-122; Althaus 1966:201-223), a feature which is not
at all prominent in Koyama 's theology.
On inculturation, almost all studied here will claim
that they are taking it seriously, in their respective ways.
For example, the ecumenical writers, Thomas, Koyama, Song,
and to a lesser extent, Niles, have sought to enter into an
in-depth dialogue with Asian religions. Conservatives may
disagree with their approaches and results, but, with the
exception of Samuel, their hesitation to wrestle with the
deeply perplexing questions of God's activity outside the
Judeo-Christian tradition will hinder them, not only from
taking non-Christians with seriousness and integrity, but
also from fully incarnating the biblical faith in the Asian
soil. On the other hand, some of the efforts made by ATA,
like seeking the best ways to express our understanding of
God in the midst of Asian religions (Ro and Albrecht 1988) ,
have within them the beginnings of a more fruitful Christian
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apologetic and a more contextualized theology in Asia.
Nevertheless, as we have noted, in different ways the
various theologies continue to reveal their captivity to the
presuppositions of Western dualism and the Enlightenment.
With the exception of Samuel, each writer or group tends to
dichotomize evangelism and social transformation, reflecting
their dualistic presuppositions. With the exception of Cho,
Samuel, and some within ATA, they fail to take Hiebert's
"excluded middle" zone seriously, thus betraying their
secularized Enlightenment worldviews. The same is true at
the theological level. Apart from Niles, the ecumenical
writers tend towards a liberal non-dogmatic Christianity
(see further below) . On the conservatives' side, the
preoccupation with, for example, "inerrancy" shows their
domestication by Enlightenment rationalism, as if the
problem of spiritual and theological authority can be solved
by hxaman reason alone.
Finally, with respect to faithfulness to the Christian
tradition, we noted that conservative theologies are
generally orthodox, but are still very much entrapped in the
cultural and philosophical categories of the West. On the
other hand, ecumenical theologians have been rather
ambivalent about the question of faithfulness to the
apostolic tradition. Except for Niles, there is an explicit
dislike for dogma. There is almost total ambiguity over the
content of the "irreducible core" of the gospel. This leads
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to further denials of crucial elements in the Christian
tradition.
Going from Niles, to Thomas, Koyama, and then to Song
and the minjung theologians, one sees an increasingly
liberal trend. Whereas Niles, Thomas and Koyama affirm the
uniqueness or finality of Christ in some way or other. Song
can only speak of Christ's "decisiveness" (1976), but even
then reduces the meaning further by speaking of it in terms
of "degrees of truth". Niles and others affirm the unique
nature of Israel's salvation history and challenge the
historical understanding of the Hindu-Buddhist worldview
with it. In contrast. Song reduces biblical salvation
history to the same level as all other histories which he
deems to be equally salvific, apparently by interpreting it
according to the Chinese understanding of history. Finally,
Niles asserts a "weak" salvific universalism but with clear
boundaries for the church and affirmation of the importance
of evangelism. With Thomas and Koyama, evangelism is really
quite secondary, explicit confession of the name of Christ
is not particularly relevant to salvation, and the
preference is for an "open church" with blurred faith
commitment boundaries at best. Further, in the case of
Koyama, there is almost certainly an implicit pluralism. By
the time we come to Song, we find an explicit salvific
universalism and a clearly implicit pluralism. And as for
minjung theology, there are genuine questions whether it
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takes seriously the crucial elements of New Testament faith.
Earlier in Chapter 2, we saw how the more radical wing
of the church has committed itself to a cluster of
interlocking theological positions which includes salvific
universalism, a thoroughgoing inclusivist or a pluralist
understanding of other religions, an emphasis on the primacy
of the sociopolitical action in contrast to evangelism, and
an open church without faith commitment boundaries. We also
noted how these concepts can be traced back to their roots
in the radical anthropocentrism and secularization of
theology brought about by Enlightenment thinking with its
underlying dualism. The identification by Thomas, Koyama,
Song, and minjung theology with this cluster of ideas,
together with their anti-dogmatism, shows just how much of
ecumenical Asian theological thinking has been domesticated
by the Enlightenment and dualistic categories.
I conclude with two comments. First, the purpose of
these two chapters is not to show the superiority of one
person's theology over that of another, nor that of one
sector of the Asian church over that of another. Rather, it
is an attempt to assess objectively how genuinely
missiological each theology is and, therefore, how strong
are their respective claims to be contextual. The findings
indicate relative strengths and weaknesses in each example
examined.
Second, the above exercise also reveals a fundamental
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problem with all the theologies examined. In his discussion
of missiological thinking in the wake of the Enlightenment,
Bosch (1991:262-345) draws attention to its overwhelming
influence. He notes that, although it did not go
unchallenged down the last three centuries, nevertheless,
"all reactions to this paradigm were, until very recently,
in the final analysis conditioned and even dictated by it.
In each case the operative plausibility structure remained
that of the Enlightenment" (:273). I think enough has been
said to indicate that, in different ways and often to quite
a large extent, Bosch's statement applies equally well to
almost all the examples of Asian theology discussed in these
two chapters, with the one possible exception of Samuel's.
Underneath the Asian "clothes" and "colors" that have given
to these theologies, we have found layers and layers of
Enlightenment and dualistic thought. It appears that mature
examples of a truly contextual Asian theology have yet to
emerge .
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yCHAPTER 8
Toward an Asian Christian Theology
It is time for us to draw the threads together. I
began in Chapter 1 by arguing that any authentic theology
must be grounded in mission and pastoral practice. On this
basis I defined the purpose of this dissertation as "to
examine representative examples of Asian theology, both past
and present, and to assess their adequacy as theologies of
mission or as missiological theologies; and, further, to
delineate the contours of a more adequate contextual Asian
Christian theology". In Chapter 2, after surveying the
missiological debates of this century and the way these have
been shaped by Western dualism and Enlightenment thought, I
suggested that a missiological theology must be shaped by
four concerns: the sociopolitical context, the evangelistic
and pastoral tasks of the church, inculturation, and
faithfulness to the Christian tradition or the apostolic
faith. I went on in Chapters 3 and 4 to show that these
four concerns are biblically and theologically justified,
and that they could therefore serve as appropriate criteria
for an adequate missiological or contextual theology.
In the last three chapters we saw first how these
criteria were illustrated in different ways by six examples
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of Asian theology done before World War Two. We saw that,
although these six were not as yet mature theologies in
themselves, each of them represented a substantial beginning
for a truly contextual theology. I then proceeded to assess
some representative examples of post-World War Two
Protestant theologies, both ecumenical and conservative, in
light of the four criteria enunciated. We noted the varying
degrees of strength or weakness of each of these theologies
with respect to their being missiological and contextual.
But we also found that the one underlying weakness of all,
or at least nearly all, of them is that, in different ways
and to different extent, they are still being held captive
to Western dualistic thinking and the Enlightenment
paradigm. To the extent to which this is true, we still as
yet do not have authentic contextual theologies.
In this concluding chapter I would like to tentatively
sketch out the "contours" of a truly contextual Asian
Christian theology. It is not my purpose to draw up a model
or define a specific methodology for doing contextual
theology (cf. e.g. Schreiter 1985:22-38; Dyrness 1990:29ff).
I am inclined to say, in my own Asian way, that I am not
quite sure that things work like that. Rather, I merely
wish to draw up a list of concerns to which we must respond
in order to facilitate the development of such theologies.
I begin by noting that recent discussions on
hermeneutics and contextual theology often evolve around the
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two bipolar pairs: text and context, and action and
reflection. Chapters 3 and 4 have already dealt with the
first pair in detail. The text is obviously the Christian
tradition based on canonical Scripture and interpreted in
light of the ecumenical creeds of the first millennium. The
context consist of the sociopolitical setting, the
evangelistic and pastoral ministries of the church, and the
cultural-religious milieu.
With respect to the second pair, action and reflection,
the former obviously concerns the mission of the church,
which we looked at in Chapters 2 and 3 . This involves
evangelism and church-building, healing and exorcism
ministry, and sociopolitical action, all of which should
properly be interpreted in light of the Kingdom of God theme
(Padilla 1985:188f). As I have argued in Chapter 1, action
is crucial to theological reflection. A purely speculative
and theoretical approach to theology is rejected for a
number of good reasons. It is untrue to the way theology
has emerged in the Bible, and in most periods of church
history, and in much of the Two Thirds World today. Also,
it is based on a bifurcation of theory from practice, an
epistemological position which is neither Christian nor
Asian. And as we have noted in the last two chapters, there
are clear indications that academic approaches which fail to
be rooted in pastoral and missiological practice distort
theological analysis and reflection.
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This brings us to the place of theological reflection
in contextualization. Under this I will focus on two
themes: the various types of literary genres required to
fully express theological reflection in Asia, and the
concerns that must be taken into consideration in this
process. I will begin with the first.
Literary Genres Required in Asian Theology
Theology comes to us in different kinds of literary
genres. We see this clearly in the variety of literature
found in the Bible itself: the biographical and historical
(historical books and Gospels) , the hymnic (Psalms) , the
didactic (prophetic books and Epistles), and the like. In
church history, theology has been done through art, music
and song, letter, biblical exegesis, biblical exposition and
sermon, apologetics, systematic theology, and so forth. I
would like to indicate below, under the different literary
genres, helpful lines of development which have already
taken place or which could be developed further.
Biblical Exegesis
If the Bible has such a central place in our definition
of the text in Christian reflection, the Asian church must
take its interpretation seriously. Presently in Asia, there
is a problem here. On the one hand, there have been a
number of outstanding evangelistic and pastoral figures
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whose writings are widely read by the church at the grass
roots. These include Sundar Singh of India, and Watchman
Nee and John Sung of China in an earlier generation, and Cho
Yong-gi of Korea today. Generally speaking, their approach
to the biblical exegesis tends to be rather simplistic,
literalistic, and sometimes even allegorical. On the other
hand, we also have a lot of commentaries and expository
writings imported from the West, with all the associated
presuppositions that we have already noted. Neither
approach is the most desirable. The former is helpful to
Christians in dealing with the daily problems of the
Christian life, but fail to help them come to a deeper grasp
of the message of the Bible in its totality. The latter may
be academically and even theologically profound�although
that is not always the case�but does little to help Asian
Christians relate the gospel to real life because of their
alien backgrounds.
One observer has drawn attention to the need for the
development of a proper Asian Christian hermeneutic which
would incorporate some of the wealth of hermeneutical
studies in Asian cultures over the past two and half
millenniums (Adams 1987:49-54). This is no doubt a very
needful process, especially when it comes to in-depth
interactions with Asian cultural and religious thought. For
the moment I would simply draw attention to something more
basic. Asian Christians must begin to learn to read and
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understand the Bible from within their own contexts, shorn
of Western presuppositions.
To begin with we must strive at a more holistic, in
contrast to dualistic, reading of the Bible. We will
examine two examples. First, we noted earlier that Koyama
reminds us that "a bank account and an abundant diet"
somehow blind us from the primary truths of history. The
same thing happens in exegesis, especially when we come to
it with a dualistic mind-set. Thus, often the full meaning
of Jesus' programmatic announcement in Lk 4:18f, quoting Is.
61: If, is spiritualized away, and Jesus is conveniently
turned into a spiritual Savior who is sociopolitically
aseptic. But the physical hunger, and political and
economic bondage of Asia's billions will not allow the
church to get away so easily with such dualistic and over-
spiritualized exegesis. On the other hand, secularized
interpretations like that of minjung theology, which reduces
these verses to mere political statements, will simply not
wash either because they ignore altogether spiritual
realities .
A second example is found in a paper by three younger
Filipino writers (Bautista, et. al . 1984) who, starting from
a holistic worldview, show how exegesis can produce very
different results. The debate over "principalities and
powers" often interprets these in dualistic terms, either as
purely personal demonic spirits, or as mere sociopolitical
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structural evil. But Lorenzo Bautista and his colleagues
have argued that, if we begin from a holistic perspective,
passages like Col. 2:15 can then be seen to describe
Christ's victory over the "principalities and powers," which
consists of "liberation from both personal and spiritual and
socio-political bondage" (:175).
Asian cultural dimensions can also help provide
insights into the message of the Bible. Again we will
illustrate with two examples. First, Western readings of
the Bible often emphasize guilt, rather than shame. This is
important in understanding truths like justification. But
what about the Parable of the Prodigal Son (Lk 15:11-32)?
To read it from the perspective of sin and guilt draws
attention to the twin themes of repentance and forgiveness.
Nevertheless it misses something crucial. Only when we
understand the shame that the son's act has engendered for
the family in the setting of an Asian (or, African) village,
and the fact that the father has totally "lost his face" in
the eyes of the whole community, with nowhere to hide it,
can we begin to grasp the costliness and the depth of the
divine love in the heart of God.
Another example comes from the episode of Saul's visit
to the witch of Endor (1 Sam 28:8-14). Because Western
Christianity generally fails to take Hiebert's "excluded
middle" seriously, commentators always seem to have problems
with the key verse: "When the woman saw Samuel, she cried
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out ..." (V.12). The straightforward explanation would
involve taking the whole spirit world seriously, and also
recognizing that the ban in the Bible against medium
practices is based in part on the fact that this involves
trafficking with demonic powers rather than genuine
ancestral spirits. Thus, the witch of Endor was shocked
when Samuel appeared because that was the last "spirit" she
expected to see. As it is, all sorts of exegetical
gymnastics are employed, including emendations which grossly
violate the integrity of the text, to try to explain away a
passage that seems incomprehensible, and thus missing its
real meaning altogether.
What the above examples demonstrate is that Asian
Christianity can make serious contributions to the church's
understanding of the message of the Bible. This is a
challenge that the Asian Christians should take up more
seriously.
Christian Apologetics
Apologetics in the history of Christian theology means
the defence, by argument, of Christian belief against
external criticism or against other worldviews. Earlier in
Chapter 5 we looked at the work of Nehemiah Goreh in India
in the last century, and the work of the Chinese theologians
in the 1920s in their efforts to defend the Christian faith
and to commend it to the non-Christian world around them.
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While there have been further developments in theology in
general, there have been relatively little serious
apologetics written in recent years. However, the Sri
Lankan theologian, Lynn de Silva has written a most
interesting book. The Problem of the Self in Buddhism and
Christianitv (1979) , which relates to our concern here.
It should be stated on the onset that de Silva 's intent
is dialogic, and not apologetic. His thesis is that the
Theravada Buddhist doctrine of anatta (no-self) and the
Christian concept of the pneuma (spirit) when brought into
dialogue enhance our understanding of truth. Buddha taught
the doctrine of anatta to avoid both the Hindu eternalistic
view of the soul and the nihilistic view argued by the
annihilationists. But this gives rise to a key problem in
Theravada doctrine. If there is no soul or self, what is it
that undergoes samsara (transmigration of the soul)? Who or
what is it that eventually experiences nirvana (destruction
of craving, the ultimate Goal)? But, as de Silva sums it
up, "The various solutions to the problem put forward tend
either towards nihilism or eternalism . . . Can we arrive at a
concept of the self that can hold together both the poles of
nihilism and eternalism without one contradicting the other"
(de Silva 1979:74)?
The answer to this is found in the Christian
understanding of pneuma (spirit) . Our status as creatures
implies our bondage to decay. But the image of God in us
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implies that our personhood can be fulfilled in relation to
God. This takes place within the "I-Thou" relationship in
which the self is both negated and affirmed at one and the
same time. De Silva then argues that,
In this "I-Thou" relationship is to be found the true
meaning of anatta, which denies the (immortal) "soul"
without yielding to the nihilistic view, and which
affirms authentic selfhood without yielding to an
eternalistic view . . . This understanding of anatta and
pneuma enables us to see these two concepts not in
contrast but in combination�anatta-pneuma . (1979:5f)
However, this means that the Arahat (one who has
attained nirvana) ideal of Theravada Buddhism is
problematic. It appears to lead to an individualizing
without a corresponding participation. This would logically
lead to the extinction of the self "which 'individualizes'
itself and separates itself from fellowship with others" (de
Silva 1979:131). The anatta-pneuma concept in contrast
leads to the Christian ideal wherein "individualization
reaches its perfect form which we call a 'person',
participation reaches its perfect form which we call
'communion'" (:137).
This brings us to the climax of de Silva 's argument.
Given the above, it must be concluded that if anatta is
real, God is necessary, otherwise there is no escape from
nihilism. "Because man is anatta, God is indispensable;
because man is absolutely anatta God is absolutely
necessary" (de Silva 1979:138).
There is no doubt about the basic correctness of de
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silva 's thesis. But the main problem is not with the
cogency of his argument, but rather his apparent inability
to see where it ultimately leads. His proposal of anatta-
pneuma is obviously highly original and creative for the
purpose of bridging key anthropological concepts from two
different religious traditions. But it can only be
sustained by filling the Buddhist anatta with Christian
meaning. Despite his dialogic concern, there is no real
corresponding need to fill pneuma with Buddhist meaning.'
It is doubtful that a Theravada Buddhist will at all be
happy with such a dialogic exercise.
But de Silva' s argument goes beyond even this. What he
has done is to demonstrate with relentless logic that the
only way to prevent the Theravada Buddhist view of the
person from sliding back into either nihilism or eternalism
is to attribute to anatta the quality of pneuma. But this
can only be done if we affirm the existence of a personal
God. "If God is not, then anatta necessarily implies final
'. In an earlier stage of the argument de Silva
(1979:75-89) argues that the Christian tendency to think of
the psyche, or soul, makes Christianity guilty of eternalism
in its understanding of the human person. It is this to
which the Buddhist concept of anicca, or impermanence,
provides a helpful corrective. But as de Silva himself has
rightly noted, the concept of an immortal soul is a
Hellenistic idea, and not a biblical one. Strictly
speaking, therefore, it should not have been incorporated
into Christian belief in the first place. Thus, there is no
real necessity to fill the Christian concept of pneuma, or
spirit, with Buddhist meaning. But even if de Silva' s point
is allowed, the point that I am making in the following
paragraph remains valid.
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extinction" (de Silva 1979:145). This is one conclusion
that Theravada Buddhism cannot accept without surrendering
its identity. What de Silva has accomplished is not so much
an able exercise in dialogue�although it is that also�but,
rather, a brilliant Christian apologetic addressed to
Theravada Buddhists.
In an age where dialogue has become the fashion of the
day within some Christian circles, the apologetic task of
the Christian church seems to have been forgotten. For
those concerned with the defense and proclamation of
Christian truth in Asia, de Silva 's work shows that a
careful and sympathetic understanding of another religious
tradition can open new doors for meaningful communication.
Systematic Theology
The third genre that needs to be developed is
systematic theology. Because of what the term connotes,
this may sound surprising here. Hence two comments are in
place. First, given the fact that linear logic is not the
primary mode of thinking of many Asians, should theology be
"systematic" in the Asian context? In reply it should be
noted that the preference for linear or non-linear logic is
never exclusive in any culture. Rather, it is a matter of
relative emphasis. Further, modern science and education
are so much premised on linear logic that its importance
will inevitably grow even in cultures where the traditional
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preference has been for non-linear forms of logic.
Second, the term "systematic theology" sometimes
connotes in the Western theological tradition the idea of
some principle or philosophical concept, e.g. existentialism
or dispensationalism, which have been arrived at a priori,
which then serves as a pre-determined interpretative
framework around which everything else is made to fit into a
logical theological system. This is obviously not what is
called for here. Rather, what is envisaged is a systematic
reflection on the key themes of the Christian faith arising
out of a dialectic between text and context, and informed by
mission and pastoral concerns.
Asian Christians need a framework within which to think
about God's revelation of himself and his activity in the
world, in the context of their own cultures and the
missiological tasks they face. Unfortunately, there is not
one single adequate text in this field written from within
Asia at the moment. Thus, almost every Asian seminary still
uses systematic theology texts written in the West. And the
result is quite obvious in light of the findings of Chapters
6 and 7.
What would be a suitable approach for the development
of such systematic theologies? One suggestion is to begin
with the study of the development of the early Christian
creeds, against the historical and contextual backgrounds.
These creeds, especially the Nicene and Apostles' Creeds,
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and the Chalcedonian Formula, were the first "systematic"
formulations of the Christian faith which the Early Church
was forced to undertake both to ward off heresy and to
instruct its members. Such a study will enable us to see
how the apostolic faith that was being handed down through
the Scriptures and traditions was contextually shaped in the
process of its formulation by the Early Church. Having
examined that in detail, we can then proceed to ask how the
same process might be carried out afresh in the various
Asian contexts today. This approach will ensure that the
development of systematic theologies in the various Asian
contexts will take both the text and the context seriously.
In the formulation of such theologies, the following
goals must be borne in mind. First, like Calvin's
Institutes . they should serve as catechisms for Christians
and help them to understand God's revelation of himself in
the Scriptures better. Second, they should help Christians
to think and reflect upon their faith in the context of
Asian societies, with all their wealth of cultures and
traditions, struggling to come to terms with modernity.
Third, they should aim at nurturing Asian Christians in
their spiritual growth and maturation process. Fourth, they
should serve to inform and enhance the church's mission and
pastoral practice.
For these goals to be attained, theological reflection
must make a serious effort at relating the message of the
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Bible to the cultural context and the ministry of the
church. I will illustrate this with three examples.
Ancestral practices. Earlier we noted that ATA held a
seminar on this subject which affects many churches in Asia,
including especially those in Confucian cultural realms (Ro
1985a) . The importance of this matter for these churches is
underscored by the historical fact of the Rites Controversy,
which is still not satisfactorily resolved today. Chinese
ancestral rites, for example, have both a religious and
social significance. To participate in it in its original
form does involve a religious act which, as it appears to
me, would conflict with the demands of the gospel. But to
neglect it all together would rightly incur cultural
condemnation of being disrespectful to parents.
For example. Christians because of their beliefs often
feel that funerals should not merely be times of mourning,
but also of rejoicing. But often the lack of overt
mourning, within a culture that demands it, has led to
comments, actually overheard at a funeral, like: "It is
better to die as a dog than as a Christian." A systematic
theology within the Chinese context must deal not only with
the question of how loyalty to God means non-participation
in ancestral worship, but also of what functional
substitutes need to be put in its place to demonstrate the
Christian's commitment to a cultural value of highest
importance within Chinese society (cf. Ro 1985a: 181-318 for
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some answers) .
Healing, exorcism and the miraculous. Much has been
said earlier to show the crucial importance of Hiebert's
"excluded middle" in the thinking of Asian peoples. This
means that systematic theologies in Asia must ask and answer
different questions from Western ones. For example, Western
theology invariably asks the question: Are miracles
possible? This of course addresses the Enlightenment
problem of a closed universe. In much of Asia that is a
non-question because the miraculous is assumed and fairly
regularly experienced. The question rather is: Who or what
lies behind a particular miracle? After all, healings,
exorcisms and the like occur regularly in temples, through
the hands of mediums, shamans and the like. In other words,
our theology must help the Christian to discern the true
from the false (cf. Mk. 13:22; Mt. 7:22f; 2 The. 2:9), the
actions of God from those of demonic powers, and genuine
healings from those that lead the supposedly healed into
deeper spiritual bondage.
Church leadership patterns. We saw in Chapter 3 that
Asian cultural leadership patterns tend to be paternalistic,
authoritarian, and linked with much self-cultivation and
age. Western church patterns are more democratic, less
authoritarian and paternalistic, with much less regard for
age. Often Western denominational structures and leadership
patterns have been foisted onto Asian churches on the
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assumption that these are sacrosanct. This is particularly
true when these involve sacerdotal or semi-sacerdotal views
of ordination and leadership. The problems that result from
the conflict of cultural assumptions are aggravated further
when they are interpreted theologically. There is obviously
a need to wrestle afresh with how Asian cultural patterns
and Christian principles can be brought into a more creative
tension with each other, so as to produce the desired kind
of leaders for the Asian church.
Ethics.
The fourth genre of literature that must be further
developed is ethics, both personal and social. We will look
at each in turn.
Personal ethics. Christian personal ethics as taught
in the Asian church is essentially the same as that
developed in the West, whether conservative or liberal. The
inadequacy of this for the Asian church is clear. For
example. Western Christianity presupposes that decision
making centers around the individual. Hence principles take
precedence over relationships in moral decisions. But group
solidarity and relationships are crucial in Asian cultures.
Thus, as we noted earlier in Chapter 3, what from a
principle-centered ethic are considered respectively
nepotism and bribery, may appear quite morally justifiable,
or even required, in a relation-centered ethic. There is an
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obvious tension here.
Another illustration of this tension is found in Walter
Trobisch's (1971:11-20) exposition in the African context on
the importance of "leaving" before "cleaving" in marriage.
He rightly emphasizes that theologically and emotionally,
"Only the one who has 'left' regardless of the consequences,
and only those who 'cleave' exclusively to each other, can
become 'one flesh'" (:19). But what he appears to have
neglected is the need to remind married couples that due
attention must also be given to the larger web of in-law
relationships in cultures where group solidarity is
fundamental. Thus, it is perfectly alright for a newly
married Western couple to move into their own home� it may
even be culturally required. But in many Asian situations
it may not be culturally acceptable�and often, neither is
it economically viable. What shape then must "leaving" take
in such situations? It is questions of this sort that are
in need of serious attention.
A theology of social engagement. But we need to go
beyond personal ethics into social ethics. Earlier the
contributions of M. M. Thomas and Vinay Samuel have been
noted. Whatever their strengths and weaknesses,^ at least
they have made determined pioneering efforts in this
direction. What may be hoped for is that out of these will
^. Sumithra has for example charged Thomas with
identifying "revolution" with "revelation" (1984), although
others have felt this to be unfair.
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emerge a coherent theology of social change that will
holistically integrate the spiritual, personal, and physical
dimensions of human existence.'
Such a theology would, like Thomas, take seriously
Christian programs of sociopolitical action, the relation
between human ideologies and the gospel, and cooperation
with those who are not Christians. It would also, like Cho
Yong-gi, take seriously acts of mercy which alleviates day
to day human suffering. It would further, like Samuel,
strongly emphasize evangelism within the context of holistic
mission. But it will go one step beyond and ask what the
implications of the defeat of the "principalities and
powers" have for social change (cf. Bautista, et. al . 1984),
and also the place of prayer. Such a ethic should aim at
helping the church understand the intrinsic relationship
between the theology of the Kingdom of God and our
responsibilities for the world. It would go a long way to
move Asian Christianity out of its tendency towards self-
preoccupation within the spiritual realm into active social
engagement as a Christian duty.
The need for this in Asia is clear. A Christianity
that is premised on social withdrawal can only open itself
to the charge of irrelevance, as for example, in China in
the 1920s. Unfortunately, in many quarters both in and
'. Cf. e.g. the approach of Mott 1982:107-208;
although it still neglects the defeat of the "principalities
and power" by Christ on the cross.
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outside the church, this perception persists. But this
picture may be changing, in part due to factors outside the
church's control. To take just one example, Christians in
certain Asian countries live under dominant Islamic control.
With the growing Muslim pressures for religious
territoriality and the extension of the Shar'iah (Islamic
law) over everyone in such states, non-Muslims find
themselves increasingly reduced to second-class citizens,
marginalized socioeconomically , and left with restricted
religious freedom. It is in part against this background
that Lamin Sanneh (1993:168) has castigated Western
Christianity in its present interactions with Islam for
losing sight of the gospel as public truth�which Islam
would not do�and urged the need for its recovery. If we
are concerned with freedom, dignity, human rights for all,
whether Christians, Muslims, or other religionists, East or
West, the Christian cannot afford to withdraw from the
"public square".
Theologv for and from the Grass-roots.
Finally a serious effort must be made to bring theology
down to the grass-roots level of the church. One non-
Christian academic, in private conversation, has observed
that most of the Asian theologians today are writing for the
academy. A change of orientation is needed. This involves
consciously writing much of the material discussed above
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with the needs of the laity in mind. However more than that
is required.
Earlier we discussed the need for biblical exegesis to
be done from an Asian perspective. But bible commentaries
are more likely to be read by the elite than the average
Asian Christian. For the latter, there is a much greater
need for more popular biblical expositions and sermomic
materials. Asian Christian leaders, both past and present,
like Sadhu Sundar Singh, Watchman Nee, Cho Yong-gi, have
tended more towards producing materials in this genre.
However, the exegetical basis of much of these has often
been found wanting. What is needed is much more of such
materials dealing with pastoral issues, aimed at the
instructing and edifying those at the grass-roots, but built
upon a sounder exegetical basis.
Further, since Asian cultures do not function primarily
with linear logic, literary genres that use other patterns
of reasoning and knowing must be employed in
contextualization. This includes, for example, learning
from Luther and Wesley in the use of hymns to teach sound
theology. Niles' (1963) effort with the EACC Hvmnal was a
good beginning. Another example of such a concern is the
effort presently being made in the church in China, with the
assistance of Trinity Theological College, Singapore, to
collect and publish indigenous Chinese hymns set to tunes
using traditional musical instruments (Yap 1993).
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Another genre of literature that can yield much fruit
is biographies of great Asian saints of the last one and
half centuries, like Pastor Hsi and John Sung of China, and
Sundar Singh and Nehemiah Goreh of India. What biographies
of these are available at the moment are usually, though not
always, written from the Western missionary's perspective,
and/or addressed to a Western audiences. No adequate
biography of any of the above named persons, from the Asian
church's perspective, exists at present. What is needed are
more critical biographies written by those who fully
understand and sympathize with the cultural backgrounds of
these saints, which can convey to the Asian church today
something of the struggles of such persons in their desire
to live as God's people in their cultures and times. These
will invariably help to give Asian Christians today a
clearer sense of identity, so that they will not always be
looking to the West�as they sadly continue to do today� for
models of theological endeavor and Christian leadership and
life.
Some Important Concerns in the Contextualization
Process in Asian Theology
In the process of carrying out the above, some
important concerns must be constantly borne in mind. Some
of these have been discussed in great detail earlier, like
the "text" and the various dimensions of Christian mission.
I will now deal with some issues not fully covered earlier.
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Unearthing Hidden Presuppositions
The arguments for authentic contextualization in this
dissertation rest first and foremost on identifying the
hidden presuppositions behind much of Western theology which
in turn have influenced almost all Asian theologies. The
works of Hiebert (1982), Yu (1987), Newbigin (1989) and
Bosch (1991) , on the Enlightenment, dualism and the
"excluded middle" are crucial to the thesis made here. The
task of developing authentic Asian theologies in the future
will need further explorations and refinements of the work
already done at the presupposition level of Western thought
and theology.
In-depth Studies of Asian Cultures and Traditions
As well as the above, there is much need for more in-
depth work on Asian cultures and worldviews. This is
particularly true with respect to the established literary
cultures of Asia whose penetration by the gospel is still
little more than skin deep. These include the Confucian
cultures of Japan and China, the Hindu culture of India, and
the Islamic societies. For example, in the case of China,
the problem is simply but cogently put by Wing-Tsit Chan:
"So long as Christianity fails to come in contact with
Chinese intelligentsia, it will fail to reach the nerve
center of the Chinese people" (cited in Dyrness 1990:136).
It was to the credit of the Early Church that it came
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to terms with Hellenistic culture at depth. The
contributions of Paul, Justin Martyr, Tertullian,
Athanasius, Augustine and others were indispensable to this
process (Cochrane 1951) . This is something that Asian
Christianity has yet to come close to attaining. Much of
this is due to the negative view that missionaries have
taken towards indigenous cultures in the last two hundred
years. This trend is being reversed. One way to accelerate
this is for the development of a new generation of scholars
who are not only well trained in the Christian tradition,
but also deeply versed in Asian cultures, philosophies and
religions. The dearth of such personnel is illustrated by
the example of the church in my own country. Christians
today form some 8% of the population in a country which is
about 60% Muslims, who are politically dominant. Yet after
hundreds of years of existence in a country which has long
been predominantly Islamic, the church has only begun to
think of producing trained Islamicists within the last few
years. This leads us to the third concern.
In-Depth Dialogue with Asian Religions
If we are to have an in-depth understanding of Asian
traditions and culture, this will necessarily involve in-
depth dialogue with Asian religions, because culture and
religion in Asia are so deeply intertwined. Such dialogue
is necessary for three other reasons: the importance of
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treating others with integrity and respect, the effective
communication of the gospel across religio-cultural
barriers, and the need to cooperate with those of other
faiths in social change for the common well-being of all.
The problem with Christian attitudes to other religions
at present is that most Christians have fallen into either
of two extreme positions, neither of which fully comes to
terms with the biblical witness. The more conservative
tends towards total exclusivism, wherein all without
explicit faith in Christ in this life are deemed to be
eternally condemned. This position fails to take seriously
the biblical witness concerning those who are not in the
main-stream of the Judeo-Christian tradition.'' On the other
extreme are the thoroughgoing inclusivists who affirm
salvific universalism, and the pluralists who accept all
religions as equally valid ways to God and salvation.
Enough has been said to indicate why these positions are
also inadequate.
Serious progress will be made in our attitudes towards
other religions only if two questions can be seriously
This includes the position of Melchizedek (Gen.
14:17-20; Ps. 110:4; Heb. 5-7), the Magi (Mat. 2:1-12),
and the apostles' preaching on the subject. For example, in
Act 17:30, Paul speaks of "While God has overlooked the
times of ignorance . . . " , clearly referring to the time
before the gospel preaching took place in Athens. By and
large, evangelical writings have failed to come to terms
with this strand of biblical teaching. Two exceptions, both
Western thinkers, are Anderson 1984:137-175; and Pinnock
1992.
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addressed from the perspective of those who desire to be
faithful to the apostolic faith. First, how do we think
about the salvation of those who do not have explicit faith
in Christ? It appears that the overall thrust of the
biblical witness points to somewhere between a totally
exclusivist position and a thoroughgoing inclusive one
(Newbigin 1978:195ff; Anderson 1984:137-175). Second, how
has God worked in the lives of those who are not Christians?
If we take the position that God does not work in such
lives, then we would appear to be denying what John (l:lff)
affirms through his Logos theology, or the doctrines of
general revelation and providence, or the Wesleyan doctrine
of prevenient grace. But if we say that God works through
the life, say of Gandhi, how do we discern where in his life
that God was or was not at work (cf . Samuel and Sugden
1984:284; Song 1986 :25f)?
Conservatives in Asia have been slow to explore these
questions, either because they start from an unbending
exclusivist position, or because of fear of being labelled
unorthodox. In contrast, ecumenical writers have wrestled
with these much more boldly- But their tendency to ignore
the propositional dimension of the Christian faith has left
them without clear criteria by which to address these issues
meaningfully. Real progress will require that we transcend
these limitations.
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Insights from Cultural Anthropology
A fourth concern that must be taken into consideration
are the insights of cultural anthropological studies. A
number of important studies from different sectors of the
church have emerged in recent years dealing with the
relation between contextual theologies and cultures (e.g.
Kraft 1979; Schreiter 1985). These studies have
consistently drawn attention to the need to "listen" to
cultures, and to pay attention to the relationship between
cultural form and theological meaning. But hardly any Asian
theological writings have seriously interacted with the
questions raised in these studies, not least because there
has not been sufficiently serious wrestling with
methodological questions in the former. I believe careful
attention to this area of studies will be necessary for
further advances in our thinking on contextualization. Let
me give one illustration.
Samuel and Sugden (1984:147) echo the views of many in
the field of contextual theology in affirming that there are
"no timeless truths." I believe that this is correct
insofar as we are thinking about the developed forms of
theologies like Aquinas' Summa . or Barth's Church Dogmatics.
and the like. But do we also mean by the phrase "no
timeless truths" that there are no truths that are
understandable across cultures and time? If so, are we not
thereby saying that no commonalities exist among humanity
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which stretch across cultures and time, and ultimately
transcend them? If that is what we are affirming, will we
not end up logically with a pure contextualism in which we
can never be sure that the different contextual theologies
share anything in common in our perceptions of God and his
relation with us?
On the other hand, if there are perceptions of truths
about God which can be shared across cultures and time, and
that these can be found embedded within every genuine
contextual theology, how are we to determine that which is
timeless and transcultural in the midst of all that which is
culture and time bound? I am not sure whether the present
states of hermeneutical and cultural anthropological studies
can provide a clear answer at this point of time. But it
does appear that certain insights in cultural anthropology
point in the direction of a solution.
Paul Hiebert states the relationship between form and
meaning in cultural symbols in the following manner:
... in any culture the relationship between meanings and
forms varies according to the nature of the symbol. In
some the relationship is arbitrary, so forms can
readily be changed in order to preserve meanings. In
other symbols the relationship is more complex, ranging
from lose to tight linkages. To change the forms in
these inevitably changes the meanings in some ways. In
still other symbols, meaning and form are essentially
one. To change the form is to change the meaning.
(1989:109)
Now if that is the case, the question must be asked whether
there are symbols wherein the "form and meaning are
essentially one" across cultures and time? If we believe
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that there are human commonalities which transcend culture
and time, then the answer must surely be in the affirmative.
Hiebert suggests that among symbols where form and
meaning are inseparable are historical ones. "Specific
historical facts are tied to specific times and places"
(Hiebert 1989:115). I would wish to go further and suggest
that this can also transcend culture and time. For example,
"Jesus died and came to life again in Jerusalem at a
specific date some two thousand years ago" is a historical
symbol that is understandable across cultures and time.
There are no cultures and there have never been a time
wherein life and death are not understood. Another set of
models which has this quality appears to be relationship
symbols. For example, "God loves us," "Christ died to
reconcile us to God," or "Christ defeated Satan at Calvary."
The present suggestions are tentative and will need
careful refinement and study by the Christian community.
But if we can narrow the core beliefs of the Christian faith
down to a set of symbols wherein form and meaning are
inseparable, and which also transcends culture and time,
then we can have a means of establishing more clearly what
is the "irreducible core" of the Christian faith. This will
help us avoid the kind of ambiguity that Thomas faced in
trying to define the "irreducible core," and yet forever
remaining vague as to what it is. After all, either "Jesus
is the same, yesterday, and today, and forever" (Heb 13:8),
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or he is not!
I may add that I suspect that if the worldwide
Christian community does come to some agreement on such a
set of beliefs after careful hermeneutical and cultural
anthropological studies, it would probably look pretty much
like the sum of the key elements in the ecumenical creeds.
Learning from Western Christians
Finally, Asian Christianity must remember that much can
still learn from our Western counterpart. Despite the
severe critique leveled here against the Enlightenment
worldview and Western dualism, and their insidious effects
on Asian Christianity, I cannot share the views of those
Christians who tend towards a distorted iconoclasm against
everything Western.* Such a position is not only untrue
historically to the contribution of Western missions in the
past, but it also involves a fundamental problem with
respect to one's own Christian identity. It effectively
says that as one who is a Christian as a result of the
labors of those who, despite all their many weaknesses and
failures, brought the gospel to Asia, I now assert that all
that came together with that process and which made it
possible in the first place is positively bad. The inner
*. For example, compare the advocates of the moratorium
movement of the 1960s; or those who are so apologetic about
the preaching of the gospel because it is supposedly
"Western. "
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contradiction of such a position is plain.
Without going into details, it should be sufficient to
note that the very fact that Asians approach truth more via
relationship and experience, and westerners more via their
rational faculties, is enough to demonstrate to us our need
for each other to help us to come to a greater and more
wholesome perception of the wonder and majesty of God. This
and much more remind us that it is much more fruitful for
East and West to learn from one another. How else can we
experience the abundance and the wealth of the catholicity
of the Body of Christ? And how else can we finally bring
into the "Holy City" the fullness of "the glory and honor of
the nations" (Rev. 21:26)?
POSTSCRIPT
Among the fruits commonly found in tropical Asia are
the banana and the mango. The banana is of uncertain
origins, whereas the mango is an authentic Asian fruit.
Ripe bananas are yellow, but when peeled reveal flesh off-
white in color. On the other hand, most species of mangos
when ripe are golden yellow on both the outside and the
inside. There is a parable in this comparison between the
banana and the mango. Most of the post-World War Two
examples of Asian theology studied here look more like
bananas than mangos� "yellow" outside, but "white" inside."
Asians may love the banana, but there is no doubt that the
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sweet, succulent flesh of the mango is prized much more
highly. If one has to choose, the latter is much more
likely to be preferred.
Throughout Asia, there is a distinct awareness of a
growing maturity springing up all over in the churches.
Often the older sister churches of the West look with a
sense of wonder at the vitality and growth of many of these,
especially those in China, Indonesia, and South Korea.
Increasingly some churches like those in India and South
Korea are sending out more missionaries than some of the
traditional missionary sending churches in the West.
Clearly, the trends indicate that the Asian Church will
inevitably have an increasing role in Christianity worldwide
in the twenty-first century.
Yet the fact remains that Asian Christianity does not
have a very clear sense of its own self-identity . Moreover,
as Koyama (1977:100) says, much of Asian Christianity is
"culturally deformed." The overwhelming predominance of
Western culture in the modern world, and its consequent
effect on the development of Christianity in the non-Western
world in the last two hundred years are generally accepted
facts today. As a result non-Western Christians in general,
and Asian Christians in particular, lost confidence in their
own cultures and histories. Partly because of this, some
Asian Christians have embraced Enlightenment categories
which deny objective truth to religious beliefs.
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Consequently, as the pluralism debate and other trends
indicate, they have lost confidence in the gospel of Christ
as well.
Authentic contextualization that takes seriously both
of Walls' (1982) "pilgrim principle" and "indigenizing
principle" demands a dual recovery of confidence, both in
the gospel and in one's own culture and history. Without
that, Christianity will never become fully incarnated in the
Asian soil.
The agenda for Asian theology for the future therefore
seems clear. What we need are more theological "mangos,"
and not "bananas." When these are birthed by the grace of
God, they will bring genuine blessings to the Asian church.
They will first give Asian Christianity a clearer sense of
self-identity without which it can never fully mature.
Secondly, they should contribute to the healing of the
divisions obtained presently in Asian Christianity, much of
which have been imposed from without. Finally, they will
enable the churches in Asia to proclaim the gospel of the
Kingdom by word and deed with greater pastoral relevance and
missiological fruitfulness.
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